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ABSTRACT
Due to an educational system that tends to prioritize receptive reading and
listening skills and a concomitant lack of opportunities to engage in meaningful spoken
production in the target language outside of the class, many English as a Foreign
Language (EFL) learners in Japan struggle to develop their English speaking abilities
even after many years of study. For many of these learners, post-secondary coursework
presents a first opportunity to engage in consistent active oral production of the language
in interactive communicative situations, but how language abilities develop in this
context over time is not well understood.
This longitudinal, mixed methods research study explores the development of
interactive second language (L2) speaking proficiency of Japanese university students
throughout their first year of post-secondary study. The participants were 92 female
students from five sections of a required oral communication course of which I was the
instructor: 34 from two mid-proficiency sections and 58 from three low-proficiency
sections. In addition to the standard curriculum for this course, these participants also
completed a series of ten 10-minute discussion tasks in groups of three to four
participants on personal information topics of general interest over the course of two 15week semesters that comprise the academic year. All of the group discussion tasks were
video-recorded and carried out under the same procedures: without any pre-task planning
time but with a post-task transcription and reflection assignment. The first group
discussion task was administered for training and instructional purposes and excluded
from the data analyses leaving seven tasks conducted roughly one month apart
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throughout the academic year as well as one additional repeated task with the same group
assignments completed at the end of each semester. In total, nine discussion tasks were
carried out for analysis in this study.
A number of quantitative measures were collected for this study at various points
throughout the academic year. First, all of the group discussion performances were rated
using an adapted rating scale consisting of criteria dedicated to complexity, accuracy, and
fluency (CAF) as well as interactional engagement and overall communicative
effectiveness. Additional measures consisting of participant ratings assigned to topic
difficulty and group member familiarity were collected via questionnaire after each
discussion task. Furthermore, measures of extraversion and English-speaking selfefficacy were collected along with the three repeated tasks that spanned the entire year.
Finally, initial and end-of-year scores on the TOEIC-IP test consisting only of listening
and reading sections were used as measures of general English proficiency. To provide a
richer understanding of the participants’ perceptions of their development as well the
social and individual difference factors considered most directly relevant to the research
questions, an embedded qualitative component consisting of two focus groups and one
individual interview was also carried out.
The results indicated that the participants in this study made small but significant
improvements in their mean interactive English speaking abilities across both the three
repeated tasks and between the most temporally distant earliest and latest new tasks
administered in the first and second terms, accounting for relatively large amounts of the
variance in the measures. Furthermore, the social and individual difference factors
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investigated were found to jointly predict 56% of the variance seen in the interactive
English speaking measures for the three repeated tasks. Of these factors, the participants’
initial general proficiency scores, English speaking self-efficacy ratings, and averaged
group member initial proficiency scores were found to be much stronger predictors than
their topic difficulty, group member familiarity, and extraversion ratings.
When the ratings given along the five rating scale dimensions were inspected,
strong relationships were revealed among all of them, though particularly among the
CAF rating measures. Tracking these relationships over time revealed that they tended to
strengthen from one task to the next with the most readily identifiable changes found
among the relationships between accuracy, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness.
Finally, the qualitative component of this study revealed that the participants
interviewed perceived changes in their conscious attention during the group discussion
tasks shifting from accuracy concerns to speaking fluently/effectively, a general lack of
concern for and attention to complexity throughout, and improvement in their
interactional engagement over the course of the academic year. Furthermore, the
interviewees were found to generally ascribe a high degree of influence on their resulting
group discussion task speaking performances to both the topic prompts assigned and their
group members’ personalities as well as to the complex interplay between group member
proficiency and familiarity among other factors.
Although a number of limitations should be taken into account, it is believed that
the results of this study provide new, important insights into the longitudinal
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development of interactive English speaking proficiency in an EFL university context
where learners have little engagement with target language beyond limited classroom
contact hours.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Background of the Issue
Although the origin of human speech remains largely a mystery, its critical role in
the development of the human race is clear. Humans have relied primarily on speaking to
communicate with one another for hundreds of thousands of years. Though once likely
done within members of the same tribal communities for the purposes of mere survival,
human speech has since progressed along with the development of more complex social
structures and the concomitant development of human thought. As societies have
developed, their communicative needs have increased. More complex patterns of social
organization require more sophisticated means of communication, and in developed
societies around the world, languages have evolved to meet these needs.
Over time, as technologies improved and the ability to travel outside of one’s own
community became easier, humans were gradually confronted with the challenge of
communicating with others who did not share a common first language. One can imagine
that these earliest cross-linguistic interactions must have relied more on gestures than
speech; however, as empires sought to extend their control across disparate lands and
trade became integral to certain societies, the earliest interpreters undertook the important
work of bridging the communication gaps between speakers of different first languages.
Although the nature of cross-linguistic communication has changed dramatically
from these earliest developments, the need for people who have different first languages
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to be able communicate with each other remains critical to many pillars of life around the
world today: politics, business, education, arts, and culture. Furthermore, technology has
made the world smaller and more connected than ever, bringing more and more people
with different first languages into contact and making the ability to communicate crosslinguistically more widely desirable than ever. Large numbers of people from all around
the world now strive to learn other languages in order to better their academic,
professional, and social opportunities. Knowing a second or foreign language is widely
thought to improve prospects in life.
Most people today likely equate knowing a second or foreign language with the
ability to speak it fluently. Indeed, becoming a highly proficient speaker of a second or
foreign language remains the ultimate goal of people wishing to personally bridge the
communication gaps that still exist between themselves and speakers of other languages.
In many countries around the world, large amounts of resources have been dedicated to
cultivating second and foreign language ability; however, the development of foreign
language speaking proficiency remains particularly challenging in many places where
exposure to the target language is minimal and chances to engage in meaningful spoken
production are almost non-existent.
Due to these barriers, often coupled with a pedagogical emphasis on receptive
reading and listening skills valued most highly in many formal testing situations, many
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners struggle to develop their foreign language
speaking proficiency even after many hours of study and instruction. For many EFL
learners, post-secondary coursework presents a first real opportunity to engage in
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consistent active oral production of the language, but the developmental trajectories
experienced by such learners are not well understood. How do the L2 speaking abilities
of learners change over time in such a context? What aspects of L2 speaking ability tend
to be impacted most greatly? What aspects tend to be most resistant to change? How
much of the developmental change is common among other learners? How much is
unique to the individual? How do social factors and individual differences come into
play? Can learners in such contexts make notable improvements in their English speaking
abilities with only limited classroom contact hours? How do learners’ perceive their own
abilities and development? Although a review of the literature broadly related to the
development L2 speaking abilities suggests possible answers to these questions, there is
scant direct evidence available.

Statement of the Problem
Even after thousands of years of second language (L2) use and dramatic
developments in L2 teaching and research over that last one hundred years, the
development of L2 speaking proficiency remains elusive in certain educational contexts
such as Japan where learners have limited exposure to the target language in their daily
life and even fewer opportunities to speak the language. Although Japanese students are
required to study EFL for six years at the secondary level, much of the focus of this
education remains geared toward the development of direct translation and test-taking
skills despite the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology’s
(MEXT, 2009) stated aims of fostering the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and
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listening. As a result of the implicit priorities of the mandated curriculum and the lack of
meaningful opportunities for speaking in English, many Japanese students complete their
secondary education with limited EFL speaking proficiency.
Although great progress has been made over the past 50 years in identifying many
of the central factors believed to influence L2 speaking development, and a great number
of theories, hypotheses, approaches, and techniques have been proposed in this area, the
development of L2 speaking proficiency in individuals over time remains underresearched and there are many aspects that are not yet well understood. This uncertainty
is due to several underlying problems which this study seeks to address as they apply to
first-year students studying EFL in the Japanese university context.
The first problem that needs to be addressed in this area is to clarify the
underlying aspects that comprise L2 speaking proficiency and, relatedly, what aspects of
speech make one speaker more proficient than another when engaging in communicative
spoken interaction with others. Although there has been a great deal of activity in the
areas of L2 speaking task-based and testing research over the past 25 years and a number
of definitions and associated measures of different components of speech have been
proposed (e.g., discourse analytic measures such as complexity, accuracy, and fluency or
rating scales for pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, communicative skills/strategies),
lack of both sound justification for the ways in which these components have been
defined and consistency in the ways in which they have been applied in the literature has
made it difficult to advance this important area of research. L2 speaking proficiency must
be clearly defined, the quantification of its subcomponents must be theoretically justified,
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and the operationalization of the measures used to assess it should ideally be carried out
in a way that directly relates to how the L2 speech produced is actually perceived by
others, not only how it can be coded and analyzed for array of discrete sub-features.
The second problem of central concern in this study is the relative lack of
research into the development and measurement of L2 speaking abilities among lower
proficiency learners in EFL contexts. Although the abilities that underlie L2 English
speaking proficiency has been a popular topic of inquiry for many years, it seems that the
great majority of this research is conducted with learners in ESL settings who have
already developed a certain degree of functional proficiency due to previous long-term
study and/or long lengths of stay in English-speaking contexts and likely possess
completely different, more immediate motivations. As a result, the profile of the typical
language learner in most studies in this area differs significantly from that of EFL
learners, particularly those in countries such as Japan where opportunities for speaking in
English both inside and outside the classroom are often extremely limited.
A third related problem is that much of the recent research on L2 speaking
proficiency has utilized designs centered on the learners’ production of monologic speech
or highly controlled, researcher-guided interaction in laboratory or testing settings.
Although such studies have provided important insights, all too often their findings do
not seem to have much in common with the realities faced by many EFL learners who
rarely encounter such scenarios either in the language classroom or their daily lives.
Studies that utilize more ecologically valid measures of interactional engagement in L2
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speech production, which include learner-to-learner interaction of dialogic and group
speech in EFL classroom settings, are clearly needed.
A final related problem to be addressed is that the development of L2 speaking
proficiency has not been adequately studied longitudinally nor with the learners’ own
perceptions taken into account. Most research in this area has tended to prioritize the
greater experimental control afforded by short-term, cross-sectional studies of smaller
immediate effects over the ‘messy’ realities involved in tracking the long-term
developmental trajectories experienced by L2 learners in the language classroom over
time. The complex array of interconnected factors that influence the development of
interactive L2 speaking proficiency over the long term has not received the amount of
attention it deserves.

Purposes and Significance of the Study
The first purpose of this study is to advance a broader, more realistic
characterization of interactive L2 speaking abilities that is theoretically justified and
operationalized via measures that can more robustly capture the complex realities of
spoken interaction. The various definitions proposed in the literature are compared
critically as are the central subcomponents that are identified with the aim of outlining a
clear, theoretically sound characterization of the abilities that underlie interactive L2
speaking proficiency and justifiable measures for how they can be adequately assessed.
In this way, this study contributes to the scholarly literature in the field by first providing
a survey of the various definitions of L2 speaking proficiency offered in the literature in
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order to identify the central dimensions thought to comprise it. Along with the synthesis
of the previous literature on this topic I provide, the measures used to analyze the various
dimensions are reconsidered to ensure that they are not only theoretically justified but
also intrinsically related to the perception of L2 speaking proficiency as assessed by
human raters through statistically validated methods of invariant measurement.
The second goal is to investigate how such a definition of L2 speaking proficiency
aligns with the English speech produced by lower-proficiency EFL learners in their first
academic year at a Japanese university. Despite the long history of English L2 education
in Japan, many details about the learners at this level of proficiency and the gains that are
possible for them when the majority of their L2 language speaking development occurs
primarily in classroom settings remain under-researched. Therefore, another way in
which this study contributes to the field is by specifically addressing the L2 speaking
proficiency of lower-level EFL learners. The literature in this area is replete with studies
utilizing intermediate-to-advanced ESL learners as participants; however, it remains
unclear how relevant the findings garnered with learners in such contexts are to learners
in different linguistic environments, where the classroom often serves as the primary
opportunity to engage with the target language and learner motivation is less likely to be
driven by immediate needs.
A third purpose is to contribute to the growing body of research on the use of L2
speaking tasks in the assessment of naturalistic interactive speech between learners. To
date, many researchers who have investigated L2 speaking proficiency have employed
monologic or controlled researcher-participant interactive speaking tasks; however, such
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tasks have been criticized for ignoring the realities of the kind of interaction most
commonly practiced in EFL classrooms based on the principles and techniques of
communicative language teaching. Furthermore, there is a growing recognition in the
field of applied linguistics that monologic tasks do not adequately address many elements
central to the interactional engagement required of real-life L2 speaking proficiency. As
such, a third contribution offered by this study is to broaden the type of speaking task
typically used in studies of L2 speaking proficiency to make it more realistic to learners
in EFL classroom contexts. As these learners are most likely to interact with one another
in classes incorporating elements of communicative language teaching, task-based
language teaching, focus on form, and pair and group work, the speaking tasks utilized in
this study were conducted in ways that both mirror the L2 speaking activities familiar to
the learners and allow for interactive aspects of speaking proficiency to be
operationalized and measured.
A fourth and final purpose of this study is to explore how the interactive L2
speaking proficiency of lower-to-intermediate level EFL learners develops longitudinally
across the first year of study at the postsecondary level in Japan. Although a growing
body of research has been dedicated toward investigating short-term gains from intensive
ESL study or longer-term gains in study abroad contexts, the longer-term interactive L2
speaking development of Japanese EFL learners with limited prior experience in
speaking with others in English remains unclear. Therefore, a final way in which this
study is of significance to the field can be found in the longitudinal evidence of
interactive L2 speaking proficiency development in a realistic, classroom-based setting
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that it provides. Although research in this area has been conducted in naturalistic settings,
greater understanding of the interplay between the realities of the L2 language classroom
in places like Japan and the development of learners’ speaking proficiency over a period
of time longer than one session, several weeks, or one semester is needed. The longerterm development of L2 speaking abilities in a typical post-secondary EFL program as
well as how learners perceive this development are both areas that remain underresearched in the literature to date, though they are not only of central concern to
researchers, but also to instructors and educational policy makers involved in making
many planning and resource allocation decisions without an understanding of the
complex array of interconnected factors thought to underlie second language
development as it occurs.

The Audience for the Study
This study should be of interest to researchers in the field of SLA and, more
specifically, to those researchers involved in the assessment of L2 speaking proficiency
and its long-term development. Much of the research on L2 speaking proficiency has
been focused on immediate and short-term effects of changes in task conditions without
considering the development of L2 speaking proficiency in the longer term. This study,
therefore, seeks to add greater perspective to this line of research by examining the
manner in which the EFL speaking proficiency of Japanese postsecondary students
develops longitudinally over an entire academic year as well as how the learners’
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themselves perceive their interactive L2 speaking abilities and the central social and
individual difference factors thought to influence them.
Beyond researchers, teachers can benefit from this study as they gain a better
understanding of the abilities that underlie interactive L2 speaking proficiency, how they
can be measured, and how they can develop differentially among classes and individuals
within the same university EFL language program. With its focus on low-to-midproficiency learners in a Japan university context, this study is particularly relevant to
instructors in similar contexts. By providing richer detail in the description of the L2
development exhibited by the participants in this study, instructors will be better
positioned to pursue potential assessment measures aimed at better identifying the
strengths and weaknesses of learners’ interactive L2 speaking abilities and augmenting
their lesson plans, activities, and materials in ways that could lead to greater
improvement across the board, not only in a single dimension such as fluency
development, which is often a goal of instructors adopting the principles and techniques
central to communicative language teaching.
Likewise, foreign language curriculum planners and materials designers should be
interested in this research, as it is intended to shed light on how the L2 speaking abilities
of undergraduate learners develop across one year of instruction in a typical EFL
language program. The findings might be used to inform curriculum and materials
planning by better aligning these decisions with what were found to be realistic outcomes
and the timelines involved in EFL speaking development by these types of learners in
this particular context. This study might also provide insight into aspects of interactive
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L2 speaking skills that deserve more (or less) attention to learners at the lower
proficiency levels, which could better inform the specific approaches, methods, and
techniques adopted in program, course, or textbook decisions.

Delimitations
It is important to outline the main constraints on the generalizability of this study
due to the narrow scope of several specific variables investigated and the limits these
factors impose on the external validity of the results, the delimitations of the study
(Murray & Beglar, 2009). This study was conducted at a mid-level, private women’s
university in Japan with first-year female Japanese participants ranging in age from 18-19
years old. Given this context and the entirely female population from which the sample of
participants was drawn, it remains unclear to what degree the results generalize to other
settings in Japan or male learners. Furthermore, the age range of the participants is
another delimitation that makes generalizing the results to much younger or older
learners not recommended. Although the range of proficiencies included in this sample of
participants is representative of the institution from which it was selected––one of
moderate standing and a relatively high acceptance rate––the overall English speaking
proficiency levels of the participants were comparably low. Here, it is also important to
note that all of the participants self-identified as L1 speakers of Japanese, a language that
is genetically unrelated to English, so the results might not be generalizable to more
proficient L2 speakers or to speakers of other L1s, especially those that are genetically
related to English. Finally, as a study focused intently on interactive English performance,
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proficiency, and development that relied heavily on peer interaction, it is important to
reiterate that this study was conducted with entirely groups of single sex, female
participants. As such, it is a noted delimitation that the interaction patterns observed
might differ from those of mixed sex or even single sex male groups.
With these points noted, the generalizability of the findings is limited to similar
constituents at comparable institutions in Japan, though it is hoped that the findings
provide insights of interest and relevance to more wide-ranging contexts as well.
Likewise, it should be pointed out that this study was designed to explore the
development of interactive L2 speaking abilities through group oral discussion tasks
conducted in the classroom. As a result, any relationship between the performances
analyzed and performances on monologic tasks, dialogic interview tasks, or even paired
discussion tasks remains unknown.

Organization of the Study
In the following chapters, I provide an overview of the literature and theories in
which this study was based, describe the context in which the study was conducted,
outline the research design, as well as the instruments, materials, and methods used to
collect the data, and describe the analyses used to answer the central research questions
of this study. Finally, I summarize the main findings and discuss the implications.
The literature on L2 speaking proficiency, its theoretical conceptualization, and
the research and assessment measures used to represent it are reviewed in Chapter 2,
Review of the Literature, along with the relevant literature on the characteristics of peer
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interaction that can affect L2 speaking performance and an overview of research on L2
speaking development. The chapter ends with a discussion of the gaps identified in the
literature, the purposes of the study, and the research questions that guide this study. In
Chapter 3, Methods, I outline the methodology of the study including information about
the overarching embedded mixed methods research design, the participants and context,
and the tasks, instruments, materials, measures, procedures, and analyses employed.
Chapter 4, Preliminary Analyses, is dedicated to describing how the data were screened
and the prepared for analysis as either Rasch or raw measures complete with descriptive
statistics of the distributions and brief mention of any trends revealed in the aggregated
data. In Chapter 5, Quantitative Results, I provide a detailed explanation of the statistical
analyses conducted and the results garnered in relation to the first two research questions.
In Chapter 6, Qualitative Findings, I outline the findings garnered from the focus group
and individual interviews which were employed to answer the third and final research
question. Then, in Chapter 7, Discussion, I provide a detailed discussion of both the
quantitative results and qualitative findings in relation to the central research questions
and a consideration of how they relate to the existing research. Finally, in Chapter 8,
Conclusion, I conclude the study by summarizing the main findings, discussing the
theoretical and pedagogical implications of the study, outlining the implications, noting
the limitations of the study, and offering suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature on interactive L2 speaking
proficiency, its measurement, the social and individual factors believed to affect it, and
its development. I first provide an orientation to the main theoretical model of the
processes thought to underlie spoken production and its adaptation to L2 spoken
production. Next, I offer an overview of the large body of research that has been
generated on L2 speaking tasks and the associated measures of complexity, accuracy, and
fluency (CAF) as well as the other important constructs of interactional engagement and
overall communicative adequacy. Additionally, I provide a review of the related research
on performance-based L2 speaking tests, especially as they relate to the measurement of
the same latent constructs. After that, I highlight the importance of peer interaction to
interactive L2 speaking performance and outline a number of social and individual
factors that must be considered in relation to peer interaction. Following this review of
largely cross-sectional research, the more limited body of research on L2 speaking
development is reviewed. Finally, I conclude with an outline of the limitations of past
research that I attempt to address in this study and situate the specific theoretical
approaches I employed. This section concludes with the central research questions of this
study and the hypotheses that accompanied them.
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Theoretical Models of L2 Speaking Production
Although speaking ability is often considered the most immediate and readily
identifiable manifestation of overall L2 proficiency, comprehensive models that take into
account the processes underlying L2 speech production remain elusive in the field of
second language acquisition (SLA). This fact likely reflects not only the difficulty
involved in developing a theoretical model of a process which consists of a variety of
interrelated latent abilities that come together to create a final product which itself is
typically ephemeral and unseen, but also the general lack of attempts to determine what
the cumulative research in the many different areas of L2 speaking offers in terms of
widely-accepted conclusions. Given these challenges, in this section, I attempt to provide
a brief overview of the most influential theoretical framework for the processes believed
to underlie first language (L1) spoken production and outline how this model can also be
applied to the processes involved in L2 spoken production in order to highlight their
overall importance as well as its relationship to this study.

Levelt’s Language Production Model and L2 Production
For those scholars who have attempted to place areas of L2 speaking research into
an overarching framework in recent years, Levelt’s (1989) model of L1 production has
served as a useful starting point (de Bot, 1992), especially in papers that have offered
limited syntheses of particularly relevant areas of L2 speaking research such as
Muranoi’s (2007) review of output practice, Ellis’s (2009) review of planning effects on
task-based speaking, and Skehan’s (2009, 2018) reexaminations of complexity, accuracy,
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and fluency (CAF) as measures of L2 speaking performance. Of these, Muranoi’s
simplified summary of Levelt’s model shown in Figure 1 both captures the essential
components succinctly and provides greater explanation as to how the model––originally
intended to account for the speech production of adult native speakers––relates somewhat
differently when applied to the speech production of L2 learners.
In Levelt’s (1989) model, three main components or stages are thought to
comprise the process of adult L1 speaking. At the first stage, the Conceptualizer, ideas
are generated, organized, and monitored. Concepts destined to be spoken then coalesce
into a preverbal message, which is taken up by the second stage of the model, the
Formulator. At the Formulator stage, the L1 lexicon is accessed to build grammatical
encodings of relevant lemmas into a phonological encoding of an utterance in a largely
automatic process for L1 speakers. Finally, the utterance is physically expressed at the
Articulator stage, resulting in overt speech.
Muranoi (2007) pointed out two key distinctions between Levelt’s model as it
applies to L1 speakers and how it can be applied to L2 speaking: (a) the differences in the
sophistication of the lexical and syntactic knowledge/networks and (b) the degree of
directed attention and control required to complete the process. Although the
Conceptualizer stage can be attentionally demanding for both L1 and L2 speakers, the
Formulator and Articulator stages “are claimed to be largely automatic, demanding very
little executive control” for L1 speakers (p. 55). On the other hand, L2 speakers whose
formulating and articulating processes are not yet automatized must make directed efforts
to control these stages of the production process until they have greater command of the
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Figure 1. Muranoi’s Adaptation of Levelt’s (1989) Model of Speech Production

Note. Adapted from “Output Practice in the L2 Classroom”, by H. Muranoi, 2007, in R. M.
DeKeyser (Ed.), Practice in a second language: Perspectives from applied linguistics and
cognitive psychology (p. 62). Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2007 by Cambridge
University Press.
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target language. In this regard, Muranoi proposed that one of the benefits of using
Levelt’s model for L2 speaking is that it can help researchers orient certain kinds of
output as encouraging practice in conceptualizing, formulating, and articulating in ways
which “should activate cognitive processes crucial for interlanguage production such as
hypothesis testing” (p. 56).
Because Levelt’s original model was not intended to address L2 spoken
production, it should be noted that its application in this arena has drawn its due criticism.
Some researchers have argued that this model is lacking in explanatory power for how
grammatical encoding might work with more complex structures or, more generally, how
second languages are learned (Muranoi, 2007). However, the overall framework it offers
does provide a useful theoretical basis, albeit one borrowed from L1 research, from
which a more robust L2 speaking model can be proposed.

Reconciling Levelt’s Model with L2 Speaking Demands
Aside from those L2 speakers who have managed to reach the most advanced
levels of L2 oral proficiency, it is clear that most L2 speakers have less lexical,
grammatical, and phonological knowledge under their control and, therefore, must
dedicate attention throughout the process in ways that are much more demanding than
those that are performed automatically by L1 speakers. Here, it is believed that drawing
from Levelt’s model for the underlying process involved in speech production can
provide a useful framework when considered with the many factors that have been found
to influence L2 speaking development and performance. Aspects from research into the
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effects of different task conditions and characteristics on subsequent performance
measured via complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) can be aligned with Levelt’s
model, and the potential influences of other areas of instructed SLA research can also be
applied in meaningful ways.

Skehan’s Adapted Levelt Model
Dating back to the 1990s, one now well-established line of research has sought to
quantify L2 production with analytical performance measures of complexity (i.e., the use
of more advanced grammatical and lexical interlanguage structures), accuracy (i.e., the
ability to avoid errors according to target language norms), and fluency (i.e., the ability to
speak quickly and smoothly) (Ellis, 2005). Based on the notion, summarized by Ellis
(2009), that more proficient learners can “perform tasks fluently and accurately, using
complex language” (p. 475), a great deal of research on L2 speaking has examined how
different task characteristics can compel learners to dedicate their attention to one or
more areas of CAF in subsequent performance. Indeed, task parameters ranging from the
type of task (simple vs. complex; monologic vs. interactive) to different pre-task planning
(short vs. long; strategic vs. rehearsal; unguided vs. guided; form-focused vs. meaningfocused), within-task planning (pressured vs. unpressured), and post-task planning
(subsequent performance and/or transcription) conditions have all been investigated in
different configurations to identify their effects on subsequent L2 performance as
measured by CAF (Ellis, 2009; Skehan, 2009, 2018).
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Although conclusive findings from the body of CAF-related research remain
elusive because, as Ellis (2009) noted, “there has been no systematic investigation of key
variables” (p. 501), some general trends in the findings have been proposed in reviews
that have synthesized the findings in this area. The 2009 special issue of Applied
Linguistics dedicated to the state of CAF research provides several accounts of these
trends as interpreted by different experts in this line of research. Although the trends can
be interpreted differently depending on whether one supports Skehan’s (1998) Limited
Capacity Hypothesis, which argues that the attentional resources of L2 speakers are
limited and must be allocated in ways which emphasize one or two aspects of CAF at the
expense of the others, or Robinson’s (2011) Cognition Hypothesis, which purports that
attentional resources of L2 speakers are not necessarily limited in any way that precludes
one’s ability to focus on both complexity and accuracy, the cumulative body of research
in this area reported to date more strongly supports the case for Skehan’s view of tradeoff effects (Ellis, 2005).
Importantly, the central tenets of the Limited Capacity Hypothesis also seem to
align well with Levelt’s model of L2 production. Indeed, Skehan’s (2009) review and
reexamination of CAF research not only draws on Levelt’s model to more firmly situate
the importance of lexis in L2 production, but it also provides a new way to consider the
cumulative research findings on the effects of different task conditions on the language
produced. The resulting revised model, with Skehan’s contribution added as bulleted
points surrounding Muranoi’s (2007) summary, is shown in Figure 2. This revised model
of L2 production is useful because it has been adapted to take into account the
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Figure 2. Skehan’s Adaptation of Levelt’s (1989) Production Model for L2 Speaking with
Proposed Links to Task-Based Conditions

Note. Task-based conditions adapted from “Modelling Second Language Performance:
Integrating Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, and Lexis”, by P. Skehan, 2009, Applied Linguistics,
43, p. 525. Copyright 2009 by Oxford University Press. Model summary adapted from “Output
Practice in the L2 Classroom”, by H. Muranoi, 2007, in R. M. DeKeyser (Ed.), Practice in a
second language: Perspectives from applied linguistics and cognitive psychology (p. 62),
Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2007 by Cambridge University Press.
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related task-based literature—at least from a perspective in line with the Limited
Capacity Hypothesis—and offers a potential summative explanation for how and why the
same L2 learner’s speech can vary in terms of CAF due to different task conditions that
serve to complexify or increase pressure at the various stages of L2 production (the left
hand side of Figure 2) or those that are believed to ease or focus attention at these stages
(the right hand side of Figure 2).

Skehan’s Adapted Levelt Model and Lower-Proficiency L2 Speakers
Skehan’s (2009) adapted Levelt model also provides a potential blueprint for how
different task conditions can be employed to influence the processes underlying L2
speaking in ways that are believed to either complexify or ease production at each stage,
ultimately affecting how automatized these processes are (or are not) and, therefore,
which CAF features are likely to be prioritized. For lower proficiency L2 speakers, those
task conditions that Skehan (2009) postulated to ‘ease’ or ‘focus’ learners’ abilities on
attending to different aspects of their production are likely to be particularly facilitative
until they have developed the level of automaticity required to do so when such
conditions are not present. At the Conceptualizer stage, the most influential determining
conditions identified include the quantity and type of information the learners are asked
to talk about. Here, information that is more concrete and static is seen as less demanding
than information that is abstract and dynamic, potentially allowing for attention
processing power to be utilized elsewhere. At the Formulator stage, pre-task planning can
facilitate the identification of ideas and their inter-relationships, serving to prime
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syntactic and lexical elements so that they can be retrieved more effectively during the
task (Ortega, 2005; Skehan, 2009, 2018). Performing the task in a dialogic format with
one or more interlocutors is also seen as conducive to easing and focusing attention
during formulation. Skehan (2009) noted that not only does an interlocutor’s speaking
turn provide an opportunity for within-task planning that can be used to regroup, re-plan,
and prepare for the next utterance, but that the presence of an engaged interlocutor leads
to greater attention being given toward avoiding errors. In a similar way, attention to
error avoidance can also be heightened at the Formulator stage when post-task conditions
are introduced (Skehan, 2009, 2018).
Although not nearly as widely researched as pre-task conditions, post-task
conditions have been explored for the influence on the L2 speaking output produced. In
one of the first major studies explicitly in this area, Skehan and Foster (1997)
investigated how CAF measures of the spoken output from a series of pair personal,
narrative, and decision-making tasks were affected merely by the announcement that EFL
classroom learners would later need to perform the same tasks in public. While the
accuracy of the speech produced in the decision-making task was found to be
significantly greater, the degree of noted accuracy improvements for the personal and
narrative tasks did not reach significance.
Drawing from the pedagogically-oriented research of Lynch (2001; 2007) on the
potential benefits of learner-produced transcription for noticing, reprocessing, and
improving L2 spoken output, Foster and Skehan (2013) investigated how and to what
degree informing ESL learners of a post-task self-transcription assignment would affect
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the output produced in the task. In this study, learners in the experimental group
performed both a narrative and decision-making task in pairs after they were informed
that they would need to transcribe one minute of their speech and note their mistakes for
homework. Foster and Skehan found that the mere anticipation of such a post-task
transcription condition led to significant improvements in accuracy for both types of
tasks as well as in complexity and the length of run fluency measure for the decisionmaking task, results which they attributed to attention being selectively directed to form
during the task performance due to anticipation of the post-task assignment.
Another study explicitly focused on investigating the potential impact of post-task
transcription activities on L2 spoken narrative and interactive decision-making task
performance was conducted by Li (2014) in an EFL post-secondary Chinese context. In
this study, Li contrasted the effects of all possible combinations of two different sets of
experimental variables for post-task conditions (individual vs. collaborative transcription;
transcription alone vs. revised transcription) on the subsequent spoken output produced
by the four experimental groups as well as that produced by a no-post-task control group.
Three main areas of results were found. First, all four post-task transcription groups were
found to produce significantly more accurate, complex, and lexically sophisticated output
in subsequent tasks than the control group. Next, the participants in the pair-based,
collaborative transcription groups were found to produce slightly more complex syntax in
the subsequent tasks than those in the individual self-transcription condition. Finally, the
inclusion of a revision requirement along with the transcription was found to spur more
accurate but less complex subsequent output, but only for the interactive decision-making
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task. Based on these results, Li concluded that the post-task transcription condition
produced differential effects on L2 improvement with the strongest effect on accuracy
and a more limited, somewhat inconsistent effect on complexity. Furthermore, Li noted
that adding a revision component to the transcription promoted learners’ accuracy while
negatively impacting complexity, which she pointed out was in line with previous L2
writing research that found greater directed attention to the correction of errors led to
simplification and avoidance in written output (Kepner, 1991; Sheppard, 1992; Truscott,
2007). Ultimately, Li concluded that “focus on form at the post-task stage is a promising
area which is worthy of future exploration” (p. 151).

Summary of Theoretical Models of L2 Speaking Production
Despite a great deal of interest in L2 speaking as its own proper research domain,
adaptations of Levelt’s (1989) model of L1 production remain the most widely used
explanations of the three central processes that are believed to underlie adult L2 speaking
production: (a) the Conceptualizer, where ideas are generated, organized, and monitored,
(b) the Formulator, where the lexicon is accessed to build the grammatical encodings of
relevant lemmas into a phonological encoding of an utterance, and (c) the Articulator,
where the utterance is physically expressed. When applied to L2 speaking processes, it is
important to note the differences in sophistication of the lexical and syntactic networks as
well as the degree of directed attention and control required for all but the most proficient
L2 speakers to complete the process (Muranoi, 2007).
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In reconciling his Limited Attention Capacity Hypothesis with the underlying
processes believed to be involved in L2 spoken production, Skehan (2009) was able to
incorporate the generalized, cumulative findings from the task-based literature in a
summative explanation for how and why an L2 learner’s spoken production can vary due
to different task conditions that either complexify/increase pressure or ease/focus
attention at the various stages of production outlined in an adapted Levelt model. For
lower-proficiency L2 speakers, information that is concrete and static is believed to be
less demanding at the Conceptualizer stage than information that is abstract and dynamic.
At the Formulator stage, pre-task planning can facilitate the identification of ideas and
their inter-relationships and make it easier to retrieve syntactic and lexical elements
during a task. Also at the Formulator stage, performing the task with one or more
interlocutors is also seen easing/focusing attention, while post-task conditions have been
found to heighten error avoidance (Skehan, 2009, 2018). Furthermore, several studies on
the effects of post-task conditions such as self-transcription have suggested that at least
accuracy can be improved for certain types of tasks conducted under certain specified
conditions (Foster & Skehan, 2013; Li, 2014; Lynch 2001, 2007; Skehan & Foster, 1997).

Measuring L2 Speaking
In recent years, a variety of approaches to measuring L2 speaking proficiency
have been used throughout the field of applied linguistics, with those originating from
research on task-based language teaching (TBLT) and language testing proving most
influential. Not only has work in these areas generated a great deal of scholarship within
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each of these research paradigms, but it has served to foster a kind of mutually beneficial
relationship. Nitta and Nakatsuhara (2014) noted that “issues proposed by task-based
researchers have been applied and investigated in testing contexts and the results have
then been fed back into task-based research” (p. 148). An outline of some of the main
approaches used in each of these related research domains is provided in this section.

Measuring L2 Speaking Performance via Tasks
Since the 1990s, many task-based researchers with a cognitive perspective toward
language learning have employed the notions of complexity, accuracy, and fluency
(CAF) in an effort to capture the central constructs believed to underlie L2 speaking
performance (Housen et al., 2012). This active line of research has tended to rely on
analyses of L2 speaking production via coded transcriptions analyzed by researchers
along the nominally same CAF constructs. Yet, a review of the literature in this area
reveals that a variety of interpretations of these features exists, as do the ways in which
they have been operationalized and measured. As a result, a comprehensive review of
these central terms, their definitions, and their problematic features is important.
Accuracy is generally considered to be the most straightforward and consistently
defined constructs among the CAF measures (Housen & Kuiken, 2009). Accuracy
essentially refers to “the degree of deviancy of a particular norm” (p. 463). Here, though,
Housen et al. (2012) pointed out that the issue of what constitutes any norm is raised, be
it some manifestation of “ideal native speaker” usage on one end of the spectrum or any
usage acceptable within a given context on the other. Additionally, the challenges
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involved in capturing the relative deviation of any error must also be addressed, as errors
can be more or less deviant than others in many aspects of language production. In this
sense, accuracy can be interpreted as encompassing more than mere correctness by
including some aspects of appropriateness and acceptability as well (Housen et al., 2012),
though these parameters have often been neglected in the literature. Here, too, speaking
accuracy is also particularly dependent on the conditions in which the speech is occurring
as well as the register, social, pragmatic, and functional objectives, and the degree of
familiarity between speakers appropriate to such conditions.
Complexity has proven more difficult to define consistently in the task-based
performance research. One reason for this difficulty is that that the term complexity has
been employed with at least two different meanings in the SLA literature: linguistic
complexity and cognitive complexity (Housen et al., 2012). Linguistic complexity refers
to an objective evaluation of language for properties that demonstrate more advanced
grammar or vocabulary use. Here, the presence of syntactic subordination and measures
of average clause length have often been used as benchmarks to evaluate complexity, as
has a productive vocabulary that is composed of a higher percentage of words from the
less frequently used words in a particular corpus. Housen et al. noted that cognitive
complexity, on the other hand, has tended to coincide with a more subjective notion that
must take into account “the relative difficulty with which language elements are
processed during L2 performance and learning, as determined in part by the learners’
individual backgrounds (e.g., their aptitude, motivation, stage of L2 development, L1
background)” (p. 4).
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Similarly, fluency is another central term that is subject to inconsistent
interpretation because it can encompass a number of related, yet functionally distinct,
meanings. Indeed, Segalowitz (2010) suggested that three key distinctions could be
made: cognitive fluency, utterance fluency, and perceived fluency. Cognitive fluency
refers to a “speaker’s ability to efficiently mobilize and integrate the underlying cognitive
processes responsible for producing utterances with the characteristics that they have” (p.
48). In relation to Levelt’s model, cognitive fluency relates to the speed in which
information circulates from one component to the next. Utterance fluency refers to the
temporal qualities and characteristics of speech that can be objectively measured. Among
CAF research studies, utterance fluency has been further divided into three categories for
measurement: speed fluency, referring to the speech rate and length of run, breakdown
fluency, relating to the number, length, and location of pauses, and repair fluency,
concerning features such as false starts, reformulations, self-corrections, and repetitions
(Housen et al., 2012). Finally, perceived fluency refers to an external evaluation of a
speaker’s fluency as discussed below in relation to the use of ratings.
Although Skehan (2018) readily admitted that the general CAF constructs that he,
among others, helped to establish quite firmly within task-based research over thirty
years ago are not the only ways in which task-based performance can be measured,
Housen et al. (2012) quite confidently noted that “the status of CAF as principal and
distinct dimensions of L2 performance and proficiency has now been justified both
empirically and theoretically” (p. 2). Indeed, studies by Skehan (2003) and LarsenFreeman (2006) provided theoretical justification for the focus on CAF dimensions while
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studies by Skehan & Foster (1997) and Norris & Ortega (2009), among others, have
employed factor analyses to empirically identify “complexity, accuracy, and fluency as
distinct and competing areas of L2 performance…implying that all three must be
considered if any general claims about learners’ L2 performance and proficiency are to
be made” (Housen et al., 2012, p. 3).
Importantly, Housen et al. (2012) concluded their introduction to CAF by
stressing that these overarching CAF constructs are “multilayered, multifaceted, and
multidimensional” (p. 5), even though they are not always portrayed as such in the
literature. In addition to the interconnectedness of these three central constructs, another
factor complicating their use throughout the considerable body of task-based literature is
the paradox noted by Pallotti (2009) that most task-based researchers have attempted to
assess CAF through communicative tasks, yet few have discussed “how the
communication unfolded and whether it was successful in achieving its goals” (p. 596).
Pallotti’s point is a critically important one: A great deal of previous research using only
analytical discourse CAF measures to assess speaking proficiency has tended to disregard
both the underlying intent of communication, presumably to accomplish an objective of
some kind (i.e., functional, social, or pragmatic,) and any measure of a speaker’s success
in accomplishing the central communicative objective. To address this paradox, Pallotti,
among others, has argued effectively for the notion of considering adequacy, interpreted
as some degree of appropriateness in achieving communicative goals, as a separate
dimension of L2 production and performance worthy of consideration. Taking up this call,
more recent research has sought to incorporate some measures of adequacy in their
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research designs, most notably Kuiken et al. (2010) for writing and De Jong et al. (2012)
and Révész et al. (2016) for speaking, with initial findings suggesting that CAF and
adequacy are complementary constructs with different interactions between certain
subcomponents identified (Michel, 2017). Although there seems to be a growing
consensus that adequacy is a critical dimension of L2 performance that should be taken
into account in task-based research, how such measures should best be integrated either
within or considered alongside the more traditional CAF measures remains subject to
deliberation and debate.
Beyond the call for including some measure of adequacy in addition to CAF
measures, a small but important subsection of task-based research has also begun to
suggest that additional measures to more directly account for the interactive turn-taking
patterns seen within dialogic tasks is also needed (Nitta & Nakatsuhara, 2014; Sato,
2014; Tavakoli, 2016). In her study evaluating monologic and dialogic L2 speech,
Tavakoli (2016) found evidence to suggest that well-known fluency measures for
monologic production might not be reliable in dialogues where overlapping speech and
between-speaker pauses need to be accounted for in some way among the speakers
involved. Indeed, even beyond fluency measurement concerns, interactional engagement
can also be seen as an important additional measure to consider in its own right when
evaluating L2 speaking performance and proficiency in dialogic formats, as will be
discussed in the next section.
Measuring L2 Speaking Performance and Proficiency via Tests
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Although the specific circumstances that differentiate a task from a test are not
always clear in the literature in this area, research conducted from a language testing
perspective has tended to focus on broader aspects of L2 speaking performance than CAF
alone, as well as on the bigger picture notions of how L2 speaking performances and L2
speaking proficiency can be validly and reliably assessed. It is important to note that
unlike the use of CAF measures of task-based L2 speaking performance that arose first in
laboratory settings in order to answer theory-driven research questions, the testing of L2
speaking performance was developed primarily to inform practical decision making in
educational and military settings where diagnostic, placement, summative, formative, or
criterion assessments are more likely to have both real world implications and its
concomitant restrictions (Fulcher, 2015). As such, the development of assessments for
oral communication has had more of a need to remain grounded in identifying the
features of speech and testing methods that can be more efficiently used to validly and
reliably differentiate L2 speakers at various levels of ability as well as reporting the
results to concerned parties in a way that can be readily interpreted. As succinctly
summarized by Ockey and Li (2015), there are essentially two basic types of tasks in use
for the assessment of L2 speaking ability: those designed to elicit highly structured
speech samples from pre-set stimuli without other interlocutors (i.e., integrated oral
communication tasks and elicitation imitation tasks) and those intended to engage L2
learners in conversations to varying degrees with other interlocutors (i.e., oral proficiency
interviews, paired/group oral discussion tasks, and simulated tasks).
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With both the relatively recent advancements made in automated speech rating
systems and a greater reliance on easily-administered standardized tests, highly structured
oral communication assessments have seen a resurgence in use in recent years. Integrated
tasks designed to measure more than one language skill, such as the listen-speak
component of the TOEFL iBT, represent one type of highly structured task that has
garnered a great deal of interest and attention in recent years because their administration
can computerized and their scoring can be automated. Listen-speak tasks generally
require the test-taker to provide an extended response to oral stimuli of some kind,
typically presented via audio or video clips, by recounting a summary of the information
presented for some hypothetical audience. The test-taker’s response is recorded and this
speech sample can be rated for features of interest either by human raters or, increasingly,
by automated speech rating systems such as ETS’s SpeechRaterSM, which is used to score
the speaking section of the TOEFL Practice Online (Ockey & Li, 2015).
Elicited imitations represent another type of highly structured task that has been
increasingly used to assess L2 speaking. Although a commonly used method of L2
speaking assessment decades ago, elicited imitation fell out of favor as assessments more
in line with the principles of communicative language teaching were preferred (Ockey &
Li, 2015). However, with the ease with which such tasks can be delivered and scored
using speech scoring systems based on automated speech recognition technology, elicited
imitation tasks have seen a revival in recent years in use with online language learning
applications such as Duolingo’s English Test (Wagner & Kunnan, 2015) or automated
speaking tests such as the Versant tests, based upon earlier iterations known as
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PhonePass and Set-10 (Ginther et al., 2010). In the Versant tests, test-takers provide
various spoken responses such as sentence repeats, short questions, sentence builds, and
passage recalls to a series of recorded spoken prompts in real time (Bernstein et al., 2010).
In this way, these tests combine elements of both elicited imitation as well as interview
assessment methods, but the response ratings are fully automated. Test-takers’ responses
are analyzed by algorithms to produce scores on features such as sentence mastery,
vocabulary, fluency, and pronunciation that Bernstein et al. (2010) argued are valid
measures of a test-taker’s effectiveness in spoken communication.
Despite the recent revival of highly structured L2 speaking assessments utilizing
integrated tasks or elicited imitation often in conjunction with the use of automated
testing and scoring systems, more naturalistic methods designed to engage L2 learners in
conversations or tasks with others such as oral proficiency interviews, paired/group oral
discussion tasks, and simulated tasks remain the most commonly used formats for L2
speaking assessment (Ockey & Li, 2015). However, even within the less structured
formats, distinctions can be drawn between various task conditions employed. Among the
most central of these decisions to be made is whether the test involves monologic or
dialogic speaking tasks. In monologic speaking tasks, individual test-takers might
complete picture descriptions, story retellings, or monologues on given topics without
any interaction with other interlocutors. As such, a test-taker completing a monologic
speaking task is compelled to rely on their own resources and must work through any
problems that arise independently. On the other hand, in dialogic speaking tasks,
individual test-takers can participate in an interview, brief conversation, or longer
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discussion one-on-one with external interlocutor, such as a test administrator, or with one
or more other test-takers in a paired- or group-speaking format.
Although determinations about specific effects remain inconclusive, it is
important to note that a growing body of research has acknowledged that different
monologic and dialogic task formats are likely to elicit somewhat different performances
from L2 speakers and, therefore, result in different assessments of their abilities (Ahmadi
& Sadeghi, 2016; Gan, 2012; Gilabert et al., 2011; Michel, 2011; Michel et al., 2007;
Shohamy et al., 1986). A similar though more broadly oriented point was also made by
Skehan (2018) in his recent book chapter reflecting on what cumulative findings taskbased research could offer to L2 assessment in which he said:
…tasks are not neutral, and … the performance which results may partly be
dependent on the task and task conditions that have been used, with these
impacting the different stages of speech production. On the one hand, tasks need
to be used if in testing if integrative processes are to be involved. On the other,
using tasks in this way introduces difficulties since they have the potential to be
intrusive with respect to the performance data which is elicited. (p. 313).
While admittedly costly in terms of the time and resources required, Skehan further
recommended that one solution to this problem would be to employ multiple tasks and
multiple conditions, deliberately sampling from various combinations of tasks and
conditions considered influential at the different stages of Levelt’s (1989) L2 speech
production in order to achieve a more valid and reliable estimate of the test-taker’s
overall underlying L2 speaking abilities. Just in terms of monologic and dialogic formats,
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for example, Skehan (2009, 2018) noted that monologic formats tend to have a
complexifying/pressuring influence at the Formulator stage while dialogic formats have
been seen to have an easing/focusing influence at this stage.
While the generalizability of L2 speaking performance assessments conducted in
different formats remains a key area for further research, practical limitations involved in
most testing situations have tended to limit many L2 tests to employ one format or the
other. In this regard, although they introduce more elements that are beyond the control
of the test administrator, dialogic formats have been recognized for their ability to allow
constructs more immediately related to the interactive co-construction of speech to be
assessed more directly. Indeed, paired- and group-speaking dialogic formats have
attracted heightened attention in both speaking assessment practice and research in recent
years for a number of reasons. First, testing L2 speakers who are interacting together in
pairs or groups is typically much more in line with the ways in which the language is
practiced in L2 language classrooms, particularly those drawing on communicative
language teaching or task-based language teaching (Taylor, 2000). Not only does this
format seem to more closely align with the dominant second and foreign language
pedagogies, but it also might be more conducive to reducing test anxiety and bolstering
positive washback (Ducasse & Brown, 2009; Folland & Robertson, 1976; Fulcher, 1996;
Hilsdon, 1995). Furthermore, pair and group formats can be more time-efficient and less
burdensome to administer and rate in certain language testing contexts (Folland &
Robertson, 1976; Hilsdon, 1995; Van Moere, 2013). The nature of the interaction itself
has also been considered for its potential benefits to testing L2 performance and
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proficiency. Not only can the interactive co-construction of language between test
candidates create language samples that are more varied and exhibiting more language
functions than can be elicited in the samples typically produced in monologues or oneon-one interviews (ffrench, 2003; Taylor, 2000), but assessing L2 speakers who are
interacting with one another allows for the interaction itself to be evaluated along with
additional communication strategies not typically elicited in other test formats (May,
2011; Van Moere, 2013).
Indeed, the notion of interactional competence has developed as a key research
area within applied linguistics in its own right over the past forty years, with a particular
interest in its role in language assessment as well as more generally to L2 language
learning, teaching, and theory (Young, 2011). Initially building off of the more general
notion of communicative competence, the notably distinct notion of interactional
competence has been refined over the years to include knowledge and employment of a
number of linguistic, pragmatic, identity, and interactional resources (Young, 2011). In
their recent state-of-the-art paper, Galaczi and Taylor (2018) defined interactional
competence at a broad macro-level as “the ability to co-construct interaction in a
purposeful and meaningful way, taking into account sociocultural and pragmatic
dimensions of the speech situation and event” (p. 226). Focusing in at a more micro-level,
Galaczi and Taylor noted five more specific key areas of resources which speakers and
listeners engaged in interaction have been determined to call upon when considered in
regard to interactional competence: topic management, turn management, interactive
listening, breakdown repair, and non-verbal or visual behaviors. Although Galaczi and
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Taylor acknowledged that some of these fundamental aspects of interactional competence
have been included in more recent rating scales employed to assign scores to individual
test-takers for interactive language assessments such as the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) test and
many of the Cambridge English tests, they also noted that the scales in use to that point
had not yet managed to represent a full depiction of the construct.
While clearly there is need for further research on interactional competence and
its valid, reliable assessment, a great deal of research conducted on the assessment of
interactive L2 speaking has raised a wide range relevant issues to consider. Although
paired and group formats can reduce some of the concerns regarding the potential for
asymmetrical interaction due to the inherently unequal power structures often found
within one-on-one interviews (Ross & Berwick, 1992; Young & Milavonic, 1992),
merely pairing or grouping test-takers together does not ensure that collaborative
interaction ensues (Galaczi, 2008; Van Moere, 2007). Interactive formats have been
found to work best when the speaking conditions establish a pragmatic purpose for testtakers to meaningfully engage with one another in the test (Van Moere, 2013). Similarly,
an interactive format does not in and of itself guarantee an increased use of functions
among test-takers (Van Moere, 2013). Care must be taken to properly frame any L2
speaking test for strategy and function use to be maximized if it is to serve as a valid
assessment of broader language ability. A final issue raised in relation to the use of
interactive L2 speaking tests is that a range of interlocutor variables can impact
performance in ways that are difficult to control (Van Moere, 2013). In this area,
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characteristics such as gender (O’Loughlin, 2002), L1 and talkativeness (Young &
Halleck, 1998), L2 proficiency differences (Kowal & Swain, 1994, 1997; Storch, 2001;
Swain & Lapkin, 2000), personality type (Berry, 2007; Bonk & Van Moere, 2004;
Nakatsuhara, 2011; Ockey, 2009; Van Moere & Kobayashi, 2003), and interlocutor
familiarity (Cao & Philp, 2006; Lee, 2004; Ockey et al., 2013; O’Sullivan, 2002; Plough
& Gass, 1993; Poteau, 2011) have all been investigated, though not broadly enough to
allow for generalizable conclusions to be drawn as of yet (Van Moere, 2013). The
characteristics mentioned above that are most relevant to this study are revisited later in
this literature review.
Despite the growing use of automated speech rating systems in the assessment of
highly structured testing methods, the majority of interactive speaking assessments in use
today rely on employing human raters and rating scales in the determination of ability.
Given their central importance to this area of research, it is important to define rating
scales and their importance in this context. Davies et al. (1999) defined a rating scale as:
A scale for the description of language proficiency consisting of a series of
constructed levels against which a language learner’s performance is judged. Like
a test, a proficiency (rating) scale provides an operational definition of linguistic
construct such as proficiency. Such scales typically range from zero mastery
through to an end-point representing well-educated native speaker. The levels or
bands are commonly characterized in terms of what subjects can do with the
language (tasks and function which can be performed) and their mastery of
linguistic features (such as vocabulary, syntax, fluency, and cohesion)…. Scales
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are descriptions of groups of typically occurring behaviors; they are not in
themselves test instruments and need to be used in conjunction with tests
appropriate to the population and test purpose. Raters or judges are normally
trained in the use of proficiency scales so as to ensure the measure’s reliability.
(pp. 153-154)
Rating scales used to assess L2 speaking are usually geared either toward holistic ratings,
used to assign an all-encompassing single score, or analytic ratings, with scores assigned
to different features of the performance deemed most important to the context and the
purposes for which the assessment serves.
Although different models of speaking task performance have been developed,
that of Fulcher (2003), reproduced in Figure 3, represents one of the more comprehensive
attempts to illustrate the multitude of factors involved in the assessment of L2 speaking
from a testing perspective. Importantly, these factors also represent critical design
decisions that must be made in any testing context, many of which have been investigated
in the literature.

Multifaceted Approaches to Measuring L2 Speaking
The overview of the literature on measuring L2 speaking performance exclusively
from either a task-based or testing-oriented approach reveals that researchers working in
these two research paradigms have tended to utilize different methods of analysis. Taskbased researchers have tended to employ CAF measures to detect often subtle
differences resulting from different task characteristics and/or pre-, within-, or post-task
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Figure 3. Fulcher’s Expanded Model of Speaking Test Performance

Figure 1 An expanded model of speaking test performance (Fulcher 2003 : 115)
Note. Reprinted from Testing Second Language Speaking (p. 115) by G. Fulcher, 2003. Pearson
Longman. Copyright 2003 by Pearson Longman.

Luoma 2004; Taylor (2011). Rather, I have selected publications based on 12 themes that
arise from these texts, from Figure 1, and from my analysis of the literature.
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Themes that pervade the research literature
are rating scale development, construct
definition, operationalization, and validation. Scale development and construct definition
are inextricably bound together because it is the rating scale descriptors that define the
construct. Yet, rating scales are developed in a number of different ways. The data-based
approach requires detailed analysis of performance. Others are informed by the views of

conditions used in cross-sectional experiments. Testing-oriented researchers, on the other
hand, have relied predominantly on ratings to place test-takers’ performances along
scales of criteria determined most appropriate to the testing purposes and context.
Although both approaches allow for different insights into L2 learners’ speaking
performances, a handful of studies conducted by incorporating key elements from both
task-based and language testing approaches within one overarching method of analysis
have also revealed important findings.
One of the first and most influential studies to utilize a multifaceted approach to
measure L2 speaking output via both analytic CAF measures and CAF ratings was
Iwashita et al.’s (2001) investigation of task difficulty in a semidirect, monologic testing
situation. To assess the association between different task characteristics and
performance conditions on different levels of CAF measures in the test candidate
responses, 193 ESL learners either preparing for or already enrolled in post-secondary
study in Australia completed a series of eight different picture-based, narrative speaking
tasks similar to those used in the Test of Spoken English. Using the data from the test
performances of 36 representative participants, analytic CAF measures were coded and
analyzed, with these results indicating that the different task versions employed could be
regarded as equivalent for measurement purposes aside from what was considered an
immediacy condition, which suggested that telling the story without pictures was easier
than with them. A second series of many-facet Rasch measurement (MFRM) analyses
were conducted using analytic ratings given for the performances of all 193 participants
by trained ratings along a set of three 5-point CAF rating scales specifically developed
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for that study. Through a series of MFRM analyses which were able to take into account
different levels of rater severity, rating scale difficulty, and task condition difficulty to
produce single measures of participant English speaking ability within a single frame of
reference (as will be described in more detail in Chapter 3), Iwashita et al. determined
that the Rasch rating measures turned out to be very similar to those revealed by the CAF
discourse measures, again with all conditions showing roughly equivalent levels of
difficulty aside from immediacy aside from the no-picture condition considered easier
than the with-picture condition.
Another more recent influential study conducted from a multifaceted approach is
Tonkyn’s (2012) examination of instructed learners’ short-term gains in L2 speaking
skills after nine weeks of intensive ESL instruction totaling 210 hours of classroom work
plus additional homework. Using data from equal-length segments of pre- and postprogram interviews conducted individually with 24 postgraduate student participants
from a range of L1 backgrounds, Tonkyn conducted a number of detailed objective CAF
analyses in conjunction with subjective assessments of the same performances by four
experienced raters using a scale adapted from the IELTS speaking rating scale examining
grammatical complexity, lexical range, language accuracy, and fluency. Although he
advocated cautious interpretation of the results, Tonkyn found that the CAF measures
employed were able to reveal significant short-term gains in certain CAF subcategories
of the learners’ speaking skills but not “across the board” (p. 240). Tonkyn concluded
that the “gains appear to be mainly in the ability of learners to construct longer and more
complex speech units, reduce overall error frequency, and produce slightly longer pause-
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free runs of speech” (p. 240). He also noted that these same areas seemed to be influential
in the raters’ subjective determinations between adjacent rating levels, along with
disordered syntax and pause clusters, but that the ratings were not as sensitive to these
minimal changes overall as they could have been. Noting potential problems with ‘halo
effects’ among the ratings––wherein certain aspects of a participant’s performance weigh
more heavily on the scores given by raters than they should have given the scales,
categories, and descriptors used––Tonkyn suggested that the rating scale indices could be
adapted to better reflect the most aspects identified as most influential and that
performances be rated along each criterion separately—either by multiple viewings or
multiple raters—rather than simultaneously.
Marking another noteworthy advance in the use of multifaceted approaches, Nitta
and Nakatsuhara (2014) also employed a multifaceted approach to investigate the effects
of pre-task planning on paired L2 oral test performance. In this cross-sectional study
conducted with 32 second- and third-year English majors at a Japanese university, 16
same gender pairs participated in a speaking test comprised of one warm-up task and two
five-minute decision-making tasks administered once with three minutes of unguided
pre-task planning and once without any pre-task planning. Four decision-making tasks
were used in a counterbalanced manner and all of the tasks were “adapted from the ‘Part
3 collaborative task’ from the Cambridge First Certificate in English (FCE) speaking test,
which was aimed at assessing learners’ interactional abilities including sustaining an
interaction, exchanging ideas, agreeing and/or disagreeing, suggesting, and reaching a
decision through negotiation” (Nitta & Nakatsuhara, 2014, p. 152; italics original). The
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video-recorded performances of all 32 tasks were subsequently rated using a modified
version of rating scales first developed by Iwashita et al. (2001). The rubric included
separate rating scales for fluency, complexity, and accuracy, each scored across five
levels of descriptors (with between-descriptor scores possible). Two experienced raters
independently rated the pairs’ performances along the rating scales and the resulting
scores were analyzed using many-facet Rasch measurement (MFRM). In addition to the
CAF ratings, more traditional CAF analytic measures were also carried out, as was an
added interaction measure based on mean turn length. Furthermore, a cognitive
processing questionnaire developed by Weir et al. (2006) was administered to the
participants after completion of the tasks in order to identify any trends among the
participants’ perceptions toward the tasks, planning, and their performances. Finally,
Conversation Analysis (CA) was also utilized by Nitta and Nakatsuhara to “investigate
similarities and differences in the test-takers’ co-constructing processes” (p. 156). The
results of the MFRM rating analysis showed again that the CAF rating scales adapted
from Iwashita et al. could be productively combined into single Rasch ability measures
and that the speakers under the planned condition received slightly higher ratings for
complexity and fluency, with fluency showing the most marked difference. The
complementary discourse analytic CAF measures indicated significant improvement only
noted in pauses (breakdown fluency) and longer turn lengths under this condition but a
decreased number of words per second (speed fluency) with potential reasons suggested
from CA. The results of the questionnaire on learner perceptions suggested that “testtakers did not seem to have used the given planning time very strategically, and they even
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felt it easier to produce their speech under unplanned conditions” (p. 165). Ultimately,
Nitta and Nakatsuhara concluded that the unplanned condition seemed to be more
facilitative of a collaborative pattern of interaction while pre-task planning led to more of
a parallel pattern of interaction.
In their multifaceted study of native speaker’s perceptions of fluency and accent
in L2 speech, Pinget et al. (2014) sought to determine what aspects novice raters who
were L1 speakers of Dutch took into account when assigning fluency and accent ratings
to the speech samples provided by Turkish and English L2 learners of Dutch. Six distinct
objective measures of fluency were calculated for each speech sample while subjective
fluency ratings consisted of a nine-point scale running from Not fluent at all to Very
fluent. Regression analyses revealed that the six acoustic fluency measures significantly
predicted 84% of the variance in fluency ratings, with the measures of speed and
breakdown fluency having more predictive power than those of repair fluency. Other
findings indicated that segmental and suprasegmental measures of accent could predict a
much lesser degree of the variance seen in the accent ratings (23%) and that perceived
fluency and perceived accent seemed to be only weakly related.
Utilizing a much more focused variation of the multifaceted approaches employed
by Iwashita et al. (2001), Tonkyn (2012), and Nitta and Nakatsuhara (2014), Doe (2017)
compared analytic fluency measures with fluency ratings for spoken output of a select
number of the Japanese undergraduate EFL learners in his study of fluency development.
Employing a modified version of Iwashita et al.’s fluency rating scale to complement a
battery of detailed analytic CAF measures used to track L2 speaking changes across a
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series of fluency development activities conducted in the oral communication classroom
with 32 first-year Japanese students over the course of one semester, Doe’s results
indicated that experienced instructor-raters were able to detect small differences in
spoken fluency and that three out of five of the analytic fluency measures he employed
correlated significantly with the rating results. Doe found that articulation rate, though
most closely representative of the amount of speech produced, demonstrated the strongest
relationship while both mean length of pause and phonation/time ratio were also
significantly correlated. Other important results from Doe’s study will be highlighted in
relation to second language development later in this literature review.
Finally, Leaper and Brawn (2019) utilized a battery of analytic CAF measures in
conjunction with a Japanese university EFL program’s in-house rating scale consisting of
criteria for pronunciation, fluency, vocabulary, grammar and communicative skills in
order to detect changes in speaking proficiency over a two-year period as identified in the
video-recorded group oral discussion tests of 53 Japanese university learners. While
ratings along all five criteria were able to identify significant improvement in the learners’
speaking output after one year in ways consistent with the analytic CAF results,
subsequent ratings of the tests’ administered after the second year were unable to detect
significant change in the output in a manner consistent with the detailed CAF analyses,
which did identify significant change. Leaper and Brawn offered two possible
explanations for the discrepancy in the results including (a) a lack of consistency in the
rating scale descriptors and/or (b) potential misinterpretation, misuse, or disregard to
these descriptors by the raters. However, it is also important to point out that there was no
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mention of any preliminary analyses of the ratings data that would provide the type of
validation and reliability evidence needed to verify such speculation.

Summary of L2 Speaking Measures
The inherently ephemeral, complicated, and interrelated qualities of L2 spoken
production clearly present challenges to those attempting to successfully measure its
features, quantify distinct levels of proficiency, and ultimately, assess language growth
and development. As a result, a wide variety of measurement approaches have been
employed in applied linguistics research, with those coming from TBLT and language
testing traditions proving to wield a great deal of influence.
In TBLT approaches, a number of discourse analytic measures for the constructs
of complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF) has been employed. Beyond illuminating the
intricate subtype features that comprise each of these overarching constructs, there has
been increasing recognition of both their multifaceted, interconnected relationships and
the need to expand the scope of research in this area to incorporate some measure of both
interactional engagement––when the speaking involves more than one interlocutor––and
communicative adequacy to assess the degree to which the speech produced was
appropriate and effective in meeting the communicative goals of the task.
Language testing research on L2 speaking, on the other hand, has tended to focus
on broader aspects of L2 speaking performance than CAF measures alone and utilized
different methods in its assessment. These methods have mainly employed two basic
types of task testing formats: those designed to elicit highly structured speech samples
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without other interlocutors (i.e., integrated oral communication tasks and elicitation
imitation tasks) and those intended to engage L2 learners in conversations with other
interlocutors (i.e., oral proficiency interviews, paired/group oral discussion tasks, and
simulated tasks) (Ockey & Li, 2015). Although the use of highly structured L2 speaking
assessments utilizing integrated tasks or elicited imitation has experienced a revival in
recent years, more naturalistic methods that engage L2 learners in conversations or tasks
with others remain the preeminent format employed for assessing L2 speaking production.
There are five main reasons why paired- and group-speaking formats have
enjoyed wider use and increased attention in both L2 speaking assessment practice and
research. In general, it is believed that these methods of interactive assessment are: (a)
better aligned with the ways in which language is practiced in L2 language classrooms,
(b) more conducive to reducing text anxiety and fostering positive washback, (c) more
accommodating to the assessment of interactional competence and other communication
strategies (d) better able to elicit a more varied language sample, and (e) more timeefficient and less burdensome to administer and rate in many language testing contexts.
However, along with their benefits, interactive L2 speaking assessment formats
have also raised a number of issues that must be considered in conjunction with their use.
Some of the main issues here revolve around three central points raised in the literature:
(a) the pairing or grouping of learners together for assessment does not ensure that
productive collaboration ensues, (b) an interactive format does not guarantee more varied
use of language functions or strategies in and of itself, and (c) a wide range of
interlocutor variables, such as gender, L1 and talkativeness, L2 proficiency differences,
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personality types, and interlocutor familiarity, among others, can impact performance in
ways that remain difficult to predict or control. Even beyond task format and design
concerns, ensuring that interactive L2 speaking is reliably, validly, and ethically assessed
is also of the utmost importance if any measures garnered are to accurately represent the
underlying constructs targeted. In this realm, a great deal of advancement has been made
in the consideration of the issues involved in the use of human raters and rating scales in
recent years.
Recent years have also seen burgeoning use of a multifaceted approach which
draws from elements of both task-based and language testing methods for measuring
interactive L2 speaking. Studies by Iwashita et al. (2001), Tonkyn (2012), Nitta and
Nakatsuhara (2014), Pinget et al. (2014), Doe (2017), and Leaper and Brawn (2019) have
all fruitfully employed aspects of analytic CAF measures alongside rating scale measures
in order to investigate a wide range of L2 speaking performance-related research
questions. Such studies have not only produced meaningful findings from which
subsequent research can build upon, but also helped establish that both methods of
analysis can produce valid and reliably measures of L2 speaking ability.

Peer Interaction and L2 Speaking Performance
Any researcher that seeks to investigate interactive L2 speaking, ability, and
development through pair and group discussion tasks must take into account the nature of
peer interaction as well as the multitude of interconnected social and individual
difference factors that are likely to affect how it ensues, the influences it might have on
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speaking performance, and the role that such interactions have on language development
over time. In this section I first situate the importance of peer interaction in relation to the
theoretical foundations of cognitive and sociocultural explanations of L2 learning and
then provide an overview of both the social and individual difference factors that are
thought to be most directly related to L2 speaking peer interaction.

Peer Interaction
In an L2 classroom setting, where an instructor’s opportunities to meaningfully
interact with individual learners are often limited, interaction among students in pairs or
groups is an important avenue in which language learning and speaking practice can take
place. Peer interaction, described by Philp et al. (2014) as “any communicative activity
carried out between learners, where there is minimal or no participation from the teacher”
(p. 3; italics original), therefore, is widely acknowledged for its important role in the L2
classroom. From a pedagogical standpoint, the most obvious affordance of peer
interaction is that it provides a key context for learners to move from declarative
knowledge to actual production of and experimentation with the language in use (Philp et
al., 2014). Although this can also be achieved through interaction with the instructor, peer
interaction allows for each individual learner’s time actively engaging with the language
for both speaking and listening to be dramatically increased as compared to whole class
or teacher-led activities (Long & Porter, 1985, Sato & Ballinger, 2016). Beyond
increased time engaging with the language, both the input received and the output
produced have been shown to be conducive to language learning in ways that interaction
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with L1 speakers does not always foster (Porter, 1986; Sato, 2015; Sato & Ballinger,
2016; Varonis & Gass, 1985). Furthermore, interaction among peers also allows for
different patterns of communication to be practiced (Long & Porter, 1985). Also, when
effectively planned and managed, peer interaction can reduce anxiety and contribute to a
more positive affective environment, thereby further contributing to increased learner
motivation and engagement (Cao & Philp, 2006; Long & Porter, 1985; Philp et al., 2014).
Moreover, peer interaction has also been found to facilitative of increased feedback,
modified output, and self-correction (McDonough, 2004; Sato & Ballinger, 2016; Sato &
Lyster, 2007), though perhaps most effectively when implemented with task types and
conditions that work to direct learners attention to form (McDonough & Mackey, 2000).
Due to its many affordances, peer interaction is now widely regarded for the role
it can play in language acquisition and development. Philp et al. (2014) noted that
interaction “is seen, from both cognitive and social theoretical perspectives, as a prime
context for language acquisition and development” (p. 7). Indeed, peer interaction figures
prominently within the theoretical underpinnings of both interactionist and sociocultural
theories of SLA. Formulated from a cognitive perspective, Long’s (1983, 1996)
Interaction Hypothesis posited that an L2 learner’s interaction with others using the target
language can facilitate learning, particularly when interaction is negotiated in a way that
compels learners to reformulate how they express themselves in response to
communication difficulties (Pica, 2013). Proponents of interactionist theory argue that
the process of negotiating interaction provides learners with exposure to the target
language, fosters greater attention to how meaning is expressed in the target language,
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and affords learners with opportunities to experiment with the language themselves
(Mackey, 2012; Philp, 2012).
The benefits ascribed to such experimentation with the language among peers are
also theoretically aligned with Swain’s (1985, 1995) output hypothesis. Originally
formulated as a critical response to Krashen’s (1985) input hypothesis, which argued that
exposure to comprehensible input alone was sufficient for L2 language development,
Swain (1985) advanced the notion that learners needed to be compelled or “pushed” in
some way to make their output more precise, coherent, and appropriate in order for
grammatical development to occur. Swain (1985) argued that while comprehension of
input can occur without learners dedicating much attention to the grammatical structures
and vocabulary used, production of the target language forces learners to attend to
grammar and vocabulary themselves and to process the language more deeply overall. In
her later reformulation of the output hypothesis, Swain (1995) suggested three key
functions that output can promote in addition to fluency practice: (a) noticing, (b)
hypothesis-testing, and (c) metalinguistic awareness.
Importantly, peer interaction and the output that language learners engaged in it
produce have been demonstrated to promote all three of the functions originally put
forward by Swain (1995). Schmidt (1995, 2001), among others, further advanced the
notion that learners noticing the problems they encounter when attempting to express
themselves in the target language or understand others can draw learners’ attention to
language form and spur change. Swain herself found that the language experimentation
that learners did when interacting with peers in the target language allowed them to test
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their hypotheses about the language out with their peers who assisted in confirming or
disconfirming such use. Finally, research conducted from a sociocultural perspective of
language learning has further pursued the function of metalinguistic awareness that peer
interaction can provide. Based on Vygotsky’s (1978) view that learning takes place
through social interaction, proponents of this perspective have argued that “when
involved in collaborative dialogue, learners engage in explaining, reflecting, and
describing to solve linguistic problems” (Philp et al., 2014, p. 23). Through such a
process, advocates have purported that learners are able to co-construct and internalize
information from the shared discourse in ways that allow them to extend their abilities
collectively beyond what they can do independently (Donato, 1994).

Social Factors in Peer Interaction
While the literature concerning the theory and practice of peer interaction outlines
its many useful attributes, questions about the particular conditions most conducive to
spurring L2 learning through the interaction generated remain. As in the broader realm of
SLA research, the social context in which any interaction is now occurring is widely
acknowledged for its influential role. Here, the main difference between second and
foreign language settings comes to the fore as second language settings, such as
heterogeneous ESL classrooms, can intrinsically foster peer interaction in the L2, while
the shared L1 of learners in homogeneous foreign language classrooms can present a
formidable challenge to getting learners to meaningfully communicate in the L2.
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Beyond the obvious second/foreign language divide, more nuanced distinctions
can be made among the various conditions within which peer interaction can occur,
though the limited body of research conducted in SLA settings seems to have raised more
questions than it has answered to date. Factors ranging from group formation (i.e.,
random assignment, grouping based on commonality, student self-selection, or teacher
assignment; Jacobs, 2006; Leeming, 2014b), size (i.e., in pairs, small groups, or large
groups; Lasito & Storch, 2013), and longevity (i.e., frequent, infrequent, or no changes;
Leeming, 2014b) have all been explored in the SLA literature in relation to pair and
group work, though without conclusive, generalizable findings as of yet.
A number of variables relating to the interlocutors involved in a pair or group
communicative tasks have also been investigated for their potential impact on the
resulting output produced. Indeed, the relationships between different combinations of
interlocutor variables such as age, gender, status, proficiency level, familiarity, and
interaction style have all been explored in the literature (O’Sullivan, 2002). Of these, the
impact of both the level of familiarity or acquaintanceship between pair or group
members as well as the degree of proximity in language ability have been pursued not
only as worthy areas of research in their own right, but also for the potential interplay
such factors might have on one another as well as on the interaction patterns that ensue.

Interlocutor Familiarity
Given the anxiety that often accompanies L2 speaking, learners are naturally
likely to feel more comfortable interacting with familiar interlocutors than unfamiliar
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ones, a point that several researchers have theorized might facilitate improved
engagement and performance. Cao and Philp (2006), among others, found evidence that
smaller group sizes and greater interlocutor familiarity contributed to improved
willingness to communicate among ESL students. Dörnyei (1997) went as far as to
advocate for promoting interlocutor familiarity in order to help L2 learners build
relationships based on trust and assistance that would facilitate language learning. Here,
though, it is important to keep in mind the time required to establish the social relations
necessary for collaboration, a point that Donato (2004) noted has not received adequate
attention in the literature.
The potentially facilitative role that familiarity can have on peer interaction was
the focus of a study by Plough and Gass (1993). In this study, Plough and Gass found that
five pairs of learners in an intensive ESL program that had known each other for four to
seven months were much more engaged in their interactions than five sets of unfamiliar
pairs. The familiar pairs demonstrated more overlapped turns, greater negotiation of
meaning through confirmation checks and clarification requests, and more expressions of
non-understanding with their peers than the unfamiliar pairs. Similarly, Lee (2004) found
that familiar interlocutors in a Chinese EFL context were more willing to signal nonunderstanding and seek clarification in the non-threatening situations that interaction
among acquainted peers can engender.
More recently in a L2 Spanish classroom setting at the university level in the
United States, Poteau (2011) found that one class comprised of learners who were
allowed to select their own partners for two 20-minute pair work activities conducted
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over the course of four 50-minute lessons “participated more and produced greater
quantities of work of higher quality” than another class of learners who had their partners
assigned to them by the instructor (p. 111). Furthermore, the students who self-selected
their partners were also found to score better on several immediate and post-test measures
of the Spanish slang that they had practiced. Perhaps not surprisingly, Poteau also found
that the learners who were allowed to select their own partners expressed a significantly
stronger preference for pair work over individual work as compared to the students who
had their partners assigned. However, Poteau cautioned that familiarity alone is not a
guarantee of a good working relationship between classroom partners, nor does it ensure
equal engagement or contributions to the pair work activities. This word of caution
coincides with that of Leeming (2014a), who found that although the Japanese university
EFL learners in his longitudinal study of group leadership generally preferred to select
their own groups based on friendship, there was evidence that such familiarity also
contributed to increased use of the shared L1 as well as social loafing characterized by
one (or more) member’s overreliance on the others to meet the task requirements without
fulfilling his/her/their own obligations to the group.
In another study conducted in a Japanese university EFL context, O’Sullivan
(2002) examined the effects of interlocutor familiarity, what he referred to as interlocutor
acquaintanceship, on the speaking performances of 32 Japanese students engaged in pairwork assessment tasks. O’Sullivan found that the female students who participated in the
paired task activity gained “a significant advantage when their partner is seen by them as
a friend” (p. 287), at least when evaluated by a wide-ranging set of general rating scales.
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Furthermore, he found evidence to suggest that grammatical accuracy can also be
affected by interlocutor familiarity and the affective reaction of a test-taker toward an
interlocutor, though there also seemed to be a gender-based interaction between the
variables in this regard. O’Sullivan found that female participants paired with female
strangers tended to demonstrate improved accuracy while female participants paired with
male strangers were less accurate, which he tentatively speculated could have been
influenced by Japanese cultural norms.
Although the literature is generally supportive of the notion that increased
familiarity can provide some benefit to either the social interactions or even L2 speaking
output of learners taking part in pair or group tasks, some researchers have been unable to
identify any effects. For example, Ockey et al. (2013) found that familiarity had no effect
on the eventual ratings given to Japanese university students grouped with others for an
oral discussion test. However, the authors cautioned that it remained unknown as to
whether individual differences, such as personality, or interlocutor variables, such as
gender and interlocutor personality, might have also affected the results. Here it is also
important to note the point made by Sato and Ballinger (2016) that “research increasingly
suggests that the inherently social nature of peer interaction works as a kind of filter
through which all of the other factors must pass.” (p. 19).

Interlocutor Proficiency
In addition to the potential impact of interlocutor familiarity on task performance,
the degree of similarity or difference in proficiency levels between the learners engaged
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in pair or group tasks has also been identified as a variable that affects the interaction.
Here, too, the confluence of several contextual, social, and individual factors often makes
it difficult to generalize findings from the literature in this area. For instance, Kowal and
Swain (1994, 1997) found that in pairs where there was a high degree of difference in
proficiency level, the more proficient learner tended to contribute more in the completion
of a task because the less proficient learner was intimidated, willing to let the more
capable student carry more of the load, or not allowed to do more. However, other studies
of mixed-level pairs found that learners produced more output when interacting with
higher-proficiency partners (Porter, 1986), and were more successful in resolving
language-related issues (Kim & McDonough, 2008). Interestingly, Storch (2001) also
found that a higher degree of proficiency difference between partners led to what she
considered to be more collaborative interactions.
Forming pairs or groups of learners of comparable proficiency levels is another
possibility to be considered for its possible effects; however, here too the findings are
mixed (Sato & Ballinger, 2016). As might be expected, Swain and Lapkin (2000) found
that higher proficiency pairs used their shared L1 less than lower proficiency pairs in a
study of pair work in eight French immersion classes in Canada. Williams (2001) also
compared higher and lower proficiency pairs in a post-secondary ESL classroom context
and found evidence to suggest that the higher proficiency pairs were better able to pay
attention to the more formal aspects of the L2, though Iwashita (2001) did not detect any
statistical differences among different proficiency level pairs of adult learners of Japanese.
Leeser (2004) compared the output produced by three different pairing types (high-high,
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high-low, and low-low) with adult Spanish learners in a content-based course. In
examining the language-related episodes (LREs) produced, which Swain and Lapkin
(1998) defined as “any part of a dialogue in which learners talk about the language they
are producing or question their language use” (p. 326), Leeser found that the higher
proficiency dyads produced the most LREs, which were more likely to be based on
grammatical issues, while the low-proficiency dyads were often focused on lexical issues.
Moreover, the low-proficiency dyads were found to have more unresolved LREs as
compared to the other pairing types. Leeser’s findings were also determined to be very
much in line with those of Choi and Iwashita’s (2016) recent examination of two Korean
ESL learners paired with similar or higher proficiency partners. Taking a wider view of
the potential interaction effects of different group and individual characteristics,
Nakatsuhara (2011) found that interlocutor proficiency levels did have an effect in both
groups of three and four Japanese upper-secondary students, but that the effect size was
more pronounced in groups of three. Finally, Sato and Viveros (2016) investigated two
intact, leveled high school EFL classes in Chile and found that the focus group from the
lower proficiency class provided more corrective feedback, produced more modified
output, engaged in more collaborative interaction, and showed more developmental gains
than that of the higher proficiency group.

Interaction Patterns
Beyond proficiency similarities or differences, the manner in which pairs or
groups function, or the pattern of interaction that develops, has been raised as another
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factor to be considered in relation to peer interaction (Galaczi, 2008; Storch, 2002). In an
influential study of 10 self-selected pairs of ESL students of various L1 backgrounds who
completed a series of writing, editing, and text reconstruction tasks, Storch was able to
identify four distinct patterns of dyadic interaction: collaborative, dominant/dominant,
dominant/passive, and expert/novice, and found that collaborative and expert/novice
patterns revealed more instances indicative of knowledge transfer. Storch also argued that
the two more effective patterns coincided more closely with Vygotsky’s notion of coconstructed learning.
Picking up on the importance of the pattern of peer interaction exhibited in pairs,
in a small-scale study focused on nine Japanese learners in a non-credit ESL program at a
Canadian university, Watanabe (2008) argued that proficiency differences did “not seem
to be the decisive factor in affecting the nature of peer assistance” but that “the pattern of
interaction co-constructed by both learners may have greater impact” (p. 627). Follow-up
interviews with three participants revealed that all expressed a preference for working
with a peer who was actively engaged and sharing ideas regardless of the proficiency
level, a finding that Watanabe felt suggested that these participants “recognized effective
partners as the peers who attempt to engage in collaborative dialogue with them,
regardless of whether they are more proficient or less” (p. 627; italics original). Similar
findings were also reported by Watanabe and Swain (2007) in their study conducted with
Japanese ESL learners in the same context as well by Storch and Aldosari (2013) who
investigated expert/novice pairs of post-secondary EFL learners in Saudi Arabia and by
Choi and Iwashita (2016) in their examination of the resulting task performances of two
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lower-proficiency post-secondary ESL learners paired both with same and higher-level
partners. While Choi and Iwashita found that proficiency-based pairings did affect the
occurrence and outcomes of language-related episodes discussed, subsequent interviews
revealed that “group members’ willingness to share ideas and engage positively with the
group played a more substantial role in encouraging the core participants to partake in the
task, than did interlocutors’ proficiency” (pp. 130-131). Storch and Aldosari concluded
that in order to understand the relationship between proficiency levels and L2 learning,
“it is not only proficiency difference which needs to be taken into consideration, but also
the kind of relationship learners form when working in pairs” (p. 46).
In one of the most detailed examinations of the interaction patterns exhibited
within peer-to-peer discourse within a paired testing format, Galaczi (2008) sought to
identify the general characteristics of four global patterns of interaction: collaborative,
parallel, asymmetric, and blended, and investigated the relationship between these
patterns and rating scores awarded for interactive communication. Utilizing methods
from conversation analysis (CA) and discourse analysis (DA), Galaczi examined the
spoken production of 60 L2 English learners engaged in the paired discussion section of
the Cambridge First Certificate in English (FCE) test, looking specifically at the
dimensions of “mutuality” and “equality” highlighted previously by Storch (2002).
Galaczi noted that “these two concepts refer to the creation of shared meaning from one
turn to the next (mutuality) and the work distribution among the participants (equality)”
(p. 97). Her findings indicated that collaborative interaction was characterized by high
mutuality and high equality, parallel interactions demonstrated low mutuality and high
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equality, and asymmetric interaction featured moderate mutuality and low equality.
Importantly, although the majority of peer interactions were found to exhibit features of
only one pattern (70%), Galaczi also found evidence that a substantial percentage (30%)
demonstrated blended patterns. Furthermore, Galaczi found that “the use of
conversational dominance strategies was generally low in the majority of the dyads” (p.
98). In relation to the test’s rating scores for interactive communication, collaborative
pairs were found to be rated higher than pairs who exhibited blended, asymmetric, and
parallel patterns respectively. Galaczi concluded by pointing out that her study seemed to
suggest that “the conversational management ability of L2 learners has a higher and
lower level, with collaborative dyadic interaction being the higher-level skill and parallel
dyadic interaction the lower-level skill” (p. 114).
Other studies have furthered research on the kinds of interaction patterns that
emerge within group oral assessments. In a detailed analysis of the video recordings of
two groups of four Cantonese L1 secondary school learners of English engaged in a
decision-making task or an opinion-sharing task, Gan (2010) utilized techniques from
both CA and sociolinguistics “to examine the interactional features that might
characterize a group of higher-scoring and a group of lower-scoring students’
participation in the practice of group oral assessment” (p. 599). Although conceptualized
somewhat differently, Gan found evidence that supports the general proficiency level and
interaction pattern relationships observed by Galaczi (2008). The higher-scoring group
was found to demonstrate a more collaborative pattern of interaction while the lowerscoring group exhibited a blended pattern moving from more rigid, structured
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interactions to negotiation of meaning over linguistic impasses resulting in some degree
of collaborative dialogue. In reflecting on the potential influence of task prompts on
ensuing interaction patterns, Gan postulated that the use of three pre-set questions for the
lower-scoring group might have contributed to the learners orienting the task as one that
called for individual answers rather than engaged discussion.
In another study that employed CA methods to examine the interaction patterns
that emerged within a group oral test conducted with 269 Japanese upper-secondary
students, Nakatsuhara (2011) found evidence to suggest that group size––whether groups
consisted of three or four learners––had an influence on the interactional features that
emerged. Nakatsuhara highlighted three interactional features that she believed were
related to group size. First, there appeared to be a more collaborative atmosphere in
groups of three, with joint utterance completion and interactional scaffolding used to
involve quiet group members. Next, the data suggested greater avoidance behavior on the
part of quieter members in groups of four, a point that is explored more deeply later in
this literature review in relation to potential impact of individual differences. Finally,
there were more observations of unnatural, stilted turn-taking in groups comprised of four
learners, regardless of extraversion or proficiency levels, with gestures, predetermined
ordering, and a mechanical reliance of “How about you?” used to indicate turn-taking
moves instead of the self-selection. Ultimately, Nakatsuhara concluded that her study
clearly showed that test-taker characteristics, group member characteristics, and task
implementation conditions can all affect the discourse the ensues in group oral tests.
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Individual Differences and Peer Interaction
As an inherently social activity, it is easy to understand how the social factors
outlined previously can affect peer interaction that ensues in pair and group L2 speaking
contexts. However, it must also be recognized that each individual learner enters into
each peer interaction with their own set of unique attributes as well. Indeed, among the
earliest task-based investigations of peer interaction, Dörnyei and Kormos (2000)
concluded that both sociodynamic and affective factors “have a significant impact on the
learners’ language output, and could therefore be combined with the study of cognitive,
linguistic, and educational task variables that have been the subject of much past research”
(p. 297). Individual differences, therefore, are yet another realm of factors that can affect
learners’ L2 speaking ability within peer interactions and their ongoing development as
L2 speakers.
While once considered monolithic, static traits thought not to change much over
time, individual differences are now recognized to be influenced by situationallydependent social and contextual factors, and that the dynamic interaction of all of these
factors likely come into play (Dörnyei, 2009; Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015). As a result, a wide
range of learner characteristics has been investigated in the SLA literature to identify
effects on L2 ability and development. From the more traditionally-researched constructs
of aptitude, motivation, learning styles, and learning strategies, to the more recent
reformulations of personality, self-efficacy, and willingness to communicate, among
many others, individual differences remain a broad, vital area of SLA research. Although
all of these variables are likely to come into play to some degree in any peer interaction,
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extraversion and self-efficacy are two dimensions of individual differences that might be
particularly important to the interactive L2 speaking performances, abilities, and
trajectories of development that are central to this study.

Extraversion
Extraversion, typically considered in relation to introversion, is one of the five
dimensions central to the Big Five personality model developed and operationalized via
self-rating scales by Goldberg (1992, 1993) as well as Costa and McCrae (1992); the
other four dimensions being agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and
intellect-imagination (Apple, 2011). The extraversion-introversion dimension relates to
the degree to which a person tends to focus and derive their energy from either the people
and activities around them (extraversion) or their own inner thoughts and ideas
(introversion). Extraversion has long been believed to be particularly important to
successful L2 learning even though the research findings are limited by methodological
differences and far from conclusive (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015).
In their review of research on the relationship between extraversion and fluency,
Dewaele and Furnham (1999) determined that extraversion was found to be facilitative of
L1 and L2 fluency in social situations while introversion was found to negatively impact
speech production in such situations. In a subsequent investigation the L2 spoken output
of Flemish university students learning French in both formal and informal settings,
Dewaele and Furnham (2000) found significant correlations between different levels of
extraversion and CAF measures, especially in formal settings. Extraverted students were
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found to outperform their introverted counterparts on four out of six measures when
taking part in more demanding tasks in highly formal settings. Dewaele and Furnham
(2000) argued that the more introverted speakers were likely overwhelmed by the more
formal speaking tasks in a way that inhibited their spoken fluency. However, the authors
found no significant correlations between extraversion and fluency in a follow-up study
of 25 Flemish learners of French and English in a classroom setting. They attributed this
finding to the more relaxed, informal atmosphere of the classroom and posited that
extraversion might only influence L2 spoken output in highly formal settings.
Also in a classroom setting, Doe (2017) examined both the short- and long-term
L2 English spoken fluency development of 32 first-year Japanese university students
over the course of one semester in relation to CAF and individual differences measures
including extraversion, willingness to communicate, and L1 fluency. As in Dewaele and
Furnham’s (2000) follow-up study, Doe found that none of the individual difference
variables were correlated with short- or long-term fluency development. Doe suggested
that the lack of correlation could be related to the informal classroom setting, the already
high degree of familiarity exhibited between students at the outset of the second semester
in which the study was conducted, or the relatively highly controlled and easily
monitored speaking tasks that the learners were asked to perform. Doe concluded that
follow-up studies should investigate the roles that formality and familiarity might play in
influencing spoken L2 fluency in order to better understand how a learner’s personality
might come into play.
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In another study based in Japanese university classroom setting Leeming (2019)
investigated the predictive power of extraversion, English proficiency (as assessed via an
in-house dictation test), and perceived group member leadership on both the behavioral
and cognitive engagement of 78 first-year Japanese science majors in 10-minute group
midterm and final discussion tests. Regression analyses indicated that perceived
leadership was the only variable included that significantly predicted participation,
accounting for 14% (midterm) and 17% (final) of variance seen in the measures of
individual participants’ speaking time which stood as a proxy for behavioral engagement.
Interestingly, neither extraversion nor proficiency were found to be significant predictors
of participation, though the nature of the groups being fixed throughout the term could
have mitigated the influence of these individual difference variables. Although somewhat
tentative, evidence also suggested that leadership also had a negative influence on
cognitive engagement, with less language-related episodes found in the discussions of
groups with stronger perceived leaders.
In an assessment context, Nakatsuhara (2011) investigated the interaction L2
spoken interaction within group oral discussion tests taken by 269 high school EFL
students in Japan in relation to four factors: extraversion, group size, oral proficiency test
scores, and conversation styles. In addition to the findings from this study cited
previously, her analyses of personality influences revealed that the degree of extraversion
had more of an impact on the resulting discourse when the groups were composed of four
members rather than three. Extraverts in the groups of four were found to talk more while
introverts tended to demonstrate avoidance of participation in these larger groups.
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Nakatsuhara went so far as to advocate that groups of three appeared to be more
appropriate for test designers who wanted to minimize the effect of extraversion-related
variables on test-taker performance.
Other testing-based research has produced mixed findings in relation to
extraversion. Berry (2007) found that both extraverts and introverts received better scores
when paired with extraverted interlocutors. Van Moere and Kobayashi (2003)
demonstrated quite intuitively that talkative speakers tended to produce more speech
while Bonk and Van Moere (2004) found that shyness was negatively correlated with test
scores. Finally, Ockey (2009) found that assertive test-takers were affected by the
assertiveness of their group members while non-assertive test-takers did not seem to be
affected. While the studies that have included extraversion as an independent variable of
interest have failed to produce clear, definitive results of its impact on L2 speaking
performance and proficiency, it must be stressed again that much of this research was
conducted with a notion of this and other individual difference factors conceived of as
stable, context-independent learner characteristics which Dörnyei (2009) concluded was
“outdated because it ignores the situated and multicomponential nature of these higher
order attributes” (p. 243).

Self-Efficacy and Self-Perceptions of L2 Learning and Use
Self-efficacy is another individual difference variable that has been investigated in
the literature in relation to its effects on L2 speaking performance and ability. First
introduced by Bandura (1986) as a central component of social cognitive theory, self-
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efficacy is thought to represent the perceived competence that one feels in relation to a
specific task in a specific domain. Related to the more general constructs of self-esteem
and self-confidence, Bandura (1997) differentiated the explicit focus of self-efficacy to
perceived self-competence in specific situations, which he felt had much greater
predicative power. As it also shares key elements with the related SLA concepts of
motivation, foreign language anxiety, communication apprehension, and willingness to
communicate, a wide range of both trait-like and state-like interpretations of self-efficacy
have been researched over the years (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015).
Although the use of different terminology and methodological approaches to
investigate these constructs makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions from the literature
about the role that self-efficacy might play on interactive L2 performance, ability, and
development, some general principles can be gleaned. In relation to L2 speaking tasks,
Kang (2005) pointed out that situational factors, such as the interlocutors, topic, and
conversational context, can all affect a learner’s communicative self-confidence and
willingness to communicate. As noted by Fushino (2010), self-confidence in one’s ability
to communicate in an L2 is likely to impact participation in group work, particularly in
cultures where higher levels of communication apprehension have been demonstrated,
such as Japan, and when situated within undirected learning environments where
spontaneous interaction is required. However, Fushino importantly pointed out that both
communication apprehension and self-efficacy can change as students experience L2
group work and become more (or less) confident working with others under such
conditions and more (or less) willing to engage in it. Similarly, Leeming (2014a)
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demonstrated that the self-efficacy of Japanese university EFL learners engaged in group
tasks for an academic year “increased in both the first and second semesters, and that the
group experiences in the first semester seemed to influence rates of change in selfefficacy in the second semester” (p. v).
More broadly, the importance of linguistic self-confidence itself has also been
noted for its potential facilitative impact on motivation and, ultimately, L2 learning.
Indeed, promoting learners’ linguistic self-confidence has been advocated as a central
strategy for improving L2 learning outcomes, with Dörnyei and Csizér (1998) going so
far as to proclaim that “it is not necessarily what someone knows or can do which will
determine their L2 use, but rather what they think they know or can do” (p. 216). In this
way, examining learners’ subjective self-perceptions of their own L2 learning and
abilities has been recognized as an important area of research in its own right within the
study of L2 learner development, especially with the burgeoning interest in the positive
psychology movement in SLA which seeks to better understand how positive emotional
factors promote L2 learning (Grey & Jackson, 2020).
Of the relatively few studies conducted with a direct focus on learner selfperception of L2 learning, Clément et al. (1994) found that linguistic self-confidence,
which was operationalized via questionnaire to include elements of both classroom
anxiety and self-evaluation of proficiency, had a significant impact on the Hungarian
secondary school EFL participants’ attitudes and efforts in learning English. Within the
same context, Dörnyei and Kormos (2000) found that questionnaire measures of attitudes
toward the English course, attitudes toward the tasks employed, and linguistic self-
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confidence were all significantly and positively correlated with the number of words
produced during paired interactive argumentative L2 speaking tasks and that attitudes
toward the English course, attitudes toward the tasks employed, and willingness to
communicate were significantly and positively correlated with the number of turns taken
within the tasks.
More recently, Grey and Jackson (2020) explored the relationship between
subjective self-perceptions of L2 learning and objective learning measures of L2 word
and grammatical gender by 52 novice L2 German undergraduate learners. Their results
indicated that self-perceived L2 learning as assessed via questionnaire was significantly
related to objective L2 production performance, with higher perceived learning difficulty
related to lower production accuracy. Furthermore, self-perception of L2 learning was
also significantly and positively correlated with other affective variables including an
independent measure of linguistic self-confidence. Ultimately, Grey and Jackson
concluded that “the findings support the hypothesis that self-perceptions about L2
learning are related to actual L2 learning, and they point to connections between
perceptions about learning and linguistic self-confidence more generally” (p. 22), though
they were careful to point out that the potential direction of the effects between linguistic
self-confidence and L2 learning remained unknown.
While these studies demonstrate the potential importance of self-perception of L2
learning to more objective measures of L2 learning and development, all three were
conducted exclusively using questionnaire measures of self-perception and linguistic selfconfidence with no attempt to more robustly describe or explain how L2 learners see
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these issues in their own words. Indeed, even task-based scholars with research interests
more specifically oriented toward performance-related issues than generalized L2
learning such as Ortega (2005) have noted a need for qualitative investigations of L2
speakers’ perceptions of their linguistic performances to better understand how individual
differences come into play from the learners’ perspectives.

Summary of Peer Interaction and L2 Speaking Performance
As most language instructors can likely attest, it is clear that peer interaction
offers numerous pedagogical affordances in the L2 classroom. Importantly, peer
interaction is also recognized for its role in language acquisition and development in both
cognitive and social theoretical perspectives. Indeed, interaction among peers figures
prominently in many of the fundamental advancements over the past 40 years that now
serve to underpin the most influential cognitive, interactionist, and sociocultural-oriented
theoretical perspectives held in the field of applied linguistics.
As greater attention has been paid to peer interaction and L2 learning and
development in recent years, both the social context in which such interaction occurs and
the individual differences that learners inherently bring with them to such interaction
have been under greater scrutiny for the roles they might play. In terms of social context,
beyond the obvious second/foreign language divide that can have a major impact on the
inherent meaningfulness and sense of immediacy with which peer interactions are carried
out in the classroom, a number of other factors have been considered for their potential
impact as well. Compositional factors such as group formation, size, and longevity have
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all been explored, as well as a number of interlocutor variables such as age, gender, status,
proficiency level, and familiarity or acquaintanceship, though conclusive, generalizable
findings remain elusive. Of these factors, the impact of both the level of familiarity or
acquaintanceship between pair or group members as well as the degree of proximity in
language ability have been pursued not only as worthy areas of research in their own
right, but also for the potential interplay such factors can have on one another as well as
on the interaction patterns that ensue.
With the anxieties that can often accompany L2 speaking, it is intuitive that
learners are likely to feel more comfortable interacting with familiar interlocutors than
unfamiliar ones. Beyond the immediate affective considerations, several researchers have
theorized that interlocutor familiarity might also impact levels of engagement in speaking
tasks and the output produced itself. Although limited in their generalizability by the
specific contexts, participants, and task conditions investigated, studies by Plough and
Gass (1993) and Lee (2004) found that more familiar pairs were more engaged in task
interactions while Poteau (2011) and O’Sullivan (2002) found increased familiarity to be
conducive to improved L2 speaking performance overall. That said, others, such as
Ockey et al. (2013), have found that familiarity had no effect on the eventual ratings
given to Japanese university students grouped with others for an oral discussion test.
Moreover, in longer-term tasks conducted in increasingly familiar pairs and groups, there
might be a greater likelihood of members not pulling their own weight due to social
loafing (Leeming, 2014a; Poteau, 2011).
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The degree of similarity or difference in L2 proficiency levels between the
learners engaged in pair or group speaking tasks has been identified as another variable
that might affect peer interaction. However, the confluence of several contextual, social,
and individual factors makes it difficult to generalize findings from the literature in this
area and somewhat contradictory findings are prevalent. For example, although Kowal
and Swain (1994, 1997) found that the more proficient speaker tended to dominated peer
interactions when there was a high degree of L2 proficiency mismatch, mixed-level pairs
have also been seen to produce more output (Porter, 1986), more successfully resolve
language-related issues (Kim & McDonough, 2008), and demonstrate more collaborative
interactions (Storch, 2001). In a Japanese educational context, Nakatsuhara (2011) found
that proficiency level differences did have an effect and that the effect size was stronger
for groups comprised of three learners rather than those with four learners.
The pattern of interaction that develops within pairs or groups has also been
raised as another critical factor to take into account in relation to peer interaction.
Building on the foundational research of Storch (2001; 2002) and her important
identification of distinct patterns of dyadic interaction based on differing levels of
mutuality and equality exhibited, subsequent research by Galaczi (2008), among others,
has not only further defined the types of interactions typically observed in spoken L2
interactions among peers involved in pair or group work (i.e., collaborative, parallel,
asymmetric, or blended), but worked to highlight the potential relationships between
different patterns of interaction and higher or lower performance ratings, with
collaborative patterns of interaction generally found to contribute to higher ratings.
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Individual differences, too, have been investigated for their potential impact on
peer interaction in L2 speaking situations as well as individual development as L2
speakers. Although individual difference variables such as aptitude, motivation, learning
strategies, and personality influence countless aspects of L2 learners’ performance,
acquisition, and development, extraversion and self-efficacy/self-perception are two subdimensions that might be particularly important to the interactive L2 speaking
performances, abilities, and trajectories of development that are central to this study.
Extraversion, typically considered in relation to the introversion, has long been
believed to be especially influential in L2 learning (Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015), though
research has produced mixed findings. Studies such as those by Dewaele and Furnham
(1999; 2000) found evidence that extraverted Flemish university students studying L2
French outperformed their introverted counterparts along multiple analytic CAF
measures when assessed in formal settings. However, in the more informal context of
Japanese university EFL classrooms, Doe (2017) was unable to find any significant
relationships between extraversion (nor willingness to communicate or L1 fluency) and
short- and long-term fluency development while Leeming (2019) found that neither
extraversion nor L2 proficiency contributed to significantly predicting participation in
group discussion tests though perceived leadership did. In terms of extraversion’s
potential role in L2 group discussion tasks, Nakatsuhara (2011) found that extraversion
did have an impact on Japanese upper secondary students’ performances, especially in
groups of four members where the more introverted learners could more easily avoid
participation. Other findings from language-testing have suggested that learners tend to
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receive better scores when paired with extraverted learners, outgoing speakers tend to
produce more speech, shy speakers received lower ratings, and assertive test-takers were
affected by their group members while non-assertive test-takers were not. Importantly,
however, there have also been calls for research on individual difference factors like
extraversion to be more reflective of the dynamic, context-dependent realities in which
they are situated in the real world (Dörnyei, 2009; Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015).
Both contextual/situational state-like factors and ingrained trait-like factors are
also believed to affect L2 learners’ self-efficacy beliefs about their L2 speaking ability.
Fushino (2010) noted that higher levels of communication apprehension common to
Japanese culture likely impact Japanese students’ initial self-confidence in participating
in group work but that self-efficacy beliefs can change through experience with L2 group
work, with different learners demonstrating more (or less) confidence and more (or less)
willingness to engage in it as a result, a point echoed by Leeming (2014a). Like all of the
social and individual variables mentioned, self-confidence and willingness to
communicate also seem to quite heavily depend on situational factors such as the
interlocutors, topic, and conversational context (Kang, 2005). Learners’ self-perceptions
of L2 learning have also been considered for their potential facilitative influence on
learning, ability, and development with the results from a limited body of studies
suggestive of relatively strong relationships between subjective, self-perceived measures
of L2 learning and objective demonstrations of learning (Grey & Jackson, 2020), though
clearly more robust, qualitative accounts of learner perceptions are needed.
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A review of the central issues involved in both peer interaction and L2 speaking
performance reveals a number of factors that must be considered. Not only is it clear that
social factors such group size, interlocutor familiarity, interlocutor L2 proficiency, and
interactional discourse patterns are likely to play a role in the L2 speaking performances
of learners engaged in group discussion tasks, but these factors themselves present
interrelationships that might be difficult if not impossible to clearly identify and
disentangle. Beyond social factors, each learner also presents added variables for
individual differences ranging from aptitude and motivation to personality dimensions
such as extraversion/introversion and self-efficacy beliefs, self-confidence for L2
speaking, and self-perceptions of L2 learning, ability, and development, which are also
likely to interact with one another as well as the social factors in ways that can be
difficult to fully account for. While the importance of investigating the ways in which
peer interaction in L2 speaking can be influenced by both social and individual factors is
evident from the literature in this area, it is also clear that these factors present formidable
research challenges.

Second Language Speaking Development
Skehan’s (2009) adapted Levelt model of L2 speaking production provides a
useful way to concisely visualize what he saw as the tentative conclusions able to be
drawn from the CAF-related research on the effects of different task conditions in
relation to the processes thought to underlie L2 speaking production. However, it is
important to reiterate that the revised model introduced previously is meant to theorize
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the processes involved behind isolated performances and not long-term second language
development (SLD). Considering the application of the revised model of L2 speaking
proposed beyond the cross-sectional parameters typically employed in CAF research
makes it clear that any overarching model of L2 speaking must also be able to account
for changes in proficiency that occur as a learner’s L2 abilities develop over time. Here, it
is believed that the adapted Levelt model outlined previously can still play an important
role in modeling the general cognitive processes underlying all L2 speaking production
and highlighting the specific stages (Conceptualizer, Formulator, or Articulator) where
development might be taking place. This section describes how Skehan’s adapted Levelt
model can be fruitfully applied to SLD and provides an overview of the limited body of
longitudinal research on L2 speaking development.

Second Language Development and the Adapted Levelt Model
Although Skehan’s (2009) additions to the adapted Levelt model for L2 speaking
were only intended to represent the process underlying the production of a single
utterance at one point in time, they can also provide a way for different levels of
proficiency to be visualized. This idea can be seen as already being represented in the
model by the arrows and lines between the three main stages, as well as between the subcomponents including lexicon, if the arrows and lines are conceived of as being
representative of directional motion, with the speed or ease of the operations increasing
as language proficiency improves. As outlined earlier, a key difference between Levelt’s
original conception of the language production model for adult L1 speakers and its
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reappointment to L2 speakers is the lack of automatization, particularly at the Formulator
and Articulator stages. The assumption here is that the more automatized the processes
taking place at these stages are, the more target-like the resulting L2 speech is likely to be.
Indeed, the research on the automatization of the various stages of L2 speaking
production seems to provide the best support for the adapted Levelt model’s continued
importance to understanding long-term second language development. Of the most
relevance here are studies in line with Anderson’s ACT (Adaptive Control Theory)
model of cognitive development, which “assumes that conversion of declarative
knowledge into procedural knowledge is crucial for learning complex skills including
speech production” (Muranoi, 2007, p. 60). Much of DeKeyser’s work with skillacquisition theory and establishing the role of prolonged, sustained practice in spurring
automatization is closely related here (DeKeyser & Criado, 2013), as are other studies in
this realm such as that of De Jong and Perfetti (2011), who found that the repetitive
nature of 4/3/2 speaking tasks led to evidence of proceduralization with fluency
developments maintained over four weeks and transferrable to new topics. If a lack of
automatization at the formulator stage is central to determining a learner’s inability to
speak proficiently, augmenting this area through repeated practice must be recognized as
critical for development to occur.
In a similar way, the value of time spent engaging in interactive activities that
spur increased engagement with the language production processes is also promoted by a
number of researchers investigating the proposed benefits of Long’s (1983, 1996)
Interaction Hypothesis, including Mackey’s (2007) summary of the literature in this area.
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Of the benefits outlined, those that are cognitive or learner-internal such as attention,
noticing, and memory might have the most relevant connection to language production
model outlined previously because these factors are the ones that might be most directly
involved at the Formulator stage. Though negotiation for meaning and producing
modified output might also play a role here, these factors would have to be placed outside
of the current adapted speaking model presented because they involve outside sources of
input and interaction. Although an added benefit of dialogic interaction is that it also
allows more time for L2 speakers to direct their control over the formulation of speech,
this point has already been included in the Skehan’s (2009) additions to Levelt’s model
on the right-hand, Easing/Focusing side along with the other task conditions considered
facilitative toward L2 learner attention at the Formulator stage (see Figure 2).

Longitudinal Studies of L2 Speaking Development
The ways in which L2 speaking production changes over time is an important
research area that can be discussed in conjunction with Skehan’s (2009) adapted Levelt
model when the development of greater (or reduced) degrees of proceduralization or
automaticity at the Conceptualizer or Formulator stages are considered for the same
individual learner at different points in time. Recent years have seen a growing emphasis
on L2 production research that is more in line with the view that multivariate proficiency
measures such as CAF should be considered integratively across longer-term
developmental trajectories (Ortega & Byrnes, 2008).
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One influential study in this line of research by Larsen-Freeman (2006) was
designed to explore both L2 writing and speaking development in the L2 production of
five Chinese ESL learners who performed the same personal narrative task four times
over the course of six months. Utilizing the same procedure, task, and prompt each time,
the participants were first asked to freely write out a narrative about an experience in
their lives without the use of any resources or concern for mistakes. Three days after
writing the story, the participants were asked to tell the same story orally, again without a
time limit imposed. Subsequent analyses investigated basic CAF measures quantitatively
and comparisons of repeated idea units across the performances qualitatively. LarsenFreeman’s results indicated that although a comparison in the trajectories of the group
means showed consistent linear growth over time across all CAF measures, individual
trajectories revealed more complex variation among the participants’ developmental
paths. Larsen-Freeman concluded by reiterating that such findings are in line with the
expectations associated with the complex dynamic systems approach advocated
throughout that paper and in many of her subsequent publications on the topic (e.g.,
Larsen-Freeman, 2009, 2011, 2015).
In one of the first studies to explore L2 speaking development longitudinally
across different task types, Ferrari (2012) outlined a case study exploring the L2 speaking
performances of four adolescent L2 Italian learners from various linguistic background in
four distinct task types collected once a year over a three-year period in contrast with the
performances of two L1 Italian speakers who completed similar tasks twice within that
time period. Two of the tasks were monologic (a short video retelling task and a picture
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story retelling task) and two were dialogic (a semi-structured interview task and a
telephone call task). All of the performances were transcribed and analyzed via analytic
CAF measures. Ferrari found that although the combined averages of the global CAF
measures for the L2 learners demonstrated increases over time, changes in complexity
coincided closely with task type. The developmental trend for complexity was positive
for the monologic tasks but negative for the interactive tasks among the more advanced
learners tested. Ferrari suggested that rather than indicating some deficiency among these
learners in performing interactive tasks, these findings should be viewed as indicative of
improvement because the use of more straightforward, simplified utterances in these
tasks brought the degree of complexity produced more in line with the degree of
complexity found in the L1 Italian speakers’ performances of the same tasks. Indeed,
Ferrari stressed that “subordination ratio tends to decrease with more interactive tasks,
where producing short, paratactic utterances is to be seen as functional to reaching the
task’s goals and thus a sign of competence” (pp. 294-295). Beyond the variation in the
production associated with the different task types, Ferrari found that interrogating the
data for each individual alone, rather than in aggregate, revealed variation among the
learners’ subcomponent CAF measures over time, a point that echoes Larsen-Freeman’s
(2006) conclusions outlined above.
Furthering the line of research on L2 speaking development, Polat and Kim’s
(2013) yearlong investigation of L2 speaking improvement of a naturalistic learner
represents another important step towards incorporating a “longitudinal, fine-grained, and
microgenetic” approach in order to “discover individual learning trajectories and the
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interrelationships of parts within the whole” (p. 186). In this study, one L1 Turkishspeaking adult naturalistic ESL learner who had been living in the United States for 2.5
years was interviewed biweekly for 30 minutes for one year on unstructured and
unplanned topics of his choice to examine micro-development in his language skills. Predetermined 100-word passages from these interviews were selected, transcribed, and then
analyzed using CAF-like measures of accuracy, syntactic complexity, and lexical
diversity, which were subsequently analyzed using moving min-max graphs to track
development over time. These results were also compared against those of three L1
English speakers analyzed using the same procedures. The results showed some areas of
potential limited improvement (mainly lexical density) and other areas without any clear
improvement due to the high degree of variation seen across the measures. Ultimately,
Polat and Kim concluded that the language development of naturalistic learners whose
main concern is communicative effectiveness likely proceeds in “ways that promote or
complement their communicative needs” (p. 203). Although the study was not carefully
controlled enough to effectively demonstrate development in the participant’s
automatization of the underlying processes of L2 spoken production, it does represent
another important step in longitudinal L2 speaking research.
Marking another significant step in this line of research is Vercellotti’s (2012,
2017) study of L2 speaking development. In this study conducted over the course of three
semesters within an intensive English program at an American university, 66 participants
from Arabic, Chinese, and Korean backgrounds recorded multiple two-minute, semispontaneous monologues in response to open-ended personal topic prompts provided as
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in-class assignments spaced approximately one month apart. In total, 294 monologues
were recorded, with an average of 4.45 recordings per participant subjected to analysis.
The monologues were then transcribed and analyzed for CAF measures which were then
subjected to multilevel linear modeling (MLM) with within-individual correlations to
allow for individual trajectories to be identified as well as overall trends. The results
indicated that while grammatical complexity, accuracy, and fluency exhibited linear
change trajectories, indicating consistent improvement, lexical variety had a non-linear
trajectory, indicating a slight decline in productive vocabulary diversity followed by a
steeper increase over time.
Another longitudinal study utilizing MLM to investigate L2 speaking
development is Doe’s (2017) study on the effects of oral fluency development activities.
In this study, Doe examined both the short-term and long-term fluency development of
32 first-year Japanese university students from four intact oral communication classes
who participated in a series of recorded fluency development activities and interactive
communication tasks over one semester. All of the activities and tasks were transcribed
and analyzed for a number of fluency measures, as well as those for complexity and
accuracy. Measures of initial proficiency and individual difference variables such as
extraversion and willingness to communicate (WTC) were also collected and employed
as multilevel predictors in a series of MLM analyses. The results indicated that the
Japanese students demonstrated small, but significant improvement in a reduction of the
mean length of pause and phonation/time ratio in the monologue speaking tests
conducted throughout the term and that none of the external predictor variables were
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found to covary with this development. The relationship between fluency measures and
those for complexity and accuracy was found “to become more significantly correlated
over time, suggesting that learners produced higher quality samples of language as the
study progressed” (p. iv). An additional component of the study, outlined briefly above,
also determined that human raters were capable of detecting small differences in spoken
fluency when using a rating scale for fluency adapted from that used by Nitta and
Nakatsuhara (2014) and Iwashita et al. (2001). Ultimately, Doe found evidence that L2
speaking fluency can develop in EFL settings, but that practice and repetition likely play
more complex roles in this development than previously suggested in the literature.
Saito et al. (2019) provided another semester-long investigation of Japanese
university EFL learners in their recent study which employed pre-/post-test storyretelling tasks analyzed via both CAF measures and pronunciation ratings to identify
differences in L2 speaking development that could be attributed to different
manifestations of longitudinal interaction throughout an experimental 30-minute weekly
online conversational exchange program between the learners and counterparts in the
United States that ran for nine weeks. The 30 participants were placed into three groups–
–control, inexperienced (those who had not had immersive experiences in an Englishspeaking environment), and experienced (those who had immersive experiences in an
English-speaking environment)––and evaluated before and after the 9-week online
conversational exchange program to determine the potential effects of this treatment on
the two different experimental groups. The results indicated that all three groups made
significant gains in complexity, the inexperienced learners demonstrated significant
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improvements in grammatical accuracy, speed and breakdown fluency, and lexical
diversity and appropriateness, and the experienced learners made significant gains in
grammatical accuracy, speed fluency, and pronunciation accuracy. Saito et al. concluded
that all of the learners could enhance the complexity of their speech simply by
completing the standard coursework received throughout the semester, though they
admitted that test-retest effects were also possible. Furthermore, the authors postulated
that the inexperienced learners made other gains with “those linguistic features that are
susceptible to quick, immediate, and tangible development in the early phases of L2
speech learning” (p. 18), while the experienced learners demonstrated gains in some of
those same areas as well as in pronunciation, which they noted is “thought to develop
gradually and mores slowly over a prolonged period of L2 learning” (p. 18).
One final study of L2 development worth noting is that of Yu and Lowie (2019)
which was conducted with 10 first-year Chinese university EFL learners over the course
of one semester from a complex dynamic systems theoretical perspective. In this study,
the participants completed weekly 2-3-minute monologic speaking tests on topics drawn
from the International English Language Testing System (IELTS) Speaking Test for
twelve weeks with individual interviews conducted after each recorded performance. The
monologues were transcribed and coded for a number of complexity and accuracy
features which were then further analyzed using moving min-max graphs, moving
correlations, and Monte Carlo Simulations in order to detect both group-level and
individual-level development. At the group level, both complexity and accuracy were
found to demonstrate significant improvements. However, at the individual level, high
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degrees of variability were found amongst the non-linear, dynamic developmental
patterns identified. In addition to these findings, Yu and Lowie determined that the
interaction between complexity and accuracy demonstrated a gradual shift from a
competitive relationship in the early observations to a supportive one later in the term.
Ultimately, the authors concluded that these findings support the notion that complexity
develops in tandem with accuracy which is very much in line the complex dynamic
system view on the interconnectedness of linguistic subsystems.

Summary of Research on L2 Speaking Development
Although Levelt’s model of the L1 speaking processes was not intended to be
used to explain L2 speaking development, Skehan’s (2009) additions to the adapted
Levelt model for L2 speaking provide a useful way for the procedural mechanisms
underlying improved proficiency development over time to be understood. If the model is
conceived of in motion, it is easy to envision how the different stages of this process
might be affected as automaticity is developed, particularly at the Formulator and
Articulator stages. The rather intuitive assumption here is that the more automatized the
processes taking place at these stages are, the more ‘native-like’ the resulting L2 speech
is likely to be. Beyond intuition alone, such a postulation is supported by studies in line
with Anderson’s ACT model of cognitive development and the broader realm of research
on L2 automaticity and the theoretical underpinnings of the interactionist approaches to
L2 acquisition advanced by Long (1983, 1996) and Mackey (2007), among others.
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Despite the fundamental questions about L2 learning that longitudinal studies of
SLD seek to answer, there remains a rather limited body of research in this area in
relation to L2 speaking development in particular. However, recent years have seen
increased interest in this important area of research. Longitudinal studies of SLD by
Larsen-Freeman (2006), Ferrari (2012), Polat and Kim (2013), Vercellotti (2012, 2017),
Doe (2017), Saito et al. (2019), and Yu and Lowie (2019) have not only helped to
reconceptualize the complicated and interconnected nature of multivariate CAF
development within and across individual L2 learners over time, but they have served to
introduce and refine a number of advanced statistical procedures such as MLM and
moving correlations within applied linguistics research. Although the specific results of
these studies are often too deeply contextualized to be readily generalizable beyond the
particular populations sampled, the growing body of research in this area has succeeded
in advancing the research methods used to investigate the great many complexities of L2
speaking development over time.

Gaps in the Literature
Although the development of interactive English speaking ability is a fundamental
element of SLA that is of great importance to many involved in its research, assessment,
and instruction, there remains relatively few studies conducted in this area that move
beyond the subfields of TBLT or language testing and the conditions under which
research is typically conducted within them. Indeed, a review of the literature reveals
several gaps in the research conducted to date.
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First, relatively few researchers have approached the measurement of L2 speaking
proficiency in ways that take into account both the micro- and macro-elements that
constitute interactive speech. Although the use of tasks and their most common discourse
analytic CAF measures can offer one way to investigate these elements, the ways in
which these components have been operationalized and reported has been inconsistent
and not conducive to incorporating more ostensibly subjective yet nonetheless critical
features of interactional engagement and overall communicative adequacy. Here, the use
of validated ratings within the increasingly sophisticated body of language testing
research provides an alternative and increasingly complementary approach to
incorporating a more holistic view of such performance features within its measures of
L2 speaking proficiency, yet such use has not yet been strategically employed with
enough consistency to fully explore all that it might have to offer. This gap represents the
first, foundational aspect to be addressed by this study.
Another major gap in the literature is the use of speaking tasks with lower- to
intermediate-proficiency learners, particularly those based in EFL settings such as Japan
with few opportunities for language use outside of the classroom. By situating the locus
in the EFL classroom of a Japanese university, I seek to bridge the gap in the literature
that has often overrepresented ESL studies, particularly those conducted in under
laboratory conditions, over naturalistic EFL learning conditions typical to the Japanese
university context and first-year students in required general English classes.
A related gap is that the priority of the great majority of the literature in this area
has been on control of the speaking task through the use of monologic tasks or, to a much
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lesser degree, researcher-participant dialogic formats. The use of oral tasks based on
more naturalistic group interaction between three or more learners in the L2 language
classroom has been under-investigated. As a result, more focused investigations of
interactional competence on display within group speaking tasks are clearly called for.
Finally, there is a clear need for studies that track the long-term development of
L2 speaking proficiency of lower- to intermediate-level learners over time. Although the
short-term effects of task-based conditions and group testing dynamics have each been
explored cross-sectionally, few researchers have investigated these aspects longitudinally
or with measures of perceived task difficulty, group interlocutor proficiency levels or
familiarity, and individual difference variables such as extraversion and self-efficacy
taken into account. Moreover, to my knowledge, no research has provided any qualitative
accounts detailing how learners’ self-perceptions of their development and these
variables might be related.

Purposes of the Study and Research Questions
This study seeks to address the numerous gaps identified above by exploring the
development of interactive English speaking proficiency of lower- to intermediate-level
first-year EFL learners in a Japanese university context. Drawing from the cumulative
advances made in both TBLT, language testing, and SLD research, I incorporated key
elements from all three of these research approaches into the methods used to measure
and analyze the long-term development of such learners’ interactive L2 speaking
proficiency over the course of one academic year via ratings of their speaking
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performances from a series of impromptu group discussions on personal narrative tasks
of general interest. Beyond surveying the latest findings, approaches, and currently
advocated best practices in a number of subfields of SLA research, I seek to further
advance the exploration of the development of the participants’ interactive L2 speaking
abilities in ways that allow for not only the development of key features such as
complexity, accuracy, and fluency to be measured over time, but for more holistic views
of these features as well as the heretofore often overlooked features of interactional
engagement and communicative adequacy to be incorporated in this research. Ultimately,
I seek to meaningfully contribute to a deeper understanding of L2 learners’ second
language development in a foreign language post-secondary context.
The three central research questions of this study are presented below in turn
followed by hypotheses for what might be found in relation to each. The following
research questions are proposed:
1. To what degree do first-year students’ interactive L2 speaking performances of
group discussion tasks develop over the course of one academic year? To what
degree does this development relate to social and individual difference variables?

Hypothesis 1a: The students’ L2 speaking development is expected to vary
considerably both between and within individual learners across the academic year
with an overall trend toward small-to-moderate gains. These expectations were
extrapolated from the related literature on L2 speaking development reviewed
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previously (Doe, 2017; Ferrari, 2012; Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Leaper & Brawn,
2019; Saito et al., 2019; Vercellotti, 2012, 2017; Yu & Lowie, 2019).

Hypothesis 1b: A modest proportion of the variance seen in the development of
overall interactive English speaking ability is expected to be predicted by the social
and individual difference variables also collected in this study. Although the body of
research on the influence of social and individual difference variables reviewed
above has shown rather mixed results, it is believed that more frequent collection of
the measures for these variables within the situated context of the group discussion
tasks used to collect the interactive L2 speaking data in this study is expected to
allow for the dynamic nature of any changes in them seen over time to be better
reflected in their measures (Dörnyei, 2009; Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015; Sato & Ballinger,
2016).

2. What relationships exist among ratings for complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness? Do these
relationships change over time?

Hypothesis 2a: Small-to-moderate positive correlations are expected on the whole
among all five dimensions of L2 speaking ability assessed in this study, following
findings from the limited number of comparable studies on L2 speaking development
(Doe, 2017; Vercellotti, 2012, 2017), as well as those which have employed
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multifaceted measures of L2 speaking performance (Iwashita et al., 2001; Leaper and
Brawn, 2019; Nitta & Nakatsuhara, 2014; Pinget et al., 2014; Tonkyn, 2012)

Hypothesis 2b: The relationships exhibited among the CAF rating measures
employed in this study are expected to change over time. It is anticipated that the
performances from tasks completed earlier in the year will conform more closely to
the traditional and intuitively appealing view of trade-off effects between fluency
and accuracy with likely only weak correlations expected (Skehan, 1998). However,
given the task conditions (static, familiar content; dialogic interaction; post-task
transcription/reflection) and the use of a perceived accuracy rating believed to be
more sensitive to detecting relative improvement by lower- to intermediate-level
learners, it is anticipated that a majority of the participants will move toward more of
a shared, joint focus (a higher correlation) on both fluency and accuracy, following
the findings among studies in this area reported by Vercellotti (2012, 2017), Doe
(2017), and Saito et al. (2019).

3. What are students’ views on their own interactive L2 speaking proficiency
development and various social and individual factors thought to influence L2
speaking performance?

Hypothesis 3: In line with the differentiation seen among the final summative grades
assigned to the students enrolled in this course, it is expected that a majority of
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students will acknowledge growth in their interactive L2 speaking abilities while a
smaller proportion will not recognize much sustained development. Of the various
dimensions that comprise interactive L2 speaking ability for the purposes of this
study, fluency, interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness
are predicted to be the areas most recognized as having improved while accuracy and
complexity are likely to be seen as largely unchanged from the student perspective.
In terms of the social and individual difference factors, most students will likely
express that they gradually became more and more comfortable taking part in the
group discussion tasks over the year and that increased familiarity with group
members was likely a key factor influencing such perceptions. Lower-proficiency
and/or more introverted learners will likely express feeling somewhat overwhelmed
or intimidated by learners they perceived as more proficient or those who took a
more active role in the discussions. Finally, topic difficulty is not expected to be
perceived as having a major impact on the discussions given that the topics
introduced are all general, open-ended, personal narrative tasks.

Summary of the Review of the Literature
In this chapter, I reviewed the relevant literature on interactive L2 speaking ability
from its theoretical conceptualization, measurement, and development. I first provided an
overview of the Levelt’s theoretical model of spoken production and described how the
central processes thought to underlie it could be fruitfully adapted to account for
differences in L2 spoken production as well as the effect of various task conditions on
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those processes. I then outlined how L2 speaking ability has been measured in research
conducted from both TBLT and language testing traditions. After that, I highlighted the
importance of peer interaction to interactive L2 speaking performance and outlined a
number of social and individual factors to be considered in relation to it. To wrap up the
literature review, I outlined some of the key studies on SLD, particularly those concerned
with the longitudinal investigation of L2 speaking development, and discussed the gaps
identified which this study was designed to address. The chapter concluded with the three
central research questions and the hypotheses and expectations associated with each.
In the next chapter, I outline the methodology to be employed in this study,
beginning with a description of the overall research design, participants, and context, and
then describing the procedures and materials used to collect data as well as the methods
of analyses used.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

In this chapter, I introduce the overall research design of this study and provide
greater detail about the participants and the context in which it was conducted. An
overview of the different methods employed is then given along with a description of the
procedures used for data collection and their timeline. Then, the various instruments used
for measurement are described. Finally, the procedures used in the analyses of the data
collected are explained.

Research Design
In this section, I first provide an overview of the research design and then a brief
summary of the series of group oral discussion tasks that served as the central data
collection points around which the entire study revolved.

Mixed Methods Research Design
A mixed methods research design was employed in order to answer the three
research questions targeting the central subject of interactive L2 English speaking ability
from complementary perspectives. Mixed methods research involves the combination of
both quantitative and qualitative research elements within a single study in order to
provide a deeper understanding of the phenomena in question than by either approach
itself (Creswell & Creswell, 2017). Although there are elements of this longitudinal study
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that follow the conditions of what Ortega and Iberri-Shea (2005) deemed a descriptivequantitative design, the data gathered, the statistical analyses employed, and the addition
of an embedded qualitative component were all intended to elevate it beyond mere
reporting of the descriptive statistics. Contrary to a traditional experimental design, the
overall design of the study was also focused on tracking change in quantifiable variables
over time without directly manipulating them or randomly assigning participants to
certain conditions, therefore, data were collected multiple times from the same
individuals over one academic year. I also incorporated statistical procedures such as
Rasch measurement and multiple regression to provide a more complete picture of the
many quantitative variables measured by the ratings used to track interactive L2 speaking
development, as well as focus group interviews and individual interviews to more vividly
illuminate the participants’ views of the complex interplay between these variables and
the outcomes identified from a qualitative perspective. As such, I utilized both
quantitative and qualitative approaches within an overarching mixed methods framework
in order to provide a more complete picture of the phenomena in this study.
The ability to capitalize on the combined strengths of both quantitative and
qualitative approaches in mixed methods research is especially appealing in L2
educational research because of the complexity of the issues involved. As L2 educational
research is often tied to a host of underlying, interrelated psychological, social, and
linguistic factors, certain research objectives such as those targeted by this study naturally
necessitate approaches that stretch beyond a single research paradigm. As these objects of
inquiry are themselves often dynamic, nonlinear, iterative, and integrated amongst an
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intricate web of other factors, the research approaches used to measure them must be
responsive (Hashemi & Babaii, 2013). The flexibility inherently offered by mixed
methods research designs engenders a heightened responsiveness to situations and
conditions as they exist in the real world, rather than as they might be ideally prescribed,
in a way that neither quantitative nor qualitative research alone can achieve. Put another
way, mixed methods research, when it is done well, draws from the combination of
quantitative and qualitative aspects, techniques, and approaches that are best suited to
gaining a relatively complete understanding of the object of inquiry. In doing so, mixed
methods research can allow researchers to gather, analyze, and reflect on data from a
number of different angles that might represent a more accurate and more complete
picture of the phenomena in question.
Various typologies of mixed methods research have been presented (Creswell &
Creswell, 2017; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009). Such
typologies give shape to the expansive range of options available when considering
mixed methods research and can inform decisions on what type of design might be most
suitable to the research questions guiding a particular study. Although each typology is
organized and presented somewhat differently, the central issues they attempt to take into
account are shared. Issues such as the timing of the implementation process, the stage of
integration, the priority of methodology/weighting, and the functions or purposes of the
study must all be addressed (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009).
In order to most effectively address the research questions posited in this study
while taking account of the practical realities of the context in which it was conducted, a
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convergent mixed methods design was employed. A convergent design consists of a
single-phase approach in which both the quantitative and qualitative data are collected,
analyzed separately, and then interpreted and compared later (Creswell & Creswell,
2017). Given that this study was primarily focused on the large amount of quantitative
data collected over the course of one academic year and its secondary focus was on the
qualitative data generated in the focus group and individual interviews conducted at the
end of the year, this study can further be classified as employing an embedded mixed
methods design (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2018), though there is a certain degree of
triangulation of the parallel concepts targeted in both components of the study; this issue
is outlined in greater detail below. Figure 4 provides a visual diagram of the overarching
convergent mixed methods design employed in this study, with the secondary qualitative
(QUAL) component embedded within the primary quantitative (QUAN) study.

Overview of the Group Oral Discussion Tasks
The central quantitative data collected for this study were garnered from analytic
ratings and questionnaires from a series of 10-minute group oral discussion tasks
administered over the course of one academic year following the best practices as
identified in the TBLT and language testing literature and under pre-determined
conditions: no pre-task planning time was provided, but the participants completed a
post-task transcription and reflection assignment. The video-recorded group oral
discussion tasks––administered throughout one academic year in roughly one-month
intervals, with a separate repeated task administered three times (in May, July, and
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Figure 4. Overview of the Mixed Methods Research Design Employed in this Study

December)––were conducted with five intact, required oral English communication
classes each comprised of 19-23 students. A visual representation of the timeline and
differentiation between of the two distinct task conditions employed throughout the
academic year for the 10 group discussion tasks is shown in Figure 5, where the tasks
administered using new prompts and randomly assigned groups of learners are displayed
in the white cells and the tasks with the same group members are shown in gray. Though
not displayed in the figure, the focus group and individual interviews that comprised the
qualitative component of this study were conducted in January, immediately following
the end of the second semester and academic year.
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Figure 5. Overview of the Group Oral Discussion Tasks
Task
Conditions
Random
Groups;
New
Prompts

April
Task
1

First Semester
May
June

July

Task
2

Task
4

Task
3

Aug.

Sept.
Task
6

Second Semester
Oct.
Nov.
Task
7

Task
8

Dec.
Task
9

(Training)
Set
Groups;
Repeated
Prompt

Task
2

Task
5

Task
10

Note. Both the group members and topic assigned in Task 2 were repeated in Tasks 5 and 10,
represented by the shaded boxes.

Participants and Context
This study was conducted at a private, women’s liberal arts university in western
Japan. The institution is of moderate standing among comparable private women’s
colleges with respective departmental hensachi scores at the time in which it was
conducted as follows: English (58), Intercultural Studies (57), Psychology (57),
Biosphere Sciences (57), and Music (45) (Benesse Corporation, 2014). Hensachi scores
are numerical ratings used across Japan to indicate a department’s degree of selectivity in
accepting entrance examination applicants based around a national mean of 50 (Breaden,
2013). For this study, a convenience sample of 106 students enrolled in five intact
sections of a required general English oral communication course intended for first-year
students from all departments were asked to voluntarily participate after being informed
about the study and their rights as participants. All of the students agreed to participate
and signed a written consent form; they retained a copy for their records (see Appendix A
for the Japanese version and Appendix B for the English translation).
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As is typical for required courses at this institution, there were changes to the
class rosters throughout the academic year that reduced the number of participants who
were able to complete the entire series of group discussion tasks that served as the central
data gathered for this study. First, a total of seven repeating students (one third-year
student and six second-year students) who had previously failed or withdrawn from one
semester of the required course enrolled in either the first or second term only.
Additionally, a total of six first-year students were unable to complete the entire year of
study due to health or personal reasons: one student withdrew from the university after
seventh class of the first term, one student attended only three class meetings during the
first term, but attended regularly during the second term, one student only attended the
first two classes of the first term, and three other students stopped attending the course at
different points of the second term. Finally, one additional first-year student who
completed both terms was absent for six out of nine of the group discussion tasks
analyzed for this study. Although these seven first-year students and the seven repeating
students mentioned earlier participated in all course activities in the same way as all other
students when they were in attendance, they were ultimately excluded from the analyses
due to their incomplete record of course attendance and recorded group discussion tasks.
With these 14 students excluded from the original 106 enrolled, a total of 92 first-year
participants with relatively consistent records of attendance and a great majority of their
quantitative data able to be collected on time under the intended conditions were included
in the study.
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After receiving their agreement to participate, all individuals from the five intact
classes were asked to complete a background questionnaire (see Appendix C for the
Japanese version and Appendix D for the English translation). All of the 92 participants
identified themselves as native speakers of Japanese, with one participant noting that her
father was Vietnamese though she reported only a limited understanding of the
Vietnamese language. All of the participants ranged in age from 18-19 years old at the
beginning of the academic year, with an average age of 18.6 years at that time. The
participants reported an average of 8.1 years of prior English language study (SD = 2.5
years), with all of them acknowledging three years of study in junior high school and
three years in high school. A subset of 58 out of the 92 total participants also noted that
they had studied English before beginning junior high school. A total of 11 participants
reported that they had studied English outside of traditional schooling at either an English
conversation school or cram school, and four participants stated that they had studied
with a private tutor at some point. Additionally, 16 participants reported study abroad
experiences in English-speaking countries lasting two weeks or longer before starting
university and two participants studied abroad for one month during the summer break
between the first semester of university study and the second semester in the middle of
the academic year in which this study was conducted.
All 92 participants were enrolled in a required English oral communication course
in one of five intact classes I taught for one academic year. All five classes were
comprised of a mix of participants from the five main departments in the university:
English (n = 34), Intercultural Studies (n = 28), Psychology (n = 17), Biosphere Sciences
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(n = 11), and Music (n = 2). At this institution, all first-year students must enroll in one
English oral communication course in addition to other English courses depending on
their department requirements. Students in the English department also have four or five
additional required English classes per term throughout the first year. In the first term,
English majors take two reading courses, two grammar/writing courses, and one
pronunciation course. In the second term, these students have one reading course, one
writing course, one listening course, and an omnibus course on research skills. NonEnglish majors must take three additional required courses focused on
listening/pronunciation and reading/writing in the first term, public speaking/presentation
skills, TOEIC preparation, and English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses related to
their departmental major in the second term. The English education curricula in both the
required English courses for non-English majors and the courses required for English
majors are loosely coordinated around general course goals central to the main language
skills of reading, writing, listening, and speaking. The approaches used in these curricula
draw from a wide and eclectic range of grammar-translation, communicative language
teaching, TBLT, and focus-on-form methods.
It is important to point out that given the greater number of contact hours in
required English classes, the 34 English majors in this study received more total
classroom instruction in English than the 58 non-English majors. In the spring term, the
English majors had about 135 hours of classroom contact in English classes while the
non-English majors had approximately 90 classroom contact hours. In the fall term, the
English majors had approximately 112.5 hours of classroom contact with English
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coursework, compared to 90 hours for the non-English majors. Over the academic year,
that equates to about 247.5 hours of classroom contact for the English majors in
comparison to 180 hours for the non-English majors. Stated differently, the non-English
majors received 73% of the EFL classroom contact hours that the English majors
received, and these differences likely extended to the out-of-class assignments that
accompanied these courses as well. Given the importance of time-on-task in L2 learning
and development, the difference in classroom contact hours is likely to distinguish the
English majors’ development from the non-English majors, though there did not seem to
be the same emphasis on spoken production in most of the courses taken by the learners
in this study aside from the oral communication course in which it was conducted.
At the institution where this study was carried out, all first-year students are
placed into one of three general levels of the required English oral communication course
from which the participants were drawn: levels A, B, and C (level A being the highest).
All English level placement decisions are determined by scores from an on-campus
administration of the Test of English for International Communication Institutional
Program (TOIEC-IP) comprised only of the Listening and Reading sections taken one
week before the first term. The 92 participants were drawn from five intact sections that I
taught for the entire year—34 participants were from two intermediate or mid-proficiency
sections, considered top A-level classes at this institution and represented as A1 (n = 19)
and A2 (n = 15), and 58 participants were from three low-proficiency sections,
considered middle B-level classes at this institution and represented as B1 (n = 19), B2 (n
= 20), and B3 (n = 19). Note that due to scheduling determinations, attendance concerns,
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and their typically smaller class sizes, no C-level sections comprised of the lowest
proficiency learners at this institution were able to be included.
The overall average incoming TOEIC-IP total score among all 92 participants was
406.63 (SD = 92.76). For the two levels included, the mean TOEIC-IP total score for the
34 A-level participants was 507.65 (SD = 59.56) and it was 347.41 (SD = 45.04) for the
58 B-level participants. Based on their incoming TOEIC-IP listening and reading
subsection scores, the general English proficiency levels of the majority of these
participants at the start of the academic year were at the A2 level of the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR; Council of Europe, 2001),
though five of the lowest scoring individuals were borderline A1-A2 (Basic User) while
18 of the highest-scoring students were at or approaching the B1 (Independent User)
level (ETS, 2015). However, in terms of English speaking abilities, it is worth pointing
out that Japanese EFL learners typically arrive at the university level with relatively high
levels of English linguistic competence, due to both the grammar-translation and testfocused teaching practices predominant throughout the secondary education system, yet
with relatively little English speaking experience or communicative competence and
generally low English speaking proficiency (Kikuchi & Browne, 2009).
Table 1 provides a summary of the compositional details of the participants in the
five intact class sections that are the most directly relevant to the quantitative component
of this study and its research questions.
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Table 1. A Summary of the Compositional Details of the Five Intact Classes
Class
A1
A2
B1
B2
B3
Total

Incoming
TOEIC-IP
Mean (SD)
513.41 (71.51)
500.33 (41.03)
351.05 (47.77)
363.75 (42.11)
326.58 (38.73)
406.63 (92.76)

Participants
19
15
19
20
19
92

English
12
9
3
5
5
34

Departmental Affiliation
Intercultural
Studies
Psychology Bioscience
3
4
0
2
0
2
8
5
3
8
4
3
7
4
3
28
17
11

Music
0
2
0
0
0
2

Pedagogical Approach and Methods of the Oral Communication Course
This study was conducted with participants enrolled in a required, year-long
English oral communication course that met for one 90-minute lesson each week for 15
weeks in the first term (spring term) and 15 weeks in the second term (fall term); a total
of 45 classroom contact hours. As a required course in the highly-coordinated general
education English language program, the oral communication course was taught to firstyear students of all proficiency levels using a set curriculum with the central goals aimed
at helping students to: (a) better recognize and understand the general patterns, structures,
and discourse features central to basic conversations and discussions in English, (b)
deepen their knowledge of the English expressions and formulaic language used in pair
and group speaking situations, and (c) improve their fluency in using the discourse
features more appropriately in conversations and discussions with their classmates.
The course used an original in-house produced textbook and teacher’s guide with
detailed model lesson plans for the 30 weeks of instruction, as well as established
guidelines and pre-made materials for the mandatory assessments given each term: two
written tests (midterm and final; graded on use of the formulaic expressions taught,
grammatical accuracy, and pragmatic appropriateness), two scripted and rehearsed paired
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conversation performances (midterm and final; graded along rating scales for content,
pronunciation, fluency, eye contact, and body language and gestures), and one final 8-10minute group discussion test (graded for fluent, appropriate, and varied use of the
discourse features taught in the course). Although all of the materials and assessments
were uniform across all three pre-set proficiency levels A, B, and C (level A being the
highest), the weekly lesson plans and assessment guidelines specified somewhat different
expectations at each level and allowed freedom for adjustment based on teacher
discretion. At the time when this study was conducted, the course had already been
taught in largely the same way for two years, though each year’s iteration brought about
minor refinement to the lesson plans, materials, and expectations to better meet the
course goals and objectives.
The pedagogical design of the oral communication course was geared primarily
toward preparing students to successfully take part in prepared group discussions with
classmates on personal interest topics ranging from discussing personal experiences in
the spring term to sharing opinions, reasons, and advice in the fall term. Throughout the
course, a mix of different teaching methods and techniques was employed. Although
each lesson was organized somewhat differently, the overall approach can be
characterized as following four basic steps: (a) minimal instructor-led explanations and
model analysis of target discourse features leading to (b) written practice exercises and
opportunities to perform prepared dialogues before moving on to (c) carefully scaffolded,
meaning-focused pair and group conversation and discussion tasks repeated with
different interlocutors, added time pressure, and less reliance on prepared speech. Finally,
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the course-based group discussion tasks were often accompanied by (d) both within-task
note-taking and post-task self-assessment components. Active participation and
engagement in class were stressed throughout the course in both the grading of students
and classroom management techniques. Volunteered student responses served as the
starting point for checking all of the written practice exercises as a class and group and
individual feedback was given as often as possible. As such, although the course was
teacher controlled, it was very much learner centered.
Importantly, the curriculum employed in the oral communication course met
many of the conditions for developing fluency outlined by Nation and Newton (2009) in
their comprehensive overview on teaching ESL/EFL listening and speaking. Nation and
Newton argued that fluency development activities should (a) be meaning-focused in that
they encourage learner interest and attention on the communication of a message and are
subject to the time pressures and demands of realistic conversation (b) draw from familiar
topics and discourse types that utilize known vocabulary and grammatical structures, and
(c) support and encourage learners to perform at a higher level of performance due to
planning and preparation, increased time pressure, and/or the removal of scaffolded
support such as prepared answers or notes during subsequent repetitions.
In the spring term, the participants were first introduced to the general pattern of
conversation and the terminology used for the different components used in the course as
well as a set of formulaic expressions for the most commonly used greetings and
salutations, conversation starters, and natural reactions. Several lessons were then
directed at reviewing basic question formulation and answering wh-, yes/no, and have
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you ever… questions about personal information through exposure to a number of
examples, labeled for their grammatical features, and a set of associated written practice
activities for homework that were later jointly corrected and analyzed in class. In all of
these lessons, the participants were consistently encouraged to provide details in their
responses that would make for longer, more natural, and more interesting exchanges if
said in conversation. After the basic question and answering forms were reviewed and
practiced, the lessons were designed to highlight the pragmatic importance of asking
follow-up questions to get more information and to provide ample opportunities to
practice this more challenging skill. These early lessons in the first term were targeted
specifically at providing a shared foundation of knowledge and terminology from which
the speaking practice could be built upon.
Later in the first term, several simple models for talking at length about previous
experiences were introduced and the students were asked to prepared their own personal
narratives to discuss with their classmates under conditions intended to encourage active,
meaningful participation and engagement, integrated use of the formulaic language
previously introduced, effective conveying of details, and thoughtful responses to others
through the use of natural reactions and appropriate follow-up questions. The two topics
introduced in the detailed models were related to best and worst experiences and students
selected their own experiences for the subsequent in-class practice discussions (see
Appendix E for a representative excerpt from the course text). The same types of
personal narrative/experience topics were used for the discussion test administered on the
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final day of class in groups of three or four participants (see Appendix F for the spring
term discussion test questions and accompanying evaluation rubric).
After the two-month summer break, the second term began with a review of the
general discourse pattern and features taught in the spring term before moving on to an
introduction of formulaic language useful for sharing opinions, reasons, and advice as
well as that for politely expressing agreement and disagreement with others. Several
simple models for giving opinions and providing supporting reasons and details were
analyzed as a class before the participants were asked to express their own opinions and
reasons for multiple topics determined to be of personal interest and relevance to
Japanese university students (see Appendix G for a representative excerpt from the
course text). As in the spring term, the topics introduced as models and in-class practice
discussion prompts were related to the same types of topics used for the discussion test
administered on the final day of class in groups of three or four persons (see Appendix H
for the fall term discussion test questions and evaluation rubric).
Although the required curriculum was closely followed for the five class sections
that participated in this study, a few changes were made to accommodate the group
discussion tasks that were the central data collection opportunities for this study. First,
the group discussion tasks themselves were an added part for these classes that other
sections of the same course were not required to do. The 10-minute group discussion
tasks generally took approximately 20-25 minutes to complete, including the time needed
for the post-task questionnaires that accompanied them and the logistical requirements
involved in video- and audio-recording. Next, care was taken to ensure that none of the
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specific topics of the discussion tasks used for research purposes were introduced or
practiced in the course before the research tasks were completed. This resulted in a few
minor changes to the topics used in the standard curriculum or to the ordering in which
some of those tasks were introduced. Finally, the individuals in these sections were
required to complete a post-task transcription and reflection activity for homework as
part of the course and were graded on their work for completeness, accuracy, and
appropriateness for part of their final course grade. With this adjustment accounted for,
the participants in these sections were graded each term on the following criteria:
discussion reflections (20%), written tests (20%), conversation performances (20%),
discussion test (20%), and weekly attendance and participation (20%). At this institution,
students need a final grade of at least 60% in order to pass the course.
Table 2 shows an overview of the first term’s 15-week syllabus, with the group
discussion tasks and discussion reflection assignments completed specifically for this
study in bold. Table 3 displays the same information for the second term. The discussion
tasks and their accompanying discussion reflection assignments are explained in greater
detail in the following section.

Materials
In this section, the materials and instruments used to collect the data analyzed in
this study are described along with the group discussion tasks that were the central locus
of the majority of the data collected. Finally, at the end of the section, the data collection
schedule for the entire study is presented.
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Table 2. General Syllabus for the Oral Communication Course (First Semester)
Week
1

2

Class Activities

Homework
o Get a binder for class papers

• Course introduction/Name cards
• Classroom English
• Informed consent for research
• Discussion 1
• What are conversation and discussion
skills?
• Greetings, starters, and closers

o Finish discussion 1 reflection
o Finish pages 12-15

• Natural reactions
• Asking and answering wh-questions
3

• Asking and answering yes/no questions
• Asking follow-up questions

o Finish pages 17-18

Golden week holiday: No class
4

• Follow-up questions practice

o Finish part 1 on pages 25-26

5

• Discussion 2
• Find someone who…
• Review 1

o Finish discussion 2 reflection
o Study for written test 1

6

• Written test 1
• Prepare for midterm conversations

o Practice for midterm conversations

7

• Midterm conversation performances
• ‘What’ greetings
• Asking and answering ‘Have you ever…’
questions

o Finish pages 33-35

8

• Have you ever… questions bingo
• Best experiences discussion preparation

o Finish pages 37-38

9

• Best experiences discussion

o Finish pages 40-42

• Worst experiences discussion
preparation
(Table 2 continues)
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(Table 2 continued)
Week
Class Activities
10
• Discussion 3

Homework
o Finish discussion 3 reflection
o Finish pages 44 and 46
o Study for written test 2

• Worst experiences discussion
• Review 2
11

• Written test 2
• Prepare for final conversations

o Practice for final conversation

12

• Final conversation performances
• Discussion test preparation

o Finish pages 49-52

13

• Discussion test practice

o Finish discussion test note cards

14

• Discussions 4 + 5
• Discussion test practice

o Finish discussions 4 + 5 reflections
o Practice for discussion test

15

• Discussion test
• Make-up work

Note. The five group discussion tasks and post-task discussion reflections used in this study are
listed in bold. The five standard course assessments are listed in italics.

Table 3. General Syllabus for the Oral Communication Course (Second Semester)
Week
Class Activities
1
• Course introduction/Classroom English
• Conversation & discussion skills review

Homework
o Get your binder
o Finish page 61

2

• Discussion 6
• Summer activities bingo

o Finish discussion 6 reflection
o Finish page 63-65

3

• Giving good reasons
• Show and tell discussion preparation

o Finish pages 65-66

4

• Show and tell discussion
• Talking about opinions

o Finish page 68

School holiday: No class
(Table 3 continues)
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(Table 3 continued)
Week
Class Activities
5
• Discussion 7
• H.S. vs. college discussion preparation

Homework
o Finish discussion 7 reflection
o Finish pages 72-74

6

• H.S. vs. college discussion
• Review 3

o Finish pages 77-78
o Study for written test 3

7

• Written test 3
• Prepare for midterm conversations

o Practice for midterm conversations

8

• Midterm conversation performances
• Supporting opinions
• Opinions discussion preparation

o Finish pages 83-84

9

• Opinions discussion
• Explaining problems and giving advice
• Advice discussion preparation

o Finish pages 87-90

10

• Discussion 8

o Finish discussion 8 reflection
o Study for written test 2

• Problems and advice discussion
• Review 4
11

• Written test 2
• Prepare for final conversations

o Practice for final conversation

12

• Final conversation performances
• Discussion test preparation

o Finish pages 97-100

13

• Discussions 9 + 10
• Discussion test practice

o Finish discussion 9 + 10 reflections
o Finish discussion test note cards

Winter break: No classes
14

• Discussion test practice

15

• Discussion test
• Make-up work

o Practice for discussion test

Note. The five group discussion tasks and post-task discussion reflections used in this study are
listed in bold. The five standard course assessments are listed in italics.
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General English Proficiency Evidence
Evidence of the students’ general English proficiency levels were collected
through standardized test measures at both the beginning and end of the academic year.
As mentioned, at the institution where this study was conducted, all English class
placement decisions are determined by scores from an on-campus administration of the
Test of English for International Communication Institutional Program (TOIEC-IP)
comprised only of the Listening and Reading sections taken one week before the start of
the first term. At the end of the second term, the test is administered again to allow both
program administrators and the students to track general proficiency development and
these end-of-year scores serve as one criterion for screening applicants for advanced
second-year programs such as an interpreting/translation and English Honors programs.
Although not explicitly related to the participants’ interactive English speaking abilities,
these entry and end-of-year administrations of the TOEIC-IP tests provide valid, reliable
corroborating evidence of the students’ general English proficiency levels.
For the TOEIC-IP test administered one week before the start of the first term, the
mean overall score among the 92 participants was 406.63 (SD = 92.76) with the A-level
mean at 507.65 (SD = 59.56) and the B-level mean at 347.41 (SD = 45.04). For the endof-year administration of the test, the mean total score for the 92 participants was 481.03
(SD = 125.45) with the A-level mean at 589.85 (SD = 87.01) and the B-level mean at
417.24 (SD = 97.66). The overall TOEIC-IP mean score increased by 74.40 points from
the initial (early April) to the end-of-year (mid-December) administrations of the test (Alevel: +82.20 points; B-level: +69.83 points). However, 15 of the participants (16.3%)—
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five A-level students and 10 B-level participants—exhibited lower end-of-year overall
TOEIC-IP scores than their initial entry scores.

The Extraversion Questionnaire
The Japanese version of an extraversion questionnaire (see Appendix I for the
Japanese version and Appendix J for the English version) was administered to the
participants at three points during academic year: Term 1 Week 5, Term 1 Week 14, and
Term 2 Week 13, in conjunction with the repeated group oral discussion tasks completed
at the same times, Tasks 2, 5, and 10, respectively. In all three instances, the same set of
eight extraversion self-rated items previously used in Apple’s (2011) study of the
personality factors of Japanese university students asked the participants to mark their
level of agreement on a six-point Likert scale: 1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 =
Slightly disagree, 4 = Slightly agree, 5 = Agree, 6 = Strongly agree. Apple’s
questionnaire items were employed rather than Goldberg’s (1992, 1993) original items
because they had been used and validated with EFL learners in Japanese contexts in a
number of recent studies (Apple, 2011; Doe, 2017; Leeming, 2014a, 2019). As in
Apple’s use of the extraversion items, a six-point Likert scale was employed following
the advice of Nemoto and Beglar (2014) because both the number and range of responses
along this continuum were expected to meet the requirements for the increased
measurement precision six options can provide and to avoid the potential disturbance to
measurement that the inclusion of a neutral category can introduce.
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The English Speaking Self-Efficacy Questionnaire
The Japanese version of an English speaking self-efficacy questionnaire (see
Appendix K for the Japanese version and Appendix L for the English version) was also
administered to the participants at three points during academic year: Term 1 Week 5,
Term 1 Week 14, and Term 2 Week 13, also at the same times with Tasks 2, 5, and 10,
respectively. In all three administrations, the same set of ten items adapted from those
used by Leeming (2014a) in a comparable Japanese university context asked the
participants to respond to a series of ‘can do’ statements regarding their own English
interactive speaking abilities using a six-point Likert scale: 1 = I cannot do it at all, 2 = I
probably cannot do it, 3 = Maybe I cannot do it, 4 = Maybe I can do it, 5 = I probably
can do it, 6 = I can definitely do it. A six-point Likert scale was used again for the
reasons outlined above and to maintain consistency across the questionnaire measures.

Group Discussion Tasks
The central speaking data for this study were collected through a series of 10
group discussion tasks administered in class as part of the regular coursework for the
required oral communication course with one or two tasks held each of the eight months
that comprised the academic schoolyear. All of the speaking tasks consisted of 10-minute
discussions among three to four participants on personal topics related to daily life that
were appropriate to the participants’ interests, experiences, and English abilities.
Mirroring the realities of the classroom for this particular course, which employs frequent
random assignment for pair and group work, the composition of the groups for each
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performance was randomly assigned for eight of the 10 tasks and the same group
members were assigned to two repeated tasks completed at the end of both the first and
second terms as long as all designated members were in attendance on those days.
Beyond serving as the best way to address the practical concerns of tardiness and
absences, it is also believed that random group assignment for the majority of the tasks
allowed for the dispersion of the effects of any particular interlocutor variables more
evenly across the tasks (Van Moere, 2013).
All of the prompts were presented as general topics for discussion using the same
basic wording: Talk about ____________ (See Appendix M for the complete list of the
topic prompts). The prompts were introduced on paper in both English and Japanese to
avoid misunderstanding. After distributing the paper copies of the prompts, the
participants were given 30 seconds to ensure that they had ample time to read and
understand the prompt and gather their thoughts. No notes or reference materials were
allowed during this time. A countdown timer was shown on a classroom television for
both the 30 seconds allocated prior to the task as well as the 10 minutes allotted for the
tasks themselves. A loud tone signaled the end of the 30-second reading/thinking time
and the 10-minute discussion tasks.
With only 30 seconds allotted for reading the prompts and gathering their initial
thoughts, the discussion tasks were presented to the participants without preparation time
under what was considered an unplanned pre-task condition. There are three main
reasons why an unplanned, impromptu condition was used in this study. First, the rather
varied literature on pre-task planning reveals a noted complication of providing unguided
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planning time before a task used in research purposes is that there can often be no
guarantee that participants use the time provided to prepare or that those who use the time
provided prepare in the same way or to the same degree (Ellis, 2005; Ortega, 2005;
Sangarun, 2005). In this way, although the time provided for unguided pre-task planning
might be uniform, the specific conditions under which each participant prepared can
differ dramatically and lead to problems in ascribing effects (Ortega, 2005). Another
reason why so-called impromptu tasks were used is that unplanned tasks have been found
to be more supportive of a collaborative interaction pattern in pair and group discussions
(Galaczi, 2008; Nitta & Nakatsuhara, 2014). Finally, in terms of logistics, an unplanned
pre-task condition was more easily integrated into the existing curriculum of the course in
which these discussion tasks were conducted without causing undue disruption to the
standard syllabus.
There are three main reasons underlying the rationale to use general interest topics
presented in minimally directive prompts following similar tasks used by LarsenFreeman (2006), De Jong and Perfetti (2011), Polat and Kim (2013), and Vercellotti
(2012, 2017). First, the prompts selected represent topics that are readily understandable
and immediately familiar to learners in this context. As all of the topics are personal in
nature, they do not require specific external background knowledge that would provide
an advantage or disadvantage to any particular participant. Selecting relevant discussion
topics has also been advocated specifically for Japanese university students in order to
spur engagement and active participation among a learner population which has exhibited
tendencies toward silence in certain classroom contexts (King, 2013; Yashima et al.,
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2016). Second, prompts presented as simple topics without guiding questions were
employed to allow the participants to direct the discussion toward their own particular
interests and experiences in relation to the topics and to compel them to create their own
directive questions for one another. As interactive speaking development is the intended
object of inquiry, the broad discussion topics were designed to spur the initiation of such
interaction by the participants themselves. This was also intended to allow for more
collaborative discourse to be co-constructed among the learners based on the findings of
Galaczi (2008) and Gan (2010), among others. Finally, as the classes that participated in
this research were composed predominantly of first-year students from different
departments who had little initial familiarity with one another at the start of the year, the
use of personal information topics provided a pragmatic purpose for the participants to
meaningfully engage with one another during the tasks (Van Moere, 2013).
With five class sections completing a total of ten 10-minute recorded group
discussion tasks throughout the academic year, there were a number of logistical
requirements to attend to. For one, I generally arrived for class early on the days of the
discussion tasks to set up the video and audio recording equipment and arrange the desks
into groups of three or four. For all of the group discussion tasks except the two repeated
tasks, I also randomly assigned the students’ name cards to their groups before they
arrived. Groups of three were prioritized as much as possible, though groups of four also
had to be used on occasion due to the class sizes and sudden absences. As sparingly as
possible, pairs also had to be utilized for certain delayed make-up discussions with
individuals who were absent from the group discussion tasks held the previous week
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which, along with the discussion reflection assignments, were required components for
the course. However, none of the delayed make-up discussions were included in the
analyses reported in this study.
All video recordings of the group discussion tasks were made using Kodak Zi8
video cameras positioned approximately six feet (1.8 meters) away from each group. The
cameras were connected to Audio Technica AT9921 omnidirectional microphones placed
in the center of each group. To safeguard against the audio not being recorded if the
omnidirectional microphones were unplugged, turned off, or low on battery power, Sony
ICD-UX560F IC recorders were placed in the center of each group to record the audio
from the discussions as a backup source. After each day of recording, the video files were
transferred to a computer, checked to ensure satisfactory audio quality, and uploaded to
class websites created using Google Sites so that the participants could complete their
associated transcription and reflection assignment for homework. In the event that the
audio quality from an original video recording was substandard, the audio file from the
IC recorder was used; it was edited to sync with the original video recording using
iMovie before being uploaded to the class website on these rare occasions.
A total of 310 separate 10-minute group discussion performances were recorded
for the 10 required discussion tasks held throughout the academic year, resulting in 51
hours and 40 minutes of video-recorded group task performances uploaded to the course
Google Site pages to allow the participants to complete their requisite discussion
reflection homework. However, as outlined previously in Figure 5 in relation to the
research design of this study, the first discussion task was conducted for training
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purposes and was not subjected to any analyses. Of the nine remaining tasks, the
participants completed seven unique group discussion tasks with one task scheduled
approximately each month throughout the eight months of the academic year: three
unique tasks in the first term and four unique tasks in the second term. In addition to the
seven unique tasks, an additional task at the end of each term repeated the same topic
introduced in the first discussion task, Task 2. Excluding the 27 initial training task (Task
1) recordings left a total of 283 recordings lasting 47 hours and 10 minutes gathered from
the five participating classes from the nine remaining tasks.
Although a majority of the participants attended all of the classes when the nine
group discussion tasks were held, there were numerous occasions when one or more
students were absent on those days. As mentioned previously, participants who were
absent on the day that a designated task was performed generally completed the same
task the following week with one or more classmates who had also missed the same task
whenever possible or with classmates who had already completed the task the previous
week volunteering to assist them. However, due to the different conditions under which
these tasks were eventually completed, all 27 recordings of these delayed discussion tasks
were excluded from the analyses leaving a total of 256 video-recorded discussions with
an overall running time of 42 hours and 40 minutes for possible inclusion.

The Post-Discussion Questionnaire
Immediately after each discussion task, the participants completed the Japanese
version of the post-discussion questionnaire regarding their impression of the topic’s
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difficulty as well their sense of familiarity with the other group members (see Appendix
N for the Japanese version and Appendix O for the English version). First, the
participants were asked to rate the relative difficulty of the topic discussed on a 6-point
Likert scale—1 = Very easy, 2 = Moderately easy, 3 = Slightly easy, 4 = Slightly difficult,
5 = Moderately difficult, 6 = Very difficult—following a similar procedure employed by
Baba and Nitta (2014). Each participant was then asked to select the level of her
familiarity with the other members of her discussion group on a 6-point Likert scale: 1 =
I don’t know her at all, 2 = I know her a little, 3 = I know her somewhat well, 4 = I know
her well, 5 = I consider her a friend, 6 = I consider her one of my close friends. In both
cases, six-point Likert scales were employed for the reasons outlined above and to
maintain consistency across all of the questionnaire measures.

Discussion Reflection Assignment
As a required post-task course assignment, all participants completed a
transcription and reflection activity after each discussion (see Appendix P). For this
assignment, the participants were first asked to watch their own videos outside of class on
the class Google Site page and to transcribe all of their own utterances. After transcribing
all of their own utterances, they were also asked to count the total number of words they
produced, list three additional follow-up questions that could have been asked in relation
to the topic or their group members’ utterances, and attempt to correct three self-selected
errors of any kind that they could identify in their own performances. Finally, three
additional open-ended questions––presented in Japanese with the option to answer either
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in Japanese or English––asked the participants to assess their performance in that
particular task, compare that performance to those of previous tasks, and to outline their
goals for improvement in the subsequent discussion. Given the general lack of typing
skills exhibited by many first-year Japanese university students in contexts like this
(McDonald & Foss, 2007, 2009), the participants completed this post-task assignment on
paper to avoid any discrepancies in typing ability. Specific feedback and corrections were
only provided in regard to the revisions produced for the three additional follow-up
questions and three corrections attempted––with only general comments given for the
responses to the three open-ended questions. All students received points contributing to
their final grade in the course for completing each part of the discussion transcription and
reflection assignment each time, with work submitted late losing points unless justifiable
reasons were provided.
The required post-task transcription and reflection assignment had practical,
pedagogical, and theoretical motivations. In practical terms, a smaller scale pilot study
conducted under similar conditions (McDonald, 2018) revealed many instances when I
could not clearly determine what the learners had said on my own, especially when
classroom noise degraded the audio quality, two or more speakers’ turns overlapped, or
unclear L1 utterances were said. I believed that the learners themselves were best able to
determine what had been said in these instances and overall. Pedagogically, transcription
and reflection activities have been advocated in the L2 teaching literature for the potential
benefits they can provide to noticing, promoting focus on form, and depth of processing
(Lynch, 2001, 2007; Mennim, 2003, 2007, 2012; Stillwell et al., 2010). Finally,
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theoretically, post-task conditions are thought to be one way to encourage learners to
direct more of their limited attentional resources during the Formulator stage of speech
production to attending to form during tasks (Foster & Skehan, 2013; Li, 2014; Skehan,
2009; Skehan, Bei, Li, & Wang, 2012; Skehan & Foster, 1997).
As with the different levels of L2 speaking proficiency exhibited by the
participants, the required post-task activity resulted in a range of quality in both the
transcripts produced and the answers provided to the accompanying revision and
reflection items. Three graded Task 6 transcription and reflection sample responses that
are representative of the range in quality with which they were produced (relatively high,
average, and low) are included from participants in class B1 in Appendix Q. In terms of
the workload involved from a participant perspective, of the nine tasks included in this
study, the average self-reported word count ranged from a low of 123.76 words (SD =
75.94) for Task 2 to a high of 142.10 words (SD = 80.91) for Task 10. The average for
Task 1, a training task not included in this study’s data set, was 84.05 words (SD = 48.47).
There were also 11 instances toward the end of the academic year in which certain
participants failed to complete the transcription and reflection assignments: four for Task
8, three for Task 9, and four for Task 10.

Data Collection Schedule
Table 4 provides a concise summary of the various measures collected across the
academic year in which this study was conducted. The academic year at the institution
where this study took place is comprised of two 15-week semesters, with the first
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Table 4. Data Collection Schedule
Time

Measure

Before Term 1

Initial TOEIC-IP (Listening and Reading)

Term 1 Week 1

Informed Consent Form, English Learner Profile

Term 1 Week 2

Task 1 (for training purposes only), Post-Discussion Questionnaire 1

Term 1 Week 5

Task 2, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 2, Extraversion Questionnaire 1,
English Speaking Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 1

Term 1 Week 10

Task 3, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 3

Term 1 Week 14

Task 4, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 4, Task 5, Post-Discussion
Questionnaire 5, Extraversion Questionnaire 2, English Speaking SelfEfficacy Questionnaire 2

Summer break
Term 2 Week 2

Task 6, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 6

Term 2 Week 5

Task 7, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 7

Term 2 Week 10

Task 8, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 8

Term 2 Week 12

End-of-Year TOEIC-IP (Listening and Reading)

Term 2 Week 13

Task 9, Post-Discussion Questionnaire 9, Task 10, Post-Discussion
Questionnaire 10, Extraversion Questionnaire 3, English Speaking SelfEfficacy Questionnaire 3

After Term 2

Focus Group and Individual Interviews

Note. A list of the prompts for the group discussion tasks is included in Appendix M.

semester (Term 1) running from mid-April to late July and the second semester (Term 2)
running from late September to mid-January with a two-week winter break occurring
before the final two weeks of the term. All of the measurements were collected at the
start of the respective lessons in order to avoid any priming effects that might have
resulted from each day’s lessons as well as to allow for the arrangement of desks into
appropriate groups and the setup of the video and audio recording equipment to take
place before class.
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Procedures and Analyses
In this section, the procedures and analytical approaches utilized for both the
quantitative and qualitative components of this mixed methods study are outlined. First,
the rating procedures used for assessing the participants’ performances in the group oral
discussion tasks are delineated. Then, the quantitative methods employed in the initial
analyses of the ratings and questionnaire data are described. Following that, the
subsequent integrated analysis of this data via repeated measures ANOVAs, multiple
regression, and bivariate correlations is explained. Finally, the qualitative methods used
in the focus group and individual interviews are detailed. In keeping with the convergent
mixed methods design employed in this study, the interpretation and comparison of the
results and findings are brought together in Chapter 7, Discussion.

Rating Procedures
With a total of 256 video-recorded discussions collected from the nine tasks at an
overall running time of 42 hours and 40 minutes, it was not feasible to rate all of the
discussion performances for the entire year. Instead, the discussion performances
generated from the complete series of tasks, Tasks 2-10, were subjected to ratings for two
representative classes, Classes A1 and B1, along with only the repeated task discussions
(Tasks 2, 5 and 10) from Classes A2, B2, and B3. The complete record of the discussion
tasks from Classes A1 and B1 were prioritized because the participants in these sections
maintained the most consistent record of attendance on the days when the tasks were held.
As a result, a total of 162 10-minute videos with a running time of 27 hours were
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included for rating from the five classes as shown in Table 5: A1 (54 videos from Tasks
2-9), A2 (16 videos from Tasks 2, 5, and 10), B1 (56 videos from Tasks 2-9), B2 (18
videos from Tasks 2, 5, and 10), and B3 (18 videos from Tasks 2, 5, and 10).
Table 5. Distribution of the Group Oral Discussion Task Videos Subjected to Ratings
Class

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

Task 5

Task 6

Task 7

Task 8

Task 9

Task 10

A1
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
A2
6
5
B1
7
6
7
7
6
5
6
6
B2
6
6
B3
6
6
Note. The shaded regions represent the tasks in which the same topic was repeated.

6
5
6
6
6

The video-recorded group discussion performances were rated by four
experienced raters, including myself, using analytic rating scales intended to capture the
distinct levels of ability for the central facets of complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative adequacy. The five rating scales
were adapted from published studies in this area and pilot tested in the same context and
under similar conditions as reported in McDonald’s (2018) comparative evaluation of
their functioning and optimization. Nitta and Nakatsuhara’s (2014) modifications of
Iwashita et al.’s (2001) scales served as the foundation of the CAF scales used, a scale
intended to assess interactional engagement was adapted from Ockey et al.’s (2013)
conversational skill descriptor band, and a general scale for overall communicative
effectiveness was employed following that introduced by McNamara (1990).
After determining that the initial 9-point scales led to relatively poor fit and
quality when fit to the many-facet Rasch model, the pilot study indicated that the
functioning of the revised 5-point scales to be of much higher quality in the measurement
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of comparable participants’ interactive L2 speaking abilities (McDonald, 2018). Besides
reducing the number of scoring levels from nine to five and entirely eliminating the
original lowest scoring level from each scale, the revisions carried out also eliminated all
unspecified between-descriptor categories, rephrased several category descriptors to
better align with the participants’ speaking abilities and to exhibit greater consistency
across the same scoring levels of the five scales, and removed three referenced
comparisons to ‘native’ speaking ability previously included in the original fluency and
communicative effectiveness scales (McDonald, 2018). The resulting five 5-point rating
scales employed in this study are shown in Appendix R.
The four raters were all experienced instructors who had taught EFL in Japanese
universities and all had advanced degrees in TESOL or Applied Linguistics. All four
raters, including myself, had also previously rated the interactive L2 speaking abilities of
learners in the same context and under similar conditions in the pilot study intended as a
post hoc evaluation of the adapted rating scales used outlined in McDonald (2018).
Nonetheless, roughly one hour of rating training was provided to each rater in two parts:
(a) in an three-page electronic document providing basic information about the ratings
and a self-paced rating training assignment and (b) in a follow-up conversation with me
regarding any questions or comments after the rating training assignment had been
completed and checked. In the document created for the self-paced rating training
assignment, first, an overview of the purposes for the current study was provided
alongside a brief summary of the central findings from the pilot study (see McDonald,
2018). Then, the layout of the rating worksheet file was outlined alongside the images
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from two sample video-recorded discussions in which the participants were
alphabetically labelled from left to right in a clockwise manner: A, B, C, (and D in the
case of groups with four members). Raters were explicitly warned to avoid the potential
of recording their ratings for the wrong participant by always double checking to ensure
that the ratings were recorded correctly. Next, the overall approach in assigning of ratings
for this study, informed by the principles of many-facet Rasch analysis outlined in the
next section, was described as follows:
As you are completing your ratings, please rely on your general impressions of
each participant’s performance to guide your rating score selections along the five
categories; there is no need to formally tally up mistakes, attempts at
coordination/subordination, number of questions initiated, or any other aspects of
the discussions. Also, please do your best to stay consistent in your interpretations
of the different scoring levels in each category, internal consistency is the most
important part of producing high quality ratings.
Following the description of the ratings approach, the rubric containing the five 5-point
rating scales and the descriptors was provided on a single full page following the same
general layout as shown in Appendix R. On the third and final page of the self-paced
training document, all raters found two identical tables for recording their rating scores
with rows consisting of nine labelled columns, from left to right: video number, topic,
participant, fluency, accuracy, complexity, interaction, overall communicative
effectiveness, and comments. The upper table consisted of rows for recording the
independent ratings for two groups of three students in accompanying videos of
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discussions conducted under similar conditions in the pilot study. The lower table
appeared identical to the one described, though its instructions noted that it contained my
own hidden ratings of the same two videos which could be revealed by changing the text
color of the cells to black. Finally, the document concluded by asking the raters to reflect
on their ratings as well as mine, and to consider any questions, comments, or critiques
that had about the rating scales before sending me their completed training file and
arranging for an individual post-training debriefing conversation.
In these subsequent one-on-one debriefing sessions, each rater and I discussed the
main points outlined in the document again as well as any questions or comments that
arose during the rating training assignment or the comparison with my ratings. As there
were no major discrepancies in the ratings assigned, the ratings approach advocated
previously was reiterated with particular attention to the point that exact agreement in
ratings was neither expected nor encouraged, but, instead that internal consistency and
full use of the ratings categories across the entire sample were the goals that were sought.
Different possibilities for most effectively and efficiently managing the challenges
involved in simultaneously rating three to four participants across five categories were
also discussed among the raters, with a consensus developed on generally assigning
initial, tentative scores for complexity, accuracy, and fluency to each participant after
their longest series of turns within the discussion, most typically when they were most
directly responding to the central topic prompt introduced, but returning to these scores
as the discussion unfolded to make any necessary adjustments. By contrast, the consensus
for interaction ratings was to assign initial tentative scores based on the initial turns in
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which each participant either asked or answered a question, or, in rare instances,
demonstrated evidence of attempting to paraphrase or clarify comments, and to return to
these initial scores throughout the remaining discussion for adjustments as deemed
warranted. On the whole, the general consensus regarding overall communicative
effectiveness was to keep the entirety of each participants’ communication abilities in
mind until the end of the discussion in assigning these scores. Beyond this generally
accepted approach for the assigning of rating scores, I also advocated that all raters take
full advantage of the capabilities to pause, rewind, or entirely re-watch any discussion
videos that proved particularly challenging to rate or if the rater felt that their full
attention had not been dedicated to any first viewings.
For the actual ratings, all 162 videos were renumbered randomly and each threeor four-person group discussion video was assigned to at least two of the four raters
following a linked rating plan as shown in Figure 6 in order to establish sufficient
grounds for comparisons between the ratings assigned. Rater 1 rated all 162 discussions
while Raters 2, 3, and 4 each rated 69 discussions.
Figure 6. Linked Rating Plan for the Group Oral Discussion Videos
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Rasch Measurement
The Rasch model was employed in the analyses of the questionnaire and rating
data. First advanced by Georg Rasch (1960, 1980) as a measurement model of responses
to dichotomous items, the Rasch model has since developed into a powerful set of
statistical tools widely used in many fields of research. As a probabilistic model, Rasch
analysis seeks to determine the likelihood that a person of a certain ability can or cannot
correctly answer an item of a certain difficulty. By simultaneously taking into account
both person ability and item difficulty across all examinees and items in a logistic
transformation and multiple iterations of the estimation procedure, the Rasch model is
able to provide estimates of an underlying latent variable or construct expressed as log
odd units or logits on a single interval scale (Bond & Fox, 2015). This estimation
procedure not only produces parallel S-shaped curves, called item characteristic curves,
that plot the probability of success on items against ability relative to difficulty, but also
allows for measurement invariance if the data can be determined to adhere reasonably
well to the idealization of the Rasch model (Eckes, 2015). Furthermore, as both examinee
ability and item difficulty can be estimated in logits along a single interval scale, they can
be easily interpreted in relation to one another numerically or visually, on an item-person
variable map called a Wright map (Bond & Fox, 2015). Importantly, under a Rasch
approach, indices of fit, functioning, reliability, separation, and psychometric
unidimensionality can also be interrogated to see how well the data collected on
examinees, items, raters, or other variables of interest coincide with the idealized
estimations of the Rasch model in order to determine if the data are productive for
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invariant measurement. In this way, although no empirical data will ever be a perfect fit
to a Rasch model, it is critical to explore a model’s practical utility to know if the data fit
the model usefully and to fully understand the misfit that can be identified and how it
should be treated (Eckes, 2015).
The general features of the Rasch model outlined previously were originally
conceived of in relation to dichotomous data such as a typical test question where an
answer can be either right or wrong. However, Rasch measurement has also been
extended to polytomous data where more there is often more than a simple right-wrong
distinction such as the data from the Likert scale questionnaires and rating scales
employed in this study. In addition to the benefits of the features outlined previously,
when polytomous data adhere to the requirements of the Rasch model, such data can be
used to transform ordinal responses such as Likert scale responses or rating scale scores
into interval scales within the same frame of reference as the participant and item, task, or
rater measures in logits. When applied to Likert scale data, use of one type of polytomous
Rasch model called the rating scale model (RSM; Andrich, 1978) can also provide a
difficulty threshold estimate for each item as well as one set of shared rating scale
threshold estimates that is common for all items (Bond & Fox, 2015). For this reason as
well as the general advantages of the Rasch model outlined previously, all of the Likert
scale questionnaire data in this study were analyzed using the RSM with Linacre’s (2018)
WINSTEPS computer software version 4.4.0.
Taken a step further, the use of raters and rating scales adds even more elements
to polytomous data, necessitating the use of many-facet Rasch measurement (MFRM).
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First formally outlined by Linacre (1989, 1994) based on Rasch’s (1960, 1980) earlier
dichotomous model, MFRM is a polytomous model that allows for the simultaneous
analysis of multiple variables, or facets, to be calibrated on a single equal-interval scale
within a shared frame of reference for more meaningful interpretation of the results
(Bond & Fox, 2015). Applied to the analysis of rater-mediated data, MFRM allows for all
central facets under investigation––typically examinee ability, task difficulty, rater
severity, and rating scale criteria––to be taken into account in the calculation of adjusted
fair scores based on the interactions identified between the elements. Like all Rasch
models, MFRM also provides a series of indices that can be used to determine if the data
fit the requirements of the model, and, if so, the degree to which the ratings collected
coincide with the ratings expected (Eckes, 2015). Based on these affordances, all of the
ratings in this study were analyzed via MFRM using Linacre’s (2011) FACETS computer
software version 3.68.1.
When employing MFRM, it is necessary to determine both which facets are to be
included as well as the particular model employed. For the current study, a three-facet
RSM was employed based on measures of the participants’ abilities, rater severity, and
the five 5-point rating scale criteria. Contrasted with the partial credit model (PCM;
Masters, 1982, 2010), which allows for differences in the number of categories used in
different scales or threshold estimate locations across a series of scales, the RSM is
generally preferred when the relative difficulty of the five scales is not expected to vary
dramatically and the Rasch-adjusted scores from all five rating scale criteria can be
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combined into one overall measure of an underlying, unidimensional construct (Eckes,
2015), in this case hypothesized to be interactive L2 speaking ability.
The mathematical expression for the five-facet RSM is:
log (

&'()
&'()()*+)

) = .' – 0( – 1)

where Pnjk/Pnjk(k-1) is the probability of participant n receiving a rating of k relative to k – 1
from rater j; Bn is the ability of participant n; Rj is the severity of rater k; and Fk is the
difficulty of receiving a rating of category k relative to scale category k – 1.
In order to both determine how the ratings of the five criteria impacted the overall
adjusted measures of the interactive L2 speaking abilities of the participants across the
nine rated tasks and return adjusted measures of each of the five rating scales separately,
a series of six MFRM analyses were performed. First, the overall combined analysis of
all five rating scales was performed. Then, five separate analyses were run with each
rating scale fit to the Rasch model alone in order to produce adjusted measure scores
along the five constructs rated. As the participant measures remained the focus of inquiry
throughout, the participant facet was unconstrained in all six MFRM analyses, while both
the rater and criteria facets were centered around a mean of zero.
With distinct ratings of each of the 92 participants’ interactive L2 speaking
abilities along the five 5-point criteria for the nine group discussion tasks administered
across the academic year, each participant’s ratings had to be entered into the Rasch
analyses separately under nine parallel participant codes. For the first rated task, Task 2,
all participants were coded numerically from 201-292 based on the ranking of their
incoming TOEIC-IP scores, with participant 201 representing the person with the highest
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initial total score (725) and participant 292 representing the person with the lowest initial
total score (275). The same coding scheme was used for the remaining eight rated tasks,
so, for example, participant 201 was also coded as participant 301, 401, 501, 601, 701,
801, 901, and 1001, respectively, in the ratings of Tasks 3 to 10. As a result of this coding
procedure and the 13 instances when a participant was absent on the day that a task was
completed, a total of 491 distinct participant codes were created for use in the stacked
MFRM analyses.

Rasch Fit Indices
Besides the clear benefit of aligning all of the facets or variables under
investigation along a single interval scale, MFRM also provides fit indices that can be
used to determine the degree to which the data adhere to the estimates of the idealized
Rasch model. Rasch fit indices can therefore be used to determine how well the data fit
the model, or viewed another way, to determine to what degree the data might overfit the
model, demonstrating constrained or overly predictable responses, or underfit the model,
demonstrating inconsistent or overly erratic responses. Such information can then be used
to determine whether key facets such as the raters or the rating scale criteria are
productive for measurement of the underlying construct.
In an MFRM analysis, the differences between observed and expected scores can
be expressed as standardized residuals. When the standardized residuals are squared and
averaged across the elements in a facet, mean-square fit statistics can be obtained (Eckes,
2015). Unweighted mean-square fit statistics are useful in evaluating outfit, or outlying
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unexpected ratings or raters. As an illustrative example, the mean-square outfit for rater j
would be calculated by squaring the standardized residuals averaged over all examinees n
= 1, …, N and criteria i = 1, …, I for the ratings given by that rater expressed as:
234(() =
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8
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By contrast, weighting the squared standardized residual by model variance wnij allows
for the evaluation of infit, or inlying unexpected ratings or raters. For the same variables
mentioned above, the mean-square infit equation for rater j is expressed as:
23?(() =
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Infit and outfit mean-square statistics have an expected value of 1.0 and can range from 0
to +∞ (Linacre, 2002b; Myford & Wolfe, 2003). Misfit is indicated by fit values greater
than 1.0 while overfit is indicated by values less than 1.0. However, the range of
acceptable values must take account both the assessment context and the intended
purposes of the test results (Myford & Wolfe, 2004); thus, although tight quality control
limits for raters’ infit mean squares of 0.70 to 1.30 are appropriate in high-stakes tests
(Bond & Fox, 2015), lower stakes or exploratory settings might call for looser control
limits from .50 to 1.50, which have been demonstrated to be productive for measurement
(Linacre, 2002b). For item fit determinations in language learning contexts, McNamara
(1996) proposed yet another criterion that good fit be defined as infit mean square values
falling within the range of two times the standard deviation from the mean. As the group
discussion tasks used as the primary mode of data collection in this study were rather
informal and intended without any stakes for the test-takers, Linacre’s baseline control
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limits of .50 to 1.50 for productive measurement were used throughout, though reference
to tighter control limits are also made for comparison when appropriate. Finally, it should
be noted that although the use of mean square statistics for item fit evaluations were
outlined above, comparable fit statistics can be calculated for all facets of interest
including the ratings scales, tasks, or participants themselves.
Beyond the mean-square fit statistics, an additional indication of the
correspondence between the ratings given and the expectations of the Rasch model can
be found through an inspection of the Pearson correlation between the observed scores
and the combined measures called point-measure correlation (Linacre, 2017a). Positive
and high values for the point-measure correlations indicate that examinee scores are
reasonably aligned with the combined measures, negative values are indicative of large
differences from the expectations of the model.
Finally, standardized residuals can also be useful in assessing overall model fit.
According to Linacre (2017a), satisfactory model fit is indicated when roughly 5% or less
of the absolute standardized residuals are greater than or equal to the absolute value of
2.0, and about 1% or less of the standardized residuals are greater than or equal to the
absolute value of 3.0.

Reliability and Separation Indices
Another benefit of Rasch analysis is that reliability indices can provide
indications of the replicability of the ordering or placements of the central facets of
investigation across other parallel samples of examinees, items, tasks, or raters (Bond &
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Fox, 2015). The person reliability estimates produced through MFRM, therefore, are used
to determine the degree to which participants’ ratings can be reliably ordered by ability
measures of the construct. This estimate is calculated as follows:
3B8A
0A =
3CA8
where the variance of the measures (3B8A ) is divided by the total person variability (3CA8 ).
Rasch reliability estimates are produced along a range from 0 to 1. High person reliability,
that is, values closer to 1.0, indicate that the ratings produce measures that are
consistently higher for certain participants and lower for others (Bond & Fox, 2015), with
criteria available for gauging relative quality of the instruments used (Fisher, 2007).
Along with the reliability estimates, Rasch separation indices provide another way
to determine the degree to which items, raters, or rating scales are able to distribute
person ability scores along a measure. Person separation (Gp), for example, is calculated
with the following formula:
DA =

3BA
3EA

where the adjusted person standard deviation (SAp) is divided by the average
measurement error (SEp). In the same way, rater and rating scale separation can be
calculated by substituting their respective variances in lieu of person variance.

Rating Scale Functioning
As there is no definitive number of rating scale categories that is appropriate for
all rating situations, the specific rating scales used in any MFRM analysis always need to
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be evaluated for their functioning (Bond & Fox, 2015). Although the pilot study I
conducted under similar conditions in same context provided some indications of the
quality of the adaptations to the original CAF, interaction, and overall communicative
effectiveness rating scales used in this study (McDonald, 2018), rating scale functioning
must be determined empirically through post hoc investigation (Bond & Fox, 2015).
Linacre (2002a) provided a set of guidelines for evaluating rating scale category
functioning. For any rating scale to be considered of high quality, Linacre and others
have advocated for six basic conditions to be met: (a) there should be a minimum of 10
observations for each category, (b) average category measures should increase
monotonically with the categories, (c) outfit mean-square statistics should be less than
2.0, (d) the Rasch-Andrich category thresholds that demarcate the logit ability measures
between adjacent categories should increase monotonically, (e) Rasch-Andrich category
thresholds should be 1.4 to 5.0 logits apart for scales consisting of three scoring category
levels, with the specific range of acceptable distances between adjacent thresholds
ultimately dependent on the number of scoring category levels used (Elwood, 2011;
Wolfe & Smith, 2007), and (f) the shape of the probability curves should peak for each
category (Oon & Subramaniam, 2011).

Rasch Principal Component Analysis
Rasch models are based on the requirement that the items or rating criteria are
psychometrically unidimensional, meaning, as Eckes (2015) noted, that “they work
together to form a single pattern of empirical observations” (p. 124). Eckes further
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outlined several approaches to assessing the degree of unidimensionality for a test or
assessment. One approach is to examine the degree to which the mean-square fit statistics
are sufficiently close to their expected values. However, Eckes warned that data-model
misfit can be due to any number of factors besides multidimensionality. Another
approach aimed more at detecting the influence of construct-irrelevant factors is
differential item functioning (DIF). Inspection of DIF involves examining the
relationship between examinee scores or ratings and another factor, such as gender,
ethnicity, or L1, to identify any biases that can be systematically attributed to these
factors. However, the approach that is most widely used to test for unidimensionality is a
principal component analysis (PCA) of the standardized residuals.
Rasch PCA is used to determine the proportion of non-random variance that can
be attributed to a single latent dimension as well as any other residual factor loadings that
are suggestive of second or third dimensions (Eckes, 2015). Therefore, Rasch PCA can
be used to check if there is a proportion of systematic variance large enough to account
for a secondary dimension that indicates multidimensionality. While Reckase (1979)
determined that at least 20% of the variance should be explained by the Rasch model in
order to be considered unidimensional, Linacre (2017b) stipulated that a construct can be
considered unidimensional enough for productive MFRM if the variance explained by the
measures is greater than 50% and the variance explained by the largest secondary
dimension is less than 10% and has an eigenvalue less than 3.0. For this study,
unidimensionality was assessed via a Rasch PCA of the standardized residuals using
Linacre’s (2018) WINSTEPS version 4.4.0.
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Statistical Analyses
Several statistical analyses were employed using the various questionnaire and
ratings measures outlined previously in order to answer the first two research questions
from the central quantitative component of this study. IBM SPSS Statistics version 26
was used to perform all of these subsequent analyses.
Consisting of two parts, the first part of research question 1 was intended to
determine the degree of development in the interactive L2 speaking performances of the
participants over the course of the entire academic year. To answer this question, two
distinct repeated-measures ANOVAs of the Rasch ability measures for each participant
coded uniquely for each task were conducted: (a) for all participants’ repeated task
measures from Tasks 2, 5, and 10, and (b) for the class A1 and B1 participants’ measures
from Tasks 2-10. Among the various permutations of pairwise comparisons possible, it
was predicted that the differences between the earliest tasks (Tasks 2-3) and the latest
tasks (Tasks 8-10) would demonstrate the largest significant improvements in interactive
L2 ability measures, though the descriptive statistics would show large variation among
the participants in rather large standard deviations and the effect sizes would be small.
The second part of research question 1 was designed to determine the degree to
which the development of interactive L2 speaking ability over the academic year relates
to the social and individual difference variables identified in the literature to be
influential on task performance. To answer this question, a multiple regression analysis
was conducted with the outcome criterion set as the coded participant Rasch ability
measures across each of the three repeated tasks––Tasks 2, 5, and 10––predicted by six
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independent variables: extraversion, English speaking self-efficacy, topic difficulty,
group member familiarity, group member general English proficiency, and individual
general English proficiency. In order to allow for the measures collected from each
participant to change over time within the analysis, each participant’s set of measures
was entered using stacked participant codes following the same coding system outlined
previously (e.g., participant X01’s three sets of repeated task measures were entered
using the participant codes #201, 501, and 1001), with the individual general English
proficiency scores from the incoming TOEIC-IP test being the only measures duplicated
across each participant’s three stacked rows of data. It was hypothesized that the
combination of all of these variables would significantly predict a modest proportion of
the variance in the Rasch interactive speaking measures, with the general English
proficiency measures showing the strongest predictive abilities while topic difficulty and
group member familiarity would show the least.
The second research question was devised to explore the relationships between
the five central dimensions that comprise interactive L2 speaking proficiency for the
purposes of the group oral discussion tasks in this study: complexity, accuracy, fluency
(CAF), interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness. Again
comprised of two parts, the first part of research question 2 was intended to uncover the
relationships between the Rasch interactive English speaking measures for each coded
participant along these five dimensions overall. In order to answer this question, a
bivariate correlation analysis was conducted on the individual rating criteria Rasch
measures for each dimension for all A1 and B1 participants across all nine tasks. While it
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was predicted that all five dimensions would show significant relationships, it was
specifically hypothesized that the fluency, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness measures would show the strongest significant correlations
amongst each other while complexity would demonstrate much lower correlations with
interactional engagement and overall communicative effectiveness in particular.
Concluding the quantitative component of the study, the second part of research
question 2 was designed to investigate the change in the relationships among the five
dimensions of interactive L2 speaking ability from one task to the next over the course of
the entire academic year. This research aim was addressed using two different subsets of
data over a series of bivariate correlation analyses which sought to track the changes to
the Pearson correlation coefficients generated among the five sets of measures for each
task. For one set of analyses, the Rasch person ability measures for each individual
criterion from the three repeated tasks––Tasks 2, 5, and 10––were used from the entire
sample of participants. For the other set of analyses, the bivariate Pearson correlations
between the Rasch criterion measures from all nine tasks for the A1 and B1 participants
were calculated one task at a time in order to track the changes in their inter-relationships
with one another task-by-task over the course of the entire academic year. It was
predicted that measures for fluency, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness would show a steady increase in their correlations amongst
each other over time while accuracy and complexity would show little to no change in
their relationships with the other dimensions over time.
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Focus Group and Individual Interviews
The embedded qualitative component of this study was designed to answer the
third research question concerning the self-perceptions of the participants on their own
interactive English speaking development and the social and individual difference factors
identified previously. The data collected to answer the third research question came from
focus group and individual interviews conducted in Japanese with the assistance of an
experienced qualitative researcher who is an L1 speaker of Japanese immediately after
the academic year had finished in a classroom setting.
The decision to utilize both focus group and individual interviews was made in
order to draw on the unique affordances that the two distinct formats can provide. Within
applied linguistics, focus group interviews have been increasingly employed as a research
method over the past 20 years due to several noted strengths: they support the efficient
collection of a large amount of in-depth qualitative data in a relatively short period of
time from a larger sample of the participants, allow participants to discuss their shared
experiences as equals in a less intimidating, more informal setting without as much direct
influence of the researcher, and provide immediate opportunities for participants to react
and respond to one another’s comments in real time (Ho, 2012; Prior, 2018). Moreover,
with group discussion tasks serving as the central locus for the quantitative data collected
in this study, focus group interviews allowed for greater consistency in the collection of
qualitative data through a format that had become very comfortable to the learners
interviewed. As focus group interviews are not without their own limitations, most
notably due to potential bias by group influence, dominant members, and/or the
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moderator as well as a lack of generalizability (Ho, 2012), the much more widely used
and accepted one-on-one interview format was also employed as a complement due to its
own inherent strengths: simplicity in terms of both logistical arrangements as well as the
more personalized focus of attention on the part of the researcher, more direct immediacy
between the researcher and the interviewee, and a private, more intimate setting for the
interviewee to share experiences and opinions without the direct influence of peers or
concern for what they might think.
All of the interviews were semi-structured. Two distinct interview protocols were
carefully prepared in advance in consultation with the research assistant who conducted
the interviews after she was fully informed about the design of the study and its research
questions, however, the actual implementation of the questions was intended to be
responsive to what the interviewees said. A series of 12 general open-ended questions
were formulated, translated into Japanese, and sequenced in an intuitive order for the
focus group interview protocol (see Appendix S). To capitalize on the group nature of
these interviews, the questions for the focus groups were specifically intended to draw
out responses on the shared task conditions, peer interaction, and social and individual
difference factors hypothesized to be of most influence on the resulting interactive
English performances in the group discussion tasks. A series of 12 open-ended questions
intended to elicit somewhat more person-centered opinions were formulated, translated
into Japanese, and intuitively sequenced for the individual interview (see Appendix T).
As noted previously, while these interview protocols served as starting templates around
which interviews were generally structured, participants’ responses and the topics they
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raised emerged as the driving forces behind the specific questions asked, as well as the
eventual order and timing in which they were introduced.
All 92 participants were invited to voluntarily participate in the focus group and
individual interviews conducted at the end of the academic year. Three sets of learners
agreed to participate in focus group interviews (four participants from class A1, three
participants from class A2, and four participants from class B1) while five additional
learners agreed to be interviewed individually (one each from class A1, B1, and B2, and
two from class A2), though the B1 participant failed to show up at her scheduled
interview appointment. Although a total of seven interviews (three focus groups and four
individual interviews) were ultimately conducted after the academic year had ended,
three main factors resulted in the data from only three of these interviews––the A1 focus
group, the B1 focus group, and the A1 individual interview––being included in the
current study: (a) the three included interviews were the longest and most in-depth of the
seven conducted, (b) these interviews were with participants representing the broadest
range of majors found in the sample population, and, most importantly, (c) the decision to
limit the locus of attention in the quantitative portion of this study to only include the
entirety of the data collected for the two most well-attended, representative class sections
(classes A1 and B1) meant that only the qualitative data from the three interviews
conducted with participants from these class sections would be able to be compared and
contrasted with the quantitative data analyzed in the discussion of the third research
question. The most salient details from these learners’ backgrounds, including their
pseudonyms, assigned numerical codes, incoming and year-end TOEIC-IP scores,
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departmental affiliations, and self-reported length of English study prior to starting
university are presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Focus Group and Individual Interview Participants’ English Learner Profiles
Group
A1 focus
group
A1
individual
interview
B1 focus
group

Pseudonym
Asuka
Ayu
Akari
Ayami
Miyuko

Participant
code
X04
X08
X16
X18
X31

Incoming
TOEIC-IP
score
575
550
500
490
450

End-of-year
TOEIC-IP
score
685
650
625
460
710

Departmental
affiliation
English
English
English
English
Intercultural
studies

Length of
prior English
study
7 years
15 years*
11 years
8 years
6 years

Yoko
X59
355
450
English
6 years
Yuri
X65
345
455
Psychology
7 years
Yuka
X74
320
445
Psychology
6 years
Yoshiko
X79
315
515
Psychology
7 years
Note. The * indicates a prior study abroad experience in an L1 English country lasting for at least
two weeks.

Each participant who completed an interview was compensated with ¥1,000
(roughly equivalent to $10 USD) for their time. All of the interviews were video- and
audio-recorded, with both the research assistant and me in attendance. In total, the A1
focus group interview lasted for 75 minutes, the B1 focus group interview lasted for 59
minutes, and the A1 individual interview concluded after 58 minutes.
The video recordings of these interviews were subsequently subjected to an
interpretative analysis in which the data were considered as a whole, both inductively and
deductively, in order to gain deeper understanding of the participants’ meanings of the
areas of inquiry (Creswell & Creswell, 2017; Hatch, 2002). Following the typical
procedures for qualitative analysis as outlined by Hatch (2002) and Creswell and
Creswell (2017), among others, key features of the interviewees’ comments were noted,
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transcribed, and coded for their most relevant features in order to both winnow the data
(Guest et al., 2012) and to aggregate it into a smaller, more manageable number of
broader themes that emerged (Creswell, 2013). The interpretations were then revisited as
I reevaluated the data before a draft summary was written. The draft summary was then
presented to the experienced qualitative research who conducted the interviews in
Japanese to review the interpretations before a revised summary was written with
excerpts identified to support key interpretations. Time constraints did not allow for the
interpretations to be reviewed with the participants. Note that in the excerpts of the
transcriptions included in Chapter 6, certain Japanese filler words and sounds unrelated to
the meaning conveyed were removed to allow for improved ease of understanding.

Summary of the Methods
In this chapter, I provided an overview of the mixed methods research design
composed of the overarching quantitative investigation with data collected from a series
of group oral discussion tasks and an embedded qualitative component consisting of data
gathered from focus group and individual interviews. I further outlined the participants,
context, and pedagogical approach and methods used in the oral communication course in
which this study was conducted. I then described the materials and instruments used to
collect data and the collection schedule. The chapter concluded with an overview of the
procedures and analyses employed to answer the three research questions. In the next
chapter, I present the preliminary results of the Rasch analyses of the interactive English
speaking rating scale and questionnaire data as well as the descriptive statistics for certain
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raw measures collected alongside the series of group oral discussion tasks that comprised
the central locus of this study.
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CHAPTER 4
PRELIMINARY ANALYSES

In this chapter, I outline the preliminary analyses of the quantitative measures
collected in this yearlong study that fall into three main categories: (a) the analytic rating
measures of the group oral discussion task performances, (b) the questionnaire measures
of the various social and individual difference variables surveyed in conjunction with
those tasks, and (c) the participants’ incoming and end-of-year scores on the TOEIC-IP
which served as proxies for both individual and interlocutor proficiency measures. As
explained in Chapter 3, the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960, 1980) was employed for the
analytic rating and self-reported questionnaire data, while descriptive statistics were
examined for the post-discussion questionnaire responses and TOEIC-IP scores.

Analytic Ratings of the Group Oral Discussion Task Performances
The complete record of video-recorded group oral discussion task performances
(Tasks 2-10) for the 39 participants from the two representative classes, classes A1 (n =
19) and B1 (n = 20), as well as the repeated task performances (Tasks 2, 5, and 10) for
the 53 participants from classes A2 (n = 15), B2 (n = 19), and B3 (n = 19) were rated by
four trained raters, including myself, using analytic rating scales intended to capture the
distinct levels of ability for the central facets of complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness. Based on the many
affordances of many-facet Rasch measurement (MFRM) previously detailed, all of the
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ratings in this study were analyzed via MFRM using Linacre’s (2011) FACETS version
3.68.1 (see Appendix U for an excerpt of the FACETS specification file used) with
unidimensionality assessed via a Rasch principal component analysis (PCA) of the
standardized residuals using Linacre’s (2018) WINSTEPS version 4.4.0 (see Appendix V
for an excerpt of the WINSTEPS control file used).
Given the results of McDonald’s (2018) pilot study, which found that the revised
five 5-point rating scale criteria functioned well with comparable group oral discussion
task performance ratings data and demonstrated good category structure and alignment
across the five rating scales, a three-facet rating scale model (RSM; Andrich, 1978) was
employed based on measures of the participants’ abilities, rater severity, and the rating
scale criteria after a three-facet partial credit model (PCM; Masters, 1982, 2010) of the
same data indicated that the category calibrations of the five rating scales were well
aligned and comparable with those detailed in the pilot study. Two additional facets, task
number (2–10) and group size (three or four participants), were also included in
exploratory five-facet analyses but were not found to contribute productively to the
measurement of the participants’ interactive L2 speaking abilities because each coded
participant only produced scores for one task and one group size, thereby not allowing for
the data from these two facets to be linked across the entire data set. In other words, these
two facets could only be included as anchored dummy facets because an unconstrained
analyses would create disjointed subsets. In all of the three-facet RSM analyses reported
hereafter, both the rater and criteria facets were centered around means of zero and the
participant facet was left unconstrained because the ratings of the participants’ interactive
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English speaking proficiency across the tasks served as the primary object of inquiry in
this study.
In the initial data screening and exploratory three-facet RSM analyses conducted
to verify adequate fit, functioning, and quality of the ratings data for all 92 participants,
the rating measures of one participant, coded as #X02 due to her incoming TOEIC-IP
score being the second highest of all the included participants, were found to demonstrate
particularly high standardized residuals (greater than an absolute value of 3.0) for seven
out of nine discussion task performances due to the highly incongruent accuracy (6
instances), interactional engagement (2 instances), and complexity (1 instance) ratings
she received. This repeated incongruence can be primarily attributed to the fact that this
participant was among those that produced the least amount of speech across all
discussion tasks, yet was typically very accurate in these extremely brief snippets of
participation. As a result of this pattern of mismatch and the exceptionally high
standardized residuals flagged in certain categories, it was most efficacious to exclude all
of participant #X02’s data from the analysis. Further details of the unique characteristics
of this participant’s output across all discussion tasks will be provided in the Discussion
section. With the removal of this participant’s data, a total of 91 participants’ ratings
were retained and modeled in the Rasch analyses reported in this chapter and in the
subsequent use of this preliminary data in the quantitative analyses reported in Chapter 5.
As outlined in Chapter 3, each participant was coded separately for each
discussion task from #X01-#X92 based on their overall incoming TOIEC-IP scores (with
participant #X01 representing the participant with the top overall score) following the
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number of each discussion task. Of the 91 participants’ ratings retained in the data set,
there were 13 instances in which individuals missed certain discussion tasks, leaving
rating scale data for 482 participant codes as a result of having nine distinct codes for
most of the 38 class A1 and B1 participants (e.g., #201, 301, 401, 501, 601, 701, 801, 901,
and 1001 for participant #X01 from class A1) and three distinct codes for the majority of
the 53 class A2, B2, and B3 participants following the same numbering system (e.g.,
#205, 505, and 1005 for participant #05 from class A2). Of these coded participants, 424
were double rated and 58 were triple rated for a total of 1,022 ratings collected for each
of the five rating scales, resulting in a total of 5,110 rating scores across the entire data
set. Following the linked rating plan outlined previously, Rater 1 rated all 482 coded
participants, while Rater 2 evaluated 180, Rater 3 rated 175, and Rater 4 assessed 185
coded participants.

MFRM Analysis of the Combined Rating Scale
In order to generate overall, single-score logit measures of each participant’s rated
interactive English speaking proficiency in each discussion task performance, a threefacet RSM analysis was conducted based on measures of the participants’ abilities, rater
severity, and the 5-point rating scale criteria for complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness. As outlined in
Chapter 2, the substantial body of task-based literature has not only provided both
theoretical and empirical evidence that the CAF represent fundamental, distinct
dimensions of L2 performance and proficiency (Housen et al., 2012; Larsen-Freeman,
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2006; Norris & Ortega, 2009; Skehan, 2003; Skehan & Foster, 1997), but more recent
work has further called for interactional engagement (Nitta & Nakatsuhara, 2014; Sato,
2014; Tavakoli, 2016), as well as adequacy (De Jong et al., 2012; Michel, 2017; Pallotti,
2009; Révész et al., 2016) to be considered alongside CAF to provide a fuller, more
thorough representation of interactive L2 speaking ability in dialogic tasks. Besides the
theoretical justification offered by that growing body of task-based literature on these
issues, more testing-oriented studies by Iwashita et al. (2001) and Nitta and Nakatsuhara
(2014) have demonstrated that MFRM analyses of data collected using the same basic
CAF rating scales employed in this study have performed as a unidimensional construct
according to Rasch measurement principles, while, extended even further, McDonald’s
(2018) pilot study determined that CAF, interaction, and overall communicative
effectiveness ratings could be effectively combined into a single Rasch ability measure
representative of latent L2 speaking ability. For the current analysis, the convergence
criteria were left at their default values and the estimation process ceased automatically
after 123 iterations.

Unidimensionality and Overall Fit
Two primary stipulations of the Rasch model were assessed first:
unidimensionality and overall model fit. The Rasch PCA results indicated that 74.6% of
the total raw variance was explained by the measures, well above Linacre’s (2017b)
criterion that at least 50% of the variance be explained by the Rasch measures for data to
fit the model unidimensionality requirements. The largest secondary dimension was
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found to have an eigenvalue of 1.7, under the 2.0 level that can be attributed to random
noise (Linacre, 2017b). These findings confirm that the five dimensions of interactive
English speaking ability assessed by the ratings employed in this study could be
effectively combined into a single, unidimensional Rasch ability measure.
Examining the standardized residual loadings for the two primary factors
identified, both interactional engagement (.86) and overall communicative effectiveness
(.40) loaded together positively, while accuracy (-.66), complexity (-.58), and fluency (.23) loaded together negatively. These loadings were in line with McDonald’s (2018)
pilot study results in which the same five 5-point rating scale was employed with
comparable group oral discussion task performances from the first semester for a
different sample of 64 first-year students in the same context from the previous academic
year. In that study, interaction (.83) and overall communicative effectiveness (.65) also
loaded together positively, while accuracy (-.69), complexity (-.60), and fluency (-.39)
loaded negatively. Considered together, the two distinct groupings of standardized
residual loadings suggest that the first factor, comprised of interactional engagement and
overall communicative effectiveness, represented the higher-order, more generalized
elements of communicative ability, while the second factor, comprised exclusively by
CAF, more directly represented the more readily identifiable linguistic elements of L2
speaking ability.
Overall model fit was assessed by examining the percentage of responses flagged
as unexpected according to the RSM model. Through an inspection of the absolute values
for the standardized residuals—the standardized differences between observed and
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expected ratings—the data from the five combined ratings was in line with Linacre’s
(2017a) model-fit stipulations that about 5% be greater than or equal to the absolute value
of 2.0 and about 1% or less be greater than or equal to the absolute value of 3.0. Of the
5,110 valid rating scores modeled, 254 responses (5.0%) were associated with
standardized residuals greater than or equal to the absolute value of 2.0 and no responses
were associated with standardized residuals greater than or equal to the absolute value of
3.0. Considered with the Rasch PCA results, these findings provided satisfactory initial
evidence that the ratings data could be fit the Rasch model productively.
Next, the Wright map generated by the analysis was inspected. The Wright map
presents a graphic representation of the estimated locations of the elements within each
facet on the same interval-level scale measured in log odd units or logits (Bond & Fox,
2015). Figure 7 displays the Wright map for the estimates of the participants, raters,
criteria, and the category structure of the combined 5-point rating scale. On the left side
of the figure is the range of measures of the participants, raters, and criteria expressed in
logits. As the participant facet was oriented positively, more able speakers are located
toward the top of the figure and less able speakers are located toward the bottom of the
figure. Oriented negatively, the rater and rating scale facets are interpreted differently:
Both the raters and rating criteria determined to be more lenient are located below the
centered mean of zero and those determined to be harsher or stricter are located above it.
In other words, Rater 1 was determined to be the most severe rater while interactional
engagement was the easiest criterion to score well on. At the far right, the calibrated
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Figure 7. The Wright Map for the MFRM Analysis of the Combined Rating Scale
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communicative effectiveness. The measure values are in Rasch logits.
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combined rating scale is displayed in a column with the category thresholds or
boundaries represented by the horizontal dashed lines.
The summary statistics from the FACETS analysis were then reviewed. As shown
in Table 7, significant Chi-square tests indicated that statistical differences were found
between at least two elements within each of the three facets.

Table 7. Summary Statistics for the MFRM Analysis of the Combined Rating Scale
Statistics
Participants
Raters
Criteria
M measure
-.36
.00
.00
M SE
.57
.05
.06
2
χ (fixed)
9101.30*
152.40*
214.80*
df
481
3
4
Separation ratio (sample)
4.55
7.42
7.29
Separation reliability (sample)
.95
.98
.98
Note. *p < .01. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Participants
An examination of the participant facet, shown in the second column of both
Table 7 and Figure 7, indicated that there was a large spread of participants’ abilities
ranging from the coded participant with the lowest perceived measure of overall
interactive English speaking ability, #286, located at -8.63 logits to the participant with
the highest measure overall ability, #1116, located at +7.79 logits, a total span of 16.42
logits. The mean ability measure of the participants was -.36 logits, 95% CI [-.60, -.12],
with a model standard error of .57 logits. Figure 7 also revealed that the participants were
relatively evenly distributed across the Wright map with no evidence of a ceiling effect at
the upper end of the scale, but the person ability measures garnered for two participants,
#270 at -8.13 and #286 at -8.63, demonstrated a floor effect at the lower end of the scale
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due to the observed ratings they received consisting entirely of the lowest scoring
category (score = 1) across all five rating scales and their adjusted Rasch fair averages
calculated at 1.03 and 1.02, respectively. As shown in Table 7, the participant separation
ratio of 4.55 suggests that the participants could be separated into roughly five distinct
levels of performance and the separation statistic was high at .95, which is considered to
be of excellent quality according to Fisher’s (2007) criteria and suggests reproducibility
of the measures from this sample (Linacre, 2017a).
An inspection of the participants’ infit and outfit mean square values found that
21 (4.3%) of the 482 coded participants were identified as misfitting with infit mean
squares above 2.0. Although Linacre (2017a) warned that infit mean square values over
2.0 can distort or degrade the measures produced, he also acknowledged that “if they
comprise only a small proportion of the elements involved, including or omitting them
will make no substantive difference” (p. 272). Following Linacre’s recommendations
here, exploratory analyses both with and without the rating data from these participants
included were conducted and found to result in only negligible differences to the overall
fit and functioning of the model and no noticeable changes to the distribution of adjusted
logit measures produced. Furthermore, as noted by Bonk and Ockey (2003), Meier
(2012), and McDonald (2018), a certain amount of participant misfit on L2 performance
tests that involve ratings across multiple criteria can be unavoidable and even reasonable
when participants with uneven L2 profiles rightly receive rating scores that deviate
unevenly from the degree of relative difficulty across the rating scales modeled together.
For example, it would not be unreasonable to find that a certain number of low- to mid-
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proficiency L2 learners to score unexpectedly high on certain criteria determined by the
model to be the most difficult (e.g., fluency and/or accuracy in this study as shown in
Figure 7) and/or unexpectedly low on others that the model has determined to be
relatively easy (e.g., interactional engagement in this study). With these factors taken into
consideration, it was decided that the 21 misfitting participant codes identified would be
retained in all analyses.

Raters
Both the high rater reliability estimate of .98 and the high separation statistic of
7.42 indicated that the four raters acted as independent experts with highly varied degrees
of severity in keeping with the aims of MFRM for rating purposes (Eckes, 2015; Linacre,
2017a). These differences were also seen in the number of exact agreements between the
rating scores given (1,435 responses; 48.3%) being somewhat less than that predicted by
the model (1,480 responses; 49.8%), with both percentages above Wolfe and Smith’s
(2007) recommended criterion of 40%. The differences in rater severity can be seen in
their relative positioning within the third column of Figure 7, as well as in their average
adjusted measure values in logits reproduced in Table 8 where Rater 3, with a measure
of .61 logits, was stricter than Rater 2 (-.11 logits), Rater 1 (-.20 logits), and Rater 4 (-.30
logits); however, the magnitude of difference between the strictest and most lenient raters,
a span of .91 logits, is much smaller than the 16.42 logit spread found for participant
ability. In addition to the rater measures, Table 8 also shows the total count of ratings
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Table 8. Rater Statistics for the MFRM Analysis of the Combined Rating Scale
Total
Fair
Infit
Outfit
Rater
count
average
Measure
SE
MNSQ
MNSQ
3
875
2.78
.61
.06
.93
.93
2
900
3.02
-.11
.06
1.05
1.05
1
2,410
3.05
-.20
.04
1.07
1.06
4
925
3.08
-.30
.06
.84
.83
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the measure values
calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

completed by each rater, the Rasch fair averages calculated when their adjusted measure
values were recalibrated back to the original 5-point scale, the standard error figures, as
well as each rater’s infit and outfit mean square values, arranged with the strictest rater at
the top and the most lenient rater at the bottom.
It is also important to reiterate that with the MFRM approach, differences in
severity are acceptable as long as raters remain internally consistent across their ratings
and are not overly restrictive in their use of the rating scale categories; rater behavior that
can be examined in the rater fit statistics. For the three-facet RSM analysis of the five
combined rating scales, the infit mean squares of the raters were all well within the
control range of .50 to 1.50 set for the study as well as the relatively stricter control range
of .70 to 1.30: Rater 4 (.84), Rater 3 (.93), Rater 2 (1.05), and Rater 1 (1.07).

Rating Criteria
In terms of the rating criteria facet, the five combined 5-point rating scales
exhibited a high reliability estimate of .98 and a high separation statistic of 7.29, both
considered to be of excellent quality (Fisher, 2007) and indicative of the scales being able
to reliably encompass a wide range of performance features at varying degrees of
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difficulty. As demonstrated previously in their relative positioning within the fourth
column of Figure 7, the five rating criteria were found to present a range of distinct yet
internally consistent relative difficulty levels. Note here that the more challenging scales
to score well on, fluency and accuracy, are located above the centered mean of zero for
the rating scale facet, and the relatively easiest scale to score well on, interactional
engagement, is located below the mean. Both complexity and overall communicative
effectiveness were very close to the mean shown in Figure 7. More specific details from
the Rasch measurement report for the five rating scale criteria are shown in Table 9 with
the Rasch fair averages for each listed after being recalibrated back to the original 5-point
scale, the adjusted difficulty measures, the standard error, the infit and outfit mean square
values, and the point-measure correlations, arranged with the most difficult criterion to
endorse at the top and the least difficult criterion to endorse at the bottom.
The five rating criteria were found to manifest a range of infit mean square values, as
might be expected given the distinct subdomains they were intended to measure and the
frequently uneven L2 language profiles exhibited by students in this educational context
(McDonald, 2018), though they were all found to fit the control range of .50 to 1.50 set
for this study and which has been demonstrated to be productive for measurement
(Linacre, 2002b): overall communicative effectiveness (.75), fluency (.80), accuracy (.98),
complexity (.99), and interactional engagement (1.48). Finally, high, positive pointmeasure correlations ranging from .74 to .88 indicated that the five 5-point rating scales
were aligned well in the combined measurement of the presumed latent variable of
interactive English speaking ability (Eckes, 2015).
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Table 9. Rating Criteria Statistics for the MFRM Analysis of the Combined Rating Scale
Pt.Rating
Fair
Model
Infit
Outfit
measure
criteria
average Measure
SE
MNSQ
MNSQ
correlations
Fluency
2.85
.39
.06
.80
.79
.86
Accuracy
2.88
.30
.06
.98
1.00
.80
Complexity
2.98
.00
.06
.99
.98
.83
Effectiveness
2.99
-.02
.06
.75
.75
.88
Interaction
3.20
-.67
.06
1.48
1.45
.74
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the
measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

The functioning of the combined rating scale was also investigated along
Linacre’s (2002a) six main guidelines outlined in Chapter 3. The category structure of the
combined rating scale met all of Linacre’s guidelines, as demonstrated by the results
presented in Table 10 and Figure 8. There were more than 10 observations in all of the
categories, the average measures increased monotonically, the outfit mean square values
were under the recommended maximum of 2.0 logits, the Rasch-Andrich category
thresholds increased monotonically with distances between the thresholds within the
range of .81 to 5.0 logits for 5-point scales suggested by Wolfe and Smith (2007), and the
probability curves clearly peaked for all categories.

Table 10. Summary of the Category Structure for the Combined Rating Scale
Category
1
2
3
4
5

Observed
count
289
1,410
1,901
1,206
279

Average
measure
-4.09
-2.28
-.47
2.15
5.11

Outfit
MNSQ
1.00
.90
1.00
1.00
1.00

Threshold
calibration
—
-4.71
-1.72
1.16
5.27

Threshold
change
—
—
+2.99
+2.88
+4.11

Note. All of Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines were met. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The
fair average values reflect the measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.
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Figure 8. Category Probability Curves for the Combined 5-Point Rating Scale

Descriptive Statistics of the Combined Rating Scale
After the MFRM analysis of the combined rating scale, the descriptive statistics of
the combined rating scale results were examined for their distribution. Table 11 displays
the results, all based in Rasch logits for the entire data set of 482 coded participants in the
second column as well as for the three repeated tasks—Tasks 2, 5, and 10—completed by
all students in attendance on those days in the three columns on the right. Note that the
measures calculated for each repeated task increased from a mean of -1.42 logits (SD =
2.52) for Task 2 to a mean of -.61 logits (SD = 2.55) for Task 5 to a mean of .02
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Table 11. Descriptive Statistics of the Combined Rating Scale Results for All Participants by Task
All Tasks
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
(N = 482)
(n = 90)
(n = 91)
(n = 89)
M measure
-.36
-1.42
-.61
.02
M SE
.57
.57
.56
.57
95% CI
[-.60, -.12]
[-1.95, -.89]
[-1.14, -.08]
[-.53, .57]
SD
2.69
2.52
2.55
2.60
Skewness
.44
.23
.37
.48
SES
.11
.25
.25
.26
Kurtosis
.10
1.00
-.31
.83
SEK
.22
.50
.50
.51
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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Table 12. Descriptive Statistics of the Combined Rating Scale Results for the Class A1 and B1 Participants by Task
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
(n = 37)
(n = 33)
(n = 37)
M measure
-.95
-.19
-.58
M SE
.59
.57
.57
95% CI
[-1.84, -.06] [-1.10, .72] [-1.42, .27]
SD
2.67
2.56
2.53
Skewness
.00
.54
.59
SES
.39
.41
.39
Kurtosis
.90
-.08
-.24
SEK
.76
.80
.76
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Task 5
(n = 37)
-.52
.58
[-1.38, .35]
2.60
.64
.39
-.73
.76

Task 6
(n = 36)
.11
.59
[-.82, 1.04]
2.75
.26
.39
.06
.77

Task 7
(n = 34)
.43
.55
[-.47, 1.33]
2.58
.60
.40
-.66
.79

Task 8
(n = 35)
.23
.57
[-.84, 1.30]
3.11
.59
.40
-.66
.78

Task 9
(n = 37)
.23
.58
[-.76, 1.22]
2.97
.60
.39
-.78
.76

Task 10
(n = 37)
.59
.58
[-.30, 1.47]
2.65
.83
.39
.19
.76

(SD = 2.60) for Task 10. A similar trend of generally increasing mean scores can also
be seen in the results for all nine tasks––Tasks 2-10––analyzed for the 37 participants in
classes A1 and B1 (see Table 12), though it is not indicative of a strictly aggregated
linear progression when inspected at this more detailed level of granularity. For all of
these results, skewness and kurtosis were in acceptable ranges and z-scores created from
the participant measures were all well within the range of -3.29 to 3.29, providing
further evidence that the results for the combined rating measure were normally
distributed with no outliers.

MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating Scales
In addition to the MFRM analysis of the combined rating scale––which
produced a single, overall interactive English speaking measure for each participant––a
series of five three-facet RSM analyses were also completed on the data collected for
each individual rating scale criterion in order to produce isolated proficiency measures
of each participant’s rated ability in complexity, accuracy, fluency, interactional
engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness across all of the group oral
discussion task performances. The same ratings data outlined previously were used
consisting of a total of 1,022 ratings collected for each of the five rating scales for the
91 participants included via the 482 distinct participant codes assigned to differentiate
their performance across the series of group oral discussion tasks.
The same general procedures for MFRM analysis as those detailed in the
previous section were used, so, only a summary of the results is provided in what
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follows with noteworthy exceptions to the requirements of the Rasch model highlighted.
As with the combined rating scale analysis previously described, the convergence
criteria were left at their default values and the estimation process ceased automatically
after a range of iterations: complexity (332), accuracy (287), fluency (402), interactional
engagement (219), and overall communicative effectiveness (362).

Unidimensionality and Overall Fit
With the ratings for each individual scale fit to the Rasch model alone,
unidimensionality in the data set for each scale must be assumed. Therefore, only model
fit could be assessed by examining the percentage of responses flagged as unexpected
according to the assumptions of the model with Linacre’s (2017a) model-fit stipulations
that about 5% be greater than or equal to the absolute value of 2.0 and about 1% or less
be greater than or equal to the absolute value of 3.0. Table 13 shows the percentages at
both levels for each individual scale and denotes the five instances when Linacre’s
model-fit recommendations were marginally exceeded. As the great majority of these
high standardized residuals could be traced back to specific instances when the rating

Table 13. Standardized Residual Percentages of the Individual Rating Scales
Percentage of standardized Percentage of standardized
Rating scale
residuals ≥ |2.0|
residuals ≥ |3.0|
Complexity
7.6%*
1.0%
Accuracy
5.1%
2.3%*
Fluency
3.6%
2.8%*
Interaction
6.1%*
1.0%
Effectiveness
4.3%
2.0%*
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. A * indicates that Linacre’s (2017a) model-fit guidelines were exceeded.
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scores received from two raters were two scoring categories apart and the percentages
noted are not too far above of Linacre’s imprecise recommended figures, all of these
ratings were retained in the analyses.
Next, the Wright maps and summary statistics from the series of five MFRM
analyses were reviewed. Figure 9 displays the Wright map for the estimates of the
participants, raters, criteria, and the category structure of isolated 5-point rating scale
for fluency as a representative example of these results. Table 14 reveals that statistical
differences were found between at least two elements within both the participant and
rater facets for all five individual rating scales as indicated by the significant Chi-square
tests noted for each.

Participants
The large spread of participant ability measures represented for the
representative fluency ratings data shown in the second column of Figure 9, a total span
of 26.38 logits for the fluency scale, was similar for all five individual rating scales as
was a generally even distribution on the Wright maps generated. Table 15 displays the
mean ability measures calculated for each individual scale along with their respective
standard deviations, model standard errors, and 95% confidence intervals, while Table
14 indicates that the participant separation ratios for the five scales ranged from 2.34 to
2.72, two to three distinct levels of performance; the person reliability estimates were
relatively high at or above .85 and considered to be of good quality (Fisher, 2007). Note,
however, that when the scales were analyzed individually, there were multiple incidents
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Figure 9. The Wright Map for the MFRM Analysis of the Rating Scale for Fluency
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Table 14. Summary Statistics for the MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating Scales
Statistics
Participants
Raters
Complexity
M measure
-1.40
.00
M SE
1.98
.18
χ2 (fixed)
4521.10*
308.40*
df
481
3
Separation ratio (sample)
2.69
8.05
Separation reliability (sample)
.88
.98
Accuracy
M measure
-1.23
.00
M SE
1.84
.17
χ2 (fixed)
3823.50*
133.20*
df
481
3
Separation ratio (sample)
2.34
7.34
Separation reliability (sample)
.85
.98
Fluency
M measure
-1.16
.00
M SE
2.07
.18
χ2 (fixed)
5345.40*
114.40*
df
481
3
Separation ratio (sample)
2.61
6.58
Separation reliability (sample)
.87
.98
Interactional engagement
M measure
.60
.00
M SE
1.82
.16
χ2 (fixed)
4203.40*
99.60*
df
481
3
Separation ratio (sample)
2.49
6.16
Separation reliability (sample)
.86
.97
Overall communicative effectiveness
M measure
-.59
.00
M SE
1.93
.17
2
χ (fixed)
5718.30*
79.90*
df
481
3
Separation ratio (sample)
2.72
5.63
Separation reliability (sample)
.88
.97
Note. *p < .01. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

of floor and ceiling effects for the measures garnered from each scale and a relatively
large number of misfitting infit mean square values over 2.0 as shown in the sixth
column of Table 15.
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Table 15. Participant Statistics for the MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating Scales
Number (%) of
Model
Number (%) of
Infit MNSQ > 2.0
Rating Scale
M
SD
SE
95% CI
Infit MNSQ > 2.0 with Infit Zstd > |2.0|
-1.40 6.00
1.98
[-1.94, -0.87]
84 (17.4%)
Complexity
17 (3.5%)
-1.24
4.86
1.84
[-1.67,
-0.80]
46
(9.5%)
Accuracy
24 (5.0%)
-1.16 6.04
2.07
[-1.70, -0.62]
39 (8.1%)
Fluency
17 (3.5%)
.60 5.17
1.82
[0.14, 1.06]
30 (6.2%)
Interaction
16 (3.3%)
-.59 5.95
1.93
[-1.12, -0.06]
40 (8.3%)
Effectiveness
16 (3.3%)
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Although Linacre (2017a) noted that infit mean square values over 2.0 can
distort or degrade the measures garnered, the proportion of participants flagged as
above this level who also demonstrated high infit z-standardized t-statistics (Zstd
scores) above the absolute value of 2.0 were much lower, as shown in the final column
of Table 15. As such, the relatively low proportions of highly misfitting coded
participants were retained in all of the MFRM analyses reported here and used in
subsequent analyses throughout.

Raters
Examining the rater facet for each individual MFRM analysis revealed that the
raters acted as independent experts with varied degrees of severity in their use of each
scale with all five scales demonstrating high reliability estimate of .97 or .98 (Eckes,
2015; Linacre, 2017a). It further demonstrated that the raters were both internally
consistent and not overly restrictive in their use of these scales, as all of the raters’ infit
mean square values fell within the control range for this study of .50 to 1.50 and even
the stricter range of .70 to 1.30.
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Each rater’s logit-adjusted measure scores for the five rating scales are listed in
Table 16, again with higher values indicating a relatively stricter rating pattern and
lower values representing a relatively more lenient pattern, as well as the fair average
values corresponding with each logit measure when recalibrated back to the original 5point scale. Further evidence of the independence in the ratings can be seen in the fact
that the percentage of exact agreements in ratings were much lower than those predicted
by the model, as shown in the rightmost two columns of Table 16, all of which were
above Wolfe and Smith’s (2007) suggested criterion of 40%.

Table 16. Rater Statistics for the MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating Scales
Rater 1
Rater 2
Rater 3
Rater 4
measure
measure
measure
measure
Exact
Expected
Rating Scale
(Fair Ave.)
(Fair Ave.)
(Fair Ave.)
(Fair Ave.)
agree. % agree. %
Complexity
-2.16 (3.21)
.49 (2.92)
.70 (2.90)
.98 (2.86)
45.9%
54.3%
Accuracy
-.25 (2.96)
-.83 (3.01) 1.83 (2.60)
-.76 (3.01)
45.8%
61.8%
Fluency
.42 (2.87) -1.54 (3.02) 1.37 (2.71)
-.25 (2.94)
49.8%
65.9%
Interaction
-.21 (3.13)
.61 (2.99)
.95 (2.94) -1.35 (3.38)
44.2%
60.5%
Effectiveness
.18 (2.97)
.12 (2.97) 1.03 (2.89) -1.34 (3.10)
46.2%
63.7%
Note. Ave. = Average; Agree. = Agreement; Interaction = Interactional engagement;
Effectiveness = Overall communicative effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
The fair average values reflect the measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

The patterns of relative rater leniency—lower Rasch measure and fair average
values—and strictness—higher Rasch measure and fair average values—tended to
differ by rater for each rating scale. For example, Rater 4 was lenient with negative
Rasch measure values for accuracy, fluency, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness, but also had the strictest Rasch measure calculated for
complexity. On the other hand, Rater 3 was consistently harsh, as can be seen in his
pattern of positive Rasch measure values for all five individual rating scale criteria.
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Rating Criteria
When the rating criteria for each scale were subjected to MFRM analysis
individually, the adjusted mean measures were set to zero and exhibited very small
standard errors, infit and outfit mean square values close to the ideal value of 1.00, and
high, positive point-measure correlations. These statistics can be seen in Table 17 along
with the fair average for each scale recalibrated to the original 5-point scoring format.

Table 17. Rating Criteria Statistics for the MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating
Scales
Pt.Rating
Fair
Model
Infit
Outfit
measure
criteria
average Measure
SE
MNSQ
MNSQ
correlations
Complexity
2.97
.00
.08
1.00
1.03
.91
Accuracy
2.93
.00
.08
1.00
.96
.89
Fluency
2.91
.00
.08
.99
.92
.92
Interaction
3.09
.00
.08
.99
1.00
.90
Effectiveness
2.98
.00
.08
1.00
.96
.91
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the
measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

The functioning of the individual rating scales was examined for their adherence to
Linacre’s (2002a) six guidelines. A summary of the category structure for the five
individual rating scales is presented in Table 18, which reveals that all but one of the
guidelines were met. There were more than 10 observations in all of the categories, the
average measures increased monotonically, the outfit mean square values were under
the 2.0 logit maximum, the category thresholds increased monotonically, and the
probability curves clearly peaked for all categories, as seen in the category probability
curves for the fluency scale shown in Figure 10 as an illustrative example. The lone
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Table 18. Summary of the Category Structure for the Individual Rating Scales
Observed
count

Average
measure

Category
Complexity
1
62
-9.38
2
250
-6.00
3
381
-1.37
4
262
5.57
5
31
11.64
Accuracy
1
44
-8.46
2
304
-5.34
3
403
-0.58
4
231
4.66
5
21
9.43
Fluency
1
43
-9.58
2
357
-6.32
3
352
-0.43
4
206
6.04
5
27
10.28
Interactional engagement
1
30
-8.02
2
217
-4.46
3
385
-0.39
4
288
4.25
5
30
9.49
Overall communicative effectiveness
1
44
-8.54
2
282
-5.62
3
380
-1.19
4
219
5.37
5
30
10.37

Outfit
MNSQ

Threshold
calibration

Threshold
change

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.40

—
-9.17
-4.19
2.02
11.33

—
—
+4.98
+6.21*
+9.31*

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.80

—
-9.04
-3.35
2.52
9.87

—
—
+5.69*
+5.87*
+7.35*

1.10
.90
.80
.90
.90

—
-10.45
-3.53
3.44
10.54

—
—
+6.92*
+6.97*
+7.10*

1.10
1.00
.90
1.00
1.00

—
-8.70
-2.82
1.89
9.63

—
—
+5.88*
+4.71
+7.74*

1.00
1.00
.90
1.00
.80

—
-9.06
-3.94
2.42
10.58

—
—
+5.12*
+6.36*
+8.16*

Note. All but one of Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines were met. Each * indicates a span that
exceeded the recommended maximum distance of up to 5.0 logits between the Rasch-Andrich
thresholds that demarcate the category boundaries. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

guideline not met was that the distances between the Rasch-Andrich thresholds
exceeded the upper limit of the suggested range of .81 to 5.0 logits for 5-point scales for
all but two thresholds. However, Linacre framed this guideline as “helpful” to ensuring
measure stability, not as “essential” (p. 104). Such large distances between category
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Figure 10. Category Probability Curves for the Individual Fluency Rating Scale

boundaries can be indicative of potential “dead zones” in the middle of those particular
categories that could make them susceptible to a loss in measurement precision, though
not necessarily in their practical utility (Linacre, 2002a). Here the act of balancing the
fit and functioning of rating scales intended to be used both in combination and
individually is particularly acute. While the five 5-point scales were of very high quality
when subjected to the combined MFRM analysis outlined previously, their use in
isolation highlights the likely need for more lenient quality considerations to be taken
into account in their analyses, reporting, and interpretation.
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Descriptive Statistics of the Individual Rating Scales
Following the MFRM analyses of the five individual rating scales, descriptive
statistics were examined for their distribution. For all of these results, skewness and
kurtosis were in acceptable ranges and z-scores created from the participant measures
all fell within the range of -3.29 to 3.29, providing further evidence that the results for
the combined rating measure were normally distributed with no outliers. As an
illustrative example, Table 19 displays the logitized results of the analysis of the
individual fluency rating scale for the entire data set of 482 coded participants in the
second column as well as for the three repeated tasks––Tasks 2, 5, and 10––completed
by all students in attendance on those days in the three columns on the right. Note that
the fluency measures calculated for each repeated task increased from a mean of -3.58
logits (SD = 5.43) for Task 2 to a mean of -1.50 logits (SD = 5.76) for Task 5 to a mean
of .25 (SD = 5.85) for Task 10. A similar trend of overall increasing mean scores can
also be seen in the results for all nine tasks––Tasks 2-10––analyzed for the 37
participants in classes A1 and B1 in Table 20, though the Task 3, 8, and 9 fluency
measures are notably out of step with the general progression toward greater mean
ability measures over time.

Questionnaire Measures of Social Factors and Individual Differences
In conjunction with the group oral discussion tasks that served as the central data
for the investigation of the participants’ interactive English speaking development over
the course of the academic year, a series of questionnaires was administered in Japanese
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Table 19. Descriptive Statistics of the Fluency Rating Scale Results for All Participants by Task
All tasks
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
(N = 482)
(n = 90)
(n = 91)
(n = 89)
M measure
-1.16
-3.58
-1.50
.25
M SE
2.07
1.96
2.06
1.95
95% CI
[-1.70, -.62]
[-4.72, -2.47]
[-2.70, -.30]
[-.98, 1.49]
SD
6.04
5.43
5.76
5.85
Skewness
.36
.62
.31
.06
SES
.11
.25
.25
.26
Kurtosis
-.72
-.10
-.80
-.61
SEK
.22
.50
.50
.51
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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Table 20. Descriptive Statistics of the Fluency Rating Scale Results for the Class A1 and B1 Participants by Task
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
(n = 37)
(n = 33)
(n = 37)
M measure
-2.39
-1.00
-1.97
M SE
2.03
2.23
2.29
95% CI
[-4.27, -.52] [-3.12, 1.13] [-3.87, -.08]
SD
5.62
6.00
5.69
Skewness
.45
.52
.45
SES
.39
.41
.39
Kurtosis
-.42
-.74
-1.03
SEK
.76
.80
.76
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Task 5
(n = 37)
-1.27
2.24
[-3.24, .69]
5.90
.46
.39
-.94
.76

Task 6
(n = 36)
-.06
2.17
[-2.13, 2.01]
6.12
.26
.39
-.58
.77

Task 7
(n = 34)
.18
2.14
[-1.83, 2.20]
5.77
.21
.40
-.93
.79

Task 8
(n = 35)
-.04
2.11
[-2.38, 2.30]
6.80
.42
.40
-.93
.78

Task 9
(n = 37)
-.58
2.11
[-2.89, 1.73]
6.94
.41
.39
-.87
.76

Task 10
(n = 37)
.54
2.01
[-1.58, 2.66]
6.36
.36
.39
-1.14
.76

in order to determine to what degree this development relates to the social and individual
difference variables. Post-discussion questionnaires were administered immediately after
every task to ascertain the participants’ impression of each topic’s difficulty as well as
their sense of familiarity with their group members. Two other questionnaires, the
extraversion questionnaire and the English speaking self-efficacy questionnaire, targeted
individual difference variables and were administered at three points spanning the entire
academic year: the beginning (Task 2), the midway point just before summer break (Task
5), and at the end of the year just before winter break (Task 10).
Although all participants completed all of these questionnaires each time, only the
data corresponding with the differentiated analyses of the ratings outlined previously
were analyzed and reported below. As such, the data from all 91 participants’
extraversion questionnaires, English speaking self-efficacy questionnaires, and postdiscussion questionnaires were analyzed for Tasks 2, 5 and 10, while only the postdiscussion questionnaire data from the 37 Class A1 and Class B1 participants were
analyzed for the other six tasks.
In line with the three instruments used, the analyses performed on the data
collected with each are detailed below. The Rasch analysis conducted on the extraversion
questionnaire data is outlined first, followed by an overview of the same general
procedures used to analyze the data collected via the English speaking self-efficacy
questionnaire. Finally, descriptive statistics of the post-task questionnaire data are
examined to determine whether the data collected for the topic difficulty and group
member familiarity questions were normally distributed.
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Rasch Analysis of the Extraversion Questionnaire
In order to confirm the validity of the extraversion questionnaire as a
measurement instrument for the participants in this study, an RSM analysis was
performed using Linacre’s (2018) WINSTEPS computer software version 4.4.0 (see
Appendix W for an excerpt of the WINSTEPS control file used). As shown in
Appendices I (Japanese version) and J (English version), the eight items in this
instrument were all positively oriented with each intended to target a different aspect of
the personality trait of extraversion (labeled EXT01-08 for analysis). In their responses,
all participants self-rated their own level of agreement to these eight statements using a 6point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Slightly disagree, 4 = Slightly
agree, 5 = Agree, 6 = Strongly agree) three times during the academic year in
conjunction with group oral discussion tasks conducted at the same time: Task 2 (Term 1
Week 5), Task 5 (Term 1 Week 14), and Task 10 (Term 2 Week 13).
In order for the Rasch adjusted measures garnered from all three administrations
of the questionnaire to be comparable within the same frame of reference, the data from
all three surveys were entered into a single RSM analysis with the participants retaining
the same unique participant codes used in the corresponding discussion tasks outlined
previously. With 91 participants represented by three distinct participant codes (2XX,
5XX, and 10XX), a total of 273 coded participants were analyzed across the eight
extraversion items for a total of 2,184 individual item responses comprising the resulting
data set. This data set was then fit to the Rasch Rating Scale Model and examined for fit
and functioning.
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Preliminary data screening and analysis revealed that item EXT07, I feel at ease
in a large group of people, misfit the model with an infit mean square value of 1.46,
which was above McNamara’s (1996) criterion that good fit for items in a language
learning context be defined as falling within two times the standard deviation from the
mean, a range of .58 to 1.42 for this data set. Beyond the high infit mean square value,
which indicated an erratic pattern in the responses to this item, the standardized outfit
Zstd for this item was 5.95, well above the suggested maximum value of 2.0, and the
point-measure correlation was markedly below those of the other items at .56.
In order to further investigate the influence of this item on the fit to the Rasch
model, person measures with and without EXT07 were exported to SPSS version 26 and
a bivariate correlation analysis was performed. The resulting Pearson correlation
coefficient of .99 was significant (p < 0.01), which indicated that neither retaining nor
removing the item would have a substantive impact on the person measures produced. As
the fit and functioning was slightly improved without it, item EXT07 was removed from
the analysis and results reported hereafter. The subsequent data set consisted of 273
coded participants analyzed across the seven remaining extraversion items for a total of
2,051 item responses.

Unidimensionality and Overall Fit
The responses to the seven remaining EXT items were first analyzed for
unidimensionality and fit to the Rasch model. The Rasch PCA of item residuals
demonstrated that 69.8% of the total raw variance was explained by the Rasch measures,
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well above Linacre’s (2017b) relatively stricter criterion that at least 50% of the variance
be explained by the Rasch measures for data to fit the model unidimensionality
requirements. The largest secondary dimension had an eigenvalue of 2.55, over the 2.0
level that can be attributed to random noise but less than the practical criterion of 3.0
stipulated by Linacre (2017b).
Table 21 shows the loadings of the seven items retained from the extraversion
questionnaire. Items EXT05 and EXT04 demonstrated high positive loadings above .40,
and items EXT02 and EXT03 had the highest negative loadings. Further consideration of
these items revealed that each pair tapped somewhat different aspects of extraversion.
Items EXT05, I like to be the center of attention, and EXT04, I like to draw attention to
myself, are clearly related to each other and to the generalized notion of enjoying the
attention of others, a hallmark personality trait associated with highly extraverted people.
On the other hand, items EXT02, I like to talk to a lot of people, and EXT03, I start
conversations, are both related to enjoying conversations with others, a much less overt
dimension of extraversion yet still an important subcomponent worth including. Overall,
the seven extraversion items formed a fundamentally unidimensional construct.

Table 21. Item Results from the Rasch PCA for Extraversion
Item
EXT05
EXT04
EXT01
EXT02
EXT03
EXT06
EXT08

Loading
.91
.89
.07
-.58
-.56
-.40
-.22

Measure
1.12
.94
.81
-1.70
-.39
-1.01
.22

Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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Infit MNSQ
1.09
.99
.92
1.12
1.06
.88
.91

Outfit MNSQ
1.02
.95
.92
1.07
1.03
.89
.95

Next, the Wright map was inspected. Figure 11 displays the Wright map for the
single-frame logit measures of the participants on the left and the items on the right.
Oriented positively, participants whose responses indicated more extraversion are located
toward the top of the figure and those considered less extraverted are located toward the
bottom. The items are positioned with those that were more difficult to endorse toward
the top of the figure and those easier to endorse at the bottom. The item difficulty
hierarchy revealed that the items could essentially be divided into three groups based on
their relative ease of endorsement by the participants: easy (EXT02 and EXT06),
moderate (EXT03 and EXT08), and difficult (EXT05, EXT04, and EXT01). The two
items easiest to endorse were EXT02, I like to talk to a lot of people, and EXT06, I talk a
lot, which suggests that most participants consider themselves relatively talkative. The
more moderate items were EXT03, I start conversations, and EXT08, I am skilled at
dealing with people, which seem to represent characteristics concerning a more
functional side of communicating with others. Finally, the three items most difficult to
endorse were EXT05, I like to be the center of attention, and EXT04, I like to draw
attention to myself, and EXT01, I am the life of the party. These three items seem to
represent characteristics most closely associated with highly extraverted people who
enjoy being focus of attention when interacting with others. Overall, the Wright map
indicated that both the distribution of the participants and items functioned as intended.
The summary statistics from the RSM analysis of the extraversion questionnaire
were then reviewed. The average person measure was .04 (model SE = .49), indicating
that the items were well matched to the participants. This finding is further supported by
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Figure 11. The Wright Map for the RSM Analysis of the Extraversion Questionnaire
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the Wright map displayed in Figure 11 which shows that the participants were well
distributed around the mean. The Rasch person reliability estimate was .91 with a
separation estimate of 3.16, considered to be of excellent and good quality, respectively
(Fisher, 2007). The average item measure was centered on .00 (model SE = .08), the item
reliability estimate was .99, and item separation was 12.70. On the whole, the Rasch PCA
results, the Wright map, and the summary statistics indicated that the extraversion
questionnaire demonstrated good fit to the Rasch model.

Item Fit and Category Functioning
Table 22 displays the item fit statistics for the seven extraversion items arranged
by item difficulty with the most difficult item to endorse at the top and the easiest item to
endorse at the bottom. All seven items were found to demonstrate acceptable infit mean
square values within the range of two times the standard deviation of the mean advocated
by McNamara (1996), a range of .82 to 1.18 for this data set. Further evidence of the
productive fit of the items can be seen in the Zstd values all below 2.0 and the highly
positive point-measure correlations. Overall, the items fit the Rasch model very well.

Table 22. Rasch Item Statistics for the Extraversion Items
Item
EXT05
EXT04
EXT01
EXT08
EXT03
EXT06
EXT02

Measure
1.12
.94
.81
.22
-.39
-1.01
-1.70

Model
SE
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08

Infit
MNSQ
1.09
.99
.92
.91
1.06
.88
1.12

Infit
ZSTD
1.03
-.07
-.97
-1.14
.74
-1.45
1.39

Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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Outfit
MNSQ
1.02
.95
.92
.95
1.03
.89
1.07

Outfit
ZSTD
.28
-.50
-.97
-.52
.43
-1.32
.74

Pt.-measure
correlation
.78
.80
.79
.77
.80
.81
.77

The quality of the 6-point Likert-scale category functioning was investigated
using Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines. The category structure met all of the guidelines for a
high quality scale, as demonstrated by the results presented in Table 23 and Figure 12.

Table 23. Summary of the Category Structure for Extraversion
Observed Observed
Infit
Outfit
Threshold Threshold
Category
count
average
MNSQ
MNSQ
calibration
change
1 Strongly disagree
165
-2.99
1.11
1.08
—
—
2 Disagree
323
-1.66
.92
.88
-2.95
—
3 Slightly disagree
428
-.50
.93
.94
-1.33
+1.62
4 Slightly agree
488
.57
.95
.94
-.11
+1.22
5 Agree
337
1.69
.96
.95
1.47
+1.58
6 Strongly agree
170
2.78
1.18
1.14
2.92
+1.45
Note. All of Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines were met. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Figure 12. Category Probability Curves of the 6-point Likert-scale for Extraversion
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There were more than 10 observations in all of the categories, the average measures
increased monotonically, the outfit mean square values were under the recommended 2.0
logit maximum, and the Rasch-Andrich category thresholds increased monotonically
with distances between the thresholds all within the suggested range of .59 to 5.0 logits
for a 6-point scale, with the minimum value extrapolated by Elwood (2011) following the
separation criteria advanced by Wolfe and Smith (2007) for 3-, 4-, and 5-point scales.
Finally, the probability curves clearly peaked for all categories as shown in Figure 12.

Descriptive Statistics of the Extraversion Questionnaire
Following the RSM analysis of the extraversion measure, descriptive statistics
were examined to determine if the results were normally distributed. The results for the
entire data set, presented in Rasch logits, are displayed in the second column of Table 24
followed by the subsets of the data collected each time the questionnaire was
administered: Task 2, Task 5, and Task 10. Skewness and kurtosis statistics were
acceptable across all of the data. The Rasch person measures were converted to

Table 24. Descriptive Statistics for the Extraversion Rasch Person Measures
All tasks
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
extraversion
extraversion
extraversion
extraversion
M measure
.04
-.03
.08
.06
M SE
.49
.49
.49
.50
95% CI
[-.16, .24]
[-.35, .30]
[-.27, .43]
[-.30, .42]
SD
1.65
1.57
1.68
1.73
Skewness
-.29
-.30
-.42
-.18
SES
.15
.25
.25
.25
Kurtosis
-.01
-.01
-.02
.06
SEK
.29
.50
.50
.50
Note. N = 273 distinct codes for 91 individual participants for the combined extraversion data set;
n = 91 for the Task 2, Task 5, and Task 10 data subsets. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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standardized z-scores and found to fall well within the range of -3.29 to 3.29, further
confirming that the results for the extraversion measure were normally distributed with
no outliers.
Finally, a bivariate correlation analysis between the Rasch person measures for
each participant across the three administrations of the questionnaire was performed in
order to investigate the stability of the extraversion measures throughout the academic
year. The resulting Pearson correlations were all significant (p < .01): Tasks 2 and 5 and
Tasks 5 and 10 correlated at .90 while Tasks 2 and 10 correlated at .85. While all of these
correlation coefficients were high, despite being generally portrayed in the literature as a
static trait, the self-rated extraversion of the participants in this study fluctuated
somewhat throughout their first year of university life, presumably an important
formative and potentially dynamic time period in any individual’s life.

Rasch Analysis of the English Speaking Self-Efficacy Questionnaire
An RSM analysis following similar procedures was performed to confirm the
validity of the English speaking self-efficacy questionnaire as a measurement instrument
for this study. As shown in Appendices K (Japanese version) and L (English version), all
ten items were positively oriented with each intended to target a different subcomponent
of the participants’ underlying self-efficacy beliefs for English speaking (labeled
ESSE01-10 for analysis). All participants self-rated their own level of agreement with the
ten ability statements using a 6-point Likert scale—1 = I cannot do it at all, 2 = I
probably cannot do it, 3 = Maybe I cannot do it, 4 = Maybe I can do it, 5 = I probably
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can do it, 6 = I can definitely do it—at three points during the academic year in
conjunction with group oral discussion tasks administered at the same time: Task 2 (Term
1 Week 5), Task 5 (Term 1 Week 14), and Task 10 (Term 2 Week 13).
As with the data from the extraversion questionnaire, the data from all three
surveys were entered into a single RSM analysis with the participants retaining the same
unique participant codes used in the corresponding discussion tasks outlined previously.
A total of 273 participants were analyzed across the ten self-efficacy items for a total of
2,730 individual item responses comprising the resulting data set. This data set was then
fit to the Rasch Rating Scale Model and examined for fit and functioning.
Preliminary data screening and analyses revealed that items ESSE03, React
naturally when talking about general topics in English, and ESSE10, Talk about general
topics using complex grammar and vocabulary when speaking in English, misfit the
model with high infit mean square values, infit and outfit standardized Zstd values well
above the maximum 2.0 criterion, and the two lowest point-measure correlation
coefficients of the 10 items modeled. It is worth pointing out that ESSE10 is a doublebarreled question and could have caused some confusion on the part of any participants
who may have had different levels of self-efficacy for their ability to use complex
grammar in contrast to complex vocabulary, a possibility which could at least partially
account for the misfit of this item. In order to further investigate the influence of these
items on the fit to the Rasch model, person measures with and without ESSE03 and
ESSE10 were exported to SPSS version 26 and a bivariate correlation analysis was
performed. The resulting Pearson correlation coefficient of .99 (p < .01) indicated that
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neither retaining nor removing these two items would have a substantive impact on the
person measures produced. Given that the fit and functioning of the data were slightly
improved without these items, both ESSE03 and ESSE10 were removed from the
analysis and results reported hereafter. The resulting data set therefore consisted of 273
responses analyzed across the eight remaining English speaking self-efficacy items for a
total of 2,184 item responses.

Unidimensionality and Overall Fit
The responses to the eight remaining ESSE items were first analyzed for their
dimensionality and fit to the Rasch model. The Rasch PCA of item residuals indicated
that 78.1% of the total raw variance was explained by the Rasch measures, which is well
above Linacre’s (2017b) criterion that at least 50% of the variance be explained by the
Rasch measures for data to fit the model unidimensionality requirements. The largest
secondary dimension had an eigenvalue of 2.88, which was over the 2.0 level that can be
attributed to random noise but less than Linacre’s (2017b) practical criterion of 3.0.
The loadings of the eight items from the English speaking self-efficacy
questionnaire are presented in Table 25. Items ESSE01 and ESSE02 demonstrated high
positive loadings, while item ESSE06 had the highest negative loading. Further
consideration of these items reveals a stark difference in how well they were
conceptualized by the participants. Items ESSE01, Exchange greetings when speaking in
English, and ESSE02, Exchange farewells when speaking in English, are the two most
well-conceptualized and easily managed speech acts of those surveyed, while ESSE06,
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Table 25. Item Results from the Rasch PCA for English Speaking Self-Efficacy
Item
ESSE01
ESSE02
ESSE08
ESSE09
ESSE06
ESSE05
ESSE07
ESSE04

Loading
.79
.78
.42
.21
-.67
-.59
-.59
-.53

Measure
-3.53
-3.45
2.01
2.76
1.15
.05
1.23
-.23

Infit MNSQ
1.11
1.11
1.15
.92
.76
.81
1.25
.75

Outfit MNSQ
1.05
1.06
1.20
.97
.76
.80
1.22
.72

Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Express my opinions about general topics when speaking in English, likely represents the
most nebulous English speaking consideration for the low-to-mid proficiency participants
in this study. Overall, the Rasch PCA results confirm that the eight items form a
fundamentally unidimensional construct.
Figure 13 shows the Wright map of the output from this RSM analysis with the
participants on the left (participants with more self-efficacy for speaking toward the top)
and items on the right (more difficult to endorse items toward the top). The Wright map
shows the wide range of participant measures generated in the analysis from a low of 6.21 logits for the participant with the least self-efficacy, #289, to a high of +7.67 logits
for the participant with the most self-efficacy, #1054, a span of 13.88 logits. The two
most difficult to endorse items were ESSE09, Talks about general topics accurately when
speaking in English, and ESSE08, Talk about general topics fluently when speaking in
English, while the two easiest to endorse items were ESSE01, Exchange greetings when
speaking in English, and ESSE02, Exchange farewells when speaking in English. Overall,
the Wright map indicated that both the distribution of the participants and the items
performed as intended.
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Figure 13. The Wright Map for English Speaking Self-Efficacy
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The summary statistics from the RSM analysis of the self-efficacy questionnaire
were then reviewed. The average Rasch person measure was .51 (model SE = .61),
indicating that the items were well matched to the participants. This finding is further
supported by the Wright map, which shows that the participants were well distributed
around the mean. The person reliability estimate was .93 with a Rasch separation statistic
of 3.75, considered to be of very good and good quality, respectively (Fisher,
2007). The average Rasch item measure was centered on .00 (model SE = .10), the item
reliability was 1.00 (the highest possible reliability estimate), and the item separation
statistic was 21.33. Considered together, the Rasch PCA results, the Wright map, and the
summary statistics indicated that the self-efficacy questionnaire demonstrated good fit to
the Rasch model.

Item Fit and Category Functioning
The item fit statistics for the self-efficacy items are shown in Table 26 arranged
by item difficulty with the most difficult item to endorse at the top and the easiest item to

Table 26. Rasch Item Statistics for the English Speaking Self-Efficacy Items
Model
Infit
Infit
Outfit
Outfit
Pt.-measure
Item
Measure
SE
MNSQ
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
correlation
ESSE09
2.76
.10
.92
-.89
.97
-.27
.77
ESSE08
2.01
.10
1.15
1.70
1.20
2.17
.76
ESSE07
1.23
.10
1.25
2.74
1.22
2.44
.79
ESSE06
1.15
.10
.76
-3.04
.76
-2.99
.87
ESSE05
.05
.10
.81
-2.30
.80
-2.39
.85
ESSE04
-.23
.10
.75
-3.05
.72
-3.41
.87
ESSE02
-3.45
.11
1.11
1.27
1.06
.53
.76
ESSE01
-3.53
.11
1.11
1.21
1.05
.45
.76
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
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endorse at the bottom. All eight items retained in the analysis were found to demonstrate
acceptable infit mean square values within the range for good fit of .62 to 1.34 following
McNamara’s (1996) criterion, moderate Zstd values, and highly positive point-measure
correlations. Overall, the eight items included in this instrument fit the Rasch model well.
Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines were then applied to investigate the quality of the
category functioning of the 6-point Likert scale. The category structure was found to
meet all of Linacre’s guidelines for a high quality scale, as is demonstrated by the results
presented in Table 27 and Figure 14. There were more than 10 observations in all of the
categories, the average measures increased monotonically, the outfit mean square values
were all under the recommended 2.0 logit maximum, the Rasch-Andrich category
thresholds increased monotonically with distances between the thresholds all within the
suggested range of .59 to 5.0 logits for 6-point scales (Elwood, 2011; Wolfe & Smith,
2007), and the probability curves clearly peaked for all categories.

Table 27. Summary of the Category Structure for English Speaking Self-Efficacy
Observed Observed
Infit
Outfit
Threshold Threshold
Category
count
average
MNSQ
MNSQ
calibration
change
1 Strongly disagree
88
-4.98
1.41
1.36
—
—
2 Disagree
300
-3.10
1.14
1.19
-5.35
—
3 Slightly disagree
518
-1.26
.98
.97
-2.66
+2.69
4 Slightly agree
746
.95
.84
.84
-.54
+2.12
5 Agree
351
3.72
.88
.83
3.10
+3.64
6 Strongly agree
181
6.19
.97
.96
5.45
+2.35
Note. All of Linacre’s (2002a) guidelines were met. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Descriptive Statistics the English Speaking Self-Efficacy Questionnaire
After the RSM analysis of the self-efficacy data, descriptive statistics were then
examined to check the distribution of the participant measures. The logitized results for
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Figure 14. Category Probability Curves of the 6-point Likert-scale for English Speaking
Self-Efficacy

the entire data set are displayed in the first column of Table 28 followed by the subsets of
the data collected each time the questionnaire was administered: Task 2, Task 5, and
Task 10. As can be seen in Table 28, the mean self-efficacy measures of the 91
participants in this study increased from -.58 logits (SD = 2.32) at Task 2 to.83 logits (SD
= 2.21) at Task 5 to 1.29 logits (SD = 2.17) at Task 10 when considered in aggregate.
Skewness and kurtosis were acceptable across all of the data. Person measures were also
converted to z-scores and fell well within the range of -3.29 to 3.29, confirming that the
results for the extraversion measure were normally distributed with no outliers.
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Table 28. Descriptive Statistics for the English Speaking Self-Efficacy Rasch Person
Measures
Combined
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
self-efficacy
self-efficacy
self-efficacy
self-efficacy
M measure
.51
-.58
.83
1.29
M SE
.61
.60
.61
.61
95% CI
[.23, .79]
[-1.06, -.09]
[.37, 1.29]
[.83, 1.73]
SD
2.36
2.32
2.21
2.17
Skewness
.01
-.11
.18
.24
SES
.15
.25
.25
.25
Kurtosis
.28
.35
.03
.08
SEK
.29
.50
.50
.50
Note. N = 273 distinct codes for 91 individual participants for the combined self-efficacy data set;
n = 91 for the Task 2, Task 5, and Task 10 data subsets. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

Finally, a bivariate correlation analysis between the Rasch person measures for
each participant across the three administrations of the questionnaire was performed in
order to investigate the stability of the self-efficacy measures throughout the academic
year. The resulting Pearson correlations were all significant (p < .01), though not
particularly high: Tasks 2 and 5 correlated at .73, Tasks 5 and 10 correlated at .76, and
Tasks 2 and 10 correlated at .55. The relatively low correlation between the participants’
mean measures suggests, as anticipated, that they perceived some degree of change in
their English speaking self-efficacy, and, on average, they saw this change as one of
developing greater perceived ability in English speaking by the end of the academic year.

Descriptive Statistics of the Post-Discussion Questionnaire
In addition to the extraversion and English speaking self-efficacy questionnaires
administered three times throughout the academic year, all participants completed the
post-discussion questionnaire in Japanese (see Appendix J; see Appendix K for the
English version) after each group oral discussion task (Tasks 2-10). The post-discussion
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questionnaire included two questions (PDQ01-02) in Japanese, both with 6-point Likertscale responses provided for the participants to select from. The first question, PDQ01,
How difficult was today’s discussion topic for you?, had six possible responses: 1 = Very
easy, 2 = Moderately easy, 3 = Slightly easy, 4 = Slightly difficult, 5 = Moderately
difficulty, 6 = Very difficult. The second question, PDQ02, How well do you know each
member of your discussion group?, also had six possible responses: 1 = I don’t know here
at all, 2 = I know her a little, 3 = I know her somewhat well, 4 = I know here well, 5 = I
consider her a friend, 6 = I consider her one of my close friends. With only one question
used to probe each of these two aspects of the participants’ individual perceptions of
topic difficulty and group member familiarity after each group oral discussion task, only
the descriptive statistics are reported.

Topic Difficulty
Table 29 shows the results of the topic difficulty question for the entire data set in
the second column (Tasks 2-10 for all 270 coded respondents) followed by the subsets of
the data collected after the three repeated tasks—Task 2, Task 5, and Task 10—which all
used the same topic prompt: Last Weekend–Talk about what you did last weekend.
Comparable data collected from the 37 students in Classes A1 and B1 for all nine
discussion tasks (Tasks 2-10) is provided in Table 30. Skewness and kurtosis were within
acceptable ranges across all of the data. All responses to the topic difficulty question
were also converted to z-scores; they fell within the range of -3.29 to 3.29, confirming
that the data were normally distributed with no outliers.
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Table 29. Descriptive Statistics of the Topic Difficulty Results for All Participants by Task
All tasks
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
topic difficulty
topic difficulty
topic difficulty
topic difficulty
M
3.87
4.07
3.84
3.72
SE
.07
.12
.11
.10
95% CI
[3.75, 4.00]
[3.82, 4.31]
[3.61, 4.06]
[3.52, 3.92]
SD
1.08
1.17
1.08
.95
Skewness
.13
.00
.17
.03
SES
.15
.25
.25
.26
Kurtosis
-.36
-.72
-.40
.30
SEK
.30
.50
.50
.51
Note. N = 270 distinct codes for 91 individual participants for the combined topic difficulty data set;
n = 90 for Task 2, n = 91 for Task 5, and n = 89 for Task 10.
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Table 30. Mean Averages of the Topic Difficulty Results for the Class A1 and B1 Participants by Task

M
SD

Task 2
topic
difficulty
(n = 37)
4.05
1.10

Task 3
topic
difficulty
(n = 33)
4.64
.93

Task 4
topic
difficulty
(n = 37)
4.54
1.17

Task 5
topic
difficulty
(n = 37)
3.95
1.08

Task 6
topic
difficulty
(n = 36)
4.11
1.01

Task 7
topic
difficulty
(n = 34)
4.44
.89

Task 8
topic
difficulty
(n = 35)
4.63
.91

Task 9
topic
difficulty
(n = 37)
4.49
1.10

Task 10
topic
difficulty
(n = 37)
3.81
1.05

Viewed by the average response scores, the topics were slightly to moderately
difficult overall with a mean Likert-scale response of 3.87 (SD = 1.08) across all tasks.
From the repeated task data shown in Table 29, it appears that the participants felt that
the same topic prompt, concerning their previous weekend activities, became relatively
easier from one administration of the task to the next with a Task 2 average of 4.07 (SD =
1.17) dropping slightly to 3.84 (SD = 1.08) at Task 5 to finally dropping to 3.72 (SD
= .95) for Task 10. Table 31 shows that although the 33 A-level participants responded
with lower average scores across the first two repeated tasks when compared to the same
data from the B-level participants’ average scores, the B-level participants’ average
difficulty scores were lower (meaning that they considered it less difficult) by the final
task, Task 10.

Table 31. Descriptive Statistics of the Topic Difficulty Averages by Task and Level
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
topic difficulty
topic difficulty
task difficulty
Level
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
A-level participants
3.88 (1.17)
3.79 (1.05)
3.81 (0.81)
B-level participants
4.18 (1.17)
3.86 (1.10)
3.66 (1.03)
Note. A-level participants (n = 33); B-level participants (n = 58).

Furthermore, within the more granular data provided by the 37 A1 and B1
participants’ responses across all of the tasks shown in Table 30, a similar pattern of
average topic difficulty responses can be seen in each semester’s data. In both semesters,
the topic difficulty mean scores started the term at around 4.00, Slightly difficult, rose
slightly in the middle of the term, before settling slightly lower than 4.00 at the end of
each term.
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Viewed together, the participants’ perceptions of the difficulty of the group oral
discussion topics were relatively consistent throughout the academic year, with only
minor fluctuations around an average response of Slightly difficult revealed in their
aggregated responses.

Group Member Familiarity
The responses to the question of how well each participant felt she knew the other
members of her group for each discussion task were also investigated. In order to
establish a single measure for each participants’ group familiarity score, each
participant’s self-rated scores for all of her group members, either two or three
participants depending on the size of the group, were averaged. Table 32 displays the
average group familiarity figures for the entire data set comprised of all nine
administrations of the survey in Tasks 2-10 with all 270 coded respondents in the second
column followed by the data collected after the three repeated tasks—Tasks 2, 5, and 10.
Table 33 shows the same data garnered from the 37 participants in the A1 and B1 classes
across all nine discussion tasks (Tasks 2-10). For this data set, the skewness and kurtosis
statistics were acceptable, as were z-scores created from the data, which fell within the
range of -3.29 to 3.29, confirming that the responses to the group member familiarity
question were normally distributed with no outliers.
Viewed by the aggregated response scores, the average group member familiarity
across all tasks was 3.02 (SD = 1.59). More meaningfully, the aggregated response scores
across the three repeated tasks, shown in Table 32, revealed that the average group
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Table 32. Descriptive Statistics of Group Member Familiarity for All Participants by Task
All tasks
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
average
average
average
average
familiarity
familiarity
familiarity
familiarity
M
3.02
1.66
3.41
3.98
SE
.10
.10
.15
.14
95% CI
[2.83, 3.21]
[1.47, 1.86]
[3.12, 3.71]
[3.69, 4.27]
SD
1.59
.94
1.41
1.37
Skewness
.36
1.35
.24
.00
SES
.15
.25
.25
.26
Kurtosis
-1.07
1.96
-1.22
-1.40
SEK
.30
.50
.50
.51
Note. N = 270 distinct codes for 91 individual participants for the combined group member familiarity
data set; n = 90 for Task 2, n = 91 for Task 5, and n = 89 for Task 10.
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Table 33. Mean Averages of the Group Familiarity Results for the Class A1 and B1 Participants by Task

M
SD

Task 2
average
familiarity
(n = 37)
1.99
1.06

Task 3
average
familiarity
(n = 33)
3.14
.93

Task 4
average
familiarity
(n = 37)
3.92
1.34

Task 5
average
familiarity
(n = 37)
3.92
1.36

Task 6
average
familiarity
(n = 36)
3.64
1.60

Task 7
average
familiarity
(n = 34)
4.03
1.29

Task 8
average
familiarity
(n = 35)
4.20
1.17

Task 9
average
familiarity
(n = 37)
4.53
1.31

Task 10
average
familiarity
(n = 37)
4.50
1.29

member familiarity scores naturally progressed throughout the academic year from a
low of 1.66 (SD = .94) at Task 2, to 3.41 (SD = 1.41) at Task 5, to a final score of 3.98
(SD = 1.37) at Task 10. A similar progression can be seen in the parallel data collected
from the 37 A1 and B1 participants across the entire series of nine group discussion
tasks (Tasks 2-10) shown in Table 33. In that data subset, the group member familiarity
scores went from an average of very close to 2, I know her a little, at Task 2 to a high
score of around 4.5, midway between 4, I know here well, and 5, I consider her a friend,
for the final two tasks. As expected for a course with relatively small class sections that
met weekly for 90-minutes over the 30 weeks that comprised the spring and fall terms
and relied heavily on student pair and group interaction throughout, the great majority
of the participants developed greater familiarity with one another throughout the
academic year. However, as the relatively large standard deviations across the average
measures denote, this generally increasing familiarity was not uniform amongst the
relationships that developed nor in the self-rated perceptions of all 91 participants.

General English Proficiency Measures
As outlined briefly in Chapter 3, scores from two on-campus administrations of
the TOEIC-IP consisting of only the reading and listening sections––one administered
one week before the start of the first term and one administered in Week 12 of the
second term––served several roles in this study. First, the participants’ incoming total
TOEIC-IP scores were used for institutional placement in determining the level of the
class in which they were placed (from highest to lowest: A, B, C). Second, the relative
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ranking of the 92 participants’ incoming total TOEIC-IP score was used to establish the
unique participant codes used to denote both the group oral discussion task and each
participant throughout all of the analyses and results reported in this study. For example,
the participant with the lowest incoming total TOEIC-IP score of those included,
participant #X92, was coded as #292, 392, 492, 592, 692, 792, 892, 992, and 1092
across the nine discussion tasks and questionnaire data associated with their
administration. Third, the participants’ incoming total TOEIC-IP scores were employed
as a proxy measure of both individual general English proficiency and interlocutor
proficiency for use as predictor variables in the multiple regression analysis reported in
Chapter 5. Finally, a comparison between the development of the participants’
interactive English speaking proficiency and change in total TOEIC-IP scores over the
course of the year is discussed in Chapter 7.
The descriptive statistics of the two sets of TOEIC-IP scores were examined to
determine if they followed a normal distribution. Table 34 shows the descriptive
statistics for the listening, reading, and total scores from both administrations of the
TOEIC-IP test for all 92 participants as well as a summary of the means for A-level (n =
34) and B-level (n = 58) participant subsets. For this data set, skewness and kurtosis
statistics were within acceptable ranges, as were standardized z-scores from the
measures, thus confirming that the data were normally distributed with no outliers.
As shown in Table 34, the total mean TOIEC-IP score increased by 74.40 points
from the initial (early April) to the end-of-year (mid-December) administrations of the
test, with the largest gains coming from the listening section (Listening: +46.03;
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Table 34. Descriptive Statistics for the TOIEC-IP Tests
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All Participants
M
SE
95% CI
SD
Skewness
SES
Kurtosis
SEK
A-Level (n = 34)
M
SD
B-Level (n = 58)
M
SD
Note. N = 91.

Listening
225.44
5.60
[214.31, 236.56]
53.72
.51
.25
-.01
.50

Incoming TOEIC-IP
Reading
Total
181.20
406.63
5.45
9.67
[170.37, 192.02] [387.42, 425.84]
52.29
92.76
.69
.69
.25
.25
.31
.25
.50
.50

End-of-Year TOEIC-IP
Listening
Reading
Total
271.47
209.57
481.03
7.35
7.08
13.08
[256.86, 286.07] [195.51, 223.62] [455.05, 507.01]
70.53
67.87
125.45
-.09
.41
.13
.25
.25
.25
-.71
-.40
-.46
.50
.50
.50

273.53
44.76

234.12
38.86

507.65
59.56

324.41
51.24

265.44
56.81

589.85
87.01

197.24
35.48

150.17
28.99

347.41
45.04

240.43
61.40

176.81
50.30

417.24
97.66

Reading: +27.37). Among the two levels of classes, the 33 A-level participants, 21 of
whom were English majors, made the largest average total gain with +82.20 points
(Listening: +50.88; Reading: +31.32), as compared to the 58 B-level participants who
gained an average of +69.83 points overall (Listening: +43.19; Reading: +26.64).
However, beyond the aggregated gains shown in Table 34, 15 of the 92 total
participants (16.3%)—five A-level participants (#X07, X13, X14, X15, X18) and 10 Blevel participants (#X45, X56, X58, X62, X70, X76, X83, X87, X89, X91)— exhibited
lower end-of-year overall TOEIC-IP scores compared to their initial entry scores.

Summary of the Preliminary Analyses
In this chapter, I have provided a detailed overview of the procedures employed
in the analysis of the various quantitative measures collected for this study and outlined
how they were examined for reliability and validity. First, the MFRM analyses of the
analytic rating scale data were described for both the combined analysis as well as the
series of individual scale analyses for the rating criteria consisting of five 5-point scales
for complexity, accuracy, fluency, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness. Here the various steps involved in determining good fit to
the Rasch model and ensuring unidimensionality within the measures garnered were
explained before a closer interrogation of the fit and functioning of the three facets
used––the participants, the raters, and the rating criteria––was described. Finally, a
summary of the participant measures produced from these analyses was presented and
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confirmed to be representative of a normal distribution with no outliers. All of the rating
scale data met the established criteria used in this study.
Following the description of the MFRM analyses of the rating scale data, similar
Rasch measurement procedures were outlined and described in the evaluation of the
questionnaire responses to the extraversion and English speaking self-efficacy items
administered throughout the academic year. Employing an RSM analysis, the overall fit
and unidimensionality of the data to the Rasch model was confirmed after the removal
of a select number of misfitting items from each questionnaire. With good item fit and
category functioning established, the descriptive statistics for the participant measures
garnered from these analyses were summarized.
Finally, the descriptive statistics of the two post-discussion questionnaire items
and the general English proficiency measures were provided after normality in their
distributions was established. The overall trends found in the examination of the selfrated topic difficulty and group member familiarity responses were also summarized. I
concluded the chapter with a brief examination of the two sets of TOEIC-IP data
collected for each participant; the results were broken down by test subsection (listening,
reading, and total) and level (A-level participants and B-level participants) for the two
administrations of the test (incoming and end-of-year). In the next chapter, I present the
quantitative results from the statistical analyses which employed the preliminary data
outlined in this chapter to answer the first two research questions.
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CHAPTER 5
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

In this chapter I present the results of the quantitative analyses in order to
answer the first two sets of research questions which were introduced in Chapter 2.
Each set of questions is addressed in turn accompanied by an explanation of the relevant
statistical analyses and their results. Greater discussion and interpretation of these
results in conjunction with the findings from the qualitative component of this study
outlined in the following chapter is provided in Chapter 7 along with the most relevant
connections to existing research.

Research Question 1: The Degree of Interactive L2 Speaking Development and its
Relationship to Social and Individual Variables
Research question 1 was formulated to address the degree of development in the
participants’ interactive English speaking performances of group discussion tasks over
the course of the academic year. Composed of two questions, the first question was
intended to address the participants’ overall interactive English speaking development
over the course throughout the year, while the second concerned the relationships
between this development and the social and individual difference variables
investigated alongside it. In this first subsection, each part of research question 1 is
presented in turn.
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Interactive L2 Speaking Development
The first part of research question 1 asked to what degree first-year students’
interactive L2 speaking performances in group discussion tasks develop over the course
of one academic year. This central question is answered most directly by repeatedmeasures ANOVAs of the MFRM combined rating scale person ability measures
outlined in Chapter 4. Two repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted using SPSS
version 26 to investigate (a) the development of all participants across the three
repeated tasks—Tasks 2, 5, and 10—as well as (b) the development of the
representative subset of participants from the A1 and B1 classes rated across all nine
tasks, Tasks 2 to 10.

Repeated-Measures ANOVA of the Repeated Tasks
First, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with the MFRM
interactive English speaking measures of all 91 participants over the course of the three
repeated tasks—Tasks 2, 5, and 10—to determine whether there were significant
differences over time. Due to the three instances when individual participants were
absent on the days in which these tasks were completed (#X51 was absent for Task 2;
#X44 and #X60 were absent Task 10) and the ANOVA requirement for data across all
measures of each individual, only the rating measures from the 88 participants who
completed all three tasks were analyzed.
In assessing the pre-conditions for the analysis, Mauchly’s test indicated that the
assumption of sphericity was met with non-significant results for the Chi-square test
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χ2(2) = 0.37, p = .83. In addition, values for skewness and kurtosis were within the
acceptable limits of -2.0 to +2.0. The repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that there
were significant changes in interactive English speaking over time, F(2, 174) = 39.23, p
< .01. The ANOVA results were followed up with polynomial contrasts that identified
non-significant quadratic effects, but significant linear effects at p < .01 with a η2 value
of .46, indicating that 46% of the variance was accounted for by the dependent variable
measures of interactive English speaking. Post hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni adjustment
to keep the Type I error at 5% overall revealed significant pairwise differences (p
< .0167) between the between the participants’ measures between all three possible task
comparisons: Tasks 2 and 5, Tasks 5 and 10, and Tasks 2 and 10.
With the significant results of the repeated-measures ANOVA and the pairwise
comparisons between the three tasks, the descriptive statistics for the 88 participants
included in this analysis shown in Table 35 revealed an overall pattern of consistent
improvement in interactive English speaking on the repeated tasks administered over
the course of the academic year. However, statistically significant mean increases do
not tell the entire story alone. Plonsky (2015), among others (e.g., Cumming & Finch,
2001; Ferguson, 2009; Field, 2009; Kelly & Preacher, 2012), has argued for a more
thorough consideration of descriptive statistics that includes effect sizes and confidence
intervals (CIs) in order to “provide an estimate of the actual strength of the relationship
or of the magnitude of the effect in question” (p. 36). As objective, standardized,
quantitative indicators of a relationship or an effect, effect sizes are most commonly
examined using indices for mean differences (Cohen’s d), correlations (Pearson’s
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correlation coefficient r), and variance accounted for (such as η2 mentioned previously).
Although Cohen (1988) presented benchmark guidelines for small (d = .20, r = .10, η2
= .01), medium (d = .50, r = .30, η2 = .09), and large (d = .80, r = .50, η2 = .25) effects
originally intended for psychological research, Plonsky and Oswald (2014), among
others, have argued that more contextualized, evidence-based interpretations are needed
in related but nonetheless distinct fields such as L2 research and its subdomains. To that
end, Plonsky and Oswald provided general benchmark guidelines for meaningful d
values in L2 research for small, medium, and large effect sizes for both between-groups
(d = .40, .70, and 1.00, respectively) and within-groups mean difference contrasts (d
= .60, 1.00, and 1.40, respectively). Beyond effect sizes, Plonsky further advocated that
CIs “be used to indicate whether the difference between a pair of mean scores is
statistically significant and whether that difference is stable” (p. 40). As a result, effect
sizes for within-subjects mean differences using Cohen’s d were calculated and reported
for the quantitative results provided hereafter, along with plots of the 95% CIs for each
task’s mean Rasch ability measures.
As shown in Table 35, the mean interactive Rasch English speaking ability
measure increased by .75 logits from Task 2 to Task 5 (d = .29) and again by .69 logits
from Task 5 to Task 10 (d = .27), for a mean total increase of 1.44 logits from Task 2 to
Task 10 (d = .56). Recalibrated back to the original 5-point rating scale, the Rasch fair
averages provided by the MFRM analyses show the mean ratings increased by +.23
points from Task 2 to 5 and again by .21 from Task 5 to Task 10, for a mean total
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Table 35. Descriptive Statistics for the Repeated Task Measures
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
Fair average
2.60
2.83
3.04
M
-1.43
-.68
.01
SE
.27
.27
.28
95% CI
[-1.97, -.89]
[-1.22, -.15]
[-.54, .56]
SD
2.55
2.51
2.61
Skewness
.23
.39
.49
SES
.26
.26
.26
Kurtosis
.96
-.20
.81
SEK
.51
.51
.51
Note. N = 88. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.

increase of +.44 rating scale points. Note that like the mean increases, all of the effect
sizes were positive; however, only the mean measure gain over the entire academic year,
assessed by the change from Task 2 to Task 10, approached Plonsky and Oswald’s
(2014) suggested d = .60 benchmark for a small effect in L2 research. Statistically, this
is likely primarily due to the relatively large standard deviations found about the mean
for each task, as can be seen in the large overlap of the 95% CIs from one task to the
next shown in Figure 15. Note again, however, that the 95% CIs for Task 2 and Task 10
demonstrated no overlap in their respective ranges, providing further confirmation of
the statistical differences in the means for the population sampled at the beginning and
end of the academic year.

Repeated-Measures ANOVA of All Tasks for Classes A1 and B1
Following the analysis of the repeated task measures from all participants, a
one-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with the MFRM combined rating
scale measures of the representative subset of 37 participants from the A1 and B1
classes rated across all nine tasks (Tasks 2-10). There were multiple instances when
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Figure 15. 95% Confidence Intervals of the Mean Rasch Interactive Speaking
Measures for the Repeated Tasks

individual participants were absent on the days in which tasks were conducted, so the
data for participants #X24, X39, X45, X47, X70, X74, and X90 were incomplete,
leaving 30 participants for inclusion: 17 participants from class A1 and 13 participants
from class B1.
The results for Mauchly’s test revealed non-significant results, indicating that
the assumption of sphericity was met, χ2(35) = 20.79, p = .97. The calculated values for
skewness and kurtosis were within the acceptable limits of -2.0 to +2.0. The results of
the repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that there were significant changes in
interactive English speaking over time, F(8, 232) = 6.33, p < .01. As with the repeated
task measures, polynomial contrasts demonstrated non-significant quadratic effects, but
significant linear effects at p < .01 with a η2 value of .57, indicating that 57% of the
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variance was accounted for by the dependent variable measures of interactive English
speaking ability. A series of multiple paired t-tests with a Bonferroni adjustment
revealed significant differences (p < .0056) between the included class A1 and B1
participants’ measures for tasks completed early in the academic year and those
conducted toward the end. As shown in Table 36, significant pairwise differences were
found between Task 2 and Tasks 7-10, and Tasks 2-4 and Task 10. Furthermore, the
pairwise comparison between Task 5 and Task 10 approached significance at p = .0061,
just over the conservative Bonferroni-adjusted p-value.

Table 36. Summary of the Significant Pairwise Differences Between Tasks
Task
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2
—
3
X
—
4
X
X
—
5
X
X
X
—
6
X
X
X
X
—
7
*
X
X
X
X
—
8
*
X
X
X
X
X
—
9
*
X
X
X
X
X
X
—
10
*
*
*
.0061
X
X
X
X

10

—

Note. * p < .0056 (Bonferroni adjusted).

As shown in Table 37, the mean Rasch interactive English speaking ability
measures show a generally increasing trend across the academic year for the class A1
and B1 participants aside from the aberration of the Task 3 mean being slightly higher
than those of Tasks 4 and 5. Among the significant pairwise comparisons, the largest
change was expectedly between the Task 2 and Task 10 comparison, which saw both
the highest increase in the mean measures (+1.53 logits or +.46 points on the original 5point rating scale when recalibrated to Rasch fair average scores) and largest effect size
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(d = .58) which was found to be approaching the .60 benchmark for a small effect in L2
research (Plonsky & Oswald, 2014). Table 38 displays both the mean changes and
effect sizes from one task to the next as well as the cumulative changes in both from
Task 2. With the more detailed information that the class A1 and B1 data for all tasks
provide, it becomes clearer that the large standard deviations found about the mean for
each task limit the possibility to make any claims of statistically significant
improvement for the sample population at large from one task to the next, as can also be
seen in the large overlap of the 95% CIs shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. 95% Confidence Intervals of the Mean Rasch Interactive Speaking
Measures of the Class A1 and B1 Participants for All Tasks
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Table 37. Descriptive Statistics for All Task Measures of the Class A1 and B1 Participants
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Task 7
Task 8
Task 9
Task 10
Fair average
2.87
3.03
3.00
3.01
3.13
3.21
3.22
3.23
3.33
M
-.54
-.01
-.11
-.07
.30
.59
.66
.70
.99
SE
.47
.48
.45
.48
.53
.48
.55
.55
.49
95% CI
[-1.50, .41]
[-.98, .97] [-1.04, .82] [-1.05, .91] [-.79, 1.39] [-.40, 1.58] [-.47, 1.79] [-.42, 1.83] [-.02, 1.99]
SD
2.56
2.61
2.48
2.63
2.92
2.65
3.02
3.00
2.69
Skewness
.37
.37
.56
.41
.09
.52
.57
.45
.67
SES
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
.43
Kurtosis
-.10
-.20
-.56
-.94
-.15
-.84
-.71
-1.08
.07
SEK
.83
.83
.83
.83
.83
.83
.83
.83
.83
Note. N = 30. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating
scale.
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Table 38. Mean Changes and Effect Sizes Across All Task Measures of the Class A1 and B1 Participants
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Task 7
Task 8
Task 9
Task 10
M
-.54
-.01
-.11
-.07
.30
.59
.66
.70
.99
M Change from previous task
+.53
-.10
+.04
+.37
+.29
+.07
+.04
+.29
—
Effect size of change (Cohen’s d)
.21
-.04
.02
.13
.10
.02
.01
.10
—
M Cumulative change from Task 2
+.53
+.43
+.47
+.84
+1.13
+1.20
+1.24
+1.53
—
Effect Size of change from Task 2 (d)
.21
.17
.18
.31
.43
.43
.44
.58
—
Note. N = 30. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating
scale.

Interactive L2 Speaking Development and Social and Individual Differences
The second part of research question 1 asked to what degree development relates
to social and individual difference variables. This question was answered by a multiple
regression analysis that allowed for independent variables such as the social and
individual difference variables to be entered as predictors of the dependent variable or
outcome criterion, interactive English speaking ability. The outcome criterion was
represented by the MFRM measures of interactive speaking ability garnered from the
three repeated tasks that marked the beginning, middle, and end points of the academic
year for the purposes of this study: Tasks 2, 5, and 10. Six independent variable
measures were used as predictors in the regression model: extraversion, English
speaking self-efficacy, topic difficulty, group member familiarity, group member
general English proficiency, and individual general English proficiency.
Although all six predictors were outlined in Chapter 3 with validation evidence
reported in Chapter 4, a brief review of the nature of these measures is provided here.
Both the extraversion and English speaking self-efficacy measures came from the Rasch
analyses of the responses to the questionnaires administered with Tasks 2, 5, and 10.
Both the topic difficulty and group familiarity measures came from the post-discussion
questionnaire administered after each task, with a single, raw 6-point Likert-scale score
collected for topic and a group member familiarity score calculated by averaging the 6point Likert-scale scores assigned by each participant to all other members of her Task
2, 5, and 10 groups. For topic difficulty, higher scores on the 6-point Likert scale
indicated more perceived difficulty; for group member familiarity, higher scores
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indicated greater perceived familiarity. Group member proficiency was calculated by
averaging the initial TOEIC-IP total scores of each participant’s group members for
Tasks 2, 5, and 10. Finally, each participant’s initial TOEIC-IP total score was used as a
proxy for general English proficiency across all three tasks. The measures for the
dependent outcome criterion were the same single-score combined Rasch ability
measures used for the repeated-measures ANOVA of the repeated tasks. Each
participant’s set of measures for the predictor and outcome variables were entered using
stacked participant codes resulting in three rows of data for each individual participant
(e.g., participant X01’s three sets of repeated task measures were entered using the
participant codes #201, 501, and 1001). The means and standard deviations of the six
independent predictor variables and the dependent outcome criterion for all 270
participants across the three repeated tasks, Task 2 (n = 90), Task 5 (n = 91), and Task
10 (n = 89), are presented in Table 39.

Table 39. Means and Standard Deviations of the Predictor and Outcome Variables
Variable
M
SD
Predictors
.01
.00
Extraversion
.25
.06
English speaking self-efficacy
3.87
1.08
Topic difficulty
3.02
1.59
Group member familiarity average
405.07
84.18
Group member TOEIC average
404.69
90.70
Individual TOEIC
Outcome
-.67
2.61
Interactive English speaking measure
Note. N = 270 participant codes for 91 individual participants.

There are different recommendations for how large of a sample size is needed
depending on the number of predictors included in any multiple regression model.
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Green (1991) suggested that decisions on minimum acceptable sample size depend on
the purpose(s) for employing the regression model––to test overall fit and/or to test the
individual predictors––with simple formulae provided for calculating the minimum
requirements for either goal: n ≥ 50 + 8k for testing overall fit and n ≥ 104 + k for
testing individual predictors, where n represents the minimum sample size needed to
accommodate k number of predictors. When both goals are important, as they are in the
current study, Green recommended using the largest value of either calculation. To
accommodate the six predictors used in this study, a minimum sample size of n ≥ 98
would be advised for testing overall fit and n ≥ 110 for testing the predictors. With a
total N-size of 270 coded participants across the three repeated tasks—Task 2 (n = 90),
Task 5 (n = 91), and Task 10 (n = 89)—the suggested minimum sample size for both
purposes was met.
As a first step in identifying potential issues with multicollinearity between the
predictor variables, Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to see if any were
correlated above .80 (Field, 2009). As shown in Table 40, eight significant correlations
were identified among the six predictors with the two highest between (a) individual
TOEIC-IP scores and group member TOEIC-IP scores at r = .73 and (b) individual
TOEIC-IP scores and English speaking self-efficacy at r = .44, both below Field’s
suggested .80 threshold. The two highest correlations being predictor variables related
to the individual initial TOEIC-IP scores makes intuitive sense given that (a) the groups
are composed of participants placed into the same class level by these scores and (b) the
participants’ self-efficacy, if realistically perceived, would be expected to be linked to
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Table 40. Bivariate Correlations Between the Predictor Variables
Variable

1

1. Extraversion
2. English speaking self-efficacy
3. Topic difficulty

2

3

4

5

—
.27**
-.08

—
-.32**

—

4. Group member familiarity average

.25**

.22**

-.04

—

5. Group member TOEIC average

.04

.32**

-.03

-.11

—

-.04

.44**

-.12*

-.08

.73**

6. Individual TOEIC

6

—

Note. All TOEIC scores represent total scores for the incoming TOEIC-IP conducted in early
April. * p < .05 (2-tailed); ** p < .01 (2-tailed).

some degree with their scores on general proficiency exams. Likewise, it was not
unexpected that the English speaking self-efficacy measures showed the next strongest
relationship with group member TOEIC scores at r = .32, along with the moderate
negative correlation identified between self-efficacy and topic difficulty at r = -.32.
Altogether, the correlation results suggested no readily identifiable evidence of
multicollinearity among the predictors.

Multiple Regression of the Repeated Tasks
A multiple regression analysis was conducted in SPSS version 26 to evaluate
how well the six independent variables predicted interactive English speaking ability
across the three repeated tasks—Tasks 2, 5, and 10. The forced entry method was used
with all predictors entered into the model simultaneously, which has been advocated as
the most appropriate method for theory testing and replicable results (Field, 2009).
The regression model was first inspected for adherence to a number of
assumptions. First, the assumption of independent errors was determined to be met with
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a Durbin-Watson statistic of 2.28. The VIF and tolerance statistics also met the
assumption of no multicollinearity. Then, a scatterplot of standardized residuals against
standardized predicted values, shown in Figure 17, revealed a relatively even pattern of
random dispersal throughout the plot, which is indicative of the assumptions of linearity
and homoscedasticity being met (Field, 2009). Finally, both a histogram and normal
probability plot of the residuals from the data revealed a roughly normal distribution of
the data. In short, the assumptions of the multiple regression model were met.

Figure 17. Scatterplot of Standardized Residuals against Standardized Predicted
Values for the Repeated Task Interactive English Speaking Measures

Next, several steps were also taken to ascertain the potential impact of any
outliers on the model. An examination of the casewise diagnostics found 18 cases out of
the entire sample of 270 participants (6.7%) had standardized residuals above the
absolute value of 2.0, which is close to the 5% expected, while 5 cases (1.9%) had
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standardized residuals above the absolute value of 2.5, just slightly above the 1%
expected. No extreme outliers were found with standardized residuals above the
absolute value of 3.0. Further inspection of the 18 identified most-outlying cases
revealed that the largest Mahalanobis distance was 13.6 and none of these cases had a
Cook’s distance greater than 1, indicating that no cases exhibited undue influence on the
model (Field, 2009). Finally, all leverage values were less than twice the average
leverage value, meeting both Hoaglin and Welsch’s (1978) and Stevens’ (2002) criteria
for cut-off points in identifying overly influential cases. On the whole, the sample
conformed fairly well to the expectations of an accurate model.
The results of the multiple regression analysis indicated that the linear
combination of the independent variables significantly predicted the dependent
interactive speaking outcome measures, F(6, 263) = 54.92, p < .01. The sample multiple
correlation coefficient was .75 (R2 = .56), indicating that approximately 56% of the
variance of the interactive speaking measures in the sample was accounted for by the
linear combination of the six predictors. The adjusted R2 value was within .01 of the R2
value, suggesting that the model would generalize well to the population.
In order to more closely consider the overall 56% of variance in the interactive
speaking measures that could be accounted for by the linear combination of the six
predictors, indices summarizing the relative strength of the individual predictors are
presented in Table 41. Beta values (B), which provide an indication of the individual
contribution of each predictor to the model, and their associated standard errors (SE B)
are listed in the second and third columns. The standardized beta values (β) in the
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Table 41. Multiple Regression Statistics of the Repeated Task Speaking Measures
B
SE B
β
-7.22
.77
—
Constant
.01
.00
.40**
Individual TOEIC
.25
.06
.23**
English speaking self-efficacy
.34
.07
.21**
Group member average familiarity
.01
.00
.15*
Group member TOEIC average
-.31
.11
-.13**
Topic difficulty
.16
.07
.10*
Extraversion
Note. All TOEIC scores represent total scores for the incoming TOEIC-IP conducted in early
April. R2 = .56, R2adj = .55; * p < .05, ** p < .01.

rightmost column, all of which were significant at p < .05, indicate the number of
standard deviations that the outcome measure changes as a result of one standard
deviation change in each predictor (Field, 2009). With the highest β value of .40, a
change of one standard deviation in individual TOEIC scores (SD = 90.70) results in a
corresponding 1.04 logit change in interactive speaking measures, assuming the other
predictors are held constant.
Viewed another way, Table 42 presents a different interpretation of the relative
importance of the independent variables in predicting interactive speaking measures as
seen through the bivariate and partial correlations between the predictors and the
criterion. Here, the individual TOEIC scores accounted for 37% of the variance in the
interactive speaking measures, again the largest proportion among the six predictors,
but all of the independent variables significantly contributed to predicting the variance
identified in the Rasch speaking measures. The variance accounted for by each
predictor is likely shared among more than one independent variable given that each
variable demonstrated significant correlations with at least one other variable. The
relatively high correlations identified between several predictors (see Table 40), namely
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Table 42. Bivariate and Partial Correlations Between the Predictors and the Repeated
Task Rasch Speaking Measures
Pearson’s r
% of variance
controlling for
of the task
all other
speaking
Predictor
Pearson’s r
predictors
measures
.61**
.35**
37%
Individual TOEIC
.57**
.26**
32%
English speaking self-efficacy
.51*
.15*
26%
Group member TOEIC average
-.27**
-.18**
7%
Topic difficulty
.23**
.28**
5%
Group member average familiarity
.21*
.14*
4%
Extraversion
Note. All TOEIC scores represent total scores for the incoming TOEIC-IP conducted in early
April. * p < .05, ** p < .01.

individual TOEIC, English speaking self-efficacy, group member TOEIC average, and
topic difficulty, also make it difficult to more precisely identify the relative importance
of these predictors in isolation because so much variance is likely shared among them.
To provide a brief summary of the results presented to answer the two parts of
research question 1, for the first part, two one-way repeated-measures ANOVAs
revealed small but significant improvement in the mean interactive speaking measures
of both the 88 participants who completed the three repeated tasks as well the 30 class
A1 and B1 participants who completed all nine tasks, but with statistically significant
differences only found between the most temporally distant tasks that spanned the entire
academic year. While these analyses revealed relatively large proportions of the
variance accounted for by the measures, substantial inter- and intra-individual
variability led to large standard deviations and tempered effect sizes which were found
to approach Plonsky and Oswald’s (2014) guidelines for a small within-subjects effect
at d = .60 in both the repeated task (d = .56) and all task (d = .58) measure contrasts
between Tasks 2 and 10. For the second part, a multiple regression analysis revealed
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that the linear combination of all six social and individual difference variables
significantly predicted 56% of the variance in the interactive speaking outcome
measures for the data gathered from the three repeated tasks. Of the variance accounted
for, individual initial TOEIC scores, English self-efficacy, and averaged group member
TOEIC scores were found to be stronger predictors than topic difficulty, group member
familiarity, and extraversion.

Research Question 2: The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency,
Interactional Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness
The questions that comprise research question 2 were devised to explore the
relationships between the five central dimensions that comprise interactive L2 speaking
proficiency for the purposes of the group oral discussion tasks in this study: complexity,
accuracy, fluency (CAF), interactional engagement, and overall communicative
effectiveness. The first question sought to identify what relationships exist among the
MFRM rating measures of these five dimensions, while the second was aimed at
exploring how these relationships change over time from one task to the next
throughout the academic year. In this subsection, both aspects of research question 2 are
presented in turn.

The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness
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The first part of research question 2 asked, “What relationships exist among
ratings for complexity, accuracy, fluency, interactional engagement, and overall
communicative effectiveness?” To answer this question, a bivariate correlation analysis
was conducted using the measures garnered from the MFRM analyses completed for
each individual rating scale across the nine group oral discussion tasks (Tasks 2-10) of
all 91 participants. As outlined in Chapter 4, the measures resulting from the individual
MFRM analyses were normally distributed with no outliers. A summary of the mean
ability measures in Rasch logits for all five scales, along with their mean Rasch fair
averages when recalibrated back to the original 5-point rating scales, is presented in
Table 43 with the rating scales arranged to maintain consistency with the order used in
the correlation tables that follow. As noted in Chapter 4, fluency and accuracy were
determined to be most difficult to score well on, while interactional engagement was the
easiest, differences that can be seen in the mean Rasch fair average scores.

Table 43. Participant Measures for the MFRM Analyses of the Individual Rating Scales
Fair
Rating scale
average
M
SD
SE
95% CI
Complexity
2.97
-1.40
6.00
1.98
[-1.94, -0.87]
Accuracy
2.93
-1.24
4.86
1.84
[-1.67, -0.80]
Fluency
2.91
-1.16
6.04
2.07
[-1.70, -0.62]
Interaction
3.09
.60
5.17
1.82
[0.14, 1.06]
Effectiveness
2.98
-.59
5.95
1.93
[-1.12, -0.06]
Note. N = 482 participant codes for 91 participants. Interaction = Interactional engagement;
Effectiveness = Overall communicative effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits.
The fair average values reflect the measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

As shown in Table 44, the bivariate correlation analysis revealed that all of the
relationships were significantly correlated at p < .01 with relatively high Pearson
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Table 44. Bivariate Correlations Between Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness
Rating criteria
1. Complexity
2. Accuracy
3. Fluency
4. Interactional engagement
5. Overall communicative effectiveness
Note. * p < .01 (2-tailed).

1
—
.85*
.87*
.66*
.88*

2

3

4

5

—
.84*
.60*
.83*

—
.68*
.90*

—
.79*

—

correlation coefficients ranging from .60 to .90. The three highest correlations were
between fluency and overall communicative effectiveness at r = .90, complexity and
overall communicative effectiveness at r = .88, and fluency and complexity at r = .87.
The three lowest correlations were between the complexity, accuracy, and fluency
measures and those of interactional engagement with coefficients at .66, .60, and .68,
respectively. The highest significant correlation being between the fluency measures
and overall effectiveness was expected. However, the fact that the complexity and
accuracy ratings were seen to correlate so highly with both overall communicative
effectiveness and fluency ran counter to the tentative hypotheses outlined in Chapter 2.
In the end, these results seem to show that the fundamental linguistic features captured
by the CAF ratings were what the raters most closely paid attention to when assigning
overall effectiveness ratings. The ratings for interaction, while significantly correlated
with all other features, were less strongly related, possibly because this was the easiest
criterion to score well on and even participants with lower overall speaking
proficiencies garnered higher scores in comparison to their ratings from the CAF scales.
Finally, it must be said that all of these correlation coefficients demonstrated much
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stronger relationships between the dimensions than anticipated in the hypotheses put
forward in Chapter 2.

The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness Over Time
The second part of research question 2 followed up by asking whether the
relationships between the dimensions changed over time. To answer this question, a
series of bivariate correlation analyses were conducted using the measures garnered
from the MFRM analyses of each individual rating criterion across the repeated tasks
completed by all 91 participants, Tasks 2, 5, and 10, as well as the tasks completed by
the class 37 A1 and B1 participants, Tasks 2-10.

Bivariate Correlations of the Individual Measures for the Repeated Tasks
The descriptive statistics with both the mean Rasch fair average measures and
mean Rasch logit measures garnered from the MFRM analyses listed for each repeated
task are shown in Table 45. The Rasch fair average values for each task show that the
CAF rating measures were consistently lower than the overall communicative
effectiveness and interaction measures. Among the CAF measures, fluency went from
the lowest mean Rasch fair average at Task 2 to the highest among the three for Tasks 5
and 10, while the mean Rasch fair average for accuracy went from the highest at Task 2
to the lowest of all measures at Task 10.
As shown in Table 46, the bivariate correlation analyses of the three repeated
tasks revealed that all of the relationships were significantly correlated at p < .01 for
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Table 45. Participant Measures from the Individual Scales for the Repeated Tasks
Fair
Rating criteria
average
M
SD
SE
95% CI
Task 2 (n = 90)
-3.51
5.35
.56
[-4.63, -2.39]
Complexity
2.52
-2.56
4.44
.47
[-3.49, -1.64]
Accuracy
2.61
-3.58
5.43
.57
[-4.72, -2.45]
Fluency
2.49
-1.15
5.41
.57
[-2.28, -.01]
Interaction
2.83
-2.78
5.26
.55
[-3.88, -1.68]
Effectiveness
2.61
Task 5 (n = 91)
-2.27
5.77
.60
[-3.47, -1.07]
Complexity
2.71
-1.67
5.07
.53
[-2.72, -.61]
Accuracy
2.76
-1.50
5.76
.60
[-2.70, -.30]
Fluency
2.79
.35
4.80
.50
[-.65, 1.35]
Interaction
3.11
-1.16
5.70
.60
[-2.35, .03]
Effectiveness
2.87
Task 10 (n = 89)
Complexity
2.97
-.70
5.59
.59
[-1.87, .48]
Accuracy
2.94
-.64
4.25
.45
[-1.53, .26]
Fluency
3.04
.25
5.85
.62
[-.98, 1.49]
Interaction
3.16
.69
5.13
.54
[-.39, 1.77]
Effectiveness
3.12
.42
5.65
.60
[-.77, 1.61]
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness.

Table 46. Bivariate Correlations Between Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness for the Repeated Tasks
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction Effectiveness
Task 2 (n = 90)
Complexity
—
Accuracy
.83*
—
Fluency
.84*
.80*
—
Interaction
.58*
.53*
.65*
—
Effectiveness
.84*
.77*
.88*
.77*
—
Task 5 (n = 91)
Complexity
—
Accuracy
.79*
—
Fluency
.87*
.81*
—
Interaction
.69*
.60*
.64*
—
Effectiveness
.86*
.81*
.85*
.83*
—
Task 10 (n = 89)
Complexity
—
Accuracy
.85*
—
Fluency
.84*
.84*
—
Interaction
.72*
.67*
.69*
—
Effectiveness
.91*
.86*
.89*
.81*
—
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. * p < .01 (2-tailed).
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each task. Among the highest correlations, fluency started off with the strongest
relationship with overall communicative effectiveness at Task 2 with r = .88 but fell to
second strongest at Task 5 with r = .85 when compared to complexity’s slightly
stronger relationship with effectiveness at r = .86. By Task 10, both of these
relationships were even stronger, yet complexity ended up with a slightly higher
correlation coefficient at r = .91 compared to that of fluency at r = .89. Even among the
lowest correlations, each subsequent task shows the relationships between different
dimensions growing stronger. For the interactional engagement and accuracy
relationships, the correlation coefficient increased from .53 to .60 to .67 across the three
tasks for a total increase of .14. For interaction and complexity, the correlation
coefficient increased from .58 to .69 to .72, also for a cumulative increase of .14.
Overall, the majority of the relationships among the five individual measures
strengthened over the course of the three repeated tasks aside from the more uniformly
consistent relationships between fluency and complexity (Task 2: r = .84, Task 5: r
= .87, Task 10: r = .84) and fluency and overall communicative effectiveness (Task 2: r
= .88, Task 5: r = .85, Task 10: r = .89).

Bivariate Correlations of the Individual Measures for All Tasks
The descriptive statistics of the five individual rating scale measures garnered
from all tasks completed by the representative class A1 and B1 participants are
displayed in Table 47, again with both the mean Rasch fair average measures and mean
Rasch logit measures noted. As with the repeated tasks outlined previously, an
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Table 47. Participant Measures from the Individual Scales for All Tasks
Rating criteria
Task 2 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 3 (n = 33)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 4 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 5 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 6 (n = 36)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 7 (n = 34)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 8 (n = 35)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness

Fair
average

M

SD

2.58
2.70
2.64
3.14
2.74

-3.04
-2.00
-2.39
.73
-2.02

6.04
4.72
5.62
5.75
5.51

.99
.78
.92
.95
.91

[-5.05, -1.02]
[-3.58, -.43]
[-4.27, -.52]
[-1.19, 2.65]
[-3.86, -.18]

2.89
2.82
2.84
3.32
2.98

-1.04
-1.23
-1.00
1.60
-.48

6.55
4.68
6.00
4.46
5.90

1.14
.82
1.04
.78
1.03

[-3.37, 1.28]
[-2.89, .43]
[-3.12, 1.13]
[.02, 3.19]
[-2.58, 1.61]

2.72
2.72
2.71
3.22
2.88

-2.09
-1.90
-1.97
.92
-1.17

6.14
4.86
5.69
4.92
5.60

1.01
.80
.94
.81
.92

[-4.13, -.04]
[-3.52, -.28]
[-3.87, -.08]
[-.72, 2.56]
[-3.04, .69]

2.69
2.75
2.82
3.14
2.93

-2.24
-1.78
-1.27
.67
-.77

6.43
4.90
5.90
5.02
5.89

1.06
.81
.97
.83
.97

[-4.39, -.10]
[-3.41, -.14]
[-3.24, .69]
[-1.01, 2.34]
[-2.74, 1.19]

2.97
2.99
2.98
3.28
3.07

-.66
-.25
-.06
1.50
.18

6.13
4.64
6.12
5.35
5.98

1.02
.77
1.02
.89
1.00

[-2.74, 1.41]
[-1.82, 1.32]
[-2.13, 2.01]
[-.31, 3.30]
[-1.84, 2.20]

3.16
3.03
3.02
3.34
3.25

.45
.00
.18
1.81
1.25

5.11
4.93
5.77
5.28
6.39

.88
.85
.99
.90
1.10

[-1.34, 2.23]
[-1.72, 1.73]
[-1.83, 2.20]
[-.26, 3.66]
[-.98, 3.48]

3.16
2.92
3.01
3.17
3.11

1.01
-.64
-.04
.79
.47

7.21
5.75
6.81
5.24
6.65

1.22
.97
1.15
.89
1.12

[-1.47, 3.48]
[-2.62, 1.33]
[-2.38, 2.30]
[-1.01, 2.59]
[-1.81, 2.76]
(Table 47 continues)
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SE

95% CI

(Table 47 continued)
Fair
Rating scale
average
M
SD
SE
95% CI
Task 9 (n = 37)
Complexity
3.01
-.22
6.32
1.04
[-2.32, 1.89]
Accuracy
2.96
-.39
5.56
.91
[-2.24, 1.47]
Fluency
2.91
-.58
6.94
1.14
[-2.89, 1.73]
Interaction
3.35
1.88
5.30
.87
[.12, 3.65]
Effectiveness
3.14
.72
6.83
1.12
[-1.56, 2.99]
Task 10 (n = 37)
Complexity
3.09
.07
5.57
.91
[-1.79, 1.92]
.31
4.32
.71
[-1.13, 1.75]
Accuracy
3.10
.54
6.36
1.05
[-1.58, 2.66]
Fluency
3.08
2.58
5.34
.88
[.80, 4.36]
Interaction
3.47
1.41
5.86
.96
[-.54, 3.36]
Effectiveness
3.27
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. All statistics are based on Rasch logits. The fair average values reflect the
measure values calibrated to the 5-point rating scale.

inspection of the mean Rasch fair average values across all nine tasks revealed that the
CAF rating measures were consistently lower than the overall communicative
effectiveness and interaction measures across the nine tasks, with a general trend toward
slightly higher values from one task to the next, with some notable exceptions (e.g., the
Task 3 mean Rasch fair average scores are all higher than those of Tasks 4 and 5).
Among the CAF measures, the more detailed information provided by the all-task data
shows that the mean Rasch fair averages for complexity showed the largest
improvement across the nine tasks, eventually showing slightly higher or even scores
with accuracy which began with the highest mean Rasch fair average among the three
for Task 2.
The bivariate correlation analyses of the individual rating scale measures
revealed that all of the relationships were significantly correlated at p < .01 across the
nine tasks except for the correlation between interactional engagement and accuracy in
Task 3, which was significant at p < .05. As shown in Table 48, the relationships among
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Table 48. Bivariate Correlations Between Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness for All Tasks
Task 2 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 3 (n = 33)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 4 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 5 (n = 37)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 6 (n = 36)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 7 (n = 34)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness
Task 8 (n = 35)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction
Effectiveness

Complexity

Accuracy

Fluency

Interaction

Effectiveness

—
.83**
.90**
.53**
.84**

—
.80**
.40**
.71**

—
.59**
.89**

—
.75**

—

—
.85**
.92**
.48**
.87**

—
.83**
.39*
.79**

—
.52**
.91**

—
.68**

—

—
.84**
.85**
.73**
.88**

—
.81**
.57**
.80**

—
.71**
.86**

—
.75**

—

—
.77**
.89**
.65**
.86**

—
.78**
.60**
.85**

—
.60**
.85**

—
.82**

—

—
.87**
.91**
.73**
.93**

—
.87**
.59**
.79**

—
.74**
.92**

—
.84**

—

—
.84**
.84**
.67**
.80**

—
.87**
.59**
.85**

—
.69**
.93**

—
.79**

—

—
.93**
.88**
.67**
.91**

—
.92**
.69**
.93**

—
.76**
.95**

—
.83**
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—
(Table 48 continues)

(Table 48 continued)
Complexity
Accuracy
Fluency
Interaction Effectiveness
Task 9 (n = 37)
Complexity
—
Accuracy
.88**
—
Fluency
.87**
.88**
—
Interaction
.59**
.66**
.71**
—
Effectiveness
.89**
.89**
.92**
.81**
—
Task 10 (n = 37)
Complexity
—
Accuracy
.87**
—
Fluency
.84**
.82**
—
Interaction
.67**
.56**
.69**
—
Effectiveness
.87**
.86**
.89**
.80**
—
Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness. * p < .05 (2-tailed), ** p < .01 (2-tailed).

the CAF measures were consistently strong across all nine tasks with correlation
coefficients ranging from .77 to .93. On the other hand, interactional engagement started
off with a moderate relationship with the complexity, accuracy, and fluency measures at
Task 2 with r = .48, .39, and .52, respectively that tended to become stronger over time,
ultimately settling at r = .67, .56, and .69, respectively at Task 10. Overall, the generally
stronger relationships that developed between the accuracy, interactional engagement,
and overall communicative effectiveness measures over the course of the nine tasks
stood out as the most noticeable change of note, as can be seen in Figure 18.

Summary of the Quantitative Results
In this chapter, I have reported the results that answer the first two sets of research
questions outlined in Chapter 2. Regarding the first research question, the mean
interactive English speaking measures of the participants demonstrated significant
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Figure 18. Correlation Coefficient Chart of the Accuracy Measures Across All Tasks

Note. Interaction = Interactional engagement; Effectiveness = Overall communicative
effectiveness.

improvement across the three repeated tasks spanning the academic year as well as from
Task 2 to Tasks 7-10 and Tasks 2-4 to Task 10 when the more detailed monthly
measures from the representative class A1 and B1 participants were analyzed. However,
in both cases, large standard deviations reflecting the disparity among the participants
included in the samples led to wide, often overlapping 95% confidence intervals and
tempered effect sizes. As a result, the most substantial differences were seen when
comparing the Task 2 measures with those from Task 10, which produced effect sizes
approaching Plonsky and Oswald’s (2014) suggested benchmark of .60 for a small
effect in L2 research from both the repeated task and all task measures. In addition, the
linear combination of all six independent variables significantly predicted 56% of the
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variance of the interactive speaking outcome measures for the three repeated tasks. Of
the variance accounted for, the participants’ individual initial TOEIC scores, English
speaking self-efficacy ratings, and averaged group member TOEIC scores were much
stronger predictors than topic difficulty, group member average familiarity, and
extraversion ratings.
The second research question concerned the relationships among the five
individual rating measures collected for each participant at the group oral discussion
task. High correlations were found among all five individual measures for both the
entire data set from Tasks 2-10 and from each task analyzed in isolation, with
particularly high correlations seen among the CAF measures throughout. When tracked
over time, the relationships between all five measures generally strengthened over the
course of the three repeated tasks as well as from one monthly task to the next, with the
relationships between accuracy, interactional engagement, and overall communicative
effectiveness showing the most noticeable changes.
A more detailed summary of the results for these first two quantitative research
questions, as well as the findings of the third qualitatively oriented research question
outlined in the subsequent chapter, are provided in Chapter 7 along with an in-depth
discussion of their connections to previous research in these areas.
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CHAPTER 6
QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

In this chapter, I present the findings of the qualitative component of this study
in order to answer the third research question introduced in Chapter 2. Intended to add a
more personal dimension to this study based on the participants’ perceptions of their
interactive English speaking development and the factors related to it, this chapter
highlights the central findings garnered from the interviews conducted with select
participants as identified through the process of interpretive analysis outlined in Chapter
3. A summary of the most salient themes is provided alongside illustrative excerpts
from the interviews in the participants’ own words. Further discussion and
interpretation of these findings in comparison with the results of the quantitative
component of this study outlined in the previous chapter is provided in Chapter 7 along
with connections to existing research.

Research Question 3: Participant Views of Their Interactive L2 Speaking
Development and the Social and Individual Difference Factors
Research question 3 asked about the participants’ views of their interactive L2
speaking proficiency development and the various social and individual factors thought
to influence speaking performance. In order to answer this question, a series of focus
group and individual interview sessions were conducted after the academic year had
been completed in January. However, as outlined in Chapter 3, several factors led to
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only three of these interviews being included in the analysis provided here, most
notably the decision to limit the complete quantitative analysis of all-task data to the
two most well-attended classes––classes A1 and B1. As a result, the qualitative analysis
is limited to the data collected from two focus group interview sessions, each composed
of four participants who volunteered to participate from class A1 and B1, as well as one
individual interview with a voluntary participant from class A1. As outlined in Chapter
3, these semi-structured interviews were conducted in Japanese by an experienced
qualitative researcher and L1 Japanese speaker in a classroom setting, with myself also
in attendance, roughly following the two interview protocols devised for the focus
group sessions (see Appendix S) and the individual interview (see Appendix T). All
three sessions were video recorded; the A1 focus group lasted for 75 minutes, the B1
focus group lasted for 59 minutes, and the A1 individual interview concluded after 58
minutes. The key details from these learners’ backgrounds, including their pseudonyms,
assigned numerical codes, incoming and year-end TOEIC-IP scores, departmental
affiliations, and self-reported length of English study prior to starting university were
presented in Table 6 in Chapter 3.
In order to most effectively frame the participants’ often nuanced and
interconnected views on their own interactive English speaking development and the
potential influence of social and individual factors on speaking performance, the
presentation of the students’ views on a host of interrelated themes in this chapter was
organized by the two main parts of research question 3. First, in terms of interactive
speaking development, the participants’ perspectives of their own self-efficacy with the
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five main dimensions examined in this study––complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness––are considered
along three central themes that emerged: (a) a conscious shift in focus from accuracy to
fluency and overall communicative effectiveness, (b) a general indifference to
complexity-related concerns, and (c) a sense of developing improved, more natural
interactional engagement over the course of the academic year. Then, in the same
section, the participants’ most salient views on the importance of specific aspects of the
course-instructed material and practice opportunities are considered. Finally, the
students’ views on the influence of social and individual factors are considered, with
particular attention to the main areas raised by the dynamic social nature of the groupbased discussion tasks investigated in this study: topic difficulty, extraversion, and
interlocutor proficiency and familiarity.

Interactive L2 Speaking Development and English Speaking Self-Efficacy
In this section, the interviewees’ perspectives on their own development along
the five main dimensions examined in this study––complexity, accuracy, fluency,
interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness––are outlined in
terms of the changes they noticed in their conscious attention to or self-assessed
abilities in each dimension over the course of the academic year as well as any areas of
potential interconnectedness among the dimensions. As the participants were not
explicitly instructed on the formal definitions of these dimensions nor directly evaluated
along these lines for the course in which it was conducted, their views on their own
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development in these areas and the factors they considered most influential all must be
seen to fall most squarely under the theme of perceived English speaking self-efficacy
and often involve consideration of two (or more) dimensions in relation to or contrast
with each other. As with the variation seen in the data collected and analyzed for this
study, the general trends identified are presented alongside unique perspectives of note.

A Shift in Focus from Accuracy to Fluency/Overall Communicative Effectiveness
Given the students’ backgrounds in English language study heavily rooted in a
grammar-translation approach, several participants mentioned how their central focus
during the early discussions was at least initially directed more toward the accuracy of
their speech than any other considerations but eventually shifted to fluency and overall
communicative effectiveness. Ayu explained the shift she noticed in her own attention
during the discussion tasks in this way:
Y

dl y molY K t
w

Yw y

Kd o

Ypl Yol

,I t on ol K y
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dY

s
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uK
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O “In the beginning, I translated from Japanese, so

Y

I think I sounded awkward, but these days, I just start by saying ‘I…’ and then I have
continue to speak in English….” Ayami agreed with this change in focus and approach,
noting,
rK

2

3

t

g orY

W wdr K

Y

w WrY

e

O“[These days] when I think about what to say,

I don’t translate from Japanese to English, but instead I just start making [sentences in]
English first.” With similar sentiments also mentioned by several other participants, it
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seems that for many students, the meaning-focused nature of the group oral discussion
tasks administered without any direct evaluative result created a rather unique context in
which they could focus on expressing themselves without as much of a direct concern
for accuracy.
In fact, all of the students in the A1 focus group agreed that they noticed a clear
shift from being overly concerned about speaking correctly to eventually no longer
feeling so worried about making mistakes, as the following exchange illustrates:
Asuka:

tY
es
WrY
t
s ot rKsK
y
t

Ayami:
Asuka:
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Akari:
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Asuka: In April and around then, I didn’t want [to sound] strange so I would
quickly think [of a sentence] and say it, just to start talking…Yeah, it was like I
would say a little, and then if I made a mistake, I would correct the mistakes
then. I would just start talking.
Ayami: I feel like I got to not be afraid of making mistakes anymore.
Asuka: Yeah, but that’s not just for Communication [class], I’m doing that in
many of my classes.
Akari: That’s right.
Miyuko also summarized this same point very succinctly in her individual interview
saying,

w olt

Y

K

w o

l O“The main thing is that I’m less afraid…I’m less afraid of making mistakes.” As

this quotation illustrates, not only was the shift in attention from accuracy to fluency
and overall communicative effectiveness noted by many of the participants interviewed,
but it was frequently framed as the most important or chief difference noted when
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compared to the limited number of English speaking opportunities that these
participants had experienced throughout their prior experiences of formal English study.
The noted shift away from a concern on accuracy to one more directed towards
smooth, effective self-expression led to a clear change in thinking among many of the
higher proficiency participants interviewed. For example, Ayu noted that the change
from a more deliberate, pre-construction of her words to a more instinctive, spontaneous
approach coincided with a different way of thinking, saying,
W

W

oldK

O“My way of thinking changed, my way of

w ol

thinking became faster.” Rather than directly noting a change in thinking, Asuka
emphasized the importance of being fully engaged in the moment saying,
su wY
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Kt TWg w

l
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e
O“I

just try to rely on my feeling, my feeling of wanting to communicate. I would just start
talking like I would talk even though [other people] might not understand, and if [they]
don’t understand, then I would add a little more. And I don’t think, I just start talking,
that’s my strength.” These quotations illustrate both the shift in how certain higherproficiency learners were able to eventually become both more mentally engaged in
their spoken English production during the group discussion tasks and somewhat more
accepting of the inevitable misunderstandings that will arise when communicating with
the primary aim of conveying meaning instead of simply being accurate.
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The results of these changes, at least for relatively higher proficiency students
such as Miyuko, were noticeable improvements in fluency and overall communicative
effectiveness, as well as in her attitudes toward the challenge presented by the
unplanned tasks itself. As she put it:
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The amount of English I speak has really increased a lot. Of course it depends
on the topic, but I can basically organize my thoughts in about 30 seconds––first,
I can generally structure things like, first I’ll say this and that, and, when I’m
listening to others talk, I come up with more ideas about, oh, I will say these
stories. You know, I used to be totally confused, like in the beginning [of the
year], I was like ‘Only 30 seconds [to get ready]?’, you know, ‘What should I
talk about?’, but now I think I can talk a lot.
However, Miyuko admitted that when she did direct her focus on expanding the
discussion and paying attention to others, the area she felt was most neglected was
accuracy, saying:
w
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O“I’m always thinking

that I just need to talk, so I can’t speak accurately. While it’s gotten a little better, there
is still a lot that I can’t do. It seems that if you try to talk a lot, you won’t see it so much,
the accuracy part. That’s the worst part.” When asked why she felt that her accuracy
was still getting “a little better” even with her attention not explicitly directed toward it,
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Miyuko noted that she could identify more difficult phrases said correctly in her speech
and an expanding vocabulary in her later reflection assignments:
rl K
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When I watched my reflection, I said things that I couldn’t say before such as
words or phrases we learned in class like ‘How long does it take you to come
here?’ I guess the number of phrases I know has been increasing in college,
maybe. As the size of my vocabulary increased, I could know when I wanted to
use this word in this situation, I could say this in order to communicate [the
meaning] of this word, I think it’s things like that.
As will be discussed later in this chapter, this series of quotations from Miyuko seem to
corroborate many of the intended central affordances of the task conditions employed in
this study. While the meaning-focused, personal narrative topics discussed in a rather
informal, group setting seemed to compel at least some learners to focus more on
conveying their experiences and ideas as smoothly and naturally as possible, the posttask transcription and reflection assignment seemed to redirect attention back to
accuracy and, to much lesser extent, syntactic complexity, in ways that worked to retain
more of a shared focus on all of these aspects.
Interestingly, while many of the A-level students mentioned not worrying about
mistakes during the discussion tasks, both Miyuko and Ayu noted that they were paying
close attention to certain grammatical mistakes such as use of tenses when completing
the discussion reflection assignment. Miyuko explained the main affordance offered by
the act of reflection in this way:
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By doing the discussion reflection, I was like, ‘Ah, I’m still saying such things’,
and I slowly started to realize that I wasn’t communicating well. I’ve always
been bad with tenses and I notice it in my speaking––I forgot to use ‘was’ or ‘ed’, like I didn’t say ‘play-ed’, or I’m always talking in the present tense or
something. I’m always connecting ideas with ‘and’ and not separating them into
different sentences while I’m speaking. So I realize these habits still continue.
But, by doing reflection, I was able to [notice] that this is my habit or I still do
not correct [my mistakes], so I have gained abilities to analyze [my bad habits].
Ayu also noted that she made an effort to improve her accuracy from one discussion
task to the next as a direct result of the discussion reflection assignment, saying:
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In my case, because I had an assignment in which I had to reflect on my videos,
I had no other choice but to watch them in order to write out [the assignment].
But the beginning was really horrible, watching it. I was like ‘What am I saying?’
But while I was writing [things] down, I was wondering if I could have said it
like this, exactly what I said earlier about tenses and things. Every time by doing
more and more assignments, I was [thinking] I will do it next time, like I could
think I want to take advantage of it, so I think it’s changed that way.
In fact, all of the A1 focus group participants agreed that they could notice many
mistakes while completing their post-task reflection assignments. Asuka summarized
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the central benefits of this unique opportunity in this way:
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“Once I’m done talking, it’s already over if I’m having a conversation normally. And
like nothing, I don’t remember what I talked about, and there is nothing that comes back
to me. But by doing this [assignment], I realized ‘Oh, I probably usually say things like
that’ and ‘I probably make this kind of mistake’, right?” Here again, the combination of
meaning-focused tasks used in conjunction with post-task elements that allowed for at
least delayed attention to accuracy seems to have been impactful, particularly for the
higher proficiency learners who were more attuned to noticing mistakes in their speech,
better equipped for addressing them, and more highly motivated to attempt to make
such improvements.
Though mentioned less in terms of any formative role that the reflection
assignment played among the participants in the B1 focus group, Yuri did note a
heightened awareness to certain grammatical mistakes in her speaking that these
assignments provided:

O“When [filling

out] the section in which I needed to fix what I had said, you know, I can always pay
attention to ‘was’ or ‘were’ or that kind of past tense and past participle if I’m writing it
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down. When I fixed [my mistakes], I guess I always feel like I can handle the grammar
[when I’m writing] but I couldn’t say it that way when speaking.” This example seems
to illustrate that while at least some B1 participants like Yuri did attend to grammatical
elements during the post-task transcription and reflection assignment, the particular
elements attended to tended to be of a simpler, more limited range than those noted by
the higher-proficiency participants.
Beyond the perceived improvement in fluency and reduced concern for making
mistakes during the discussions throughout the year, several students expressed a clear
change in their confidence for actively participating in the discussion tasks. In this
regard, it seems that many students were able to shift their primary focus within the
group discussion tasks to communicating effectively overall, rather than worrying so
much about speaking accurately, which also led to more enjoyment, as noted by
Miyuko in the following excerpt:
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Depending on the members and the topic, I could enjoy the discussions with
everyone like we were talking in Japanese when I focused on communicating
my ideas rather than focusing on accuracy. Then I felt like I could enjoy it as if
we were speaking in Japanese, and the discussions were so much fun, so I could
do my best in this class and I never missed a class…It has gotten so much more
fun. I came to like English and while I’m still not good at writing and can’t
communicate accurately at all, I think I got a little better in terms of enjoying
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conversations, and my TOEIC score also went up as [my ability to enjoy
conversations] went up, so I thought there was a great effect from my classes
this year.
Although this sentiment was expressed by a notably high-achieving, higher-proficiency
participant, this type of observation and the generally positive perceptions held toward
the group speaking tasks, the course overall, and the perceived learning that had
occurred that were expressed throughout the interviews seem to align well with findings
in the related literature concerning the beneficial role that positive experiences with
group work can play on L2 self-confidence (Fushino, 2010) as well as the facilitative
influence that learners’ L2 self-efficacy and self-perceptions of L2 learning can have on
learning, ability, and development (Clément et al., 1994; Dörnyei & Kormos, 2000;
Grey & Jackson, 2020).

Complexity: Not of Central Concern
While accuracy, fluency, and a growing desire to communicate effectively were
clearly key dimensions that the interviewees paid attention to throughout the year,
complexity seemed to be far less overtly on the participants’ minds during the
discussions, a point touched on by Miyuko here:
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I’m not sure if I do this when I speak, but when I write, I can do some things
with certain aspects of writing, such as naturally writing long sentences by using
conjunctions, such as ‘which’. But what about speaking, I wonder? I think I
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probably can do it but I’m not real sure. I wasn’t consciously doing it, so I guess
I wasn’t doing it all the time. I don’t remember using it much.
As complexity was not a particular focus of the course in which this study was
conducted nor the post-task transcription and reflection assignment, the fact that views
similar to this were expressed by several participants was not particularly surprising.
At the same time, however, certain A1 participants such as Asuka felt that the
complexity of their speech had developed somewhat through a progression in the types
of grammatical mistakes noticed in the reflection assignments completed throughout the
year, noting:
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While I was writing [what I said], I would find grammatical mistakes. But I
really think that I was making so many mistakes in April to the point that I was
not even sure what was right, yeah, it was amazing, like making mistakes using
be-verbs or the number in third person was incorrect. And I do think that now I
have progressed a bit from things like that, from what I saw in my reflections,
and I was able to think about things like I should not choose this preposition. Of
course, mistakes are still mistakes, but it did get better.
Beyond again seemingly speaking to the much greater scrutiny with which at least some
of the higher-level participants completed the post-task transcription and reflection
assignment, this observation also raises the point that there could have been a missed
opportunity in the post-task assignment of not more overtly incorporating items to draw
attention to complexity-related issues.
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For the generally lower proficiency students in the B1 focus group session, their
comments on the topic of complexity made it seem that they actually made a conscious
effort to avoid attempting to use complex language and vocabulary during the
discussions. On this point, Yoshiko noted,
O“[I learned] that I can just put easy words together

without saying difficult things.” As mentioned several times throughout the B1 focus
group session by different interviewees, these particular students considered ease of
understanding to be an important goal both in their own contributions to the discussions
as well as in what they hoped for from their group members’ contributions. Several
different ways to achieve this were also noted including using simple vocabulary, using
expressions learned in class, and asking more familiar, somewhat fixed questions
related to topics previously discussed in class, such as aspects about their high school
experiences or part-time jobs.

Improved Interaction: From Rigid to Fluid
Interactional engagement was the one dimension of the participants’ underlying
speaking skills that everyone interviewed seemed to feel developed quite naturally as
the students got to know each other more and better understood the different elements
considered to constitute a good discussion for the course. Yuri summarized her views
here in this way:

O“In the beginning, everyone was waiting for
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someone else to speak, and it was like [everyone was] listening to one person, but now,
when one person is talking, there’s [someone] intervening and it’s not as rigid. It
became more conversational.” The improvements seen in the naturalness of the
discussions implied here echo a similar point made my Miyuko above, which she felt
contributed a great deal to enjoyment of the tasks and the course itself as well as to her
self-perceived development as an English speaker.
Miyuko also explained how she felt the overall increase in speaking within the
discussions throughout the year was largely attributable to improved interaction, both in
terms of more questions being asked and having a better understanding of how to
expand different topics in interesting ways. As she put it:
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When others don’t talk much during the 10 minutes and there is still a lot of time
left, I can talk about myself and ask a lot of questions or think of ways to expand
the conversation, and [I think] the amount of speaking has increased and the
amount that I speak has increased too. More than anything, I think the number of
questions has increased, so [as a result], the amount of speaking has increased.
Here it seems the influence of the course-related instruction on both asking and
answering questions was particularly important as were the frequent monitored practice
opportunities provided and assessment measures directed along these same lines.
Further details about these and other course-related aspects are provided in the
following subsection.
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The Importance of Course-related Aspects
As the oral communication course in which this study took place framed the
course content primarily by the central conversation and discussion features introduced
early on in the first semester and consistently referred to and expanded on throughout
the rest of the academic year––namely, greetings, starters, closers, natural reactions,
asking and answering questions, telling opinions, giving reasons, agreeing and
disagreeing––those same structures seemed to be important cornerstones for many of
the participants when they were asked to retrace their own development.
Despite the relatively short time spent directly focusing on them in the course,
several students noted the importance of learning a wider array of English greetings and
closers, starter phrases for introducing a topic or question, and natural reactions to
improving their performances in the discussion skills. For the lower-proficiency
students, this knowledge seemed to provide some needed direction for initiating the
discussions, as noted by Yuka who said,

O

“Greetings were very helpful.” Yet, even more proficient speakers such as Miyuko
noted that greater understanding of and facility with these aspects in English led to
noticeable changes in her discussion performances:
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I didn’t know much about these three [pointing to greetings, closers, and natural
reactions], so it was so new, like it was a new discovery, I was like, ‘wow, there
are such things’, so I could really make use of them in my discussions as if they
were like a new fresh discovery. If I hadn’t learned reactions, maybe I would
just spent the whole time like ‘hmm, hmm, hmm, hmm…’ [while nodding
along]. So, by learning these words such as ‘Really?’, I was able to show
[others] that I was listening, which was important.
It seems that although these discourse elements were often relatively simple instances of
formulaic language and/or pragmatic conventions, many of them were new to even
higher-level learners such as Miyuko and direct instruction of these elements seemed to
provide both initial direction and a sense of self-confidence to at least certain
participants that were considered useful in the completion of discussion tasks used in
this course.
However, beyond the direct instruction of these discourse elements, the posttask condition was also noted for its role in encouraging their use. Indeed, mere
awareness of the post-task self-reflection assignment seemed to prove influential as it
compelled certain conscientious students like Asuka to try to expand her repertoire of
natural reactions in English as she explained:
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I was trying to change my listening reactions little by little at the end. In the
beginning, for the whole time I was [saying] ‘uh-huh’, but I was thinking ‘how
many times do I need to write uh-huh?’, so midway through, I started changing
versions a little [to things like] ‘Ah, yes’. I consciously changed [my] natural
reactions.
Although the specific example mentioned could be seen as somewhat trivial, the fact
that anticipation of the post-task assignment did influence the language produced
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provides further evidence of its direct and indirect effects on the participants
performances in the tasks used in this study.
Beyond the immediate requirements of the self-reflection assignment itself, Yuri
mentioned that later in the second term she actually began watching other groups’
videos to see what her friends did during those discussions, noting a particular instance
in which she recalled paying attention to others’ use of natural reactions. As she put it:

In April, when I watched my own discussion videos, I transcribed them, and a
lot of the time I felt, ‘Oh, I couldn’t say [what I wanted to say]’. But recently,
partly because I made more friends, I watch the other groups’ videos and think
‘wow, she is saying things like that?’ and…it isn’t that I learn from watching,
but things like that make me say ‘ah’. For example, if one of the friends I hang
out with says ‘nice’ a lot, I wonder ‘what should I do?’…I feel a sense of crisis
about whether I should be saying it too.
Related to this point, for some students such as Yuka, the fact that the discussion task
videos were posted online to the class website made her want to do her best because she
knew her friends would be watching it and she didn’t want to embarrass herself, saying,

O Later, my friends and I were always watching

[each other] every time…so I would be embarrassed watching it if I said something
weird or if I couldn’t speak at all, so I try to speak properly.” Again, although the
specific effects of the post-task condition employed were not directly investigated in
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this study, there seems to be ample evidence that they did have an impact on both
higher- and lower-proficiency learners and are certainly worthy of further consideration
both for their theoretical and pedagogical possibilities and implications.
As touched on briefly in relation to the universal perceived improvement in
interactional engagement, all of the interviewees readily recognized the importance of
being able to ask questions to the course overall and in the discussion tasks in particular,
adding again that it was one noticeable area that had gotten easier as the year progressed.
As Yuka put it:

I always had to think really hard in terms of which questions to ask. But I think
it’s gotten easier. Well, I’m going to admit it, I realized midway through that
even if you aren’t listening [to others], there are many questions [that you can
ask] just by imagining [them] based on the topic. So, yeah, I’m not thinking [of
questions] ahead of time, I just think about the topic in the moment.
While not necessarily indicative of the depth of interactional engagement encouraged in
the course, this realization does seem to speak to the development of useful strategic
competence skills that would be applicable to a variety of communicative situations as
well as a certain degree of budding metacognitive awareness.
Beyond strategic competence in communicative situations, other participants
discussed that they the types of questions they asked in the discussions changed over the
course of the academic year. For example, Akari pointed out that she was able to use a
wider variety of follow-up questions, which was something that she felt she learned
without conscious intention but by naturally picking up on the types of questions that
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others were asking and trying to mimic them in her own way, saying,
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arise unexpectedly, even from just short conversations. [Other people] expand [the
topic]––like ‘oh, she’s going there, wow!’––I get ideas from others, use them in my
own way, and kind of imitate them.” Although broadening the range of questions asked
was an explicit goal of the course in which this study took place, this quotation suggests
that the peer interaction that occurred within the group discussion tasks was also
instructive in its own way.
The facility with which students could decide on which questions to ask and
when to ask them was another area noted by several participants as having developed
over the course of the year. For instance, Yuri noted how her approach to asking
questions had changed throughout the year thereby allowing her to stay more actively
engaged in the discussions, saying, 2

3

O“[In the beginning] like in the middle of

someone speaking, when I thought ‘Ah, I should ask this question’, I had to focus all
my energy into remembering the question. I couldn’t listen to [the person talking] until
the end. But now I feel like I can do it––‘It’s already decided, I should say it now.’”
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Here it is important to point out that, although not specifically mentioned, developing
an ability to more readily ask questions without the dedicated attention described by
learners as needed earlier in the year would also likely free up some degree of
attentional resources that could then be deployed elsewhere.
Even the more proficient A1 students such as Asuka noted a similar
improvement in her ability to ask questions more naturally over the course of the
academic year, which also seemed to have a dramatic impact on her ability to stay
actively engaged throughout the discussions, saying:
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My speaking ability has gotten better. When I listened to others talk, like in
April, in the middle of listening, I was only looking for some point to follow up
on, like ‘What? OK, OK’ the whole time. It was not [even] that I was listening
to the other person’s story like, like you know, I was searching for something
that was easy to follow up on, and once I heard it, I thought of a sentence in my
head like ‘Let’s say this next’, and after she was done speaking, I would just say
my follow-up. But now I listen to the whole thing and am able to follow-up like
I’m commenting [on the story].…I just ask about what I’m listening to, so that
makes me feel like I’m able to enjoy communication as I normally would.
This quotation seems to further illustrate just how important the ability to more
naturally ask questions within the discussions was to the learners’ sense of these
discussions being more representative of natural interaction. Beyond that, it seems to
not only reflect more fluent use of linguistic resources and improved interactional
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abilities, but also demonstrates how improvement in these abilities likely contributed to
more enjoyment of the communication within the tasks.
Besides the contributions of direct instruction and focused practice with asking
follow-up questions and the additional learning opportunities provided through peer
interaction, the other central reason given for the participants’ perceived development in
interactional engagement was improvement in understanding their group members
within the discussion tasks. Yuka, in particular, noted how her improved understanding
of her group members coincided with her sense of developing an ability to more
effectively ask follow-up questions, saying,

It seems like it’s gotten easier to understand [others] depending on the person. In
the beginning, I couldn’t understand what they [my group members] said well,
so there were many times when I just let it go and latched on to the first topic
and made a question right away, right? In the first minute, I was like, ‘I’m going
to ask this.’ But now I can listen and understand the contents almost
immediately.
Miyuko also noted a marked improvement in her ability to ask questions throughout the
discussions, something she attributed to being able to pay more attention to her group
members, saying:
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I got to be able to really listen to other people’s opinions respectfully. I spoke
this much in the 10 minutes, so I let others talk, and if there was silence, I felt
like ‘oh, I should ask questions’. I was able to gain the ability to think of
questions. I wasn’t good at asking questions until now, but like in conversation,
I was able to pay close attention to what others talking and [realize] ‘oh,
everyone is silent, I should ask questions’. Because I gained the ability to ask
questions, I feel like my English has improved a lot this year.
From comments such as these, it seems that at least for these participants, perceived
improvements in productive, receptive, and pragmatic aspects were all critical in
allowing them to at least feel as though their use of questions within the discussions was
able to become much more capable and natural as the year went on.
Besides asking questions, some participants such as Yoshiko seemed to see
development in her ability to give extra information in response to questions as a key
way in which her English speaking had improved throughout the second semester in
particular, noting,

O“At first, I couldn’t speak

at all, and I also couldn’t speak much because I’m usually shy, but when I was told to
say something like extra information and I could insert it [in the discussions], I was able
to talk more and more, which was a big change.” This quotation seems to align well
with one of the main goals of the course in which this study was conducted which was
to move students from answering questions with only brief responses to encouraging
them to provide additional information related to whatever topic was being discussed.
While the importance of providing extra information was perhaps already understood at
the beginning of the year by many higher proficiency learners, it seems that for many of
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lower proficiency learners, providing longer responses when engaging in English
interactions was still somewhat new.
When asked to more specifically identify when the students noticed that their
English speaking was improving, the B1 participants all felt that the start of the second
semester marked an important turning point for them while the A1 participants agreed
that it happened for them around the end of the first semester. The A1 focus group
participants responded in this way:
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Akari: When was it? But, towards the end of the first term, from the second
semester I was always doing it like that.
Ayu: Yeah…
Ayami: From around summer.
Ayu: …I think it changed from around early summer in the first term.
Asuka: Yeah. From around the fourth time [of the discussion tasks].
Akari: It was really a big improvement.
Ayu: I definitely don’t want to watch the early ones again!
Miyuko also noticed the change at the end of the first semester:
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I think it was the last class of the first semester. I think the discussion topic was
something simple like ‘What did you do last week?’ for that class, and those
members were like so easy to talk to––really just like speaking Japanese. I was
able to ask like ‘how was it? how was it?’ and I was able to talk about my hobby
in English, and someone else felt the same way as me, and I could keep talking
like ‘oh, really?’ in English, and that was like probably the most memorable and
fun. From then on, I felt like I was able to explain my hobby in English and I
found someone who feels the same way as me, I felt like ‘wow, amazing, I can
do it.’
The importance of the sentiment expressed by Miyuko in this quotation can be more
clearly appreciated when the meaning-focused nature of the task prompts and
conditions is taken into account because these tasks were specifically intended to
promote the types of meaningful interactions that she described rather than detached
linguistic practice opportunities without a clear pragmatic purpose.
For Miyuko, in particular, the confidence she gained from the feelings of
improvement that she noticed at the end of the first semester seemed to carry on through
the second semester as well and to a more generalized sense of improved English selfefficacy, which was only further reinforced to her when she was surprised to find out
that she had achieved a 260-point increase in her total TOEIC-IP score on the December
test at the end of the year. In her own words:
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Also, when I took the TOEIC in December, I didn’t really study much outside of
class and I was busy with club activities––busy doing dance and other things the
day before. But when I saw my TOEIC score, it was about 260 points higher
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than before. I thought like ‘Huh? That’s why I felt communication or speaking
has improved’, and even reading was able to improve a little at the same time. I
had a score I could see, but I felt like I was improving, so I thought ‘Oh, I can do
this this time.’
Although Miyuko cannot be seen as entirely representative of the broader sample of
participants included in this study, the insights she shared in her individual interview do
seem to reflect how improving linguistic self-confidence and positive self-perceptions
of interactive English speaking development are likely closely tied with the
development of underlying linguistic knowledge and general proficiency in a mutually
beneficial, reciprocal relationship of some kind.

Social Factors and Individual Differences
In this section, the focus group and individual interviewees’ views on the key
social factors and individual difference variables investigated in this study are presented
in terms of perceived influence on their performances in the discussion tasks and on
their overall development of their interactive English speaking. First, the many sources
and meanings associated with topic difficulty from the students’ perspectives are
explored. After that, the interviewees’ perspectives on the influence of their own
personality differences as well as that of their group members are discussed mainly
interpreted along the extraversion/introversion spectrum. Finally, the complex interplay
between interlocutor proficiency and familiarity factors within the groups through
which the participants experienced the oral group discussion tasks that form the locus of
investigation in this study are presented.
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Topic Difficulty: Multiple Sources, Multiple Meanings
Despite the general, open-ended nature of the topics selected for group oral
discussion tasks, all of the interviewees felt that the topics had a substantial influence on
their speaking performances during the discussions. While Asuka wondered,
sY
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Yol O“Wasn’t it so big?”, Yoko went as far as to exclaim,
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That’s number one!” Yuri added a bit more description of the influence noting that her
self-confidence with a given topic tended to impact whether she would take a more
active or passive role in any discussion, saying,
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I’m not confident in the content of the discussion, I don’t say [anything]. I just wait for
my turn. When I am confident, or when I think I can say [something about the topic], I
felt like I didn’t mind if my turn came quickly….” Besides underscoring the importance
of self-confidence to engagement in interactive speaking tasks, this quotation from Yuri
also points to how self-confidence likely not only reflects a generalized sense of English
speaking ability but also a much more granular, situation-specific perception of ability
that is much more fluid and subject to change.
While this more situationally-specific conception of confidence in one’s own
linguistic abilities to be able to convey the relevant information at any given moment
was a primary factor repeatedly mentioned, with the majority of students lamenting
their limited English vocabulary at various points throughout the interviews, the B1
participants mentioned that they were also particularly challenged by the fact that all of
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the discussion task topics involved talking about past events, which they often found
both difficult to remember and to express grammatically. Yoshiko put it bluntly,
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O“It’s kind of difficult to

remember and it’s hard to put into English.” Yuri and Yuka agreed with this assessment,
respectively adding,
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changes if [I] think about things like ‘I have to change it into past tense.’” However,
Yuri also qualified her point here by adding,
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“I can remember certain things but I think about which is the easiest to say among them.
My memories are also vague.” These views point to just how individualized
interpretations of topic difficulty can be in meaning-focused communicative tasks.
Yuka also noted that she felt certain topics made it difficult to expand the
discussions, in which case her group often tended to just move on to a different subject,
saying,
O“There were some topics that were more difficult to expand on.

At times like that, like everyone would start talking about something else.” When asked
what topics were easier to talk about, the B1 focus group interviewees were in
agreement that their current ongoing activities were easier. Yuka put it this way,
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O“Part-time jobs or things we’re doing now are easier to talk about…since the
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flow of speech is already set, like ‘what I’m doing where’ or ‘how often do I work per
week and what kind of work I do’, you know things that flow.” Yuri agreed, noting that
those were also the same types of things more likely to have been practiced in class,
saying,
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O“I feel like I can kind of say things that I’ve talked about before, or like written

or answered for other English homework.” Understandably, for many of the participants,
the relevancy of the topics discussed, both to their lives and to topics previously
practiced in English, seemed to influence their assessments of topic difficulty.
However, beyond any difficulty students had remembering past events or
putting them into words, several of the interviewees noted that they also often had
difficulty finding something interesting to say, which many seemed to place a high
importance on despite repeated assurances that this should not necessarily be of primary
concern in the course in which this study was conducted. Asuka expressed the sentiment
here in this way,
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when the topic was ‘What did you do last weekend?’, before the discussion started,
everyone [in my group] was like ‘I didn’t really do anything so I’m going to finish
[talking about last weekend], so please keep up with me when I talk about next
weekend.’” This sentiment, also shared by other participants interviewed, reveals one of
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the unintended paradoxes inherent to the use of meaning-focused tasks: What happens if
students feel they do not have anything meaningful to share?
The importance of having interesting things to talk about seemed particularly
important to the A1 interviewees who expressed a preference for the personal topics
which they felt made the discussions more authentic. The following exchange highlights
their feelings here quite well:
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Asuka: When the topic was more personal, if everyone was doing something a
lot more different, [it] makes the communication more authentic.
Akari: That’s if the content we are discussing is really interesting, even if it was
in English, it will be like ‘oh, really?’, it gets really exciting.
Asuka: You can really follow-up! There was this girl who fell off a ski lift when
the topic was about the most painful and toughest [experience]. She fell off a ski
lift at a ski resort, but the girl was like, not a very talkative type, so I was like
‘Oh! Do you have that side? Has something that interesting happened to you?’ I
felt like ‘I want to hear more, let me here it!’ and I kept asking, like I was asking
so many follow-ups….So, like overall, the topic changes how much you want to
ask.
Here, again, the multidimensional nature of topic difficulty in meaning-focused,
interactive L2 speaking tasks is further revealed to include not only any individual
participant’s own assessment of her own contribution on the topic but also those of their
group members as the participants readily recognized how the contributions shared by
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others would directly affect the relative ease or difficulty of their own interactional
engagement in response.
Another interesting point raised by the A1 focus group was that there were times
when certain topics were interpreted differently among the group members, which led
to some awkwardness during the discussions. As an example, Ayami and Asuka pointed
to the Task 4 topic, Free Time - Talk about how you spent your free time in high school,
which they remembered being interpreted as ‘free time outside of school’ by some and
‘free time between classes at school’ by others. Asuka summed up one recollection of
her realizing such confusion in a discussion in this way: T
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O“That’s because different people interpreted topics in

different ways, like when I was speaking, I realized everyone’s faces kind of glazed
over…because the topic and the way of thinking [about the topic] were different. At
that time, [everyone] was so confused, and nothing was working well, it was kind of
like, ‘Huh?...Oh?’.” As this example illustrates, despite all intentions to make the topics
used in the group discussion tasks as simple, clear, and straightforward as possible, it
seems that there is always the potential for the element of potential idiosyncratic
individual interpretation to interject a certain degree of unintended difficulty into the
task. Although such misunderstandings do reflect communicative difficulties found in
the real-life interactions, their influence on rated performance abilities should obviously
be as minimal as possible.
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The Dynamic Interplay of Personality Factors
Assumptions of others’ personalities and what the participants saw as the degree
of participation in the discussions expected from different types of personalities seemed
to impact whether some of the students felt the need to take a more active role in
leading a discussion or letting others fill that role. Yuri put it this way:

I considered myself outgoing and I like talking so I thought that talking [in
English] would be good. But after starting the discussions, those who say
‘Hello!’ or ask questions about the content, and say ‘How about you?’ are
usually the same people, you know people who talk a lot more like that, or
people who are more outgoing or more friendly than me start talking, of course,
and start asking questions….When I felt my discussion members were people
who didn’t talk so much, I tried to speak, and when there were people who
seemed really fun, I kind of expected that they would talk and stuff….
It is quite clear that Yuri interpreted certain aspects of her personality, particularly
extraversion and leadership, in direct relation to those she could perceive of her group
members.
Yuka, who also considered herself rather outgoing, expressed a similar point and
noted that she somehow felt responsible for everyone in the group having a good time
in the discussion, saying,
O“There were a lot of

people who did not speak very much, I tried to do my best to make it fun, right?
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Because I didn’t want [them] to think it wasn’t fun.” Yuri also mentioned that she felt
somewhat responsible for making others feel comfortable, saying,
s
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O“It’s like something I wanted to be, I

wanted people to think I was like easy to talk to, so during discussions, I tried to do
things like reactions, I would nod when others were talking, or really make a lot of eye
contact, and did things like ‘Uh, I understand’, all because I wanted others to think that
I was engaged in the discussions.” Beyond a noted desire to help group members feel
comfortable in the discussions, it seems that making sure that others knew their
contributions were being paid attention to was an important consideration at least for
certain participants with some tendencies toward more extraverted personalities.
The A1 focus group participants noted that the roles within the discussion
seemed to be generally set right from the start largely due to the extravert/introvert
divide, personality traits that they all agreed could be readily identified. The following
interchange between Ayami and Asuka sums up the consensus here well:
Ayami:
Asuka:
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Ayami: I think the roles were somewhat already decided, right
Asuka: Yeah, that’s right, because I understood the personalities. This girl talks,
this girl doesn’t talk. If I thought this girl won’t talk any more, I did things like I
was going to have to get it going.
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However, Yoko noted that influence of her somewhat reserved demeanor in the
discussion tasks changed over the course of the year. While she admitted that her initial
shyness in the early discussions likely hindered her performance and participation at
that time, she felt that her English communicative effectiveness had notably improved
afterwards, saying,
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O“I was pretty shy in April so I didn’t speak much, but at

the end [of the year] I think I was able to ask a lot of questions. I guess maybe it’s just
easier to talk. I may not have improved grammatically at all, but I think I can speak
[now].” Yoshiko noted that watching the videos of her own discussions made her want
to take a more active role, despite her natural tendencies toward passivity, saying, T
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dl O“I don’t really initiate talking so much, but when I did things like

the video discussion, I thought I have to talk more. From that point on, I thought I had
to talk about whatever it is.” Here it seems that the influences of both the post-task
condition and more active participation levels shown by classmates came to shape how
Yoshiko saw her own level of participation in the group discussion tasks and what she
felt was expected of her, despite the natural inclinations of her seemingly more
introverted personality characteristics.
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The students in the A1 focus group felt that overall mood of the discussion
seemed to depend quite a bit on the personalities of the members involved, as expressed
in this exchange:
Akari:
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Akari: The level of excitement depends on the members.
Ayu: Exactly, that is so true.
Asuka: It all depended on the members.
Ayu: If I was with someone who talked a lot, it was really like I could speak in
moderation, react in moderation, and ask questions in moderation. But if I did it
with a girl who never speaks, it was really an insane amount [of speaking] when
I did the reflection. It was like I was giving a speech or something maybe
sometimes.
Akari: Definitely.
This point seems to underscore the dynamic interplay between the perceived personality
characteristics of group members in any given discussion and any individual’s own
personality characteristics in a given discussion, with the interpretation of both group
mood and anticipated participation levels seeming to be the areas most directly affected
by how these factors came together.

Interlocutor Proficiency & Familiarity: The Complex Influence of Others
The influence of perceived English speaking proficiency and familiarity among
the group members for each discussion was another area raised frequently within the
focus group sessions. However, the complex interactions presumed between the
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different variables makes it difficult to identify and succinctly summarize the potential
influences on the resulting interactive speaking performances or development. Instead, a
number of points raised by the participants are presented to illustrate the range of
perceived influences discussed.
Yoko noted that she felt somewhat intimidated when in a group with those she
perceived as better English speakers and was more willing to take risks with the
language when working with lower proficiency speakers, saying:

While I was thinking I should be careful [about my grammar], I had a feeling of
kind of embarrassment, because I am too bad. Like, isn’t it embarrassing for
someone trying too hard to do well but is horrible at it? There are people who try
to do well, and they are good at it. But if someone tries to do well, and it is
bad…Wouldn’t you feel like you should try [more] if everybody was bad?
Expressing more of a feeling of passivity than intimidation, Yuka noted that she tended
to defer to the more capable students in her discussion groups, typically letting them
take center stage while she and the other members just asked questions. Reflecting a
similar opinion, Yuri noted that she felt that notable speaking proficiency seemed to
bring with it the implicit role of discussion leader, saying,
O “At times like that, I

feel this is the person who is going to lead the group. Everyone’s like, it’s this person
today!” However, this point might also suggest a certain degree of conflation between
both perceived proficiency and leadership characteristics.
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In contrast to the views shared by the B1 focus group, the relatively higher
proficiency A1 students seemed much more concerned about the distinction between
the extraverted and the introverted than about gaps in general proficiency, instead only
noting the difference between those who could speak fluently and those who did not as
being influential on the overall flow of the discussions. As Akari put it,
t
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O“Speed too. There are those

who speak fast and those who speak slow, the tempo doesn’t match.” These participants
agreed that the larger the mismatches in fluency found within a group, the more difficult
it was to maintain a consistent, natural flow throughout the 10-minute discussions.
The degree of familiarity the students had with the other members in their group
also seemed to play a part in changing some students’ approaches to the discussions,
especially in regard to the questions they would ask and the depth to which the
discussions would tend to go. The following exchange from the A1 focus group reveals
how groups with unknown members or members who didn’t speak so much would
change the shape that the discussion would take:
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Akari: I want to have a normal discussion but there’s a difference in the energy.
Ayu: Ah, I understand. Also, if it’s members that I know, like this group, that I
already know something about, I can talk much more comfortably, but if I’m
with someone that I don’t know anything at all about or doesn’t talk much, with
discussion topics, if it was content, like, for example, if it is about part-time jobs,
I can ask things like ‘Were you busy working?’ Otherwise, I had to start with
something like, ‘Are you doing a part-time job?’, like ‘Are you?!’
Ayami: You have to ask everything from scratch, the basics.
Akari: Well, I know, even though that’s also communication.
Ayu: It seemed like that kind of difference in energy was tough.
Akari: And if the answer is just ‘Yes’…
Ayu: …It’s over.
Akari: Yeah, right.
Asuka: It becomes like an interrogation.
Ayu: If it was [like] that, I was trying to expand the conversation by asking
questions, but if that happens, I feel bad for the other person.
The points raised in this brief excerpt point to the dynamic interaction presumed to exist
between the many different variables involved as familiarity/unfamiliarity,
forthcomingness/reticence, and degree of interactional engagement (as seen via
response length) were all noted for their effects on the atmosphere of the discussion as
well as any individual participant’s degree of participation in relation to them.
For the A1 focus group members who were all members of the English
department, the challenge of expanding the discussion seemed noticeably more difficult
when they were grouped with non-English majors who they did not know well. The
following exchange touched on this point:
Asuka:
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Asuka: When I’m with friends who speak in English a lot, we end up talking
about things outside of the original theme and changing the topic. But [if it’s
someone] you really don’t know so well, or if they’re quiet, like ‘Oh, you’re
done talking?’, it always just stays on the same theme.
Ayami: Ah, you can’t escape from the topic?
Ayu: Ah, I understand, I understand, I understand.
Asuka: Then you just have to start from super basic questions.
Ayu: But that kind of girl only replies with ‘Yes’ and it’s over.
Asuka: Yeah, yeah, yeah!
Ayu: In the end, there is so much silence, I have to choose to either talk about
myself or end [the discussion] in silence.
Again, the variety of characteristics mentioned together underscores the dynamic
interactions presumed to exist between the various social and individual factors
mentioned, especially familiarity and proficiency.
Yuka also noted a change in her approach based on both the familiarity and
speaking ability of her group members. She explained it this way:

When [the members are] fixed [in their groups], [everyone is] so familiar [with
each other] and [we end up] talking about different stories [besides the topic]. If
it’s someone you don’t know or someone who’s amazing––someone who talks a
lot and knows English well, right––if I am with someone like that, I tend to
listen more than talk. I’m a little nervous if I’m with someone like that, so I feel
like I need to speak more carefully, but if I end up with someone I know well, I
start laughing and the conversation goes off somewhere and the grammar gets
messed up.
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Here again though, the confluence of a number of social and individual difference
factors were determining Yuka’s inclination towards engagement and participation as
well as the resulting quality of any given group discussion task performance.
Rather than her own familiarity with her group members, Yoko noted that she
was particularly influenced by the relationships between the other group members
especially in certain situations where two members knew each other very well and she
felt like an observer of their conversations, finding it difficult to fully engage in them.
Situations like that tended to make her even more passive. She felt like when they did
ask her questions, they only did it out of politeness, not actual interest. Beyond group
member personality or familiarity, Yoshiko mentioned that she tended to look to the
English majors to take charge of the discussions. Finally, the B1 participants agreed that
it was easier to talk in a group of four rather than three largely because there seemed to
be less pressure on each individual’s contribution to the discussions and because of the
more frequent opportunities for asking and answering questions. Although the range of
perceived influences outlined here as well as earlier are difficult to succinctly
summarize, it is relatively clear that for many learners both perceived group member
familiarity and proficiency were key factors that affected engagement, participation, and
performance within the group discussion tasks.

Summary of the Qualitative Findings
In this chapter, the qualitative data from the focus group and individual
interview sessions were analyzed, summarized, and presented in order to answer the
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third research question which was intended to better understand the participants’ own
views on their interactive English speaking development over the course of the
academic year and the potential influence of key social and individual difference
variables. Using those overarching topics as organizational tools, both the general
trends as well as the most relevant unique perspectives for the most salient themes
identified in the interview data were summarized and presented using quotations from
the students for illustration and enriched understanding.
In terms of the five main dimensions of interactive L2 speaking development
targeted in this study, three central trends were identified and described. First, the
majority of the interviewees described a shift in their attention during the discussion
tasks from one directed primarily toward speaking accurately early on in the year
towards one much more directed towards speaking more fluently in an effort to more
effectively convey the information that they wanted to share. However, with the unique
affordances provided by the post-task discussion self-reflection assignments, several
participants noted that they were still able to attend to certain grammatical mistakes
after the discussions with the benefits of being able to objectively identify frequent
mistakes and target areas for accuracy improvement in subsequent discussions noted by
some. Next, the interview sessions revealed that complexity was not of central concern
to the A1 participants during the discussions, though at least one interviewee noticed
some development in this area over the course of the year through the type of mistakes
she encountered in her speaking, while the B1 participants interviewed expressed a
conscious preference for not using complex language and vocabulary in order to
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facilitate ease of understanding among those in their groups. Third, interactional
engagement was one area where all of the participants interviewed noted that they could
readily see improvement throughout the year largely due to a concomitant development
in their ability to understand others and a heightened awareness to the importance of
asking and answering questions and developing facility at doing so. Finally, the
importance of several specific areas of the material explicitly taught in the course in
which this study was conducted were highlighted for their influence on the
improvements in interactive English speaking noted including the consistent focus on
expanding student use of a wider range of greetings and closers, natural reactions, and
questions and answers.
In the second part of the chapter, the participants’ views on the social and
individual difference variables centrally investigated in this study were presented. In
terms of topic difficulty, it was found that the participants interviewed ascribed very
high importance to the individual topics of each discussion, outlining an array of factors
which they felt made certain topics more difficult than others including the specific
challenges presented by remembering past events, using appropriate grammar to
describe past events, and trying to come up with interesting stories to tell. The
interviewees also noted that assumptions of group members’ personalities affected their
expectations of each other’s levels of participation within the discussions with students
perceived as more extraverted expected to take on more active roles in the discussions
and more passive roles associated with the more introverted students, personality traits
that all felt were able to be readily identified. Finally, in terms of interlocutor
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proficiency and familiarity, a complex interaction between the factors involved was
identified through individual interviewee comments on these issues. On the one hand,
some participants expressed a noted deference to group members perceived as of higher
proficiency while, on the other hand, others considered such situations as motivational
for them to do their best to avoid embarrassment. In terms of familiarity too, greater
familiarity was attributed by the higher proficiency A1 participants as allowing for
greater interaction and more in-depth discussions to arise, while the lower proficiency
B1 participants felt that discussions in which there was a greater familiarity between the
group members led to off-topic diversions and reduced accuracy. Moreover, both
proficiency and familiarity differences among group members were cited as being
detrimental to the mood of certain discussions and the evenness of each member’s
participation within them.
In the next chapter I provide further discussion and interpretation of these
findings in relation to the results of the quantitative component of the study outlined in
Chapter 5, along with a discussion of connections to the existing body of research.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION

In this chapter I discuss each research question based on the quantitative and
qualitative results presented in the previous two chapters. Each question is addressed in
turn with a review of the key findings, their connections to the existing research, and a
discussion of the main interpretations suggested.

Research Question 1: The Degree of Interactive L2 Speaking Development and its
Relationship to Social and Individual Differences
The first research question concerned the degree of development of the
participants’ interactive English speaking performances over the group discussion tasks
that spanned the academic year. This research question consisted of two parts: the first
part was formulated specifically to ascertain the degree of development over the course
of the year while the second was designed to determine the relationships between this
development and the social and individual difference factors identified in the literature
considered as most likely to be of central influence.
In Chapter 5, the results of a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA demonstrated
small but significant improvement in the mean interactive English speaking measures of
the 88 participants who completed all three repeated tasks which spanned the entire
academic year––Tasks 2, 5, and 10––with 46% of the variance accounted for by the
measures. Then, the more detailed results from the 30 class A1 and B1 participants who
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completed all nine tasks also revealed small but significant improvement in the mean
speaking measures accounting for 57% of the variance in the measures but only when
the task measures collected earlier in the first semester were compared with those from
later in the second semester: Tasks 2-4 vs. Task 10 and Task 2 vs. Tasks 7-10. Due to
the small degree of change and the quite substantial variation seen among the
participants’ measures for each task, the most robust within-subjects differences were
found between the means of the two most temporally distant task measures––Task 2
and Task 10––which approached Plonsky and Oswald’s (2014) guidelines for a small
within-subjects effect at d = .60 in both the repeated task (d = .56) and all task (d = .58)
measure contrasts, suggesting that mean improvement in interactive English speaking
ability was detected most easily when the time required for such L2 development to
become evident had passed.
The results of a multiple regression analysis also outlined in Chapter 5
determined that the linear combination of all six social and individual difference
variables significantly predicted 56% of the variance of the interactive speaking
outcome measures for the three repeated tasks. Of the variance accounted for, the
participants’ individual initial TOEIC scores (37%), English speaking self-efficacy
ratings (32%), and averaged group member TOEIC scores (26%), which likely had
great deal of shared variance between them, were found on the whole to be much
stronger predictors of interactive English speaking ability than topic difficulty (7%),
group member average familiarity (5%), and extraversion ratings (4%). The key results
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related to the interactive English speaking development and its relationship with the
social and individual factors investigated are further discussed below.

Interactive L2 Speaking Development
The results for the first part of research question 1 suggest three central
conclusions. The first conclusion is that, on the whole, the participants were generally
found to make modest but potentially important gains to their interactive English
speaking abilities over the course of the academic year when assessed via combined
CAF, interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness ratings. Small
but significant overall improvement in the mean interactive English speaking measures
was found across all three repeated tasks for the entire data set of 88 participants and
among pairwise comparisons between the earliest and latest tasks for the 30-participant
representative subsample from the A1 and B1 classes who were measured more
frequently, both with a relatively proportions of the variance accounted for by the
measures. For the larger repeated task data, the degree of the improvement can be seen
in the small within-individuals effect size of d = .56 as well as in the average gains
made when the participants Rasch ability measures are recalibrated back to the 5-point
rating scales on which they were originally evaluated. Here, we can see that the mean
changes identified in these Rasch fair average scores were quite modest indeed: from
Task 2 (held in term 1 week 5) to Task 5 (held in term 1 week 14), there was an average
gain of +.22 points on the 5-point scale, and from Task 5 to Task 10 (held in term 2
week 13), there was again another average gain of +.22 points, for a total mean gain
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from Task 2 to Task 10 of +.44 points overall. Though small, the +.44 mean total
increase did manage to raise the mean Rasch fair average score for overall interactive
English speaking ability from 2.60 to 3.04, or, put another way, from a score solidly in
the 2-point range––with its negatively worded descriptors for the CAF, interactional
engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness rating scales––to one that had
just entered the 3-point range––with its more positively worded descriptors for each
dimension (see Appendix R). For example, the 2-point category descriptor for overall
communicative effectiveness is Communicates relatively ineffectively overall while the
3-point descriptor is Communicates somewhat effectively overall. In short, although the
+.44 point mean Rasch fair average increase is admittedly small, it could signify a more
important shift in the overall mean improvement of the participants than the point value
alone would suggest.
The modest mean gains in L2 speaking ability determined by the results to the
first part of research question 1 can be seen to generally fit well within the findings
from the broad range of previous longitudinal studies on second language development
(SLD) conducted from TBLT, L2 testing, and dynamic systems perspectives outlined in
Chapter 2 and summarized again here in Table 49. Despite profound differences in the
research contexts, participants, observation periods, and methods used, evidence of
limited but significant growth among certain CAF dimensions was detected in studies
ranging in length from 10 weeks to three years in second language learning
environments (see Ferrari, 2012; Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Tonkyn, 2012; Vercellotti,
2012, 2017) and from one to three semesters in foreign language learning environments
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Table 49. Summary of Longitudinal Second Language Speaking Development Studies
Study
(by year)
LarsenFreeman
(2006)

Participants,
context, and
observation period
• 5 female Chinese
ESL learners
• Observed 4 times
over six months

Methods employed
• Repeated personal
narrative tasks
• CAF measures
• Qual. comparisons

Central results
• Evidence of linear growth of
mean CAF measures
• Complex intra-individual CAF
developmental trajectories

Ferrari
(2012)

• 4 adolescent L2
Italian learners
from various
backgrounds
• Observed 4 times
over three years

• 4 different task
• Growth of mean global CAF
types: 2 monologic, 2
measures
dialogic
• Complexity changes related to
• CAF measures
task type; subordination ratios
decreased with more interactive
• Qual. comparisons
tasks
with L1 speakers
• Complex variation among
individual CAF development

Tonkyn
(2012)

• 24 pre-university
• Excerpts from preESL learners from
/post-program
various
individual interviews
backgrounds
• CALF measures
• Interviewed 2
• CALF ratings
times: before/
after 10 weeks

• Gains in certain CALF
subcategories including
longer/more complex speech
units, reduced error frequency,
and longer pause-free runs
• These same areas were
influential on subjective ratings,
along with disordered syntax
and pause clusters
• Variation seen among the
specific performance features
that saw gains
• Potential halo effects across the
rating scales

Vercellotti
(2012,
2017)

• 66 university ESL
learners from
various
backgrounds
• Monthly tasks
over 3 semesters
(though each
individual
averaged only
4.45 tasks)

• Consistent linear growth
trajectory of CAF measures
• Non-linear change with an initial
decrease in lexical variety
followed by a steeper increase
over time
• Initial proficiency significantly
predicted initial score variance
for complexity (80%), lexical
variety (46%), accuracy (8.6%),
and fluency (16%)
• Topic not found to be a
statistically significant predictor
• Significant within-individual
correlations found between
accuracy and complexity (r
=.14), complexity and lexical
variety (r =.13), accuracy and
fluency (r =.36), and lexical
variety and fluency (r =.23)
(Table 49 continues)

• Open-ended
personal monologic
tasks
• CALF measures
• MLM analysis
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(Table 49 continued)
Participants,
Study
context, and
(by year)
observation period
Methods employed
Doe (2017)
• 32 first-year
• Long-term fluency
Japanese
assessed via
university EFL
monologic speaking
learners
tests
• Observed multiple • Short-term fluency
times over 1
assessed via 3/2/1
semester
speaking tasks
• Initial proficiency and
individual difference
predictor variables
• CALF measures
• MLM analysis
• Fluency ratings

Leaper &
Brawn
(2019)

• 53 Japanese
university EFL
learners
• Tested 3 times
over 2 years:
entrance, after 1
year, after 2 years

• Group oral
discussion tests
• CAF measures
• Coding of interactive
functions
• Ratings of
pronunciation,
fluency, vocabulary,
grammar, and
communicative skills
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Central results
• Small but significant
improvement in fluency seen in
reduction of mean pause length
and phonation/time ratio in
speaking tests
• Significant fluency improvement
across three deliveries of 3/2/1
speaking activity
• No significant change in
accuracy or complexity
• No relationship between longterm fluency measures and
individual difference predictor
variables; slight covariance
between these variables and
short-term fluency growth
• Certain CAF measures more
highly correlated over time,
suggesting higher quality
speaking performances over
time
• Rasch ratings significantly
correlated with 3 out of 5
fluency measures, indicating
that subtle gains were
perceptible
• Complexity: mean length of
utterance gains after 1 year; no
significant differences in
syntactic complexity at all
• Accuracy: improvement in
number of error-free clauses
after 1 year, proportion of errorfree clauses after 2 years
• Fluency: improvement in
breakdown fluency after 1 year,
speed and repair fluency after 2
years
• Interactive functions:
improvement in responding and
developing functions after 2
years
• All ratings showed improvement
after 1 year, no further
improvement detected by
ratings after 2 years
(Table 49 continues)

(Table 49 continued)
Participants,
Study
context, and
(by year)
observation period
Saito,
• 30 Japanese
Suzuki,
university EFL
Oyama &
learners
Akiyama
• Tested 2 times:
(2019)
before/after 1
semester

Methods employed
Central results
• 3 groups: control,
• All 3 groups demonstrated
inexperienced, and
significant gains in complexity
experienced
• Inexperienced learners
• Experimental 9-week
significantly improved
30-min. per week
grammatical accuracy, speed
conversational
and breakdown fluency, and
interaction with L1
enhanced lexical richness
speakers online
• Experienced learners made
• Pre-/post-program
significant improvements in
story-retelling tasks
accuracy, speed fluency, and
pronunciation accuracy
• CALF measures
• Pronunciation ratings
of excerpts

Yu & Lowie
(2019)

• 10 first-year
Chinese
university EFL
learners
• Tested weekly for
1 semester

• Monologic speaking
tests
• Complexity and
accuracy measures

This study

• 92 first-year
• Open-ended
• Small but significant mean
female Japanese
personal narrative
improvement of combined
university EFL
interactive group
interactive English speaking
learners
discussion tasks
Rasch rating measures
• Observed multiple • Initial proficiency and • High degree of variation at the
times over 2
individual difference
individual level; relatively
semesters
predictor variables
consistent differences among
mid-proficiency and lower• CAF, interactional
proficiency learners
engagement, and
overall effectiveness • Initial proficiency (TOEIC),
ratings
English speaking self-efficacy,
and average group member
• Qual. focus group
proficiency strong predictors of
and individual
development
interviews
• CAF, interaction, and adequacy
rating measures more highly
correlated over time
• Qual. evidence that many
learners shifted focus to
fluency/effectiveness and
extended/more collaborative
interaction; high perceived
influence of social and
individual differences
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• General improvement in
complexity and accuracy at the
group level
• High degree of variation at
individual level
• Complex interplay found
between complexity and
accuracy: competitive early
shifting to supportive later

(Doe, 2017; Leaper & Brawn, 2019; Saito et al., 2019; Yu & Lowie, 2019). Of
particular relevance to the first part of research question 1 are the respective studies by
Tonkyn, Doe, and Leaper and Brawn which all provided evidence to support the notion
that ratings could detect rather subtle differences identified via more detailed CAF
discourse analytic measures, as did the cross-sectional study by Iwashita et al. (2001) in
which the rating scales used in the current study were originally introduced. Although
the limitations of the current study allowed for only ratings to be used in the
measurement of CAF, interactional engagement, and overall communicative
effectiveness, the findings of these previous studies suggest that the rating measures
used in the current study––and the mean growth over time that they indicate––are likely
related to concomitant development in the more micro-analytic CAF sub-features that
underlie them.
The second conclusion to be drawn from the quantitative results in relation to
the first part of research question 1 is that not all participants’ interactive English
speaking developed in the same way. Just as not all students in the classes which
participated in this study received the same summative grades for the course, closer
inspection of the task-to-task individual development makes it quite clear that not all
participants demonstrated the same degree of improvement across the repeated tasks or,
in some cases, even any improvement at all. In order to provide a more detailed view of
the overall results presented in Chapter 5, Table 50 reveals the Rasch fair average
scores recalibrated back to the original 5-point rating scales used to assess the
interactive English speaking ability at each of the three repeated tasks held throughout
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Table 50. Rasch Fair Average Scores from the Repeated Tasks by Participant
Participant
X06
X79
X70
X89
X30
X23
X47
X55
X37
X58
X03
X64
X69
X56
X75
X85
X28
X63
X81
X20
X04
X09
X92
X16
X34
X65
X82
X90
X32
X38
X21
X22
X77
X26
X86
X13
X62
X67
X14
X80
X48
X41
X12
X35
X66
X78
X42
X43

Task 2
Fair
Average
1.76
1.65
1.03
1.95
2.06
3.45
2.85
2.31
2.15
1.93
2.55
1.85
2.15
1.86
2.51
1.92
3.05
2.25
1.65
2.95
3.85
2.97
1.33
4.24
3.01
2.26
1.76
1.76
2.47
4.14
2.31
3.02
2.12
3.77
1.02
3.17
2.15
2.37
1.85
2.16
2.26
2.66
3.37
3.27
2.55
2.15
2.06
2.41

Task 5
Fair
Average
2.51
2.06
1.96
2.12
2.92
4.24
3.27
3.15
3.07
3.34
3.07
2.37
2.41
1.76
3.22
2.82
3.95
2.57
2.02
3.37
4.04
2.41
2.02
4.16
3.44
2.87
2.61
2.02
2.37
4.26
3.35
2.06
1.95
3.97
1.43
3.76
2.51
2.72
3.12
2.41
2.46
2.53
3.67
2.92
2.46
2.80
2.87
2.88

Task 10
Fair
Average
3.25
3.05
2.41
3.32
3.37
4.67
3.87
3.32
3.13
2.88
3.45
2.75
3.02
2.72
3.35
2.75
3.87
3.07
2.41
3.67
4.54
3.66
2.02
4.93
3.67
2.92
2.41
2.41
3.12
4.76
2.92
3.63
2.72
4.36
1.61
3.74
2.72
2.92
2.37
2.68
2.75
3.15
3.85
3.74
3.00
2.60
2.51
2.85
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Task 2 to
Task 5
Change
+.75
+.41
+.93
+.17
+.86
+.79
+.42
+.84
+.92
+1.41
+.52
+.52
+.26
-.10
+.71
+.90
+.90
+.32
+.37
+.42
+.19
-.56
+.69
-.08
+.43
+.61
+.85
+.26
-.10
+.12
+1.04
-.96
-.17
+.20
+.41
+.59
+.36
+.35
+1.27
+.25
+.20
-.13
+.30
-.35
-.09
+.65
+.81
+.47

Task 5 to
Task 2 to
Task 10
Task 10
Change
Change
+.74
+1.49
+.99
+1.40
+.45
+1.38
+1.20
+1.37
+.45
+1.31
+.43
+1.22
+.60
+1.02
+.17
+1.01
+.06
+.98
-.46
+.95
+.38
+.90
+.38
+.90
+.61
+.87
+.96
+.86
+.13
+.84
-.07
+.83
-.08
+.82
+.50
+.82
+.39
+.76
+.30
+.72
+.50
+.69
+1.25
+.69
+.00
+.69
+.77
+.69
+.23
+.66
+.05
+.66
-.20
+.65
+.39
+.65
+.75
+.65
+.50
+.62
-.43
+.61
+1.57
+.61
+.77
+.60
+.39
+.59
+.18
+.59
-.02
+.57
+.21
+.57
+.20
+.55
-.75
+.52
+.27
+.52
+.29
+.49
+.62
+.49
+.18
+.48
+.82
+.47
+.54
+.45
-.20
+.45
-.36
+.45
-.03
+.44
(Table 50 continues)

(Table 50 continued)
Participant
Task 2
Task 5
Task 10
Tasks 2 to
Task 5 to
Task 2 to
Fair
Fair
Fair
Task 5
Task 10
Task 10
Average
Average
Average
Change
Change
Change
X46
3.05
3.07
3.47
+.02
+.40
+.42
X05
3.45
4.16
3.87
+.71
-.29
+.42
X19
3.45
3.22
3.87
-.23
+.65
+.42
X25
2.57
2.92
2.95
+.35
+.03
+.38
X87
1.45
1.43
1.82
-.02
+.39
+.37
X54
3.27
3.22
3.63
-.05
+.41
+.36
X84
2.72
2.92
3.05
+.20
+.13
+.33
X59
2.65
1.75
2.97
-.90
+1.22
+.32
X17
2.61
3.35
2.92
+.74
-.43
+.31
X49
2.06
2.72
2.34
+.66
-.38
+.28
X29
3.23
2.75
3.50
-.48
+.75
+.27
X68
2.61
2.88
2.85
+.27
-.03
+.24
X71
2.41
2.97
2.65
+.56
-.32
+.24
X52
2.75
2.57
2.97
-.18
+.40
+.22
X74
2.55
1.95
2.77
-.60
+.82
+.22
X01
3.35
3.85
3.56
+.50
-.29
+.21
X10
4.14
4.15
4.35
+.01
+.20
+.21
X11
4.02
4.06
4.22
+.04
+.16
+.20
X61
1.66
1.43
1.86
-.23
+.43
+.20
X18
2.72
2.26
2.92
-.46
+.66
+.20
X33
2.97
2.95
3.17
-.02
+.22
+.20
X40
2.93
3.27
3.08
+.34
-.19
+.15
X39
2.65
2.15
2.77
-.50
+.62
+.12
X31
3.90
3.66
3.96
-.24
+.30
+.06
X07
4.36
4.36
4.36
+.00
+.00
+.00
X15
3.27
3.74
3.27
+.47
-.47
+.00
X73
2.57
2.41
2.55
-.16
+.14
-.02
X36
2.87
3.02
2.82
+.15
-.20
-.05
X91
2.41
2.37
2.34
-.04
-.03
-.07
X83
1.22
1.16
1.11
-.06
-.05
-.11
X76
2.31
2.14
2.15
-.17
+.01
-.16
X50
1.65
1.55
1.45
-.10
-.10
-.20
X24
2.55
2.16
2.34
-.39
+.18
-.21
X53
2.47
2.61
2.25
+.14
-.36
-.22
X45
2.51
2.37
2.25
-.14
-.12
-.26
X27
3.22
3.87
2.92
+.65
-.95
-.30
X88
2.45
2.06
2.05
-.39
-.01
-.40
X08
4.49
4.46
4.08
-.03
-.38
-.41
X57
2.03
2.02
1.54
-.01
-.48
-.49
X72
3.25
2.47
2.05
-.78
-.42
-1.20
M
2.60
2.83
3.04
+.22
+.22
+.44
(SD)
(0.76)
(0.77)
(0.77)
(0.48)
(0.47)
(0.46)
Note. N = 88. Participants X01-X34 were from A-level classes (n = 33), X35-X92 were from Blevel classes (n = 55).
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the year arranged by the size of the change in score from Task 2 to Task 10 as shown in
the far-right column. The participants with the greatest increases in their Rasch fair
average scores between those two most temporally distant tasks are located at the top of
the table continuing down to those with the largest decreases noted at the bottom. The
individual participant data provide several ways to interpret the results beyond the
considering the overall trend mentioned above. For example, out of the 88 participants
included, 55 (62.5%) demonstrated a positive change in their Rasch fair average scores
from Task 2 to Task 5, 57 (64.8%) showed an increase from Task 5 to 10, and 72
(81.8%) demonstrated improvement of some kind from Task 2 to Task 10. Figure 19
presents a visual representation of each participant’s Rasch fair average scores across
the three repeated tasks while Figure 20 shows only the mean scores of the two class
levels for the same data.
Further inspection of the changes seen in the Rasch fair average scores between
Tasks 2 and 10 is even more revealing. Of the 10 participants that showed the largest
improvement in scores from Task 2 to Task 10 (those located at the top of Table 50), all
but one demonstrated consistently positive change across the three tasks and eight of the
participants with the most improved scores increased by over +1 full point overall. On
the other hand, a total of 14 (15.9%) participants can be seen to show negative changes
in their scores from Task 2 to Task 10 (those located at the bottom of Table 50).
However, of these 14, only eight demonstrated consistently negative change across all
three tasks and just one participant’s Rasch fair average score was found to decrease by
more than -.50 points overall. Also worth noting are the two participants, #X07 and X15,
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Figure 19. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores for the Repeated Tasks

Figure 20. Line Graph of the Mean Rasch Fair Average Scores for the Repeated
Tasks
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who showed no change in their scores from Task 2 to Task 10: #X07 maintained
exactly the same scores across all three tasks while #X15 showed an increase of +.47
from Task 2 to Task 5 but a reciprocal decrease of the same amount from Task 5 to
Task 10. Finally worth noting here is that of the 16 participants found to demonstrate no
or negative change from Task 2 to Task 10, six were also among the total of 15 found to
demonstrate a negative change in their total TOEIC-IP scores from the initial test in
April to the end-of-year test in December: #X07, X15, X45, X76, X83, and X91.
However, further examination of these two data sets through a bivariate correlation
analysis did not reveal any statistically significant relationships between the changes
seen in Rasch fair average scores from Task 2 to Task 10 and changes in TOEIC scores
over the same time period: total TOEIC change (r = .15, p = .16), TOEIC Listening
change (r = .06, p = .58), TOEIC Reading change (r = .18, p = .09).
The large degree of intra-individual variation exhibited by the participants in this
study conforms very closely with similar findings cited in many of the longitudinal
studies summarized in Table 49, particularly those conducted from a dynamic systems
perspective (see Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Vercellotti, 2012, 2017; Yu & Lowie, 2019),
though even TBLT-oriented studies such as those by Ferrari (2012) and Tonkyn (2012)
found evidence of complex variability among the development of individual
participants in their studies. Unfortunately, as in all of the studies mentioned, the
specific reasons behind the high degree of variability identified in this study remain
largely unexplained, though the social and individual difference factors explored in the
second part of research questions 1 and 3 do offer some possibilities. Here, however, it
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seems that inspection of the aggregated data can offer little further explanation with no
clearly discernable patterns revealed between those who demonstrated the biggest
overall gains and losses or even between A- and B-level learners beyond the most
obvious differences in initial mean TOEIC scores, average group member TOEIC
scores, and mean English Speaking Self-Efficacy measures, which were all higher
among the A-level participants. Instead, as the findings for research question 3 indicate,
the complicated confluence of dynamic social and individual difference factors seems to
impact individual learners quite specifically to the situational context of each group
discussion task and the unique individual differences each brings to those situations.
The third and final main conclusion to be drawn from the quantitative results for
the first part of research question 1 is that even greater between-individual and withinindividual variation in the participants’ interactive English speaking ability measures
can be seen in the more frequently assessed task data. When the more detailed data from
the representative A1 and B1 class sections for all nine tasks were analyzed, a high
degree of variability was found which contributed to making it difficult to detect
statistically significant improvement from one task to the next. Beyond the loss of
statistical power due to the smaller pool of data analyzed from the 30 class A1 and B1
participants who completed all nine tasks, the repeated-measures ANOVA and
associated post hoc test results from this data set indicated that the only statistically
significant within-individual differences could be detected between the tasks from early
in the first semester (Tasks 2-4) and Task 10 or between Task 2 and those from later in
the second semester (Tasks 7-10), with the largest effect size (d = .58) again seen
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between the most temporally distant Task 2 and Task 10 measure contrasts. Within this
more fine-grained data, the relatively large standard deviations about the mean for all
task measures led to largely overlapping 95% CIs and very small effect sizes when the
mean changes from one task to the next were compared (see Figure 16 and Tables 37
and 38 in Chapter 5).
The large degree of variation both between all participants’ measures for each
task as well within most individual participants’ measures across all of the tasks can be
seen in Table 51, which displays the Rasch fair average scores for all 30 class A1 and
B1 participants across all nine tasks arranged by participant code (set by initial TOEICIP total score; highest at the top), and even more plainly in Figure 21, which displays a
graphical representation of these same scores for by participant. Although a very
general trend toward gradually increasing scores can be discerned, the great variation
exhibited among the scores for the entire sample of participants at each task and for
each individual participant across the series of tasks makes it impossible to visually
identify a clear and consistent pattern overall. Again this intra-individual variability is
quite consistent with the extant research on L2 speaking (and writing) development,
particularly that conducted from a dynamic systems perspective often focused more on
detailed portrayals of selected case studies than on large samples of participants (for L2
speaking development, see Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Polat & Kim, 2013; Yu & Lowie,
2019; for L2 writing development, see Baba & Nitta, 2014; Verspoor et al., 2008).
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Table 51. Rasch Fair Average Scores for All Tasks by Participant for the A1 and B1
Classes
Task
Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Task 8 Task 9
10
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Participant
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
Ave.
X01
3.35
3.27
3.85
3.85
3.76
3.67
3.13
4.33
3.56
X03
2.55
3.67
2.55
3.07
3.56
2.85
3.13
3.57
3.45
X04
3.85
4.36
4.14
4.04
4.04
4.44
4.67
4.54
4.54
X08
4.49
4.45
4.04
4.46
4.76
4.49
4.54
4.57
4.08
X11
4.02
4.16
4.33
4.06
3.86
4.36
4.36
4.06
4.22
X12
3.37
3.15
3.74
3.67
3.57
2.85
3.57
3.56
3.85
X13
3.17
2.75
3.32
3.76
3.35
3.77
3.95
3.56
3.74
X16
4.24
4.36
4.45
4.16
4.65
4.44
4.76
4.44
4.93
X18
2.72
3.02
2.82
2.26
3.07
3.45
2.60
2.92
2.92
X19
3.45
3.57
3.85
3.22
3.87
3.83
3.76
4.44
3.87
X22
3.02
2.61
2.61
2.06
3.53
2.92
3.40
2.82
3.63
X23
3.45
3.77
3.87
4.24
4.14
4.44
4.65
4.75
4.67
X28
3.05
3.25
3.02
3.95
2.72
3.23
3.37
3.53
3.87
X29
3.23
3.47
3.02
2.75
3.47
3.76
3.47
3.56
3.50
X31
3.90
4.04
3.53
3.66
4.14
4.14
4.44
3.87
3.96
X32
2.47
2.05
2.31
2.37
2.45
2.23
2.97
2.75
3.12
X33
2.97
2.77
2.97
2.95
3.77
3.35
3.27
3.42
3.17
X35
3.27
3.42
2.75
2.92
3.05
3.47
3.37
3.86
3.74
X42
2.06
2.34
2.37
2.87
1.52
2.43
2.41
2.16
2.51
X49
2.06
3.05
2.31
2.72
2.34
2.50
2.45
2.41
2.34
X53
2.47
2.55
2.12
2.61
2.55
2.57
2.34
2.51
2.25
X56
1.86
2.57
1.76
1.76
1.24
2.26
2.16
2.06
2.72
X59
2.65
2.77
3.07
1.75
2.67
2.67
3.57
2.85
2.97
X64
1.85
2.65
2.77
2.37
2.05
2.84
2.61
2.45
2.75
X65
2.26
2.85
2.77
2.87
3.27
2.57
2.61
2.26
2.92
X71
2.41
2.47
2.77
2.97
2.75
3.10
2.61
2.12
2.65
X73
2.57
2.26
1.92
2.41
2.15
2.31
1.72
2.82
2.55
X79
1.65
2.02
2.77
2.06
2.97
2.51
2.05
2.15
3.05
X91
2.41
2.02
2.26
2.37
2.37
3.02
2.21
2.02
2.34
X92
1.33
1.33
1.95
2.02
2.21
1.82
2.37
2.57
2.02
A1 M
3.37
3.45
3.44
3.44
3.69
3.66
3.77
3.81
3.83
(SD)
(0.58)
(0.69)
(0.66)
(0.75)
(0.60)
(0.69)
(0.68)
(0.64)
(0.55)
B1 M
2.22
2.48
2.43
2.44
2.40
2.62
2.50
2.48
2.68
(SD)
(0.50)
(0.52)
(0.41)
(0.43)
(0.58)
(0.42)
(0.50)
(0.50)
(0.44)
Overall M
2.87
3.03
3.00
3.01
3.13
3.21
3.22
3.23
3.33
(SD)
(0.79)
(0.78)
(0.75)
(0.80)
(0.87)
(0.78)
(0.88)
(0.88)
(0.76)
Note. N = 30. Participants X01-X34 were from A-level classes (A1: n = 17), X35-X92 were from
B-level classes (B1: n = 13).
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Figure 21. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores of the A1 and B1 Participants

Interactive L2 Speaking Development and Social and Individual Differences
The quantitative results most relevant to the second part of research question 1
suggest two main conclusions concerning the six social and individual difference
variables found to significantly predict 56% of the variance of the interactive L2
speaking measures for the three repeated tasks when combined linearly in a multiple
regression. The first conclusion to be made here is a rather obvious one: underlying
knowledge of the L2 is by far the single biggest and most important predictor of
interactive L2 speaking ability, at least of the six independent variables examined in this
study. While the multiple regression statistics determined that the participants’ total
scores on the initial TOEIC-IP accounted for 37% of the variance in their interactive
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speaking measures, a great deal of this variance was also likely shared among the next
two strongest predictors––English speaking self-efficacy ratings (32%), and averaged
group member TOEIC scores (26%)––both of which are presumably heavily influenced
by each participant’s underlying English knowledge, a point that is further suggested by
the significant correlations previously outlined between these variables and the initial
TOEIC scores at r = .44 and r = .73, respectively (see Table 40 in Chapter 5). The
relatively high correlations between these three variables intimates at just how large of
an impact the underlying English knowledge as suggested by their initial TOEIC scores
likely had on the participants’ perceived self-assessments of their own interactive
English speaking abilities and in determining their group members’ general English
speaking proficiencies. As the group members that each individual participant
interacted with for each of the tasks in this study came exclusively from the same
levelled class section, it is clear that the participants’ initial TOEIC scores proved
highly influential on establishing the general range of English proficiencies found
among the their respective classes and discussion task interlocutors.
When the mean interactive English speaking measures are compared by
assigned class level as shown in Figure 20 above for all included participants across the
three repeated tasks and Figure 22 for the class representative A1 and B1 subsample of
participants across all tasks, the importance of these initial TOEIC scores in essentially
separating the students into two rather distinct levels of interactive English speaking
ability is quite plainly revealed. For the class A1 and B1 data, although the very
gradually increasing trends across both class sections are roughly similar, the mean
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Figure 22. Line Graph of the Mean Rasch Fair Average Scores Across All Tasks for
the A1 and B1 Class Sections

Rasch fair average scores for the B1 participants all fall within the range of 2.22 to 2.68,
while the mean A1 scores range from 3.37 to 3.83, thereby maintaining a mean point
advantage of at least .97 or higher across all nine tasks. Here it is important to again
note the key distinction indicated by rating criteria in 3-point range reflecting a
tempered but largely positive orientation of English speaking abilities while the 2-point
rating criteria were predominantly negatively worded. Moreover, not only did the final
(and highest) mean score for the lower-proficiency B1 participants at Task 10 remain .69 points lower than the initial (and lowest) mean score for the higher-proficiency A1
participants at Task 2, but the gap between the mean scores even appeared to widen
somewhat across the final three tasks. While the rather volatile individual trajectories
captured in Figures 19 and 21 above reveal the great variation between individual
scores across the tasks––with a number of A-level and B-level participant’s scores
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overlapping in the mid-score range throughout––they also hint at the degree to which a
large proportion of the A-level participants’ speaking abilities were noticeably better
than those of the great majority of B-level participants throughout the entire academic
year, at least as they were measured in this study.
The noted impact of general L2 proficiency on the resulting trajectories of L2
speaking development over time also conforms well with the findings from the most
relevant literature in this area (see Doe, 2017; Saito et al., 2019; Vercellotti, 2012,
2017). Of these studies, perhaps the most pertinent detailed account of the predictive
power of initial proficiency measures was provided by Vercellotti (2017), who
employed scores from an in-house listening placement test as a proxy for the initial
proficiency independent predictor variable in her MLM analysis of the monologic
speaking development of 66 university ESL students as measured by a battery of
discourse analytic CALF measures (see Chapter 2 and/or Table 49 for more details on
this study). In her results, Vercellotti reported that initial proficiency significantly
predicted rather high percentages of initial score variance along the dimensions
measured: 80% for complexity, 46% for lexical variety, 16% for fluency, and 8.6% for
accuracy. In the current study, initial total TOEIC scores were found to predict 37% of
the shared variance among the combined interactive English speaking measures across
the three repeated tasks, which very closely approximates a combined average of
37.65% for Vercellotti’s four dimensions as well as the more directly comparable
combined average of 34.9% for the three CAF dimensions from that study, because
lexical variety was not specifically addressed in the rating scales used in this study.
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Again, although the contexts, participants, observation periods, methods of these two
studies were very different, the highly comparable results seem to offer further
confirmation that initial L2 proficiency measures, even those that do not directly test
productive skills, can be rather strong predictors of L2 speaking abilities as assessed by
CAF analytic measures and ratings.
The second conclusion to be drawn regarding the social and individual
difference variables is that topic difficulty, group member familiarity, and extraversion
are relatively poor, unstable predictors of interactive speaking performance at least as
they were measured and analyzed in this study. Although the multiple regression
analysis of the three repeated tasks for the full sample of 88 participants attributed 7%,
5%, and 4% of the shared variance of the interactive speaking outcome measures across
the three tasks to these respective measures, the data from the more detailed subsample
of A1 and B1 participants’ suggest that these proportions would likely be substantially
different had the all-task measures for the full data set been collected and analyzed to
the same degree. Unfortunately, the limitations of the design of the current study do not
allow for precise determinations to be made as to how the predictive power of these
variables might be different had such different approaches been carried out. Nonetheless,
some informed speculation can be offered.
Of the variables mentioned, the stability of the predictive power of the topic
difficulty measures across all tasks seems particularly questionable mainly because only
the topic difficulty measures from the three repeated tasks––with mean difficulty
averages of 4.07, 3.84, and 3.72, respectively––were able to be included in the multiple
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regression and not the more varied measures from the all-task data––with mean
difficulty averages ranging from 4.64 to 3.81 among the A1 and B1 subsample of
participants (see Tables 29 and 30 in Chapter 4). Although admittedly speculative due
to the lack of a full data set for the all-task measures, a much larger degree of influence
of topic difficulty seems to be suggested by a comparison of the outcome speaking
measures for the two sets of tasks completed on the same days and under identical
conditions aside from the prompt assigned––Tasks 4 and 5 completed in term 1 week 14
and Tasks 9 and 10 completed in term 2 week 13. Bivariate correlations between the
resulting speaking measures between these pairs of same-day tasks for the 30 A1 and
B1 participants whose data were analyzed for all nine tasks revealed significant
correlation coefficients of r = .82 (p < .01) between the Task 4 and 5 speaking measures
and of r = .88 for those between Tasks 9 and 10, yet the differences in Rasch fair
average scores among these pairs at the individual level are quite substantial as can be
seen in Table 51 above. Had the full data set for all tasks been collected and analyzed, it
is likely that a somewhat more stable and realistic picture of the predictive power of
topic difficulty would have been revealed––at least as it was operationalized in this
study––and, by contrast, its relationships to the other predictors into the model would
also likely have been much clearer. The all-task topic difficulty data would also have
provided information about the potential transferability of interactive L2 abilities across
different topics and the possibility that completion of the tasks early in the year served
to prime the participants for those completed later on. The potential facilitative
influence of priming for the repeated tasks which employed the same prompt also
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cannot be discounted here. If topic difficulty of the entire data set could have been more
clearly determined to indeed predict 7% or more of the shared variance among the
interactive English speaking measures, such a finding would be in line with research
demonstrating that even very similar prompts can elicit different results in the measures
of performance features such as fluency and lexis (De Jong & Vercellotti, 2016). At the
same time, it is also possible that having a broader sample of topic prompts reflected in
the topic difficulty measures included in the multiple regression analysis could have
revealed that this variable had less or even no statistically significant predictive power,
which would conform more with both Doe’s (2017) and Vercellotti’s (2017) findings
that topic was not a significant predictor of the individual L2 speaking performances in
their respective studies. Indeed, a bivariate correlation analysis between the 30 A1 and
B1 participant’s Rasch fair average scores and their topic difficulty ratings across all
nine tasks produced non-significant results (r = -.09, p = .16). More will be said about
topic difficulty in relation to the discussion of third research question.
Beyond the scope of the data that were able to be included in the multiple
regression analysis, the manner in which certain independent variable measures were
collected, calculated, and represented in the model also likely had a profound effect on
their predictive power. For example, while this study used the average calculated from
each participant’s 6-point Likert-scale familiarity scores of their group members for
each task as a rather crude single measure of group member familiarity, alternative
approaches could entail (a) using only the highest or lowest reported group member
familiarity score for each participant––if the influence of either of these relationships
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was theoretically determined to be the most influential group familiarity factor on the
resulting discussions (i.e., if having a good friend in the group tends to spur greater
engagement in the discussion regardless of one’s relationships with other group
members or if having an unknown member in the group tends to temper engagement in
the discussion regardless of one’s relationships with other group members)––or (b)
employing a more detailed battery of unidimensional familiarity-oriented questions that
could be validated using the Rasch measurement techniques employed for other
measures in this study. Unfortunately, there does not yet seem to be a widely accepted
consensus as to how to go about assessing and including stable, reliable interlocutor
familiarity measures within analyses of L2 speaking performance as operationalizations
in the literature have ranged from length of time of acquaintanceship (Plough & Gass,
1993), to shared class assignment (Ockey et al., 2013), teacher assigned vs. selfselection decisions (Leeming, 2014a; Poteau, 2011), retrospective interviews (Cao and
Philp, 2006), or unspecified self-reporting (O’Sullivan, 2002), which has contributed to
the many different conclusions found on this social factor’s potential influence.
Extraversion, on the other hand, was measured quite robustly with a set of seven
unidimensional items validated via Rasch analysis, but only at three points during the
year coinciding with the days of the repeated task administrations, where it was found
to contribute to more within-individual L2 speaking development than was suggested
by Doe’s (2017) results using the same instrument with a comparable sample of
Japanese university EFL students in a classroom setting or Dewaele and Furnham’s
(2000) conclusion that extraversion seems to play less of a role in such informal settings.
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While Doe’s results indicated no significant relationship between extraversion and longterm fluency measures, the current study found that these measures could explain 4% of
the shared variance of the combined interactive English speaking measures across the
three repeated tasks. Although only speculative, three plausible reasons for the
difference in these findings could be that (a) the speaking tasks in this study were
exclusively group-based involving interaction between three or four interlocutors, a
scenario which would seem to be heavily influenced by a personality characteristic that
directly relates to interacting with others, (b) the length of the discussions at 10 minutes
was much longer than the 2-minute monologic speaking tests used by Doe, and/or (c)
the series of extraversion questionnaires used in the current study allowed for the
participants’ personality states at the moments when the repeated task discussions were
carried out––which were found to demonstrate some change as shown in Table 24 in
Chapter 4––to be more accurately reflected in the extraversion measures used. Based on
these findings, it seems safe to say that collecting measurements of extraversion at
every task would likely have been even more revealing.

Research Question 2: The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency,
Interactional Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness
The second research question concerned the relationships among the five
individual Rasch rating measures calculated for each participant’s performance during
each discussion task. The results outlined in Chapter 5 revealed high, statistically
significant correlations among all five individual measures for the entire data set as well
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as for each individual task, with particularly strong relationships detected among the
CAF measures. Further analysis of the results over time revealed that the relationships
between all five measures tended to strengthen from one task to the next when analyzed
across the three repeated tasks completed by all 88 included participants as well as
across all nine tasks for the 30 A1 and B1 participants from that representative
subsample, with the most readily identifiable changes found among the relationships
between accuracy, interactional engagement, and overall communicative effectiveness.

The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness
The results from the quantitative analyses of the composite dimensions of the
rating criteria used to assess interactive English speaking development in this study
point to three conclusions. First, the MFRM analysis of the combined rating scale for
the entire data set revealed that accuracy and fluency were on the whole the most
difficult criteria for participants to score well on, while interactional engagement was
the easiest criterion to score well on by comparison, and complexity and overall
communicative effectiveness were well centered about the Rasch zero-logit mean,
suggesting neither particular ease or difficulty in relation to the other criteria (see Figure
7 and Table 9 in Chapter 4). These results were found to hold even when the five rating
criteria were analyzed separately as individual rating scales, with the mean Rasch fair
average scores for the dimensions mirroring the same distribution in terms of relative
difficulty/ease (see Table 43 in Chapter 5). However, this distribution is slightly
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different from the results of the one-semester pilot study conducted in the same context
but with different participants outlined by McDonald (2018) which found complexity
and accuracy to be the most difficult criteria to score while fluency, interaction, and
communicative effectiveness, were considered equally easier. Three potential
explanations for these disparities are that (a) the pilot study was only one semester long
and the relative ease/difficulty of the various criteria would be expected to change
somewhat during the second term, (b) one of the two topic prompts used in the pilot
study asked the participants to discuss upcoming plans, instead of only past events as in
the current study, which presumably warranted greater use of the future tense and
conditional constructions likely affecting complexity ratings in particular in some way,
and (c) the current study added a post-task reflection condition which seems to have
served to redirect the attention of the some participants’ to different elements of their
output than the participants of the pilot study.
The distribution of relative ease/difficulty of the CAF criteria were also
somewhat different than that found in Nitta and Nakatsuhara’s (2014) ratings using a 9point version of the same basic scale. In that smaller, cross-sectional study, accuracy
was determined to be the most challenging criterion to score well on while complexity
and fluency were equally easier by comparison. However, besides not concerning
speaking performances conducted over time, that study also utilized paired
performances by higher proficiency Japanese university EFL learners and decisionmaking tasks from the Cambridge First Certificate in English speaking test as well as a
pre-task planning condition which Nitta and Nakatsuhara concluded was more likely to
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lead to a parallel pattern of interaction than a collaborative one. All of these differences
serve to make any deeper direct comparisons with the current study difficult.
Second, the bivariate correlation analysis between the within-subjects MFRM
rating measures of the individual rating scales for the entire data set revealed that all of
the relationships were significantly correlated with the three strongest overall
relationships found between fluency and overall communicative effectiveness (r = .90),
complexity and overall communicative effectiveness (r = .88), and fluency and
complexity (r = .87), while the three lowest correlations found between the three CAF
measures and interactional engagement: fluency (r = .68), complexity (r = .66), and
accuracy (r = .60). Here the research of most direct relevance would again have to be
Vercellotti’s (2017) study tracking analytic CALF development over time through
detailed analysis of a series of open-ended personal monologues. In that study,
Vercellotti also found significant correlations between all measures but with much
lower correlation coefficients. The two strongest relationships identified were between
accuracy and fluency (r = .36) and lexical variety and fluency (r = .23), while
complexity and accuracy (r = .14) and complexity and lexical variety (r = .13) showed
weaker significant relationships. Because of the different composition of speaking
dimensions included and the distinctly different methods of analysis employed, it is
difficult to speculate on the reasons for the great disparity between the relative strengths
of the correlations revealed. One possible explanation worth noting, however, is that the
ratings assigned in the current study could have been unduly influenced by the raters’
attention to one (or more) specific rating criteria which then managed to impact scores
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assigned across the other criteria that should have been evaluated separately, the
problem of so-called ‘halo’ effects. Tonkyn (2012), for one, noted a number of
manifestations of halo effects revealed through raters’ open-ended comments on the
ratings conducted for his study: (a) complexity can be underestimated due to repetition
of structures, short turns, irrelevance to the discussion, or disfluent production, (b)
complexity can be overestimated due to sophisticated content or highly fluent
production, and (c) ratings of complexity and accuracy can be confused.
Beyond Tonkyn’s concerns, which were made in regards to the rating of the
generally higher proficiency L2 speakers included in his study, another potential issue
related to halo effects when rating spoken output produced by lower-to-mid-proficiency
speakers is the possibility that raters––who are asked to act as independent experts in an
MFRM approach––interpret the scales in ways which realign their expectations of
performance features at the extreme categories (either low or high) of the scale to reflect
the range of performances they are rating, rather than the actual descriptors outlined for
those scoring categories. Under a MFRM approach full use of all rating scale categories
is encouraged in order to achieve higher quality functioning and more reliable
separation, ideally after those categories have been robustly evaluated and calibrated for
good fit and functioning to the performances to be rated. However, if raters adjust their
internal interpretations of category descriptors at the ends of the scales upward or
downward on their own to better align with what they come to determine are more
realistic expectations for ‘the worst’ or ‘the best’ that a particular sample of speakers are
likely to be able to do, even very minor differences between such performance features
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could take on great importance in separating rating levels. Complexity ratings for
interactive tasks seem like they could be particularly susceptible to such a phenomenon
because, as suggested by Ferrari’s (2012) comparison of the development of L2 Italian
learners with the output of L1 Italian speakers, appropriate use of less complex
language in interactive tasks over time could actually be indicative of improvement in
this area when ‘nativelike’ production is seen as the ultimate goal. For example, if raters
find few to no participants able to meet the quite challenging descriptors for a Score 5
on the complexity scale (see Appendix R), they could internally relax their
interpretations of these descriptors to more closely reflect what they come to identify as
the most complex language typically produced by the particular sample, thereby
inflating the scores for these participants beyond the original specifications of the rating
scale. When tracking development over time, this could artificially inflate very minimal
gains made in a particular area beyond what is actually warranted. Although no direct
evidence of this phenomenon or of the halo effects noted by Tonkyn (2012) was
uncovered during the extensive preliminary MFRM analyses of the ratings data outlined
in Chapter 4, if such influences were pervasive and extremely consistent, they could
have gone undetected and served to contribute to the very high correlations found.
Unfortunately, more in-depth consideration of this issue is beyond the scope of the
current study but is certainly worthy of further pursuit in future research.
Finally, while the strong and statistically significant relationships identified
between the five rating criteria for the great majority of data gathered in this study
resulted in only a small, acceptable degree of misfit to the Rasch model for a relatively
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small proportion of participants, it also meant that the grossly misfitting ratings for one
extreme outlier had to be entirely excluded. As mentioned in Chapter 4, previous
MFRM-oriented SLA research conducted with rating scales composed of multiple
criteria such as that by Bonk and Ockey (2003), Meier (2012), and McDonald (2018)
has noted that a certain degree of participant misfit on L2 performance tests that involve
rating scales is not only often unavoidable, but can even be expected when participants
with uneven L2 profiles rightly receive rating scores that deviate idiosyncratically from
the broader, established relative difficulty of the rating scales modeled together for any
data set. While, for this study, that meant that a relatively low number of coded
participants––21 out of 482 (4.3%)––were flagged as slightly misfitting the Rasch
model for the combined rating scale with infit mean scores above Linacre’s (2017a)
stipulations for high measurement quality and ultimately retained within the analyses, it
also meant that the data for one participant, #X02, had to be entirely excluded as to not
significantly degrade the measurement quality.
As outlined briefly in Chapter 4, participant #X02, a class A1 English major
with the second highest total incoming TOEIC-IP score (615) and third highest end-ofyear total TOEIC-IP score (730), was found to demonstrate extremely high misfit for
seven out of nine discussion task performances. Closer inspection of these performances
suggests that this repeated incongruence can be primarily attributed to the fact that this
participant produced by far the least amount of speech across all discussion tasks for an
A-level student––post-task reflection self-reported word counts ranging from a low of
23 words in Task 3 to a high of 59 in Task 10––yet was generally rated among the most
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accurate (on one of the most difficult criteria to score well on) and among the least
interactive (on the criterion considered easiest to score well on). The main takeaway is
that while the strong relationships identified between the dimensions rated in this study
contributed to good fit and functioning of the rating scales for the vast majority of
participants in this context, they also made it difficult to reliably evaluate performances
by at least one extreme outlier whose abilities seem to demonstrate markedly different
relationships. Beyond concerns at the analysis phase, performances with such a limited
body of output to be evaluated raise questions about the appropriateness and
applicability of rating scales like those used in this study without further guidance as to
how such abbreviated performances should be rated, or if they should even be rated at
all, depending of course on the purposes of the measurement.

The Relationships Among Complexity, Accuracy, Fluency, Interactional
Engagement, and Overall Communicative Effectiveness Over Time
The principal conclusion that can be drawn from the quantitative results
indicating that the relationships between all five rating measures generally strengthened
over the course of the academic year is that the learners included in this study were
better able to direct more attention to all of these dimensions of their spoken output over
time. Although, as far I know, no other studies have tracked the specific combination of
dimensions included in this study longitudinally via MFRM ratings, there is some
confirmatory support for the general conclusion provided by two studies of L2 speaking
development that employed analytic CAF discourse measures. First, Vercellotti (2017)
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found that the relationships she identified between CAF measures for her entire data set,
which were outlined above, could also be seen in a series of single-task correlation
analyses on the observations she collected for the first four tasks completed by the
participants in her study. While the correlations were not found to reach significance at
each individual task, Vercellotti purported that the results provided further evidence of
what she considered ‘connected growth’ among the measures; a critical point which she
considered to run contrary to both Skehan’s (1998) notion of trade-off effects––in
which L2 speakers are thought to direct their limited attentional resources more towards
either one (or occasionally two) CAF dimensions at a time, but not all of them at once–
–as well as Robinson’s (2011) Cognition Hypothesis––which argues that accuracy and
complexity can both be attended but generally at the expense of fluency, or vice versa.
Next, in a Japanese university EFL context, Doe (2017) also found that the CAF
measures employed in his semester-long study followed a progression of developing
increasingly stronger relationships over time. Although the lexical complexity measures
never reached significant correlations with the other measures, comparing the
correlation results of the CAF measures garnered from the series of monologue
speaking tests reveals that none of the measures from the first test were correlated, one
significant correlation was found for the second test (between one of two fluency
measures and the accuracy measure at r = -.52), three significant correlations were
found at the third test (between both of the fluency measures and accuracy at r = -.43
and r = .52 and between the two fluency measures themselves at r = -.62), and five
significant correlations were found for the fourth and final test (again between fluency
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and accuracy at r = -.52 and r = .58 and both fluency measures themselves at r = -.52, as
well as between one of the fluency measures and syntactic complexity at r = .48 and
between accuracy and syntactic complexity at r = .70). Given that Doe’s study was
conducted during the participants’ second term, a comparison with the current study’s
second term correlations would seem to be most appropriate. In the second term, the
relationships between the CAF ratings were significant across all five tasks (Tasks 6-10)
with high correlation coefficients maintained throughout (see Table 48 in Chapter 5). In
terms of relative strength, the relationships between fluency and accuracy ranged
from .82 to .92, the correlations between fluency and complexity ranged from .84 to .91,
and the relationships between accuracy and complexity ranged from .84 to .93, with no
real discernable pattern emerging across the five tasks. Though direct comparisons with
Doe’s study are again difficult given the differences in the task conditions and
measurement methods employed, it is interesting to note that the both studies were able
to identify significant relationships between both fluency and accuracy as well as
between fluency and complexity, yet only the current study found significant
correlations between accuracy and complexity, which ended up being the strongest
relationship identified among the CAF dimensions. Although merely speculative, many
of the same potential explanations for general differences in findings outlined
previously would seem to be likely relevant here as well: (a) the longer observation
period of two semesters is likely important, (b) group-based interactive tasks likely
generate different uses of language, (c) personal narrative topic prompts likely warrant
different grammatical constructions, (d) longer speech samples could reveal stronger
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relationships, and (e) the post-task condition might redirect attention to CAF
dimensions in unique and influential ways. Additionally, the potential impact of halo
effects among the ratings assigned is another possibility that cannot be dismissed.

Research Question 3: Participant Views of Their Interactive L2 Speaking
Development and the Various Social and Individual Difference Factors
The third and final research question was intended to elicit the participants’ own
views on their interactive English speaking development and the various social and
individual difference factors identified in this study. The qualitative component of this
study outlined in Chapter 6 revealed three main findings in relation to the interviewees’
perspectives on their speaking development over the course of the academic year: (a)
most participants described a conscious shift in attention away from a primary concern
of speaking accurately towards wanting to speak more fluently/effectively, which they
saw as demonstrative of improvement, (b) there was a general lack of concern and
conscious attention to complexity, although the post-task reflection assignment did raise
awareness to this aspect for at least one higher-proficiency interviewee, and (c) all
participants interviewed noted growth in their interactional engagement which they
ascribed to improved ease of understanding and a heightened awareness to the
importance of asking questions as well as how to do so. In addition, the influence of
several aspects of the course in which this study was conducted were recognized as
important in spurring development.
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The qualitative findings in Chapter 6 further outlined the range of interviewees’
perceptions on the influence of the social and individual difference variables pursued in
this study. First, the participants interviewed generally ascribed high importance to the
influence of the topic prompts assigned in each discussion. Next, assumptions about
group members’ personalities also affected anticipated levels of participation within the
discussion tasks with outwardly extraverted students expected to assume more active
roles in the discussion. Finally, the complex interaction revealed between the
interviewees’ assessments of interlocutor proficiency and familiarity among their group
discussion members was noted for a range of perceived facilitative and dampening
effects on both participation and performance. In keeping with the convergent mixed
methods design of this study, both the quantitative results outlined in Chapter 5 and the
qualitative findings presented in Chapter 6 will be interpreted in light of one another
through a discussion of the most salient comparisons and contrasts.

Interpretation of Perceptions and Results of Interactive L2 Speaking Development
Comparing the quantitative results of the interviewees’ interactive English
speaking development across the nine group discussion tasks with their own perceptions
from the qualitative focus group and individual interviews points to three main
interpretations. First, the generally positive perceptions held by the interviewees toward
their own improvement are somewhat supported by an inspection of their individual
Rasch ability measures over time, though not uniformly. Figure 23 portrays the
combined Rasch fair averages for all nine interviewees across the nine tasks (see Table
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Figure 23. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores Across All Tasks for the A1
and B1 Interviewees

51 above for the actual scores). As can be seen, the scores of the four most proficient
A1 interviewees show rather constrained development across the series of tasks for
three of these participants. For the five lower-proficiency learners, one of whom was
actually Ayami (#X18) from the upper-level A1 class, the overall trend is more volatile
and difficult to discern, though the scores for the repeated tasks––Tasks 5 and 10––are
somewhat more closely clustered together. These findings largely conform with the
those for the larger sample of A1 and B1 participants previously outlined (see Table 51
and Figure 21 above) and underscore again the great variability found among individual
development trajectories as they were assessed in this study.
Second, there seems to be no real evidence of any trade-off effects among any of
the dimensions investigated in this study at least as seen through a comparison of the
Rasch fair average scores for individual rating scales across the tasks. Although many
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of the interviewees expressed a commonly shared perception that they had consciously
shifted their attention away from accuracy toward fluency and overall communicative
effectiveness within the discussion tasks relatively early on in the academic year, the
Rasch fair average scores the interviewees received along the five individual
dimensions appear to have developed together rather uniformly, especially as the year
progressed. Figures 24, 25, and 26 display the individual Rasch fair average scores for
accuracy, fluency, and overall communicative effectiveness, respectively, for all nine
interviewees across all nine tasks. As with the larger sample of A1 and B1 participants,
the Rasch fair average scores along these dimensions move together relatively
uniformly on the whole (as do the complexity scores), providing quite clear visual
confirmation of the high correlations seen among the CAF measures (and overall
communicative effectiveness) outlined in Chapter 5 and discussed above in relation to
research question 2 above. If trade-off effects were to be seen in these performances, it
seems that the developmental trajectories of the CAF dimensions typically considered
to contest each other most directly for the theorized limited attentional resources such as
accuracy and fluency would show patterns of offsetting moves in opposite directions
(i.e., a rise in an individual’s accuracy score for Task 8 corresponding with a notable
fall in her fluency rating for the same task). However, that is not seen here; the patterns
revealed are much more parallel than in any way reciprocal.
Finally, one last interpretation that was revealed in the qualitative data collected
to answer the third research question is worth addressing. It seems that not only were
many aspects of the course in which this study was conducted considered influential on
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Figure 24. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores for Accuracy Across All
Tasks for the A1 and B1 Interviewees

Figure 25. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores for Fluency Across All Tasks
for the A1 and B1 Interviewees
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Figure 26. Line Graph of the Rasch Fair Average Scores for Overall Communicative
Effectiveness Across All Tasks for the A1 and B1 Interviewees

the interviewees’ perceived development, but the discussion tasks and the post-task
reflection assignments that accompanied them were also noted for their influence.
While individual interviewees made note of the importance of learning various central
aspects taught in the course––namely, greetings, natural reactions, and asking and
answering questions––which was expected and, indeed, intended to be facilitative of
interactive English speaking development, it seems that the perceived influence of the
discussion tasks themselves, as well as their associated conditions, were initially
underestimated. Although the ten 10-minute discussion tasks (with Task 1 completed
for training purposes) only accounted for 100 minutes of the 45 hours of total in-person
class time for the course (3.7%), several interviewees remarked that they considered the
discussion tasks to be of a level comparable to the standard course assessments due to
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their relative novelty, the fact that they were video-recorded and available for all in the
class to watch online, the importance that I gave them in their set-up and administration,
and their importance to the graded post-task reflection assignment. The post-task
reflection assignment was also revealed as likely being more influential than originally
envisioned, with the interviewees citing it as the most time-consuming homework
assignment of the course––lengths of time for completion ranging roughly from 30-60
minutes for each task. The potential influence of the assignment itself was also raised:
(a) knowing about the impending assignment altered at least one A1 interviewee’s
choice of natural reactions, (b) knowing that classmates would be watching the videos
motivated at least one B1 interviewee to do her best, (c) the post-task assignment
provided a chance for at least two of the A1 interviewees to identify mistakes which
they wanted to improve for the next task, and (d) seeing how little output was produced
compelled at least one B1 interviewee to speak more. Although the self-selected nature
of the interviewees makes it difficult to draw broad conclusions about all participants,
especially because it is conceivable that some could have found the reflection
assignment demotivating, both the many facilitative affordances offered and their
unknown impacts on the results of this study should not be overlooked.

Interpretation of Perceptions and Results of the Influence of Social and Individual
Difference Factors on Interactive L2 Speaking Development
One final interpretation can be offered by taking both the quantitative and
qualitative results into consideration in relation to the perceived influence of the social
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and individual difference factors investigated in this study––individual general English
proficiency, group member general English proficiency, group member familiarity,
English speaking self-efficacy, extraversion, and topic difficulty––on the interactive
English speaking development of the participants interviewed. The qualitative findings
make it clear that the interviewees considered all six of the social and individual
difference variables investigated in this study to be influential on their resulting English
speaking performances and the quantitative results generally seem to support that
perception. However, unlike the clean, discrete percentages of the relative strength of
these individual variables in predicting the shared variance of the English speaking
performances provided by the multiple regression analysis outlined in Chapter 5 and
discussed above in relation to research question 1, the findings from the focus group
and individual interviews strongly suggest that it was not the isolated contributions of
these factors that influenced the degree of participation and quality of performances of
these learners, but how they collectively came together idiosyncratically for each
individual learner in the moment of each group discussion task that was considered
most impactful in the end. A topic initially judged to be difficult to discuss by any
moderately extraverted individual with a certain level of self-confidence for English
speaking could become easier if that learner was in a group with familiar, moderately
extraverted classmates of comparable speaking proficiencies. A topic initially
considered easy to discuss by the same individual could become much more difficult if
that learner was in a group with either unfamiliar, introverted classmates of much higher
or lower proficiency levels. These are but two hypothetical examples of the endless
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array of possible avenues in which social and individual difference factors seem to
uniquely combine to influence learner performances in interactive L2 group speaking
tasks at the individual level in intricately nuanced ways, a point that seems to conform
well with the general consensus developing across the literature in this area (see
Dörnyei, 2009; Dörnyei & Ryan, 2015; Kang, 2005; Sato & Ballinger, 2016).

Summary of the Discussion
In this chapter, I have summarized and discussed the central results and findings
for each of the research questions in this study. I have also put the interpretations and
conclusions drawn in context with the most relevant results from previous studies
conducted in the areas of TBLT, L2 language testing, and L2 speaking development.
Although each of these areas certainly relates to the current study in important ways, the
discussion was also limited to some extent by the unique set of conditions in which it
was conducted and the specific research questions it set out to answer.
In the following chapter, Chapter 8, I provide a brief summary of the main
findings. After that, I discuss the theoretical and pedagogical implications, outline the
some of the most important limitations of the study, and offer some suggestions for
further research in the area of interactive L2 speaking development. Lastly, I provide
some final comments in conclusion.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I first summarize the four central findings from the study before
discussing their theoretical and pedagogical implications. Following this, I discuss
seven limitations of the study, followed by four related suggestions for future research. I
end the chapter with some final comments to conclude the study.

Summary of the Findings
Four main findings are offered by this study. First, I found that, at the group
level, low-to-mid proficiency Japanese university EFL students were able to make small
but significant improvements in their interactive English speaking abilities over the
course of one academic year, even with their opportunities for engaging in spoken
production of the language primarily limited to peer interaction within classroom
settings. Although the effect sizes of the changes in Rasch rating measures between the
two most distant tasks were only found to be approaching that of a small effect for
within-individual change in SLA research, the practical effect of this improvement
could be more substantial if the development signified a mean shift in perceived ability
that crossed a critical threshold distinguishing effectiveness from relative
ineffectiveness, as is suggested by the Rasch fair average ratings results. Beyond the
importance of this finding to this study alone, it also provides evidence that significant
gains in spoken English production can be made in EFL environments, even those with
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limited contact hours, when they are assessed in ways that are ecologically valid for the
context in which the learning takes place and oriented toward an overall combined
rating of perceived abilities rather than purely micro-analytic CAF discourse measures.
A second central finding is that the relationships between the ratings criteria
used to assess the performances of the participants across the tasks were found to
demonstrate a fairly clear and relatively consistent pattern of increasingly higher
correlations from task to task throughout the year, particularly among the CAF
dimensions themselves as well as in their individual correlations with overall
communicative effectiveness. This finding is in line with similar findings by Vercellotti
(2017) and Doe (2017) and, despite the vast differences in task conditions and
measurement methods, seems to support the general interpretation that the learners in
these longitudinal studies were able to concurrently attend to more and more aspects of
their spoken production over time. Importantly, this finding appears to run somewhat
counter to both Skehan’s (1998) Limited Capacity Hypothesis, which has long
advanced the position that L2 speakers of less than advanced proficiencies are unable to
allocate their limited attentional resources to more than two CAF dimensions at the
same time, and Robinson’s (2011) Cognition Hypothesis, which argues that accuracy
and complexity can both be attended to but generally at the expense of fluency.
However, as the problem of limited attentional resources only occurs when processing
capacity is overloaded, the results might also indicate that the participants demonstrated
development across all three CAF dimensions because their overall English proficiency
was improving and the tasks employed did not overtax their attentional resources.
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A third main finding is that there was a great deal of both between-individual
and within-individual variation among the developmental trajectories identified in this
study. Despite the relative homogeneity of the participants’ English learning
backgrounds and rather constrained range of general English proficiencies seen among
each of the two levels of streamed classes included, the participants not only differed
dramatically in their speaking performances of the same tasks but demonstrated
relatively high volatility across their own individual trajectories. Such intra-individual
variation aligns quite consistently with the existing research on L2 speaking
development, particularly that which was conducted from a dynamic systems
perspective (see Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Polat & Kim, 2013; Vercellotti, 2012, 2017;
Yu & Lowie, 2019).
A fourth and final central finding is that the social and individual differences
included in this study were able to predict a relatively large proportion of the variance
in the Rasch interactive speaking outcome measures across the three repeated tasks that
spanned the entire academic year. Of the factors investigated in this study, general
English proficiency was determined to be the most important single predictor of
interactive English speaking ability, both in its own independent effect and in its shared
influence on other factors such as general interlocutor proficiency (as a result of
levelled classes) and English speaking self-efficacy (which was notably seen to improve
throughout the year in its own right). While other social and individual difference
factors such as topic difficulty, interlocutor familiarity, and extraversion were also
found to contribute significantly as predictors though to a lesser degree, the qualitative
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findings of this study strongly suggest that such factors do not affect learners’ speaking
performances in group oral discussion tasks in isolation, but rather through dynamic
interaction in the moment for each individual learner (Dörnyei, 2009; Dörnyei & Ryan,
2015; Sato & Ballinger, 2016).

Theoretical Implications
Several theoretical implications are suggested by the findings of this study. First,
the findings provide further support to the notion that EFL learners in instructed settings
are able to make small gains in interactive speaking ability over one academic year
despite not having much previous speaking experience using the target language and the
great majority of their opportunities to engage in spoken production provided in a rather
limited number of classroom contact hours. Although a handful of studies have come to
somewhat similar conclusions in the same general context of Japanese university EFL
education (e.g., Doe, 2017; Leaper & Brawn, 2019; Saito et al., 2019), it is believed that
the current study provides rather unique insights into the long-term development of
students in such settings while demonstrating that the measures collected to track the
development reflect differences that are actually perceptible to human raters. Moreover,
with its use of group oral discussion tasks as the locus of spoken production, it raises
attention to the importance of maintaining the ecological validity of the type of peer
interaction that is most common in EFL classrooms and even provided for its inclusion
in the methods of assessment employed. It is also worth pointing out that the central
assessment method which employed Rasch validated rating scales was also seen as an
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efficient way to assess the interactive English speaking performances for a large sample
of learners across a relatively large amount of group discussion data when considered in
comparison to more traditional analytic CAF discourse measures. The fact that mean
gains in interactive English speaking could be detected by human raters with the types
of group oral discussion tasks used in this study provides further evidence that a broader
range of task types and assessment methods can and should be explored.
Second, the very high and strengthening relationships found among the rating
criteria employed in this study has added to the growing body of research which calls
into question how the underlying tenets of Skehan’s (1998) Limited Attention Capacity
Hypothesis, in particular, can be reconciled with what appears to be conclusive
evidence of connected growth among the CAF dimensions (Doe, 2017; Vercellotti,
2017), though one potential explanation is that the attentional resources of the
participants who demonstrated such concurrent growth were not overtaxed to the point
where prioritizing of certain dimensions over others would be seen. Taking this issue
even further, the current study not only determined that small but significant perceived
improvement along the CAF dimensions coincided with the strengthening of these
relationships, it also coincided closely with strengthening relationships between CAF
and perceived improvement in overall communicative effectiveness.
Third, the high variability of the development identified at the individual level
over the course of one academic year provides further support to the importance of
considering development from both group-oriented and individual-oriented perspectives.
In this regard, these findings highlight the limitations of the more traditional methods of
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statistical analysis employed in the current study in effectively capturing both grouplevel and individual-level concerns and point to the need for even more widespread use
of alternative methods better equipped to address the complex array of issues raised in
doing so. Here, both the theoretical approaches and methods employed in research
conducted from a dynamic systems perspective would seem to be a natural next step for
research conducted on the variables of the type involved in this study.
Finally, this study was able to determine that a number of social and individual
difference factors can influence both the English speaking performances of learners
engaged in group oral discussion tasks as well as their perceptions of those tasks and
their levels of participation in them. While the specific proportions of predictive power
that each variable was determined to contribute in this study furthers the long and rather
disparate line of research in these areas, the more important conclusion suggested here
is that it is not each variable in isolation that has an effect but the dynamic interplay
between all of the factors in highly-contextualized, situationally-specific, and
individually-interpreted ways that actually proves most influential. Although similar
points have been raised by those such as Dörnyei (2009), Dörnyei and Ryan (2015), and
Sato and Ballinger (2016), it remains unclear how best to address these highly dynamic
variables in both theory and research.

Pedagogical Implications
A number of pedagogical implications are suggested by the results of this study.
First, in terms of EFL program administration, the findings quite convincingly
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demonstrate the potential facilitative influence of organizing class sections of L2
speaking courses that heavily rely on peer interaction by general proficiency level.
Although the TOEIC-IP test used to stream students into one of three levels of classes at
the institution where this study was conducted only tested receptive listening and
reading skills, the results indicate that the majority of relatively higher-proficiency Alevel participants consistently outperformed the majority of lower-proficiency B-level
participants from the earliest tasks of the first semester until the very final tasks of the
second term, maintaining nearly a mean 1-point rating scale advantage across all of the
tasks. While the initial TOEIC-IP scores managed to separate the participants in this
study into two general levels of proficiency reasonably well, incorporating some
measure of interactive speaking ability into this process would likely be even more
helpful in reliably grouping learners of approximately similar skill levels together.
Although there are also certain benefits provided by including a broader range of
abilities in class section, the qualitative findings of this study indicate that both the Aand B-level interviewees felt that such mismatches generally served to disrupt the
quality of peer interaction within their group discussions and/or demotivate individuals
(of either higher or lower abilities) from fully engaging in them. When peer interaction
serves such an important role in an EFL oral communication classroom, the findings
from this study suggest that the less variability among the interactive English speaking
proficiencies within the class the better.
A second pedagogical implication to consider based on the findings of this study
is that while impromptu group oral discussion tasks on personal topics of general
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interest can serve as an efficient, familiar, and ecologically valid format in which to
assess learners on their interactive English speaking abilities, a number of factors
should be taken into account when interpreting the results, especially if they are to be
ascribed any substantive weight. First, the great variation exhibited both between and
within individuals must be kept in mind as even the tasks which were completed under
very similar conditions were found to result in different ability measures for the same
participants. Here, the manner in which L2 speaking ability is evaluated is also critically
important, as the overall quality of any rating measures is vitally dependent on the
cumulative quality of the facets that underlie it. The successful use of the Raschvalidated rating scales for CAF, interactional engagement, and overall communicative
effectiveness employed in this study also has its own implications for the assessment of
speaking in foreign language classrooms as it demonstrates that rating scales can
provide a viable way for instructors to efficiently differentiate between students in
group oral tasks in ways along these dimensions without the encumbrances involved in
the use of analytic CAF discourse measures. Finally, the rather pronounced influence of
a number of social and individual difference variables must be considered while noting
that these variables not only seem to affect each individual differently, but dynamically
interact with one another in ways that are difficult, if not impossible, to predict or even
identify. If such tasks are included in formal assessments of any kind, these results seem
to suggest that they should be only a small part of a more extensive battery of
thoughtfully balanced measures of overall L2 speaking ability, as was also suggested by
Skehan (2018).
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One final pedagogical implication suggested by this study is that the potential
affordances of post-task transcription and reflection assignments seem well worth the
efforts required on the part of both the learners and the instructor. Although not directly
evaluated for its educational merits nor compared against alternative conditions, the
frequency with which the post-task assignment was cited positively in the focus group
and individual interviews as well as the form- and pragmatic-focused instructional gaps
it seemed to fill within the course from my perspective as instructor suggest that the
impact of this activity was much greater than anticipated from the outset of the study. In
this way, the general findings here can be seen to be very much in line with the limited
body of both research- and instruction-oriented literature on affordances of such
activities outlined previously in Chapter 3. Beyond the form-focused (accuracy) and
pragmatic-focused (interactional engagement/overall communicative effectiveness)
activities included in the post-task assignment used in this study, other activities could
also quite readily be deployed to direct learner attention to complexity- and fluencyrelated concerns as well.

Limitations
Beyond the noted delimitations related to constraints on the external validity of
this study outlined in Chapter 1, there are also a number of important limitations related
to the internal validity of the study and its results that should be taken into account
(Murray & Beglar, 2009). Some of these limitations are related to the design of the
study while others are related to unforeseen factors that could have affected the results.
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One limitation is that the sample of participants included in the various parts of
this study are likely not entirely representative of the classes in which it was conducted.
In order to ensure the quality of the measures and analyses employed in this study,
certain data screening criteria were used that resulted in a relatively small number of
students with incomplete terms of study and/or inconsistent attendance records on the
days in which the discussion tasks were performed being excluded from the statistical
analyses. Moreover, one student was excluded from the MFRM analyses due to the
consistently incongruent ratings she received. While these exclusions contributed to
improved analyses, they also likely skewed the results positively to an unknown degree.
Similarly, the decision to focus some parts of the analyses on the full complement of
data collected from two representative classes that demonstrated the most consistent
records of attendance could have also skewed the results in unknown ways. Finally, the
self-selected nature of the participants who volunteered to take part in the interviews
conducted for this study likely affected the findings garnered in some ways. Although
this type of limitation was unavoidable given the realities of the classroom context in
which it was conducted, it must be taken into account along with the delimitations
outlined in Chapter 1, which noted that the generalizability of the findings is limited to
similar constituents at comparable institutions in Japan.
Another limitation of the current study relates to the conditions selected for the
group oral discussion tasks. Although the rationale behind the task conditions selected
was outlined in detail in Chapter 3, the extensive body of related TBLT literature
suggests that changing any of these conditions would likely have affected the results
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across the board. Indeed, most of the conditions employed were selected specifically
because they are thought to be conducive toward easing/focusing learners’ attention
during the different stages theorized to underlie L2 speaking––including the open-ended,
personal narrative tasks, the dialogic condition, the lack of real time pressure, and the
post-task condition––or for engendering more collaborative interaction patterns––the
unplanned, impromptu nature of the tasks held in groups of increasingly familiar
learners. Changes made to any of these factors would likely have redirected attention
differently and thereby affected the resulting performances, which provided the central
interactive English speaking measures.
A third limitation is that this study relied exclusively on subjective ratings of the
speaking performances in determining these measures. Clearly, a more multifaceted
measurement approach that also employed other measurement options such as discourse
analytic CAF and interactional turn-taking measures and/or conversation analysis (CA)
and discourse analysis (DA) approaches would have allowed for a more thorough
triangulation of these measures. In terms of the rating measures themselves, although
great care was taken to ensure that the ratings were collected in according to best
practices of MFRM, it is somewhat unavoidable that there remained opportunities for
unintended influences on the measures at every stage of the ratings process. As
mentioned in Chapter 7, the potential ramifications of undetected halo effects, in
particular, cannot be discounted. Employing a larger number of raters (and therefore
ratings) and/or more specifically targeting the criteria rated with each viewing would
likely have been helpful, especially if it could have removed me from the rater pool
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because my inclusion also raises the possibility of some degree of familiarity bias
unintentionally affecting the resulting measures in unknown ways. Finally, the decision
to include the five rating criteria used in this study––CAF, interactional engagement,
and overall communicative effectiveness––while motivated by our best current
understanding of the central facets underlying interactive L2 speaking ability from the
TBLT literature, nonetheless impacted the results in quite meaningful ways that would
have been different if fewer criteria (e.g., CAF only or CAF + interaction) or entirely
different criteria (e.g., pronunciation, pragmatics, or content & coherence) or
descriptors had been used.
Another limitation is that the social and individual difference variable measures
were not as robust as they could have been. While both the extraversion and English
speaking self-efficacy measures were validated according to Rasch measurement
principles, they were only collected three times during the academic year and always
immediately following the group discussion tasks. Collecting these measures
immediately before each task would have provided a more complete picture of their
changes without the potential influence of the task performance factors affecting the
responses. The fact that questionnaire responses on topic difficulty and group member
familiarity were also collected after the completion of each task also likely affected
those results through the influence of unintended task performance issues to some
degree. Furthermore, only one question was asked about each of these factors, making it
only possible to include these responses as raw, unvalidated measures. As such, there
can be no guarantee that participants interpreted the questions or rating options in the
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same way from task to task. Including more items for the participants to rate in both
areas would likely have led to more reliable measures. Additionally, TOEIC-IP scores
were included as a proxy for general English proficiency, but it must again be stressed
that this test only assessed receptive listening and reading skills, not productive
speaking (or even writing) skills that would have likely had more relation to the current
study. Finally, as mentioned in Chapter 7, group member proficiency was calculated by
averaging the initial total TOEIC-IP scores of each individual participant’s group
members for each task, yet other methods could have been used that would have likely
altered the predictive power of this variable in the multiple regression analysis. Here it
is also important to point out that while the social and individual difference variables
included in this study did manage to predict a relatively large proportion of the variance
between the measures, a substantial proportion remained unaccounted for.
The nature of certain task conditions employed in this study is another limitation
that could also have affected the internal validity of the results to an unknown degree.
First, the noted differences between higher and lower proficiency speakers within
groups could have caused higher proficiency speakers to adjust their speech to be
slower and/or composed of simpler language in order to make it easier for less able
interlocutors to understand. If this happened to a large enough degree, not only could
the interactive English speaking ratings assigned to these higher proficiency speakers
have been lower than what they were actually capable of, but the relationships between
the speaking measures and those of the social and individual difference variables would
also have been misrepresented. Next, the choice of task topics likely affected the results
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in unexpected ways. Here it is worth reiterating that the qualitative interviews
confirmed suspicions raised during my initial viewings of the discussions in person and
again when rating them that certain topics were interpreted differently by individual
participants, leading to some degree of confusion at least in the early part of these
discussions. The most readily identifiable instance was the Task 4 topic, Free Time Talk about how you spent your free time in high school, which two of the interviewees
remembered being interpreted as ‘free time outside of school’ by some and ‘free time
between classes at school’ by others. While the direct effects of such confusion on the
resulting speaking measures is believed to be minimal, this is merely speculative, and
the possible influence cannot be completely discounted. Furthermore, the interviews
also revealed that the participants interviewed noted that remembering past events to
talk about during their discussions was occasionally more difficult at certain times than
at others and that the desire to convey interesting stories was a common concern.
Besides the unknown effects of either of these unintended challenges on the resulting
speaking performances, both factors seem to have been conflated somewhat with
linguistic difficulty in the assessment of topic difficulty. It must also be noted that due
to the open-ended nature of the task topics, there were no explicit constraints on the
directions in which individual contributions or entire discussions could take. As such, it
must be acknowledged that the participants could have redirected their contributions
toward what was easiest for them to communicate rather than their most directly
relevant responses to any given topic prompt. This could have served to skew the results
for participants doing so in unknown ways depending on each rating criterion. Also
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worth pointing out is the fact that the repeated task topic employed for Tasks 2, 5, and
10 was Last Weekend - Talk about what you did last weekend. Here it is important to
understand that although the topic prompt was repeated, each individual’s response was
most likely produced completely anew each time. In this way, the nature of this kind of
‘repeated task’ is quite different from the way such terminology is typically used in the
TBLT literature, where it most often implies that the same basic content would be
addressed across the different responses given.
An additional limitation that must be acknowledged is that the focus group and
individual interviewees were conducted in Japanese by an experienced qualitative
research assistant before any of the data collected had been analyzed. Both of these
factors served to limit the specificity and responsiveness of follow up questions.
Although I was present during all of three of these interviews, my level of
understanding of the Japanese responses given in real-time was too limited to be able to
follow up with the types of questions I would have likely asked if I had been able to
more actively participate. Different questions would also likely have been asked had the
analyses been completed in advance. Finally, it is worth repeating that due to time
constraints, my interpretations of the interviewees’ comments were unable to be
checked by the participants themselves, which could have contributed to some degree of
misunderstanding in the qualitative analysis.
One final limitation worth pointing out is that the methods of analysis employed
in this study represent only a few of the ways in which the research questions could
have been answered. On the quantitative side, more advanced statistical techniques for
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longitudinal development such as multilevel modelling (MLM), parallel growth analysis
using structural equation modelling (SEM), or other techniques used in studies
conducted from a dynamic systems perspective could all have led to different
conclusions to be drawn had the data collected met their requirements. While I had
originally intended to use MLM for parts of the analyses in the current study, frequent,
unexpected changes to the group composition of the set groups used for the three
repeated tasks, the general attrition of participants able to be included across all of the
included measures, and the relatively small effect sizes anticipated all contributed to the
decision to utilize multiple regression analysis instead due to the heightened statistical
power able to achieved with the inclusion of all of the participants in attendance for the
repeated tasks as separate participant codes (n = 270). On the qualitative side, case
studies, stimulated recalls, self-reflection journals, and more frequent interviews
conducted throughout the year with a broader variety of participants would likely each
have contributed to a fuller, more robust understanding of the interactive English
speaking development experienced by the learners included in this study.

Suggestions for Future Research
Based on the current study and the limitations outlined above, I suggest five
broad avenues for future research. First, the study could be replicated using the same
general conditions in any number of EFL or ESL educational environments. Even
across different Japanese university EFL contexts, somewhat different results would be
expected, particularly if higher or lower general English proficiency levels were
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included and/or both male and female learners, thereby allowing for interesting
comparisons and contrasts to be made. Contrasting the findings from the current study
with those of similar studies conducted in EFL settings in countries where learners
share the same L1 and cultural backgrounds would also be enlightening as would those
garnered if the study were replicated in an ESL context where there are presumably
both more intrinsically meaningful reasons for learners to communicate in English and
more opportunities for continued speaking practice outside of the classroom.
Another suggestion for further research is to incorporate more task conditions
within studies conducted in this area. Although there are too many possible variations to
be able to test all conditions in any single study, including a select number of possible
contrasting conditions within the same study would allow for a much more balanced
portrayal of the learners’ speaking abilities to be evaluated. For instance, instead of
relying solely on dialogic group discussion tasks as the locus of spoken production,
including parallel monologic tasks and/or even pair dialogic tasks would be revealing.
Similarly, even in a study consisting only of group discussion tasks, including a greater
variety of task types––such as opinion questions, decision-making, or story-retelling
prompts––would allow learners to showcase different aspects of their linguistic abilities.
Finally, utilizing an experimental design instead of an exploratory one would allow the
effects of different pre-task and/or post-task conditions to be more closely investigated
for their specific contributions to speaking performance and longitudinal development.
A third suggestion for future research is to broaden the approaches used to
measure and analyze L2 speaking development longitudinally. First, incorporating more
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multifaceted approaches into the measurement of speaking performances would allow
for greater triangulation of the results. Furthermore, including analytic CAF discourse
measures alongside rating measures, for example, would allow for the results to be
more directly compared with the longstanding body of TBLT research and offer greater
potential for any findings to more easily relate to the ongoing discussions in the
literature in this area. CA and DA techniques would also likely prove insightful here, as
would expanded mixed methods research approaches incorporating more frequent use
of focus group and individual interviews, case study methodologies, stimulated recalls,
or self-reflection journals to provide a more complete understanding of the phenomena
of interest. Finally, drawing on more advanced statistical analyses better attuned to the
complexities involved in tracking development over time such as MLM, parallel growth
modelling using SEM, or moving min-max graphs and moving correlations are also
advised, though some of these would likely require larger samples of participants, more
consistent group composition, and/or much more frequent observations. However, even
with the noted limitations of the data gathered in the current study, further analysis with
MLM could prove insightful.
A fourth area in which further research is suggested is related to more
specifically identifying how certain learner characteristics contributed to the different
developmental trajectories identified in results. At the broadest scope, this could involve
further investigation into the degree to which higher- and lower-performing learners
were similar or different. With finer granularity, this could involve more specifically
identifying the characteristics of students who demonstrated the most progress or those
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who progressed the fastest, or, in turn, even those who showed evidence of regressing
throughout the year or those with the greatest degree of mismatch between their
receptive English proficiency measures and interactive speaking ability. Furthermore,
although the current study contributes to a better understanding of the potential
relationships between learners’ self-perceptions of L2 performance, ability, and
development and external measures of these aspects, more questions remain about both
the relationships themselves and how they can be most fruitfully investigated.
A fifth and final recommendation to be pursued in future research is a more
focused exploration of the factors involved in the rating of group L2 oral discussion
tasks using the rating scale included in this study or others more appropriate for
answering different research questions. Here, the potential impact of halo effects must
be more clearly understood as well as the decision-making processes employed by
raters when faced with the challenge of evaluating multiple speakers across multiple
categories over multiple turns in the course of an extended discussion. Just a few of the
questions raised here include: How influential are certain performance features or
characteristics across different rating criteria? How much do raters independently
recalibrate their application of rating categories to fit the range of performances
expected? Are identified proficiency differences among speakers taken into account
when rating potential adjustments made by more proficient speakers to be more easily
understood? Do certain parts of a discussion (e.g., beginning, middle, or end) or specific
turns (e.g., first, last, longest, most complex) within it seem to be more influential on
the ratings given than others? Informed answers to these questions and many others
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would be helpful in ensuring that the rating of interactive L2 oral discussion tasks are
done as reliably and validly as possible.

Final Comments
As a longtime EFL educator with a particular fondness for both the immediacy
and vibrancy that can be found in oral communication classrooms, I have long
wondered if the peer interaction that is so essential to both maintaining the energy of
these classes and providing as much engagement with spoken production of the
language as possible is really the best use of the severely limited time available. While
the ability to adequately accomplish weekly in-class tasks and perform to acceptable
levels on assessments of different kinds can provide an instructor with some sense that
the majority of students are improving, it seems that in most teaching situations there
are very few opportunities to stop and more deliberately reflect on exactly which
aspects of spoken production are showing signs of development for any particular
learner and which are not, which lessons that I have tried to impart have managed to
sink in and which have not, especially within the confines of more informal, ungraded
speaking tasks geared toward more authentic, meaningful communication. It is even
rarer still to have the opportunity for outside experienced instructors to give their
unbiased opinions on these matters. For all of these reasons and more, the opportunity
to deeply examine the interactive English speaking development of the participants in
this study not only provided some important answers to these questions that had long
gone unanswered, but raised even more to be further explored in the years to come.
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While the findings of this study suggest that small but significant development
of interactive English speaking abilities is certainly possible in a Japanese university
context, they also indicate that the degree and direction of the development is not
universal among all learners nor is the path that it can take along the way. Although I
believe the findings have highlighted a wide range of issues that should be taken into
account when using group oral discussion tasks for learning, practice, and assessment,
they have also further convinced me of their great importance to this particular
educational context and the goals and objectives that it hopes to fulfill. In closing, I
hope that this research also provides valuable information to L2 speaking researchers,
program administrators, instructors, learners, and any others who have an interest in
considering the vast array of complicated factors that can come into play when tracking
interactive English speaking development over the course of one academic year within
the messy realities presented by the EFL university classroom.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM (JAPANESE VERSION)

The Development of Interactive Speaking Proficiency in a Japanese University Context
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM (ENGLISH VERSION)
Title
The Development of Interactive Speaking Proficiency in a Japanese University Context
(
)
Researcher
Kurtis McDonald, XXXXX
Background
This research project seeks to assess the interactive speaking development of students enrolled in this
course throughout the academic year.
Procedures
You are invited to participate in this research of interactive speaking abilities in English over the course
of this academic year. This study involves the researcher doing statistical and qualitative analyses of your
coursework, videotaped discussions, and questionnaires as well as other proficiency measures such as
TOEIC scores, vocabulary assessments, and English course grades. Research assistants, raters, and other
scholars might also view these materials for research purposes only.
Confidentiality
Your individual privacy will be maintained in all written and published work and presentations resulting
from the study. Confidentiality of records identifying the participants will be maintained by the use of
pseudonyms, participants’ real names will never appear on any data collection materials. The data
gathered will not be used for any purpose other than academic (i.e., publications, presentations/papers at
conferences, dissertation, professional development). All data collected in the course of this study will be
kept in my locked office or at home.
Voluntary Participation
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. You can withdraw at any time and you have the right
to refuse to participate. Your responses on all parts of the study will remain strictly confidential. Agreeing
or not agreeing to participate in this study has absolutely no effect on your course grades.
Contact Person
I appreciate your willingness to participant in this research and I can provide you some of the results of
this research at the end of the fall semester. If you have any questions about this study at any time, please
contact Kurtis McDonald: (Office: XXXXX, Tel: XXXXX, E-mail: XXXXX).
If you agree to participate in this research, please sign your name below and write today’s date.
______________________________
Your Name

__________________________________
Date

______________________________
Researcher

__________________________________
Date
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APPENDIX C
LEARNER PROFILE (JAPANESE VERSION)
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APPENDIX D
LEARNER PROFILE (ENGLISH VERSION)
Student Number______________

Name ____________________________________

Age _______

Please fill out the following report about your English learning history.
1. For how many years have you studied English? ________
2. How old were you when you started to study English? ________
3. Where have you studied English?
Kindergarten
Elementary school
Junior High school
Senior High school
Language school
Private teacher

How long?
(in years)
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

With a native
English speaker?
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

How old were you
at that time?
X
X
X
X
_________
_________

4. Are you studying English somewhere besides this college now? If yes, where and what are you
studying (e.g., TOEIC, conversation)?
Where? ______________________ What do you study? __________________________________
5. How many hours per week do you use or study English
outside of class? (Circle answer)

0

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-10

10+

6. How do you use or study English? (e.g., read books, watch TV or movies, practice speaking, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________________
7. Have you ever been to an English-speaking country?

Yes / No

What country or countries? ____________________________________________________________
What did you do there? _______________________________________________________________
How long were you there? ____________________________________________________________
8. Have you ever been to a country where you spoke English to communicate?
(e.g., a non English-speaking country where English is sometimes used)

Yes / No

If yes, how long were you there? _______________________________________________________
9. What language(s) are you a native speaker of?

__________________________________________

10. Besides your native language(s) and English, do you know any other languages?
Which languages?
Language #1 _____________
Language #2 _____________

Yes / No

How well do you know the languages?
I know a little I know it well I know it very well
I know a little I know it well I know it very well
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APPENDIX E
FIRST TERM COURSE TEXT EXCERPT

371

372

373
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APPENDIX F
FIRST TERM DISCUSSION TEST DESCRIPTION
AND EVALUATION RUBRIC
Discussion Test Description

Discussion Test Evaluation Rubric

The final test in this class will be the
Discussion Test. On the day of the
Discussion Test, your teacher will put you into
a group of 3 or 4 students and choose one of
the possible questions from the box below.
Your group will need to discuss that topic for
8 - 10 minutes.
Possible Discussion Test Questions
1. What was your best experience in high
school?
2. What was your worst experience in high
school?
3. What was your best experience using
English?
4. What did you do on your last birthday?
5. What are your plans for summer break?
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APPENDIX G
SECOND TERM COURSE TEXT EXCERPT

376

377

378

379

APPENDIX H
SECOND TERM DISCUSSION TEST DESCRIPTION
AND EVALUATION RUBRIC
Discussion Test Description

Discussion Test Evaluation Rubric

The final test in this class will be the
Discussion Test. On the day of the
Discussion Test, your teacher will put you into
a group of 3 or 4 students and choose one of
the possible questions from the box below.
Your group will need to discuss that topic for 8
- 10 minutes.
Possible Discussion Test Questions
1. Which do you think is more fun, high
school or college?
2. Which do you think is more difficult, high
school or college?
3. Which do you think is better, living at
home or living on your own?
4. What do you think about college students
having part-time jobs?
5. What do you think is the biggest problem
for students at this college?
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APPENDIX I
EXTRAVERSION QUESTIONNAIRE
(JAPANESE VERSION)
Adapted from Apple (2011) and Goldberg (1992, 1993)
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APPENDIX J
EXTRAVERSION QUESTIONNAIRE
(ENGLISH VERSION)
Adapted from Apple (2011) and Goldberg (1992, 1993)

Please use the following scale from 1 to 6 to describe how accurately each statement
describes you. Describe yourself as you generally are now, not as you wish to be in the
future. Describe yourself as you see yourself, in comparison to other people of the same
sex and age as you are. Your responses will remain anonymous and will have no effect
on your course grades. Please answer as honestly as you can.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Slightly
Disagree

4
Slightly
Agree

5
Agree

6
Strongly
Agree

1. I am the life of the party.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. I like to talk to a lot of people.

1

2

3

4

5

6

3. I start conversations.

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. I like to draw attention to myself.

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. I like to be the center of attention.

1

2

3

4

5

6

6. I talk a lot.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7. I feel at ease in a large group of people.

1

2

3

4

5

6

8. I am skilled at dealing with people.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDIX K
ENGLISH SPEAKING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE
(JAPANESE VERSION)
Adapted from Leeming (2014a) and Pintrich and DeGroot (1990)
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10.
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APPENDIX L
ENGLISH SPEAKING SELF-EFFICACY QUESTIONNAIRE
(ENGLISH VERSION)
Adapted from Leeming (2014a) and Pintrich and DeGroot (1990)
Please use the following scale from 1 to 6 to answer the questions. Choose the number
that best describes how sure you are that you can perform each of the English speaking
tasks below. All of the items refer to speaking in English.
1
I cannot do
it at all.

2
I probably
cannot do it.

3
Maybe I
cannot do it.

4
Maybe I can
do it.

5
I probably
can do it.

6
I can
definitely do
it.

1. Exchange greetings when speaking in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Exchange farewells when speaking in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

3. React naturally when talking about general topics in
English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. Ask questions about general topics when speaking in
English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. Answer questions about general topics when speaking
in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

6. Express my opinions about general topics when
speaking in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7. Agree and disagree with others when speaking about
general topics in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

8. Talk about general topics fluently when speaking in
English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

9. Talk about general topics accurately when speaking in
English.

1

2

3

4

5

6

10. Talk about general topics using complex grammar and
vocabulary when speaking in English.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDIX M
GROUP ORAL DISCUSSION TASK PROMPTS
Task 1 – Term 1 Week 2 (for training purposes only)
High School – Talk about your experiences in high school.
!
w
dl twp r dr mb
Task 2 – Term 1 Week 5
Last Weekend – Talk about what you did last weekend.
H
w
dlY
dr mb
Task 3 – Term 1 Week 10
Last Birthday – Talk about what you did on your last birthday.
y
H y
w
dlY
dr mb
Task 4 – Term 1 Week 14
Free Time – Talk about how you spent your free time in high school.
H
wuy
w
adlY
dr
Task 5 – Term 1 Week 14
Last Weekend – Talk about what you did last weekend.
H
w
dlY
dr mb
Task 6 – Term 2 Week 2
Travel – Talk about your travel experiences.
H
s
dl twp r dr

mb

Task 7 – Term 2 Week 5
Club Activities – Talk about your experiences in school clubs or circles.
H
y
sy
dr mb
Task 8 – Term 2 Week 9
Childhood Memories – Talk about your childhood memories.
y y
H
y y
dr mb
Task 9 – Term 2 Week 13
College – Talk about your experiences at college so far.
H
syt
y
sy
dr
Task 10 – Term 2 Week 13
Last Weekend – Talk about what you did last weekend.
H
w
dlY
dr mb
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APPENDIX N
POST-DISCUSSION QUESTIONNAIRE
(JAPANESE VERSION)
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APPENDIX O
POST-DISCUSSION QUESTIONNAIRE
(ENGLISH VERSION)
Please answer the following questions about today’s discussion topic and your
familiarity with your group members.
1. How difficult was today’s discussion topic for you?
1
Very easy

2
Moderately
easy

3
Slightly
easy

4
Slightly
difficult

5
Moderately
difficult

6
Very
difficult

2. How well do you know each member of your discussion group?

Group Members’ Names

I don’t
know her
at all.

I know
her a
little.

I know
her
somewhat
well.

I know
her well.

I consider
her a
friend.

I consider
her one of
my close
friends.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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APPENDIX P
DISCUSSION REFLECTION ASSIGNMENT
1. Transcribe everything that you said in the discussion.
sT l
ol ry t

[

dr

mb

2. How many English words did you say in total?
s
py
dlY
3. What are three other good follow-up questions that you could have asked?
T l
l
Yolt
py
s Y
4. Please correct three things that you could have said better.
T l
ol tsK ot
W
Yolt
dr b

t

Y

You can answer the following questions in English or Japanese.
y
w
K l
s W
t s[
5. What do you think about your performance in this discussion?
y
yT ly
wp
Y

ru

6. How do you think your performance in this discussion compares to the previous
discussion?
y
yT ly
K
y
t
dru
w
Y
7. What are your goals for improvement in the next discussion?
y
s
t
s Y
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APPENDIX Q
SAMPLE DISCUSSION REFLECTIONS
A Well Done Example from Task 6

389

390

391

392

An Average Example from Task 6

393

394

395

396

A Poorly Done Example from Task 6

397

398

399

400

APPENDIX R
RATING SCALES OF INTERACTIVE L2 SPEAKING
Score

Complexity

5

Confidently
attempts a variety
of verb forms
(e.g., passives,
modals, tense,
and aspect) even
if the use is not
always correct.

Accuracy
Errors are
barely
noticeable.

Fluency
Speaks
very fluently
with almost no
hesitations,
false starts, or
modifications
of attempted
utterances.

Routinely
attempts the use
of coordination
and subordination
to convey ideas
that cannot be
expressed in a
single clause,
even if the result
is awkward or
incorrect.
4

Attempts a variety
of verb forms
(e.g., passives,
modals, tense,
and aspect) even
if the use is not
always correct.
Regularly
attempts the use
of coordination
and subordination
to convey ideas
that cannot be
expressed in a
single clause,
even if the result
is awkward or
incorrect.

Interactional
Engagement
Confidently
initiates and
pursues
interaction with
others.

Overall
Communicative
Effectiveness

Communicates
very effectively
overall.

Responds
appropriately
and naturally to
others with
adequate
detail.
May attempt
paraphrase or
clarification.

Errors are not
unusual, but
rarely major.

Speaks fairly
fluently with
only
occasional
hesitations,
false starts, or
modifications
of attempted
utterances.

401

Regularly
attempts to
initiate and
pursue
interaction with
others.
Responds
appropriately
and naturally to
others, though
not always with
adequate
detail.

Communicates
relatively
effectively
overall.

3

Mostly relies on
simple verb forms,
with some attempt
to use a greater
variety of forms
(e.g., passives,
modals, more
varied tense and
aspect).

Manages most
common
forms, with
occasional
errors; major
errors present
but not
predominant.

Speaks
somewhat
fluently though
hesitations and
word-finding
delays are not
uncommon.

Produces
numerous
sentence
fragments in a
predictable set of
simple clause
structures.

Demonstrates
limited
linguistic
control; major
errors
frequent.

Speaks with a
marked degree
of hesitation
due to wordfinding delays
or inability to
phrase
utterances
easily.

Makes an effort
to initiate and
pursue
interaction with
others, even if
unsuccessful at
times.

Speech is
quite disfluent
due to frequent
and lengthy
hesitations or
false starts.

Does not
initiate or
attempt to
pursue
interaction with
others.

If coordination
and/or
subordination are
attempted to
express more
complex clause
relations, this is
hesitant and done
with difficulty.
1

Produces mostly
sentence
fragments and
simple phrases.
Little attempt to
use any
grammatical
means to connect
ideas across
clauses.

Exhibits a
clear lack of
linguistic
control even of
basic forms.

Communicates
somewhat
effectively
overall.

Responds
appropriately
to others,
though not
always
naturally or
with much
detail.

Makes some
attempt to use
coordination and
subordination to
convey ideas that
cannot be
expressed in a
single clause.
2

Makes some
attempt to
initiate and
pursue
interaction with
others.

Communicates
relatively
ineffectively
overall.

Responds to
others but
often with
unnatural
pauses and
without much
detail.

Communicates
very
ineffectively
overall.

Provides only
minimal
responses
when
prompted.

Note. The Fluency, Accuracy, and Complexity scales were modified from Nitta and Nakatsuhara
(2014) and Iwashita et al. (2001). The Interactional Engagement scale was adapted from Ockey
et al. (2013). The Overall Communicative Effectiveness scale followed that used by McNamara
(1990). The revisions made to these scales were pilot tested by McDonald (2018).
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APPENDIX S
FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Group Discussions
1. What do you think about the group discussion activity? How have your ideas on this
activity changed since April? For example: It was useful, difficult, fun etc.
wp ru
w drK
Y T l W
uy
w
w ol
dYol
dYol

Y
y
dlY

2. What kind of things do you think influenced your performances in the group
discussions?
uy
t T ly
W dlY

sy

w

3. How would you describe your personality? How did your personality affect your
performances in the video discussions?
y

u
d
sy

Y T ly
w

uy
wT ly
W dlY

4. How much of an influence do you think the other members of your groups had on
your performances?
y
wu

ln T ly
W dlY

y

sy

5. How did group members’ personalities affect your performances in the group
discussions? Please talk about an actual incident.
y

y
w

uy
wT ly
W dlY
T r mb

sy

6. How did your relationship with other group members affect your performances in
the group discussions? For example: How did you perform when you knew your
group members well? How about the opposite?
y
y
dlY

ty
w
y
y

uy
wT ly
W dlY
or
uy

s
d

7. What kind of topics did you discuss with your group members?
uy

wp r

y
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t d

dlY

8. How did the topics affect your performances in the group discussions? For example:
What made a topic easier to talk about? What made a topic more difficult to talk
about?
uy
wT ly
W dlY
uy
d
Yols Y

sy

w

Yols Y uy

dw

9. Please talk about your strengths and weaknesses in speaking English. How do you
think your English abilities affected your performances in the video discussions?
y
T ly
K
w

w dKT ly
t
uy
wT ly
W dlY

wp r d or mb
sy

Discussion Reflection Assignment
10. What do you think about the Discussion Reflection homework? How have your
views on this homework changed since April? For example: It was useful, difficult,
fun etc.
wp ru
w drK
Y T l W
uy
w
w ol
dYol
dYol

Y
y
dlY

11. How did doing the Discussion Reflection homework affect your performances?
How did knowing about the Discussion Reflection homework affect your
performances?
y

Kuy
wT ly
t
or l t uy
W dlY

w
wT ly

W dlY
w

English Speaking Development this Year
12. How have your English speaking skills changed since April? For example: Is there
something you can do now that you couldn’t in April? What do you think helped
your progress?
T ly
w
ly
y

Y uy
w
YolywK
t T
w
dlY
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d dlY
Y uy

t T

APPENDIX T
INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Background Information
1. Please tell me about your experience of studying/practicing English speaking before
starting college.
w

wdl

y

wp r Wr mb

2. In what situations did you speak English before starting college?
w

Kuy

s

d dlY

3. How did you feel about studying/practicing English speaking skills when you
started college? How have your feelings changed since then? Why do you think that
is?
w
dl K
y
e dlY
Kuy
i y
w
dlt
Y

wT ly

n

twp ru
d dlY

4. How important are English conversation and discussion skills to you? Could you
compare the skills to reading, writing, and listening skills?
sy

K
K

K

u m
t

sT t
r mb

Y

y

5. How important do you think other English speaking skills, such as knowing how to
give a presentation or pronounce words well, are?
m

sT t

K
Y

w

uy

y

u

English Speaking Development this Year
6. How do you think your overall English speaking skills have changed since April?
Why do you think that is?
Y K
w

wu m T ly
Y

dlt

Y

i y

7. How do you think your confidence for speaking English has changed since April?
Why do you think that is?
Y K
Y
i y

w

tw dru m T ly
Y
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dlt

8. It’s important to talk a lot when you have a conversation in English. How do you
feel about the amount of speaking you do now in English compared to when you
started college?
s
dl w

K
rK
T l

t
s

tb r
w dru

e

y
Y

w

9. It’s important to speak without making mistakes in a conversation, such as using
correct grammar and words. How do you feel about the accuracy of your speaking
English compared to when you started college?
s
y
w
e
Y

K
dl w

u
W
rK
T l

t
s

tb r
bw dru

10. It’s important to make complex/longer sentences when you speak in English, such
as using conjunctions and relative clauses. How complex do you think your spoken
English is now compared to when you started college?
s

K
tb r
bw dru

t

y
w
e
Y

u
K
dl w
rK

T l

s

11. You studied the following aspects of English speaking skills that you can use in a
conversation and discussion. Which one(s) do you remember more? Which one(s)
do you remember less? Which one(s) do you feel most confident in using? Why?
T l K
w
l y
y
uy
Wr
Y uy
yw l ,
e
Y

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Greetings
Closers
Natural reactions
Asking questions
Answering questions
Telling opinions
Giving reasons
Agreeing and disagreeing

y
d dl
Wr
h Y uy
s Y

yT bp

w W

K

Group Discussions
12. What do you think about the group discussion activity? How have your ideas on this
activity changed since April? For example: It was useful, difficult, fun etc.
wp ru
w drK
Y T l W
uy
w
w ol
dYol
dYol
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Y
y
dlY

APPENDIX U
EXCERPT OF FACETS SPECIFICATION FILE FOR MFRM RSM ANALYSIS
Title = 3-Facet RSM N91 A1B1+2-5-10 Ratings
Output measures file = 3-FacetRSM-N91-A1B1+2-5-10Ratings.out.txt ; the output file
Convergence = 0.1 ; size of largest remaining marginal score residual at convergence
Unexpected = 3.0
; size of smallest standardized residual to report
Arrange = m
; arrange output tables in measure descending order
Facets = 3
; there are 3 facets in this analysis
Dvalues = 3,1-5
; sets five columns of data for the third facet
Noncenter = 1
; participant facet floats
Positive = 1
; for participants, greater score => greater measure
Inter-rater = 2
; agreement statistics for rater facet
Usort = 1,2,3
; sort residuals by participants, raters, tasks
Model=?,?,?,R5
; observations are ratings in range 1-5.
Labels=
1,Participants
201-1100
*
2,Raters
1,Rater1
2,Rater2
3,Rater3
4,Rater4
*
3,Ratings
1,Complexity
2,Accuracy
3,Fluency
4,Interaction
5,Effectiveness
*
Data =
201,1,4,4,3,3,3
201,2,3,3,4,4,3
203,1,3,3,4,4,2
203,2,2,2,2,4,2
204,1,4,3,4,4,4
204,4,4,4,4,4,4
…

; maximum range of participant codes

; 4 discussion raters

; 5 rating categories
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APPENDIX V
EXCERPT OF WINSTEPS CONTROL FILE FOR
RASCH PCA OF STANDARDIZED RESIDUALS
Title = 3-Facet RSM N91 A1B1+2-5-10 Ratings
Item = Ratings
; column identification
Person = Participants/Raters ; row identification
Xwide = 1
; width of datapoint
Codes = "0123456"
; valid data codes
Ni = 5
; number of data columns
Item1 = 1
; starting column of data
Name1 = 7
; start of row labels
@pf1=$S1W9
; 1 Participants
@pf2=$S13W8
; 2 Rater
Namelen = 20
; row label length
@if3=$S1W15
; 3 Ratings
&End
1 Complexity
; item-column labels
2 Accuracy
3 Fluency
4 Interaction
5 Effectiveness
END LABELS
44333 201 201 - 1 Rater1 ; row data + label
33443 201 201 - 2 Rater2
33442 203 203 - 1 Rater1
22242 203 203 - 2 Rater2
43444 204 204 - 1 Rater1
44444 204 204 - 4 Rater4
…
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APPENDIX W
EXCERPT OF WINSTEPS CONTROL FILE FOR RASCH RSM ANALYSIS
&INST
Title = "Extraversion Questionnaire Data N91 Stacked"
Person = Participants
; persons are participants
Item = Item
; items are questionnaire items
Item1 = 5
; column of response to first item in data record
Ni = 18
; number of items
Name1 = 1
; column of first character of person label
Namelen = 4
; length of person identifying label
Xwide = 1
; number of columns per item response
Ccodes = 123456
; valid codes in data file
CLFILE = *
; category label file for category naming
1 Strongly Disagree
2 Disagree
3 Slightly Disagree
4 Slightly Agree
5 Agree
6 Strongly Agree
* ; end of CLFILE=* list
&END
EXT01: I am the life of the party.
EXT02: I like to talk to a lot of people.
EXT03: I start conversations.
EXT04: I like to draw attention to myself.
EXT05: I like to be the center of attention.
EXT06: I talk a lot.
EXT07: I feel at ease in a large group of people.
EXT08: I am skilled at dealing with people.
END LABELS
020113222222
020345545634
020444333423
…
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